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Understanding China’s state ideology is a crucial step 
toward gaining a better understanding China’s former, 
current, and future positions in the world. This study, 
therefore, traces ideological changes from the founding 
of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949 until today, 
what the relationship is between these changes and the 
social context surrounding them, and what implications 
these changes have for China’s present and future, most 
notably for the legitimation of the rule of the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP). 

Instead of direct party-state explanations or policy 
documents, these guiding questions will be answered 
by making use of Chinese high school history textbooks. 
National historical narratives across the globe are 
continuously (re)constructed to fit changing ideological 
needs, and in China history education is even openly 
admitted to being crucial for instilling correct values and 
patriotic spirit. In addition, telling the ‘history of the nation’ 
inevitably requires facing ideological challenges, which can 
be skillfully evaded in more direct theoretical descriptions, 
as stories about people, places, and events are shaped. 

Using a unique and innovative combination of quantitative 
and qualitative methods, this study is the first to include a 
near-complete set of 43 Chinese history textbooks since 
1949 with a combined length of over 2.3 million characters. 
This methodology and scope have enabled the visualization 
of general patterns of ideological change based on 
frequencies and ‘keyness values’ of ideological concepts.
 
The rest of the study further dissects the national historical 
narrative by looking at the changing ideological ‘roles’ 
of three groups of people as they continuously appear 
throughout the textbooks, namely women, ethnic minorities, 
and businesspeople. Their appearances in the history 
textbooks change along with changing ideological needs 
and requirements, and it is argued that the ratio in which 
they appear in these different roles matters ideologically. 
Visualizations of changing distributions can be insightful 
as ‘ideological fingerprints’ that add new understandings 
to Chinese state ideology. This study analyzes Chinese 
history textbooks in a more holistic manner than has ever 
been done before, in order to uncover broader patterns of 
ideological change in China.
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SUMMARY: 
DISSECTING THE CHINESE HISTORICAL NARRATIVE

China’s state ideology has changed considerably since the time of Mao. There has 

been a transition, particularly since Deng Xiaoping’s reforms of the 1980s, from a 

more orthodox form of Communism into something called ‘socialism with Chinese 

characteristics’. There has been considerable discussion about what that ideology 

entails exactly, or what its importance is to the legitimacy of the Chinese Communist 

Party (CCP). However, understanding it is crucial to make sense of China’s current 

place in the world. This research, therefore, attempts to increase our understanding of 

how China’s state ideology changed between the foundation of the People’s Republic 

of China (PRC) in 1949 and today, how these changes relate to the underlying social 

context, and what the implications are for China’s present and future, in particular the 

legitimacy of the CCP. 

Instead of looking at direct explanations of China’s ideology in official state documents, 

this study uses high school history textbooks as its source. National historical narratives 

around the world are continuously adjusted to fit changing ideological goals and 

needs, and in China it is even openly admitted that history education is essential in 

instilling ‘correct’ patriotic values in students. Telling ‘the story of the nation’ inevitably 

requires the translation of ideological values into concrete stories of peoples, 

places and events, which can be evaded in more direct and theoretical explanations 

of ideology. Deploying a unique and innovative combination of quantitative and 

qualitative methods this study is the first to use a near complete set of 43 Chinese 

junior high school history textbooks since 1949 with a combined length of 2.3 million 

characters. There is no self-evident way to ‘distill’ an ideology out of such a large data 

set, which is even further complicated by the fact that historical textbooks at no single 

point in time produce coherent ideological narratives. Historical narratives instead 

contain various different, or even conflicting, ideological messages. Therefore, it is an 

important premise of this study that the ratios in which different messages appear is 

an important indicator of ideological change. For example, how often businesspeople 

are depicted as capitalist exploiters and how often as bringers of progress and change. 

This asks for a different approach than is usually the case in textbook research, in 

which particular historical events of themes are commonly selected for analysis. 

Instead, this study starts with a general quantitative analysis of ideological concepts, 

after which I dissect the historical narrative, as it were, by following three groups of 

people throughout the narrative: women, ethnic minorities, and business people. They 

divide Chinese society based on different factors (gender, ethnicity, class) and thus 

each time emphasize different aspects of the ideology as a whole. Another premise 

of this research is that the ways in which people are depicted in history books are not 
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only understood as reflections of broader ideological changes, but reversely that their 

stories are also used to shape that very same ideology.

Developments within the field of the digital humanities offer new opportunities to 

conduct research such as this. Optical character recognition (OCR) software can easily 

and relatively quickly convert scanned documents into text, which allows for analyses 

on a much larger scale. It also enables new ways of analysis, such as determining 

frequencies of concepts or finding key words. In linguistics, for example, the keyness 

of a word is used to determine whether the frequency in a given text deviates 

significantly from the expected frequency; after all, the most interesting words are 

not necessarily the most common words. Similar calculations also allow us to find 

those keywords of which variability in frequency over the years is most significant. 

Chapter four therefore starts with a general quantitative analysis which has resulted in 

eight ideological terms that most strongly represent ideological changes in textbooks: 

class, peasant, struggle, revolution, the people, rebellion, landlord, and empire. Most 

of these concepts are strongly related to the Marxist narrative, and as expected they 

appear most frequently in the 1960s and 1970s. The analysis produced two other 

coherent clusters of ideological concepts which represent different ideological shifts: 

one based on cultural and scientific splendor in the 1990s, and one based on socio-

economic and technological progress today. These three main ideological shifts 

are visually represented in Graph 2 in Chapter 4 and are based on average keyness 

values of ideological concepts. This graph is an indication of when ideological shifts 

occurred and their relative strength. It serves as a point of reference throughout this 

study, in order to better understand changes in the ways women, ethnic minorities and 

businesspeople are depicted. 

Dissecting the Chinese Historical Narrative

The core of the study consists of three chapters: one for each of the chosen groups 

of people. All three follow the same basic structure: first a theoretical introduction of 

their relation to the state ideology is given, followed by details about data collection 

and a general quantitative analysis of concepts related to this group. Finally an analysis 

is included of paragraphs in which these groups of people appear. On average, this 

involves about 700 paragraphs of 100,000 characters per case study. The analysis is 

based on the roles they fulfil in the historical narrative, for example ‘the rebel’, ‘the 

victim’ or ‘the danger’. For each case study, the number of roles in which the chosen 

groups of people appeared were relatively limited: about six to eight per group. The 

conclusion of each of these chapters includes a graph which visually displays the 

ratios in which groups of people appeared in certain roles throughout the years. These 

graphs function, as it were, as an ideological fingerprint of that group’s role in the 

historical narrative. 
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The first case study looks at the ways in which women have appeared in the Chinese 

history textbooks. Women’s roles in historical narratives around the world are 

considerably less prominent than those of their male counterparts and this also is 

the case for the Chinese textbooks. In the Chinese context, questions of gender are 

always secondary to the larger national goals and revolutions, and can never be an ‘end 

in themselves’. Women appear in the following seven roles in the textbooks: (1) the 

traditional, as wives, weavers and mulberry pickers, who symbolize the natural order 

of Chinese traditional life which later is disturbed by (foreign) threats. (2) The beautiful, 

whose beauty is used to display the cultural richness of the Chinese empire, but also is 

stereotypically described as manipulative and corruptive. (3) The bad, based primarily 

on two great figures in Chinese history: Empress Dowager Cixi and Jiang Qing, head of 

the Gang of Four and wife of Mao Zedong. (4) The Helpless, in which women are victims 

of physical and sexual violence. These stories are an important nationalist tool, in which 

women as victims symbolize the humiliation of the nation at large. (5) The bold, women 

as heroines who rise up and sacrifice themselves for a higher cause. (6) The skilled, 

talented women whose achievements have made a significant contribution to the 

Chinese nation. In the case of women, these are often artists, athletes, or practitioners 

of traditional women’s professions (such as weavers). And finally, (7) the equal, historical 

narratives that directly discuss aspects of gender equality.

Graphs 10-12 at the end of Chapter 5 show how the ratios between these roles shift 

from 1949 until today. The first graph shows the length of the text of paragraphs 

that address women in this manner. The second graph is corrected for the length 

of textbooks, so peaks of long editions like the textbooks of 1992 and short ones 

like those of 1973 are shown in relative terms. The third graph shows only the ratios 

between these roles as a percentage of the entire text on women. From this it can be 

seen that different roles of women are covered relatively consistently throughout the 

period of the PRC. For example, the proportion of ‘traditional’ and ‘bad’ women does 

not change significantly. Helpless women constitute the largest category, covering a 

quarter of all text on women. In this category we see many women who are victims of 

sexual or other physical violence where their bodies are symbols of the nation itself. 

Although these stories of ‘the century of humiliation’ are often considered as important 

aspects of the Patriotic Education Campaign in the 1990s, this chapter shows that 

victimized women already appeared in this way much earlier. Strong women in heroic 

roles appear in a more limited period of time between 1978 and 2001. During this 

period, there is also space for feminist themes such as gender equality among the 

Taiping and descriptions of the feminist Qiu Jin. These more progressive descriptions 

abruptly disappear along with the portrayal of strong female heroines between 2001 

and 2003, a period in which the CCP wanted to place less and less emphasis on 

revolutions and uprisings in general. However, few active roles for women have come 
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in their place. The 1990s and 2000s see female beauty take on a much more important 

role, coinciding with the ideological shift based on cultural richness and broader 

societal relaxations in terms of female beauty. The currently used textbooks have seen 

a significant increase in text about gender equality, but ironically, women themselves 

play only a very limited role in these narratives and are primarily approached from the 

‘male gaze’. The last ideological wave, which focuses on socio-economic progress 

and technological developments is less visible in this chapter; women, apparently, do 

not play an important role in this narrative. Female scientists, for example, are very 

rare. This is noteworthy, since female scientists would be a relatively safe option for 

the party-state to include women into the nation’s narrative.

The next chapter discusses ethnic minorities (mínzú). Although non-Han Chinese have 

traditionally been dismissed in historical narratives as hostile barbarians, they now play 

a key role in the story of the creation of the multi-ethnic state. Instead of ‘the other’, 

today they are explicitly described as part of the Chinese nation. However, hostile and 

threatening mínzú are not completely gone from the historical narrative, so again it is 

the ratio between different roles that provides insights into how ethnic minorities are 

thought of ideologically. The following eight roles were found in the textbooks: (1) the 

threat, the aforementioned hostile outsider who regularly attacks China. This often 

involves historical groups that are not part of the current system of 55 recognized 

minorities. (2) The controlled, the threatening outsider that is brought under military 

or administrative control, thus coming under a Chinese sphere of influence. (3) 

The Sinified, groups in awe of China’s superior culture and subsequently culturally 

assimilated. (4) The friend, minorities who stand ‘side by side’ with the Han, exchanging 

goods and ideas, and contributing to a stronger relationship between ‘all the peoples’ 

within the geographic boundaries of the Chinese empire. (5) The contributor, who has 

introduced crops, techniques or cultural elements to China, depicting ethnic diversity 

as a strengthening force. (6) The upriser, who rebels against oppressive elites, playing 

a crucial role in the overthrow of corrupt and immoral dynasties. (7) The exotic, who 

displays the cultural ethnic diversity of multi-ethnic China through costumes, dances 

and songs. (8) The nurtured, who is protected and cared for by the Chinese party-

state, and therefore has attained a higher standard of living.

Again, some roles show more variation in their frequency than others. The roles of 

mínzú as friends, Sinified, and threats are fairly stable, even though the ways in which 

they are described do change over time. For example, friendships between ethnic 

groups show increasingly hierarchical differences. Other roles show more variation, 

and when compared with the three ideological shifts as identified in chapter 4, it 

can be seen that ethnic minorities play an important role in narratives of uprisings 

in Mao’s time. In the ‘age of disunion’ (after the Han dynasty) and during the Qing 
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dynasty several large-scale popular uprisings took place, and ethnic minorities play a 

crucial role in these narratives as they inflicted great damage to the oppressive ruling 

classes. While scholars generally discern a shift to more inclusiveness in terms of 

ethnicity, this study adds a number of important nuances to this view. First, mínzú 

play a more active role in the aforementioned popular uprisings than in any other role 

found in this study. In addition, the phrase ‘the people of all ethnic groups’ is used 

much more frequently throughout the historical narrative in earlier textbooks. Also, 

ethnic integration in this period is seen as being driven by the people: shared struggles 

between Han an non-Han inevitably caused their integration, while later textbooks 

emphasize government intervention in this regard. During the economic reforms of 

the 1980s, a strong emphasis on administrative and military control of China’s border 

areas can be discerned. The role of ‘the controlled’ not only emphasizes the power of 

the Chinese state, but also shows how the geographical borders of the Chinese empire 

were established. During the 1990s, minorities are increasingly portrayed as the ‘exotic 

internal other’ and serve as symbols of China’s ethnic diversity. This fits well with the 

ideological shift to a focus on cultural richness at this time, and as was the case with 

women, there is more room for outward display, such as costumes, songs and dances. 

The ideological shift focused on socio-economic development and technological 

progress is also reflected in the portrayal of minorities. As ‘the nurtured’ they receive 

support and assistance from China, first in the form of education and development, 

later increasingly through technological advancements. Images of Tibetan farmers 

watering their land with sophisticated machines thus symbolize what it means to be 

Chinese today, and it is technology which brings happiness and prosperity.

The final group is that of businesspeople. This group sees the most drastic changes in 

the ways people are described in the historical narrative between 1949 and today. From 

despised capitalist oppressors, businesspeople are promoted to bringers of prosperity 

and change. This becomes directly evident through a quantitative analysis of concepts 

that have positive or negative associations with business, as shown in Graph 29 in 

Section 7.2.2. Also, there is more attention for businesspeople in ancient history, as can 

be seen from the Graph 27 in Section 7.2.1. The following roles of businesspeople have 

been identified: (1) the exploiter, who within Marxist discourse exploits the people. 

Large and powerful businesspeople, in particular, cannot be trusted and, together 

with large landowners, are the main targets of class struggle (2) The imperialist, who 

according to Lenin represented the highest stage of capitalism, and also initially was 

seen as causing the ‘century of humiliation’ in which China was attacked again and 

again by foreign powers. (3) The victim, small-scale and honest businesspeople who 

themselves are oppressed by their big exploitative counterparts. (4) The upriser, who 

partakes in uprisings through strikes. Mentioning these businesspeople emphasizes 

the scale of an uprising, yet the loyalty of these capitalists cannot be fully trusted. (5) 
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The foreign trader, symbol of prosperity and wealth, whose arrival from distant places 

attests to the greatness of China itself. (6) The Chinese trader, who proves that the 

seeds of capitalism were present in China even before the Opium War, and who later 

brings innovation and progress.

Normative shifts in how  businesspeople are evaluated, as mentioned above, are less 

ambiguous than in the other two case studies, and it is relatively easy to distinguish  

positive and negative roles. In the Maoist period, businesspeople are mainly portrayed 

as exploiters and oppressors who cannot be trusted, especially ‘big’ ones are invariably 

displayed in strongly negative ways. Foreign businesspeople are often feared in the 

early years of the PRC, and imperialism is perceived as largely driven by individual 

capitalist businesspeople rather than the later common narrative in which states 

are the main actors. After Deng Xiaoping’s reforms, there is a cautious increase in 

positive evaluations of businesspeople, such as strikers, who now appear in narratives 

of uprisings. In the 1990s there is a more dramatic increase in positive depictions 

of businesspeople, who are now increasingly displayed as bringers of wealth and 

progress. The arrival of foreign traders is now also explicitly linked to the greatness of 

the Chinese empire. Their ‘footsteps’ in the cosmopolitan cities of China confirm the 

status of the state at large. These descriptions of cosmopolitan cities and progressive 

attitudes toward traders can additionally be seen as an expression of the ideological 

emphasis on cultural splendor of this era. Chinese traders play a role in this narrative in 

a slightly different way than foreign businesspeople did. With Chinese businesspeople, 

more emphasis is placed on innovation, such as their role in the invention of paper 

money. Especially after 2001, when businesspeople and other capitalists under the 

influence of Jiang Zemin’s ideology are embraced as part of Chinese nation and 

even allowed to join the party, a change can be found again. Even ‘big’ businessmen 

are now something to be proud of, and there is room for national pride based on 

entrepreneurship and innovation. For example, in the current textbooks there is 

considerable attention for a trademark advertisement from the Song dynasty, which 

is considered the first of its kind in the world and had not been included in textbooks 

until now. However, the emancipation of businesspeople also experiences a setback: 

in fact, economic and business themes are increasingly dominated by the state as the 

main actor, and businesspeople are slowly but surely disappearing from the narrative. 

The Belt and Road Initiative is a good example of this. This megalomaniac project is 

confidently presented in the history books, but businesspeople themselves are not 

even mentioned in it once.

Ideology and China’s future

Dissecting the Chinese national historical narrative has revealed that ideology indeed 

is omnipresent in Chinese history textbooks. All three case studies show that textbook 
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editors have selected from an infinite amount of historical facts and created meaningful 

patterns from them in the form of constantly changing narratives. It can even be 

said that these historical narratives say more about the Chinese nation to which the 

three selected groups of people are supposed to belong to, than about the groups 

themselves: raped women symbolize the humiliation of the nation; the inclusion of 

ethnic minorities proves that the Chinese state was always a multiethnic one; and the 

arrival of foreign traders confirms the greatness of the Chinese empire. These stories 

not only reflect ideological changes, but also help to construct the Chinese nation 

itself.

Thus, while official descriptions of Chinese state ideology are detached from the 

broader social context, the same cannot be said for the ideology as represented in 

textbooks, as it is woven into the fabric of the historical narrative. Changes in history 

books parallel the changing vision of the party-state, so ideological messages that are 

communicated in them are not merely ‘empty rhetoric’, but are instead connected 

to the social context surrounding them. An emancipation of businesspeople has also 

taken place in the ‘real’ China, as has the emphasis on technological advancement 

in China’s borderlands. Another parallel to the social context discernible throughout 

the books is that of a declining agency of the people. Whereas in Marxist narratives 

the people were indisputably the driving force of history, this has increasingly shifted 

towards a focus on the party-state, which now is the undisputed protagonist of history. 

This process has its parallel in the recent silencing of multiple voices in Chinese 

society: the party-state has in recent years taken effective action against feminism and 

ethnic disturbances, and currently it is the powerful tech giants who increasingly find 

themselves under scrutiny.

Individual historical descriptions may be plentiful and diverse and sometimes 

contrasting each other, but the important ideological messages underlying them are 

very consistent: the party state is China, and without it, China will collapse. Even if 

students do not literally ‘believe’ these historical accounts in the history books reflect 

‘the truth’, this message is very influential nonetheless. Yet pointing the spotlight so 

clearly towards themselves also puts more pressure on the party-state. The question 

is whether the Chinese people remain satisfied with this passive and insignificant 

position in the national narrative in the long run, when things might not go as well 

for the country. To quote Shambaugh (2008), I would call this, at the very least, a bet 

against history, going against the historical trend.
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SAMENVATTING: DE ONTLEDING VAN HET 
CHINESE NATIONALE HISTORISCHE NARRATIEF

De ideologie van de Chinese staat is sterk veranderd sinds de Maoïstische hoogtijdagen 

en met name sinds de hervormingen van Deng Xiaoping in de jaren 80 heeft er een 

transitie plaatsgevonden van een meer orthodoxe vorm van Communisme naar wat 

‘Socialisme met Chinese Eigenschappen’ genoemd wordt. Wat die ideologie precies 

inhoudt, en wat het belang ervan is voor de legitimiteit van de Chinese Communistische 

Partij (CCP) is onderwerp van veel discussie, maar het begrijpen hiervan is cruciaal 

voor het begrijpen van China’s positie in de wereld. Dit onderzoek poogt daarom bij 

te dragen aan het begrip van hoe de staatsideologie veranderd is tussen de oprichting 

van de Volksrepubliek in 1949 en vandaag, hoe deze veranderingen zich verhouden tot 

de onderliggende sociale context, en welke implicaties ze hebben voor China’s heden 

en toekomst, met name de legitimiteit van de Communistische Partij. 

In plaats van directe beleidsdocumenten zal hiertoe gebruik gemaakt worden van 

geschiedenisschoolboeken. Nationale historische narratieven over de hele wereld 

worden continu aangepast aan veranderende ideologische doelen en behoeften, 

en in China wordt zelfs openlijk toegegeven dat geschiedenisonderwijs essentieel is 

voor het bijbrengen van de juiste en patriottistische waarden bij leerlingen. Wanneer 

het ‘verhaal van de natie’ verteld wordt, vereist dat een vertaling van ideologische 

waarden naar concrete verhalen over mensen, plaatsen en gebeurtenissen, terwijl 

deze vertaalslag ontweken kan worden in meer directe en theoretische uitleggingen 

van de staatsideologie. Door middel van een unieke en innovatieve combinatie van 

kwantitatieve en kwalitatieve methoden kijkt dit onderzoek als eerste naar een nagenoeg 

complete collectie van 43 Chinese geschiedenisschoolboeken met een totale lengte 

van meer dan 2.3 miljoen karakters van de onderbouw van de middelbare school sinds 

1949. Er is geen vanzelfsprekende methode om een ideologie uit een grote verzameling 

teksten te ‘distilleren’, wat nog verder gecompliceerd wordt door het feit dat ideologie 

op geen enkel moment volledig coherente historische narratieven voortbrengt. In 

plaats daarvan hebben historische verhalen een grote hoeveelheid verschillende 

onderliggende ideologische boodschappen die soms zelfs met elkaar contrasteren. 

Het is daarom een belangrijk uitgangspunt van deze studie dat de verhoudingen tussen 

deze verschillende boodschappen een indicatie zijn van ideologische verschuivingen. 

Bijvoorbeeld: hoe vaak wordt een zakenpersoon als kapitalistische onderdrukker 

gezien en hoe vaak als brenger van voorspoed en ontwikkeling. Dit vraagt om een 

andere aanpak dan gebruikelijk is bij schoolboekenonderzoek. Waar gewoonlijk enkele 

edities of onderwerpen centraal staan, heb ik eerst een algemene kwantitatieve analyse 

uitgevoerd, en vervolgens heb ik het historisch narratief als het ware ontleed door 

het volgen van drie groepen mensen door het hele narratief heen: vrouwen, etnische 
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minderheden en zakenmensen. Zij verdelen de Chinese maatschappij onder op 

basis van verschillende factoren (gender, etniciteit, klasse) en benadrukken zo steeds 

andere onderdelen van de ideologie als geheel. Een ander belangrijk onderdeel van dit 

onderzoek is dat de manieren waarop zij aan bod komen in de geschiedenisboeken niet 

alleen gezien worden als weerspiegelingen van bredere ideologische veranderingen, 

maar dat hun verhalen ook worden gebruikt om diezelfde ideologie vorm te geven.

Huidige technieken binnen het veld van de digital humanities bieden veel nieuwe 

mogelijkheden om onderzoek als dit uit te voeren. Optical character recognition 

(OCR) software kan gemakkelijk en relatief snel gescande documenten omzetten in 

tekst wat analyses op een veel grotere schaal mogelijk maakt. Ook maakt het nieuwe 

vormen van analyse mogelijk, zoals het bepalen van frequenties van concepten of 

het vinden van kernwoorden. In de linguïstiek wordt bijvoorbeeld gebruik gemaakt 

van de keyness van een woord om te bepalen of de frequentie in een bepaalde tekst 

significant afwijkt van de verwachte frequentie; de meest interessante worden zijn 

immers niet perse de meest voorkomende woorden. Ook is het hiermee mogelijk 

om die woorden te vinden waarvan de veranderlijkheid in frequentie door de jaren 

heen het meest significant is. Hoofdstuk vier begint met een algemene kwantitatieve 

analyse die heeft geres in een achttal ideologische termen die het sterkst ideologische 

veranderingen in de schoolboeken vertegenwoordigen: klasse, boer, strijd, revolutie, 

het volk, opstand, landheer en imperium. Deze concepten zijn veelal sterk verwant aan 

het Marxistische narratief, en ze komen dan ook het meest voor in de jaren 60 en 70. 

Twee andere coherente groepen concepten kwamen naar voren met deze methode 

en vertegenwoordigen geheel andere ideologische verschuivingen: een gebaseerd op 

culturele en wetenschappelijke rijkdom in de jaren 90, en een gebaseerd op socio-

economische ontwikkelingen en technologische vooruitgang vandaag de dag. Deze 

drie belangrijkste ideologische verschuivingen zijn in Grafiek 2 in Hoofdstuk 4 visueel 

weergegeven aan de hand van de gemiddelde keyness-waarde van de ideologische 

concepten. Deze grafiek geeft een indicatie van wanneer de verschillende golven 

opkomen, verdwijnen en de sterkte van hun ideologische kracht. Dit model dient 

als kapstok voor de hele studie, om de veranderingen in de weergave van vrouwen, 

etnische minderheden en zakenmensen beter te kunnen duiden.

Het ontleden van het Chinese nationale historische narratief

De kern van het onderzoek bestaat vervolgens uit de drie hoofdstukken: één voor 

elk van de gekozen groepen mensen. Alle drie volgen ze eenzelfde opbouw: eerst 

een theoretische introductie van hun relatie tot de staatsideologie, vervolgens een 

uitleg van de dataverzameling van de case study, een algemene kwantitatieve analyse 

van concepten met betrekking tot deze groep, en tenslotte een analyse van een zo 

compleet mogelijk overzicht van paragrafen waarin deze groep mensen voorkomt. 
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Gemiddeld betreft dit ongeveer 700 paragrafen van 100.000 karakters per case study. 

Hierbij wordt steeds gebruik gemaakt van de rollen die zij vervullen in het historisch 

narratief, bijvoorbeeld ‘de opstandeling’, ‘het slachtoffer’ of ‘het gevaar’. Alle drie de 

keren bleek dat het aantal rollen relatief beperkt was: zo’n zes tot acht per groep. Elk 

van deze hoofdstukken eindigt met een grafiek waarin de kwantitatieve verhouding 

tussen deze rollen visueel inzichtelijk gemaakt wordt en dus als het ware als een 

vingerafdruk van de rol van de groep in het historisch narratief gezien kan worden. 

Als eerste is gekeken naar vrouwen in de geschiedenisboeken. Zij spelen (zoals over 

de hele wereld het geval is) een aanzienlijk minder grote rol in het historisch narratief 

dan mannen, en genderkwesties zijn altijd ondergeschikt aan grotere nationale 

projecten en revoluties en kunnen nooit een ‘doel op zich’ zijn. Vrouwen komen voor 

in de volgende zeven rollen: (1) de traditionele, waarin ze als echtgenotes, wevers 

en bessenplukkers symbool staan voor de natuurlijke levenswijze van de Chinezen, 

voordat dit natuurlijk evenwicht verstoord werd door (buitenlandse) dreigingen. (2) De 

schone, waarin hun uiterlijke schoonheid gebruikt wordt om de culturele rijkdom van 

het Chinese rijk te vieren, maar waarin vrouwen ook soms stereotyperend omschreven 

worden als manipulatieve en corrumperende krachten. (3) De slechte, voornamelijk 

gebaseerd op twee grote namen uit de Chinese geschiedenis: Keizerin-regentes 

Cixi en Jiang Qing, hoofd van de Bende van Vier en vrouw van Mao Zedong. (4) De 

hulpeloze, waarin vrouwen slachtoffers zijn van fysiek en seksueel geweld. Deze 

verhalen vormen een belangrijk nationalistisch wapen, en vrouwen als slachtoffers 

staan hierbij symbool voor de vernedering van de natie in het algemeen. (5) De 

gedurfde, vrouwen als heldinnen die in opstand komen en zichzelf opofferen voor een 

hoger doel. (6) De bekwame, talentvolle vrouwen wiens verdiensten een belangrijke 

bijdrage hebben geleverd aan China in het algemeen. In het geval van vrouwen zijn dit 

vaak kunstenaars, sporters of beoefenaars van traditionele vrouwenberoepen (zoals 

wevers). En tot slot, (7) de gelijke, historische verhalen die gaan over gendergelijkheid.

De Grafieken 10-12 aan het einde van Hoofdstuk 5 laten zien hoe de verhoudingen 

tussen deze rollen verschuiven van 1949 tot vandaag. De eerste laat de lengte van de 

tekst zien van paragrafen waarin vrouwen op deze manier aan bod komen. De tweede 

grafiek is gecorrigeerd voor de lengte van de schoolboeken, dus pieken van lange 

edities zoals 1992 en korte zoals 1973 worden meer met elkaar in verhouding gebracht. 

De derde grafiek laat uitsluitend de verhouding tussen de rollen zien in percentage van 

de gehele tekst over vrouwen. Hieruit kan worden opgemaakt dat verschillende rollen 

van vrouwen relatief consistent aan bod komen gedurende de hele periode van de 

volksrepubliek. Het aandeel van traditionele en slechte vrouwen verandert bijvoorbeeld 

niet sterk. Hulpeloze vrouwen vormen de grootste categorie en beslaan een kwart van 

alle tekst over vrouwen. In deze categorie zien we veel vrouwen die slachtoffer zijn 

van seksueel of ander fysiek geweld waarbij hun lichamen symbool staan voor de natie 
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zelf. Hoewel deze verhalen van ‘de eeuw van vernedering’ vaak belicht worden vanuit 

de Patriotic Education Campaign in de jaren 90, laat dit hoofdstuk zien dat vrouwen 

al veel eerder op deze manier in het historisch narratief verschenen. Er komen ook 

sterke vrouwen in heldenrollen voor in de schoolboeken, maar in een sterk begrensde 

periode tussen 1978 en 2001. In deze tijd is er ook voorzichtig ruimte voor meer 

feministische thema’s als gendergelijkheid onder de Taiping en beschrijvingen van de 

feminist Qiu Jin. Deze progressievere beschrijvingen verdwijnen abrupt samen met 

de verbeelding van sterke vrouwelijke heldinnen tussen 2001 en 2003, een periode 

waarin de CCP steeds minder nadruk wil leggen op revoluties en opstanden in het 

algemeen. Er komen echter weinig actieve rollen voor vrouwen voor in de plaats. In 

de jaren 90 en 00 is te zien dat vrouwelijke schoonheid een veel belangrijkere rol gaat 

spelen, wat samenvalt met de ideologische verschuiving op het gebied van culturele 

rijkdom en bredere maatschappelijke versoepelingen op het gebied van vrouwelijke 

schoonheid. In de huidige schoolboeken is een aanzienlijke toename te zien van tekst 

over gendergelijkheid, maar ironisch genoeg spelen vrouwen zelf slechts een zeer 

beperkte rol in deze narratieven en worden ze vooral benaderd vanuit de ‘mannelijke 

blik’. De laatste ideologische golf, die zich richt op socio-economische vooruitgang 

en technologische ontwikkelingen is minder zichtbaar in dit hoofdstuk; vrouwen 

spelen hierin geen belangrijke rol in het narratief. Vrouwelijke wetenschappers, 

bijvoorbeeld, komen maar heel zelden voor. Dit is opmerkelijk, aangezien vrouwelijke 

wetenschappers een relatief veilige optie zouden zijn voor de partijstaat om vrouwen 

meer in het verhaal van de natie te betrekken.

De volgende groep die gevolgd wordt is dat van etnische minderheden (mínzú). 

Hoewel niet-Han Chinezen traditioneel weggezet werden in historische werken als 

vijandige barbaren, spelen ze nu een sleutelrol in het verhaal van de totstandkoming 

van de multi-etnische staat. In plaats van ‘de ander’ worden ze in de moderne tijd 

steeds vaker en explicieter beschreven als onderdeel van de Chinese natie. Toch blijven 

vijandige en dreigende mínzú aanwezig in het historisch narratief en zijn het wederom 

de verhoudingen tussen verschillende rollen die inzicht geven in hoe ideologisch 

over etnische minderheden gedacht wordt. De volgende acht rollen zijn gebruikt 

in de analyse: (1) de dreiging, de eerdergenoemde vijandige buitenstaander die met 

regelmaat China aanvalt. Vaak betreft dit historische groepen die geen onderdeel 

zijn van het huidige systeem van 55 erkende minderheden. (2) De gecontroleerde, de 

dreigende buitenstaander die militair of administratief onder controle gebracht wordt, 

en zo onder een Chinese invloedssfeer komt. (3) De verchineeste, groepen die onder 

de indruk zijn van de hogere cultuur van China en zo cultureel assimileren. (4) De 

vriend, minderheden die ‘zij aan zij’ staan met de Han, ideeën en goederen uitwisselen, 

en bijdragen aan een sterkere band tussen alle volkeren binnen de grenzen van het 

Chinese rijk. (5) De bijdrager, die gewassen, technieken of culturele elementen heeft 
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geïntroduceerd in China, waarbij etnische diversiteit als versterkende factor verbeeld 

wordt. (6) De opstandeling, die in opstand komt tegen de onderdrukkende elite en zo 

een cruciale rol speelt in de omverwerping van corrupte en immorele dynastieën. (7) 

De exotische, die met klederdracht, dans en zang de culturele etnische diversiteit van 

multi-etnisch China tentoonstelt. (8) De gekoesterde, die door de Chinese partijstaat 

beschermd en verzorgd wordt, en zo zich ontwikkelt naar een hogere levensstandaard.

Wederom vertonen sommige rollen meer verschuivingen dan anderen. De rollen 

van minderheden als vrienden, verchineesten en dreiging zijn redelijk stabiel, hoewel 

beschrijvingen van vriendschappen tussen etnische groepen steeds meer hiërarchische 

verschillen laten zien. Andere rollen zijn meer veranderlijk, en als deze tegen de drie 

ideologische verschuivingen geplaatst worden, dan is te zien dat etnische minderheden 

in de tijd van Mao een belangrijke rol spelen in narratieven over opstanden. In het 

‘tijdperk van verdeeldheid’ (na de Han-dynastie) en tijdens de Qing-dynastie vonden 

verschillende grote volksopstanden plaats, en etnische minderheden spelen hierin een 

zeer nadrukkelijke rol in waarbij ze grote schade toe weten te brengen aan vijandelijke 

onderdrukkers. Hoewel academici over het algemeen een verschuiving zien die steeds 

inclusiever wordt, plaatst deze studie daar een aantal belangrijke kanttekeningen bij. 

Ten eerste spelen zij in bovengenoemde volksopstanden een meer actieve rol dan in 

welke andere rol die in deze studie is gevonden. Daarnaast wordt de frase ‘de mensen 

van alle etnische groepen’ veel vaker gebruikt door het historisch narratief heen. 

Ook wordt etnische integratie in deze periode gezien als door het volk gedreven: De 

gedeelde strijd met het Chinese volk zorgde onvermijdbaar tot hun integratie, terwijl 

later vooral overheidsingrijpen worden benadrukt als belangrijkste factor in deze 

integratie. In de tijd van economische hervormingen in de jaren 80 volgt een grote 

nadruk op administratieve en militaire controle van China’s grensgebieden. De rol van 

‘de gecontroleerde’ benadrukt niet alleen de macht van de Chinese staat, maar laat 

ook zien hoe de geografische grenzen van het Chinese rijk tot stand zijn gekomen. 

Tijdens de jaren 90 worden minderheden steeds sterker verbeeld als de ‘exotische 

interne ander’ en dienen ze als symbolen voor de etnische diversiteit van China. Dit past 

goed bij de nadruk op culturele rijkdom in deze tijd, en evenals bij vrouwen is er meer 

ruimte voor uiterlijk vertoon, zoals klederdracht, zang en dans. Ook de ideologische 

golf gebaseerd op economische ontwikkeling en technologische vooruitgang is 

terug te vinden in de verbeelding van minderheden. Als ‘gekoesterde’ ontvangen ze 

steun en hulp van China, eerst in de vorm van onderwijs en ontwikkeling, later meer 

door technologische vooruitgang. Afbeeldingen van Tibetaanse boeren die hun land 

bewateren met geavanceerde machines staan zo symbool voor wat het vandaag de 

dag betekent om Chinees te zijn: technologie brengt welvaart en geluk. 

Tenslotte de groep van de zakenmensen. Zij maken de meest drastische verandering 

mee in het historisch narratief tussen 1949 en vandaag. Van verafschuwde kapitalistische 
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onderdrukkers promoveren zakenmensen tot brengers van welvaart en verandering. 

Dit blijkt direct uit een kwantitatieve analyse van concepten die positieve dan wel 

negatieve associaties hebben op het gebied van zakendoen, zoals blijkt uit de Grafiek 

29 in Sectie 7.2.2. Ook heeft er een verschuiving plaatsgevonden waarin zakenmensen 

vaker voorkomen in oude geschiedenis, zoals te zien is in Grafiek 27 in Sectie 7.2.1. 

De volgende rollen van zakenmensen zijn gevolgd: (1) de uitbuiter, die binnen het 

Marxistische discours het volk uitknijpt. Vooral grote en machtige zakenmensen kunnen 

niet vertrouwd worden en zijn samen met grootgrondbezitters de voornaamste doelen 

van de klassenstrijd (2) De imperialist, naar idee van Lenin de overtreffende trap van 

het kapitalisme, en daarnaast de oorzaak van de ‘eeuw van vernedering’ waarin China 

keer op keer werd aangevallen door buitenlandse mogendheden. (3) Het slachtoffer, 

de kleinschalige eerlijke zakenpersoon die zelf onderdrukt wordt door grote uitbuiters. 

(4) De opstandeling, die door middel van stakingen een bijdrage levert aan opstanden. 

Het benoemen van deze zakenmensen benadrukt de schaal van een opstand, maar 

toch kan de loyaliteit van deze kapitalisten niet volledig vertrouwd worden. (5) De 

buitenlandse handelaar, symbool van voorspoed en rijkdom, wiens komst vanuit verre 

oorden de grootsheid van China zelf bevestigt. (6) De Chinese handelaar, die bewijst 

dat de kiemen van het kapitalisme al voor de Opiumoorlog aanwezig waren in China, 

en die ook later voor innovatie en vooruitgang zorgde.

Verschuivingen in normatieve evaluaties van zakenmensen zijn zoals hierboven gezegd 

eenduidiger dan het geval was in de andere twee hoofdstukken en er is een duidelijke 

scheiding te zien tussen positieve en negatieve rollen. In de Maoïstische periode 

worden zakenmensen voornamelijk neergezet als uitbuiters en onderdrukkers die 

niet vertrouwd kunnen worden, zeker niet de ‘grote’ zakenmensen. Ook buitenlandse 

zakenmensen worden gevreesd, en het imperialisme wordt in deze periode verbeeld 

als in hoge mate gedreven door individuele kapitalistische zakenmensen in plaats van 

het later gebruikelijke narratief waarin het vooral staten zijn die met elkaar in conflict 

zijn. Na de hervormingen van Deng Xiaoping komt er voorzichtig meer ruimte voor 

positieve benaderingen van zakenmensen. Zo krijgen stakers een rol in het narratief van 

opstanden. In de jaren 90 is er een plotselinge toename te zien van zakenmensen in de 

positieve rol van handelaren, die neergezet worden als brengers van rijkdom. Maar ook 

worden er expliciete verbanden gelegd tussen de komst van buitenlandse handelaren 

en de grootsheid van het Chinese rijk. De ‘voetstappen’ van buitenlandse handelaren 

zijn terug te vinden in de kosmopolitische steden van China en bevestigen als het 

ware de status van het land in het algemeen. Deze beschrijvingen van kosmopolitische 

steden en hun progressieve houding tegenover handelaren kan daarnaast gezien 

worden als een uiting van de ideologische nadruk op culturele rijkdom in deze tijd. 

Chinese handelaren spelen in dit narratief een rol op een iets andere manier dan bij 

de buitenlandse zakenmensen het geval was. Bij Chinese zakenmensen wordt meer 
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nadruk gelegd op innovatie, zoals hun rol in de uitvinding van het papiergeld. Vooral na 

2001, wanneer zakenmensen en andere kapitalisten onder invloed van Jiang Zemin’s 

ideologie omarmd worden als onderdeel van de Chinese maatschappij en zelfs toe 

mogen treden tot de partij is weer een omslag te vinden. Zelfs ‘grote’ zakenmensen 

zijn nu iets om trots op te zijn, en er komt ruimte voor nationale trots gebaseerd op 

ondernemerschap en innovatie. Zo is er veel aandacht voor een handelsmerkadvertentie 

uit de Song-dynastie, die gezien wordt als de eerste advertentie ter wereld en tot 

nu toe niet voorkwam in de boeken. De emancipatie van zakenmensen kent echter 

ook een terugval: economische en zakelijke thema’s worden namelijk steeds meer 

gedomineerd door de staat als voornaamste actor, en zakenmensen verdwijnen 

langzaam maar zeker uit het narratief. De Belt and Road Initiative is hiervan een goed 

voorbeeld. Dit megalomane project wordt op zelfverzekerde wijze gepresenteerd in 

de geschiedenisboeken, maar zakenmensen zelf worden er niet één maal in genoemd. 

Ideologie en de toekomst van China

Deze ontleding van het Chinese nationale historische narratief heeft laten zien dat 

ideologie inderdaad alomtegenwoordig is in geschiedenisschoolboeken. Voor alle 

groepen is te zien dat schrijvers een selectie hebben gemaakt uit een oneindige 

hoeveelheid historische feiten en daaruit betekenisvolle patronen hebben gecreëerd 

in de vorm van voortdurend veranderende narratieven.

Het is zelfs te zeggen dat deze historische verhalen meer zeggen over de Chinese 

natie waartoe deze groepen geacht worden te behoren, dan de groepen zelf: 

verkrachtingen van vrouwen symboliseren de vernedering van de natie; de inclusie 

van etnische minderheden bewijst dat de Chinese staat altijd een multi-etnische was; 

en de komst van buitenlandse handelaren bevestigen de grootsheid van het Chinese 

rijk. Deze verhalen reflecteren niet alleen ideologische veranderingen, zo helpen ook 

de Chinese natie zelf te construeren. 

Hoewel officiële beschrijvingen van de Chinese staatsideologie dus los staan van de 

bredere sociale context, is dat niet te zeggen voor de ideologie zoals deze verweven 

is in het historisch narratief. Veranderingen in geschiedenisboeken lopen parallel het 

de veranderende visie van de partijstaat. Een emancipatie van zakenmensen heeft ook 

in het ‘echte’ China plaatsgevonden, net als de nadruk op technologische vooruitgang 

in China’s grensgebieden. Een andere parallel met de sociale context die door de hele 

boeken heen te bespeuren is, is die van een afnemende agency van het volk. Waar 

in Marxistische narratieven het volk onbetwistbaar de voortstuwende kracht van de 

geschiedenis was, is dat in steeds grotere mate de partijstaat geworden, die inmiddels 

de absolute hoofdrol vertolkt. Ook buiten de geschiedenisboeken worden de stemmen 

van vele groepen mensen vandaag de dag minder hoorbaar: de partijstaat heeft in de 
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afgelopen jaren effectief opgetreden tegen feminisme, etnische onlusten en inmiddels 

ook de steeds machtiger wordende techreuzen. 

De individuele historische verhalen mogen dan divers en veelvuldig zijn, en soms met 

elkaar contrasteren, belangrijke ideologische boodschappen die hieraan ten grondslag 

liggen zijn zeer consistent: de partijstaat is China, en zonder haar zal China ineen 

storten. Zelfs als leerlingen niet alle historische verhalen uit de geschiedenisboeken 

geloven, zal deze boodschap zeer invloedrijk zijn. Maar door de schijnwerpers zo 

duidelijk naar zichzelf te keren, komt er ook meer druk te staan op de partijstaat. De 

vraag is of het Chinese volk op de lange termijn, als het minder goed gaat met het 

land, tevredengesteld kunnen worden met deze tweederangspositie in het nationale 

verhaal. Naar een citaat van Shambaugh (2008), zou ik dit op zijn minst een grote gok 

noemen, die tegen de historische trend ingaat.
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[During the Tang dynasty], Chang’an city had a population of one million 

people. All kinds of people gathered here; minority people, wearing 

clothes of various styles, and foreigners from various countries. The city 

was bustling with merchants and travelers. There were many shops in 

the city, with more than 200 kinds of trades, where rare goods from the 

four wind directions accumulated. It was an unbelievably bustling and 

prosperous sight. During the Tang dynasty, Chang’an was the center of 

communication and exchange between the peoples of all ethnic groups, 

and it was also a very international city. 

The West Market was particularly prosperous. There were shops from 

foreign businesspeople. Wealthy merchants sold jewelry, other merchants 

sold medicinal ingredients, and there were high interest moneylenders. In 

the hotels of the Persian people, Sogdian women would sing and dance, 

attracting many literati. The prosperity of commerce, also prompted the 

opening of many hotels, warehouses and tea shops (CZ1992b2 p. 20).1 

This fragment has been taken from a Chinese junior high school history textbook in 

1992, which has been read by millions and millions of children between the ages of 

twelve and thirteen. It was written 17 years after the death of Mao Zedong and shows 

how much the country had changed in that time. It reads as a celebration of capitalist 

excess and unbridled market forces. Even the loan sharks do not seem to be able to 

dampen the ecstatic mood. At first sight, this interpretation of national history seems 

to reflect China’s abandonment of communism and full commitment to reform and 

opening up. However, this series of textbooks alone consists of another 777 pages 

and over 300.000 characters, some of which completely condemn the “cruel feudal 

exploitation” by merchants during the early Qing dynasty at a later stage. Here the 

merchants “exploit wealth” and “use it to buy land and fields” so that “it makes the 

peasants extremely poor and unable to buy goods” (CZ1992b3 p. 20). Marxism, then, 

is anything but absent from the Chinese interpretations of history, as succinctly 

elucidated through the following paragraph:

[D]on’t panic, don’t think that Marxism has disappeared, that it’s not 

useful anymore and that it has been defeated. Nothing of the sort!  

–Deng Xiaoping (1992)

1 When in-text references start with CZ, this stands for Chūzhōng (junior high school) and Zhōngguó (China), 
and indicates one of the textbooks of my data sample followed by the year the edition came out and the book 
number of the series. See Appendix I and II for more information.
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Understanding China’s state ideology is a crucial step toward gaining a better 

understanding China’s former, current, and future positions in the world. This study, 

therefore, attempts to contribute to our understanding of the manner in which this 

ideology has changed from the founding of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 

1949 until today, what the relationship is between these changes and the social context 

surrounding it, and what implications these changes have for China’s present and 

future, most notably for the legitimation of the rule of the Chinese Communist Party 

(CCP). Instead of direct party-state explanations or policy documents, these guiding 

questions will be answered by making use of Chinese high school history textbooks. 

National historical narratives across the globe are continuously (re)constructed to fit 

changing ideological needs, and in China history education is even openly admitted 

to being crucial for instilling correct values and patriotic spirit. In addition, telling 

the ‘history of the nation’ inevitably requires facing ideological challenges, which 

can be skillfully evaded in more direct theoretical descriptions by shaping stories 

about people, places, and events. Using a unique and innovative combination of 

quantitative and qualitative methods, this study is the first to include a near-complete 

set of 43 Chinese history textbooks since 1949 with a combined length of over 2.3 

million characters. This methodology and scope have enabled the visualization of 

general patterns of ideological change based on frequencies and ‘keyness values’ 

of ideological concepts. The rest of the study will then further dissect the national 

historical narrative by looking at the changing ideological ‘roles’ of three groups of 

people as they continuously appear throughout the textbooks, namely women, ethnic 

minorities, and businesspeople. Their appearances in the history textbooks change 

along with changing ideological needs and requirements, and I argue that the ratio in 

which they appear in these different roles matters ideologically, and that visualizations 

of changing distributions can, therefore, be insightful as ‘ideological fingerprints’ that 

add new understandings to Chinese state ideology. It is, therefore, through the lens 

of the different roles of these three groups of people that I will dissect the national 

historical narrative and study it in a more holistic manner than has ever been done 

before in order to uncover broader patterns of ideological change in China.

This study operates at the intersection of a wide variety of academic debates, fields, 

and disciplines, including China studies, national historical narratives, education, 

gender, class, and ethnicity, and incorporates methodological advances from the 

digital humanities. Taking this variety into consideration, the first three chapters can 

be considered to be a part of an extended introduction. This first chapter will focus 

on theoretical understandings of ideology and national historical narratives and their 

application to the Chinese context. The second chapter will introduce the methods 

used in this study and the third will introduce the readers to the ideological changes in 

China since 1949 and their relation to history education.
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1.1 WALKING THE IDEOLOGICAL TIGHTROPE

The coexistence of capitalist celebrations with the Marxist rhetoric has fascinated and 

puzzled academics and non-academics alike. Many in the field of China studies are 

cynical of the survival of socialist ideology today. Holbig (2013) described socialism as 

an ‘empty signifier’, which has been “retained as a reminder of the Chinese Communist 

Party’s [CCP] overall claim to legitimacy” (p. 70). Zhou (2000) referred to communism 

as a ‘dying ideology’ that was performed as ‘ritualized rhetoric’ (pp. 603–604). Similarly, 

Link (2013) identified a ‘bifurcation’ between the official and unofficial in which the 

ideological ‘language game’ has been divorced from the social world surrounding it. 

As the CCP could not afford to abandon socialist rhetoric completely, he claims:

the official language continued to march along, lonely in its own 

sphere and immaculate in its internal consistency even while it became 

impossible, indeed unthinkable, that it be integrated into the multiplicity 

that surrounded it (Link 2013, p. 345).

The repetitive claim, therefore, is that the CCP has no genuine practical use for 

socialism in the post-reform era. However, the CCP needs to uphold this claim, if only 

in name, to legitimize its own rule. Holbig has written extensively about this process. 

Her 2010 article ‘Reclaiming Legitimacy in China’ traces the continuous challenges the 

CCP faced from its outset. In the aftermath of the Tiananmen protests and the collapse 

of the Soviet Union and communist regimes in Eastern Europe, she describes how 

‘pragmatism’ replaced dogmatic communist ideology in China. Its resultant economic 

performance quickly became one of the major sources of legitimacy for the CCP. 

However, this kind of ‘performance legitimacy’ is understood to be fragile in the long 

term as double-digit growth cannot be sustained forever. Without proper ideological 

backing to accompany this reversal of direction, many scholars (Holbig 2017; Yang 

and Zhao 2015; Zhu 2011; Zhao 2009) predicted that the CCP was inevitably steered 

toward a legitimacy crisis.

When the PRC did not collapse by the early 2000s, some began to look into new 

directions. Nathan (2015) proposed a theory of ‘authoritarian resilience’, first published 

in 2003, which attempted to explain how communism in China had survived long 

after its downfall elsewhere in the world. He dentified institutionalization as the most 

important explanation of the CCP’s survival and concluded that authoritarianism 

might be a “viable regime form even under conditions of advanced modernization 

and integration with the global economy” (p. 99). Importantly for this study, he 

argued that a part of the successful transition had been the abandonment of utopian 

ideology and charismatic leadership styles and that ideological considerations now 
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“ha[d] only marginal, if any, influence on most policy decisions” (p. 94). Shambaugh 

(2008) likewise describes a ‘moment of catharsis’ for the CCP after the global crisis 

of communism around 1990, which set in motion a “decade of introspection and 

debate […] infused with a sense of immediacy and urgency” (p. 2). To him, however, 

this not only resulted in far-reaching political reforms, but it also started a process of 

ideological reconstruction, because:

if [the party-state] is unable to substantially shape how people think 

and what they believe, it will have lost a key mechanism of its control 

and source of its legitimacy. If the party-state loses the battle for minds, 

losing the battle for hearts will not be far behind (2008, p. 111).

Gilley and Holbig (2009) show that the preoccupation with ideological consistency 

was not only a (foreign) academic one. Their analysis of policy documents reveals that 

both legitimacy and the role of ideology in it were, and still are, taken “very seriously” 

by members of China’s political elite (p. 357). Chinese leaders have been seeking a 

‘new master narrative’ (Weigelin-Schwiedrzik 2017), which had to be strong enough 

to ‘replace’ dogmatic Marxist ideology and yet would not separate “the CCP from 

its historical and ideological roots” (p. 149). Perry (2013) described this process as a 

“tortuous legitimation project […] draw[ing] upon a wide range of resonant symbols 

from the Chinese past and present” (p. 9). It has also been described as ‘walking a 

tightrope’ between economic growth and ideological doctrine (Zeng 2015, p. 37; Gilley 

and Holbig 2009, p. 791; Holbig and Gilley 2010, p. 412; Zhang 2011, p. 142)—a useful 

metaphor that emphasizes the complexity and urgency of ideological transformation. 

The last decade has seen a renewed interest in Chinese ideology as Xi Jinping assumed 

the position of Paramount Leader. He is considered to be the strongest leader China 

has seen since Mao (Bougon 2018, pp. 3–4), and many have noted a ‘return of ideology’ 

(Seppänen 2016; Song and Gee 2020; Shirk 2018), in general, and a return to Marxist 

ideology, in particular. However, what is often meant by this is the increased level 

of ideological control that is exercised by the party-state, the return of charismatic 

leadership styles (Shirk 2018) or the fact that Xi frequently mentions Marxist values as 

important motives for CCP rule. However, here ideology is perceived as something 

that is always present and reflects the values of political action. Therefore, it can 

never be fully ‘gone’ or ‘reappear’. Furthermore, instead of assuming that tightening 

ideological control necessarily means a return to Marxist values, this study instead asks 

the question of how underlying ideological values have changed in China since 1949.

Official discourse would certainly point to ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’ (

中国特色社会主义, Zhōngguó tèsè shèhuìzhǔyì) while answering this question, and 

this is also what most researchers have focused on while tracing ideological change 

in China. However, I will argue here that these direct and official explanations offer 
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only partial answers to the questions guiding this research, because, as will be further 

explained in Section 1.2, Chinese official discourse uses a Stalinist ‘dual’ understanding 

of ideology that is not necessarily a reflection of current values and policies. I will trace 

the argumentation here, as formulated by these authoritative party-state documents. 

Socialism with Chinese characteristics is described as the application of Marxism to 

the Chinese reality. The theory is mostly associated with Deng Xiaoping, who provided 

the ideological tools in order to break free from the chains of orthodox Maoism. Many 

of his famous quotes, such as ‘let part of the people get rich first’ and ‘it doesn’t matter 

whether a cat is black or white, so long as it catches mice’ could easily be (and were) 

interpreted as rightist and radical changes of direction, but instead he masterfully 

created a hybrid discourse that looked ahead without entirely cutting the country 

loose from its communist roots. Chapter 3 will provide a more detailed overview of 

specific ideological changes in the reform era, but here I will focus on the mechanisms 

behind ideological change in the Chinese context.

The key to Deng’s argument was that the basic principle of Maoism was ‘to seek 

truth from facts’; to find the path toward communism through the application of the 

universal truth of Marxism to the Chinese situation rather than focusing on theoretical 

Marxist orthodoxy. This also meant that rigorously holding on to Mao’s ideas while 

the Chinese situation had changed would be decidedly un-Maoist, thereby opening 

the way for new ideological directions while presenting it as a coherent whole. 

Such a focus on application over theory indeed was already present in the original 

writings of Marx and Engels, which were later coined as dialectic materialism, and 

it became the central tenet of socialism with Chinese characteristics. Simply put, 

realizing communism is the ultimate long-term goal of the CCP (Xi 2014a, p. 36), but 

socialism with Chinese characteristics comprises anything that brings China closer to 

reaching its present or intermediate goals: “to make the people prosperous and the 

country strong, and rejuvenate the Chinese nation” (Xi 2014a, p. 36). Pursuing such 

intermediate goals is not presented as an ideological deviation. For example, Xi Jinping 

argues that “[i]n contemporary China upholding the theory of socialism with Chinese 

characteristics means upholding Marxism in its true sense” (Xi 2014a, p. 34). To move 

forward, anything is up for debate, even Marxist untouchables such as the mode of 

production (Xi 2014b). 

Chinese leaders express a certain confidence in ultimately arriving at communism, 

reassuring that (temporary) ideological variations need not be considered as 

threats to that ultimate goal. This confidence is based on Marxism representing a 

‘historical truth’: All societies inevitably pass through the different stages of historical 

materialism (primitive communism, slave society, feudalism, capitalism, socialism, 

and communism), and it is the scientific outlook of the CCP that will also inevitably 
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guide the people in that right direction (the word ‘scientific’ appears 121 times in Xi 

Jinping’s ‘The Governance of China’). Another way to explain what might be perceived 

as deviations from communism is the CCP’s insistence that China is currently “in 

the primary stage of socialism” (Xi 2014a, p. 35), which implies a different focus that 

potentially includes temporary capitalist detours.

Thus, rather than being ideological contradictions, capitalist practices or policies in 

Chinese society today are explained in official rhetoric as pragmatic ways to reach 

the intermediate goal of economic prosperity or temporary and necessary steps to 

achieve the long-term goal of communism (‘let some people get rich first’). Thus, 

people should ‘not panic’ that socialism is gone. Although Marxism is not always 

obviously present, communism will ultimately be realized because of the undeniable 

truth of a historical law. 

However, there is one crucial caveat to the inevitability of socialist transformation in 

the CCP’s interpretations—it requires the leadership of the CCP. This is because only 

under the leadership of the CCP will China remain on the socialist path. As Mao said, 

“Our Party is the core leading our revolutionary cause forward” (Mao 1977, p.  313). 

Socialism with Chinese characteristics “is a fundamental accomplishment made by 

Party and the people through long-term practice” (Xi 2014a, p. 32), and it needs to be 

ensured that the CCP “is always the firm core leadership guiding the cause of Chinese 

socialism” (p. 33). Bakken (2017) argues that the CCP uses this ideology to “convince 

the people that the CCP is China” (p. 818) and that it would fall apart without it. To 

substantiate their claim of their necessity in the process, the CCP entirely bases itself 

on (claims of) historical proof as follows: 

In the course of their modern history, the Chinese people have waged 

unrelenting struggles and made arduous explorations in order to win 

their democratic rights. But only under the leadership of the Communist 

Party of China did they really win the right to be masters of the state” 

(State Council 2005). 

Here in Xi Jinping’s words, “Countless people with lofty ideals rose up for the 

rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, but each time they failed” (Xi 2014a, p. 28). The 

Soviet Union and other former socialist countries tried; however, they made mistakes 

and eventually failed as well (pp. 113, 116). In short, while it is only the communist party 

that can guide the Chinese people toward communism, that does not mean that their 

current policies necessarily always reflect that ideology. 

Shambaugh (2008) argues the transformations introduced above fundamentally 
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changed the relationship between ideology and its social context as follows:

[Before,] policies were largely derived from a series of ideological 

principles and were thereby justified. Deng and his colleagues turned this 

relationship around. Thereafter, ideology became an inductive means for 

validating empirical realities. It became a post hoc rationalization device, 

while policy decisions were taken according to empirical data (p. 105).

While I agree that socialism with Chinese characteristics significantly bolstered the 

role of practice in Chinese ideology, I do not perceive the relation between them 

to have been completely turned upside down since the 1980s. Primarily, ‘Maoism’ 

always has been an application of Marxist–Leninist ideology to the Chinese situation, 

as Perry (2013, p. 9) also argued. However, more importantly, political actions of the 

Chinese party-state have never been devoid of meaning. When scholars find certain 

periods of times ‘more ideological’, they are actually dealing with levels of ideological 

control or adherence to orthodox Marxist ideology. Although these are relevant and 

interesting aspects to study, it will be explained further on in this introduction that 

ideology, as it is understood in this study, never disappears but merely changes. An 

ideology-pragmatism distinction, in my opinion, distracts from trying to understand 

how ideological meanings themselves have changed.

To better understand ideological change, however, I will now argue the reason 

behind why official descriptions of socialism with Chinese characteristics only offer 

partial explanations. These descriptions never include references to values other than 

orthodox Marxist ones. Paramount leaders’ writings abundantly mention how such 

values are supposed to guide their political actions. However, they hardly define them, 

never mind evaluate them, and neither do they provide explanations of how they relate 

to their policies. They present them ahistorically, thereby implying they are identical to 

those of ‘orthodox’ Marxism itself and never change. However, if Marxist values only 

guide ultimate goals in a distant future and do not necessarily reflect current values and 

ideas, then descriptions of socialism with Chinese characteristics are inefficient sources 

as reflections of political ideology. Instead, socialism with Chinese characteristics is an 

unchanging set of ideas, which requires further practical interpretations before it can 

function as an ideology. 

However, the values and ideas underlying political actions of the party-state do change 

all the time, and yet understanding these requires the study of different sources that 

‘enforce’ their translation and application into social contexts. In short, if by Chinese 

state ideology we mean a set of ideas that reflects the values and beliefs of the party-

state and guides its political actions, then history textbooks are better sources than 
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direct explanations of socialism with Chinese characteristics. As in the case of so many 

concepts that traveled from the West to the East, the concept of ideology is bound to 

specific localized historical and theoretical understandings, and variations in different 

versions are at risk of getting ‘lost in translation’. The following section will, therefore, 

trace how the concept of ideology was introduced, interpreted, and localized in the 

Chinese political context and how this understanding differs from current academic 

ones.

1.2 DUALIST AND PLURAL UNDERSTANDINGS OF  
 IDEOLOGY

The official Chinese understanding of ideology heavily borrows from the Leninist one, 

which distinguishes between two different kinds and is, therefore, referred to as a 

‘dual’ understanding of ideology—it distinguishes between (1) a false or distorted truth, 

in the Marxian sense, that ruling classes use to deceive the working class, and (2) a 

scientific one, which is based on actual reality (Jordan 1963, p. 491). To rid society of 

‘bourgeois ideology’, Lenin believed a radical transformation of society was needed, 

which would never be accomplished by the working class itself. Instead, he stressed 

the necessity of a vanguard party, which would completely devote itself to the success 

of the revolution. Thus, under Lenin, not only could a state, as a part of the ruling 

class, potentially abuse bourgeois ideology to stay in control, a party-state was also 

necessary to consciously choose a scientific socialist ideology and spread it among 

the masses. Both these ideas of Lenin—the dualist understanding of ideology and the 

necessity of a vanguard party to ensure a progression on the scientific path toward 

communism—are very much alive in China today and consistent with the way in which 

the Chinese party-state uses the concept of ideology in its official rhetoric. 

Current academic understandings of ideology do not acknowledge a distinction 

between ‘scientific’ and ‘false’ ideologies, but instead they have moved from a dualistic 

understanding to a pluralistic one that perceives ideology as an integral part of all 

social interaction. Freeden (1996), one of the leading researchers on ideological theory 

in this respect, defines ideology as follows:

systems of political thinking, loose or rigid, deliberate, or unintended, 

through which individuals and groups construct an understanding of the 

political world they, or those who preoccupy their thoughts, inhabit, and 

then act on that understanding (p. 3).

The function of ideology, here, is to forge unity that might be absent in the ‘real 
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world’. Alternately, its function is “to provide a projection of imaginary unity, and to 

make that projection appear natural” (Norval 2013). As an integral part of social reality, 

language has become the focal point for more recent studies on ideology. Freeden 

even equates ideologies to “distinctive configurations of political concepts, [which] 

create specific conceptual patterns from a pool of indeterminate and unlimited 

combinations” (Freeden 1998, p. 4). In a more Foucauldian sense, ideology thus 

morphed into a concept that is omnipresent and inevitably entangled with how we 

express ourselves. Crucially, such theories posit that linguistic sources can be used to 

deduct ideological patterns, as they inevitably reflect the values and ideas that guide 

the actions of the speaker. Ideology, after the ‘linguistic turn’, thus changed from being 

a critical (Marxist) term, which is used to identify distortions that ideally should be 

overcome, to something that is a part of social truth. Purvis and Hunt (1993) find that 

‘ideology’, in this sense, has become more or less synonymous with ‘discourse’, and 

they argue that it would be more useful as a concept if it would reclaim some aspects 

of its previous ‘critical’ understanding:

“ideology exhibits a directionality in the sense that ideology always works 

to favour some and to disadvantage others” […] In its simplest and most 

pervasive form ideology presents the existing social relations as both 

natural and inevitable; particular interests come to be disassociated from 

their specific location and come to appear as universal and neutral (p. 

478).

Therefore, when Chinese leaders speak of socialism with Chinese characteristics as the 

official state ideology, they do so with a Leninist-dualist understanding of ideology—an 

unchanging and ahistorical ‘scientific’ ideology that represents an objective truth, which 

stands in opposition to ‘bourgeois ideologies’ that distort that truth. This understanding 

of ideology can indeed be ‘divorced’ from reality, if intermediate steps require such 

an approach, without losing its ideological function. When Western scholars identify 

a disconnect between ideology and practice, they do so with an entirely different 

understanding of ideology that is a part of the ‘social truth’ and, therefore, cannot 

deviate from its social surroundings without being a ‘distortion’. This theoretical 

distinction is often overlooked by scholars; however, it comprises an important reason 

behind why official discourse on socialism with Chinese characteristics is only partially 

useful as a source of Chinese state ideology. High school history textbooks are also 

authoritative texts on state ideology as telling ‘the story of the nation’ and how it came 

to be, in line with linguistic-turn understandings of ideology, will inevitably reflect 

(changing) social values and ideas by shaping stories about people, places, and events. 

In other words, it requires facing ideological issues that can be skillfully evaded in more 

direct theoretical explanations of ideology. In addition to expressions of ideology, the 
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following section will discuss how textbooks also contribute to the construction of 

state ideology in a more critical sense, as historical narratives are constantly readjusted 

to fit political goals of the party-state.

1.3 HISTORY, EDUCATION AND THE NATION

The act of writing history involves the transformation of the ‘past’ into historical 

narratives that make sense of that past. Reversely, such narratives affect the way in 

which people think about the present. Satia (2020) argues the discipline of history 

creates history by making constructs “ethically thinkable”, thereby pointing out the 

“rich overlap [between] the two meanings of ‘history’: what happened, and the narrative 

of what happened”(p. 6). This process is most often, but not exclusively, studied in 

the context of the emergence of modern nation states, in which national historical 

narratives have become important tools in the actual making of the nation. Berger 

(2008) even went so far as to claim that “[n]ation is narration. The stories we tell each 

other about our national belonging and being constitute the nation” (p. 1). Lorenz 

(2008) explains how these national narratives are constructed as follows:

In order to make facts “understandable”, the historian imputes “meaning” 

to them, and in order to make them credible the historian has to take 

account of the expectations of the audience he or she is addressing’. 

[… H]istorians connect historical facts in meaningful patterns – alias 

narratives – and […] these meaningful patterns have no general epistemic 

validity, because their credibility is restricted to specific audiences (p. 38).

He likens national histories to myths in the sense that they explain people’s past to 

them (p. 43). Simultaneously, they “create in-group solidarity and function as a group’s 

‘social cement’” (pp. 38–39). As such, control over historical narratives can be a 

powerful tool for the political elite. However, Lorenz emphasizes national histories 

cannot “be ‘imagined’ or ‘invented’ at will [as they] must somehow resonate in ‘collective 

memories’” (p. 44) for them to function. Munslow (2006), in his book ‘Deconstructing 

History’, likewise argues that writing history always produces a narrative, rather than 

“the true narrative, [but] is nevertheless a plausible and therefore quite acceptable 

rendering of it” (p. 20). Construction and deconstruction are used in this study in line 

with these ideas of Berger, Lorenz, and Munslow, in which the past is regarded as “a 

constituted narrative rather than the report of an objective empiricist undertaking” 

(Munslow 2006, p.  23). This narrative is constructed when historians “organize 

historical data into […] an illusion of ‘truthful’ reality” (p. 22). The act of deconstruction, 

then, is not an endeavor to uncover the empirical grounds of a certain narrative but 
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instead to lay bare the meanings historians have imputed to them (Lorenz 2008, p. 38). 

Research on the function of historical narratives in nationalist thinking by and large 

focuses on Western contexts. However, some trace how ‘the politics of nationalism’ 

spread beyond Western borders in the early twentieth century and prompted debates 

about how to deal with these new concepts in relation to local traditions. Duara (1995) 

shows how an entangled combination of Western historiography and nationalism was 

introduced in China and had far-reaching consequences on the self-consciousness 

of the nation (p. 5). Subsequently, through ‘the politics of narratives’, Asian countries 

internalized evolutionary and linear conceptions of history, “propel[ling them] into 

the progress” of what he called universal history (p. 26). Yoshikawa (2017), similarly, 

likened historians to “architects of the nation” in Japan (p. 199). Berger (2008) 

describes the same process in less favorable terms and points at how non-Western 

nations “inevitably became ‘discursive prisoners’ of Eurocentrism” (p. 13). On the other 

hand, these authors have different normative evaluations and assign different levels of 

agency to local actors while agreeing that Western conceptions of history and nation 

have been very dominant in (the creation of) self-conceptions of Asian nations.

Wang extensively published on the subject of ‘China’s search for a national history’. 

He describes how the Chinese, unlike the Japanese who started the process about a 

decade earlier, had a more defined cultural and historical understanding of nationalism 

from the very beginning (2002, p. 189). He argues that traditionally history in China 

mostly functioned as a guidance for the present, where “dynastic historians hoped that 

the reigning dynasty could learn from past lessons and, by avoiding previous mistakes, 

would effect a long-lasting rule” (2001, p. 2). However, national history increasingly 

became “a genesis of one’s imaginary of a nation” (p. 2) and prompted a “systematic 

attempt at constructing a historical metanarrative” (p. 3). Chinese historians in this 

period were inspired by ‘scientific history’—a product of the Enlightenment, which 

claimed to rid the past of its mythical origins and replace it with “The Truth” (Lorenz 

2008, p. 36) through rigorous application of source criticism (which also resonated 

particularly well with China’s later Leninist-dualist understanding of ideology). Lorenz 

(2008, p. 46), however, argued that so-called scientific histories were merely myths 

in disguise and as such themselves became strong tools in the creation of the nation. 

Wang also underscores the transformative powers of history and claims that Chinese 

conceptions of history have dramatically changed in the modern age as follows:

Chinese historiography [turned] from a passive act of preservation 

into an active pursuit of historical consciousness, or a continuum of 

knowledge that constantly updates information of the past with new 

outlooks and new meanings. Thus, history becomes an interesting and 

intricate dialogue between past and present (2008, p. 26).
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I am again skeptical about this claim of a reversal, as dynastic history has also often 

been understood as a way to legitimize the rule of the current dynasty (see, for example, 

Pines 2010). In addition, the Chinese still at least partially use history to ‘learn from the 

past’. However, I agree that the introduction of Western historiography and ‘national 

history’ have fundamentally changed Chinese historiography. In a recent study, Zhu and 

Maags (2020) looked at a different realm of ‘the power of the past’. They describe ‘the 

politics of historical heritage in China’, in which different actors “selectively appropriate 

heritage values which are constructed and legitimized at a particular scale to imbue 

cultural sites and practices with value”(Section 1.2). Similar to Lorenz’ and Berger’s 

understanding of national histories, they perceive heritage as “a unique interpretation of 

the past to serve present needs” (Section 1.2) that “legitimizes a particular image of the 

Chinese nation” (Section 3.3). Munslow (2006) directly links ideological construction to 

history writing by claiming that “[a]ll historical narrative is […] subject to the complex 

and subtle demands of ideology, and in its turn gives effect to it.”

The textbooks in this study are understood in the same manner, that is, as collections 

of historical narratives that are constantly (re)constructed from an indefinite pool 

of historical facts and events in a way that both reflects and constructs the current 

state ideology. Educational history textbooks are widely considered to be one of the 

most orthodox sources of national historical narratives (Vickers 2013; Carretero et al. 

2013; Foster and Crawford 2006). Marxists, such as Althusser and Gramsci, perceived 

the education system as a part of the ‘ideological state apparatus’ that reinforced 

the domination of the upper class. Today, textbooks are still perceived as “powerful 

because they contain the information that society expects students to know” (Foster 

and Crawford 2006, p. xiii). Although there can be major differences between societies 

in which historical narratives are “presented as an authorized version beyond criticism, 

or as a living tradition of debate over the past” (Vickers 2013, p. 19), history textbooks 

are always intricately linked with politics and ideology. 

Carretero et al. (2013) show in the introduction of their edited volume how two 

opposing forces of power are associated with each other in relation to history 

education and ideological goals. The first one is shared with the academic discipline 

of history, in which a major task is to lay bare the ways in which historical reality 

and interpretations thereof are intertwined. On the other hand, history education has 

ulterior motives such as instilling a sense of patriotism and loyalty to the nation state 

in students. The two cannot simultaneously be guaranteed (Lee 2013, p. 7) as a focus 

on historical methodology and critical thinking might result in students’ disloyalty to 

the state. The contributors in this edited volume seem to be rather united in their 

views of the current status of history education—any history curriculum combines 

what they refer to as both the romantic (instilling patriotism) and enlightenment (study 
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relations between historical reality and interpretations) objectives, but their extensive 

research (in mostly Western countries) particularly reveals the lasting power of the 

former. History education, they argue, is still “one of the key resources of the nation-

state” (Rosa 2013, p. 75) that is used to “amplify the nation-state’s official voice” (López 

and Carretero 2013, p.  155). Suffice to say, history textbooks that lean toward the 

‘romantic type’ are more suitable to reflect state ideology. Jones (2002) argues this is 

definitely the case in China where “History was the principal conduit for inculcating 

new ideological precepts, creating ‘socialist citizens’, and transmitting the official 

narrative of ‘legitimate succession” (p. 549).

While many studies on history textbooks first need to demonstrate the ideological 

motives of history education, the Chinese case makes such an endeavor hardly 

necessary, as this function of history education is openly admitted. Shi and Su consider 

stimulating patriotism to be a “positive function” of textbooks in their article with the 

telling title ‘Textbooks also fight wars’ (2015). Official state sources, such as those of 

the Ministry of Education, also provide full disclosure on this topic. High school history 

curriculum standards published by the Ministry of Education can be considered to be 

the authoritative document on the Chinese state’s vision on history education. In 2004, 

instilling the correct “emotional attitudes and values” is explicitly mentioned as one 

of three goals of history education in addition to acquiring historical knowledge and 

learning historical methods—“The study of history [is supposed to] carry forward and 

cultivate the national spirit, arouse pride in the history and culture of the motherland 

and cultivate patriotic feelings” (Ministry of Education 2004). The current version of 

2011 is also surprisingly open about the patriotic goals of history education as follows:

History education plays an important role in improving students’ 

humanistic literacy. Under the guidance of the materialistic view of history, 

the history curriculum at the compulsory education stage promotes the 

national spirit with patriotism as the core and the spirit of the times with 

reform and innovation as the core, passes on the outstanding traditions 

of human civilization, and enables students to understand and know the 

development of human society and to have a better understanding of 

contemporary China and the world. Through history courses, students 

learn to view and think about society and life from the perspective of 

history, learn from history, and gradually establish a correct view of the 

world, view of life and values, acquire higher comprehensive quality and 

achieve comprehensive development (Ministry of Education 2011).

Further on in the document, the authors again do not seem to face problems with 

simultaneously ‘pursuing the truth’ and ‘promoting the spirit of patriotism’. Again, the 
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explanation can be found in different understandings of the concept of ideology. In 

the official Chinese rhetoric, there simply is no conflict between what Carretero et al. 

referred to as the romantic and enlightenment goals of history, as ‘scientific socialism’ 

and ‘historical truth’ are considered to be one and the same. Ridding society of the harms 

of distorted bourgeois ideology and uncovering universal truths requires the leadership 

of the CCP and their ‘scientific ideology’, thereby automatically producing patriotic 

citizens. Yan et al. (2021), however, argue that high school teachers do experience a 

tension between “cultivating students’ all-round development” and strictly following 

the textbook narratives to prepare them for the college entrance examination (p. 183). 

In addition, there have been mixed conclusions on the effectiveness of the Chinese 

state’s endeavor to instill patriotism through history education. 

This again brings me back to the ‘ideological tightrope’ on which the Chinese party-

state has been walking since the reform era. My final consideration involves the 

importance of coherence of or belief in ideological narratives in preventing a legitimacy 

crisis. Regarding education and history textbooks, several authors have found that 

Chinese students do not necessarily ‘buy’ the message that is ‘forced upon them’. For 

instance, Fairbrother (2003) found that Chinese students generally recognize “state 

hegemonic political socialization” (p. 605). Qian et al. (2017) likewise concluded that 

students showed resistance against such narratives, thereby making nationalistic 

objectives “largely ineffective” (p. 199). Yan et al. (2021) also agree that students “clearly 

identified [the textbooks] as shaped by political forces (p. 185), particularly in the case of 

ideologically sensitive topics such as the Cultural Revolution.” More and more scholars, 

however, have indicated that coherence and believability are perhaps less important 

than initially believed. Cheek (2010), for example, argues that belief in specific teachings 

is not necessary for people to accept their implications for national identity:

Whether or not various people in China believe every part of this official 

narrative, the basic assumptions or identity of China that the CCP 

presents is widely accepted. […] Today, most people in China do not 

claim to follow Mao’s explicit teachings, nor do they think the current 

party is a noble example of Mao’s or anyone’s ideals. Yet most people 

in China appear to accept the assumptions in this story about China’s 

national identity, about the role of imperialism in China’s history and 

present, and about the value of maintaining and improving this thing 

called China (p. 20).

Callahan (2017) likewise argues we should take Chinese communist ideology seriously, 

not necessarily because it is ‘true’ or because Chinese people believe it to be true, but 

at the very least because it is influential (p. 5). Pieke (2016) argues in this respect:
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It is easy to dismiss the highly convoluted world of Chinese ideology as 

simply living in a lie, but this would not do justice to the strength and 

depth of Party rule. Those who want to understand what the Party has 

to say had better suppress their skepticism and learn this language and 

its referents. (p. 25)

Again Lorenz’ (2008) understanding of national history as myth is useful here. He 

argues myths “work on a pre-rational and emotional level” (p. 44), and like religion, 

“the nation is produced through rituals, cults and myths” (p. 45). In a recent study, Pieke 

(2018) also likens Chinese ideology to religion and adds an important dimension by 

pointing out that understandings of ‘religion’ are not uniform across the globe either. 

Most importantly, Chinese religions generally consider doctrine to be less important 

than is the case in the West. In Abrahamic religions, ‘religion’ and ‘belief’ are almost 

synonymous, whereas Eastern religions and philosophies such as Buddhism or Daoism 

generally stress that the universe is ultimately unknowable, thereby focusing more 

on synchronizing oneself with society (Confucianism) or nature (Daoism) (Baggini 

2018, p. 52). Pieke argues that in our attempt to better understand China and Chinese 

ideology, we have been overemphasizing belief, and that:

the Party has developed strategies to fill the ideological vacuum that 

build on an understanding of dedication to the Party that is recognizably 

religious, yet does not require belief, conviction, or faith in a doctrine (p. 

2).

He argues that when orthodox and dogmatic Maoism lost its appeal, Chinese rulers 

instead turned toward quasi-religious concepts such as ‘party spirit’, which rendered 

dogma obsolete (p. 27). If the CCP succeeds, then he argues, “the communist civil 

religion might in the long term excuse the Party from even having an ideology or 

ultimate mission at all. The Party will then no longer have to be believed. It will simply 

be believed in” (p. 28). This is of major consequence to the study of ideology in history 

textbooks as well, as it suggests a focus beyond literal historical descriptions and 

their internal coherence or believability. This study will also show that descriptions 

of historical events are sometimes indeed ideologically inconsistent or incoherent. 

However, Pieke shows that the ritualistic repetition of ideological messages can 

nonetheless be ‘believed in’. The best example of this, which has been identified in 

the textbooks, is that of the increasing importance of the party-state itself as the 

main historical protagonist in the history textbooks, which is ritualistically repeated 

throughout a wide range of historical descriptions in the textbooks.
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1.4 DECONSTRUCTING CHINESE IDEOLOGY

[W]e must examine not only why the modern Chinese were attracted to 

national history but also the way in which they constructed it, and how 

they modified the construction from time to time […] inviting us to think 

more critically about what “Chineseness” means in the modern world 

(Wang 2001, p. 6).

Let me get back to the West Market in Chang’an, modern day Xi’an and the long-

time capital of the Chinese empire, which plays a very important role in the national 

historical narrative and is continuously (re)constructed to meet a diverse range 

of changing political goals. It is a place that symbolizes the prosperity of the Tang 

dynasty, which is applauded even at the most orthodox of Marxist times. However, 

it is also a meeting ground. In older history textbooks, it is mostly a place where the 

Chinese and foreigners meet, as Chang’an is at the crossroads of international and 

domestic trading routes.2 It has a cosmopolitan vibe, where you could “see different 

costumes and hear different languages” (CZ1978b2 p. 10). In later editions, the focus 

increasingly shifts to the peoples today considered to be ethnic minorities. They briefly 

enter the narrative first as ‘vassal people’ (属国人民, shǔguó rénmín) in the textbooks of 

1952, but they, in turn, are upgraded to ‘ethnic minorities’ (少数民族, shǎoshù mínzú) 

in 1978 and identified as “Tubo, Tujue, Huihe, Khitan, Nanzhao and other peoples from 

the Western Regions” (CZ1978b2 p. 10). The narrative of Chang’an, therefore, also 

becomes also one of ethnic integration. This is substantiated by a picture displayed 

in Figure 1, which occurs in various textbooks and shows people from different 

ethnic groups harmoniously standing together, thereby displaying the diversity of the 

Chinese nation. Although some women are also present at the West Market, they only 

play a very marginal role in this particular story. Tucked away into the Persian hotels, 

‘Sogdian women’ (胡姬, hú jī) dance, sing, and mesmerize the literati of the Tang. They 

represent cultural splendor, and exoticism. The second picture in Figure 1 emphasizes 

the subordinate position of women more strongly than the text. It only appears in the 

1992 textbooks and shows a group of men entertained by Sogdian woman, who are 

depicted as submissively bowing before them. In addition, the fact that this is the only 

time throughout the entire corpus of history textbooks that all three selected groups 

of people physically meet is also a sign of the relative diversity of textbooks in the 

1990s and the voices it incorporates within its narrative.

2  Western readers might immediately be reminded of Chang’an as the end of the Silk Road, but this term is not 
used in Chinese accounts of the Tang era. Instead, in the textbooks that do discuss the Silk Road (and many do 
not, suggesting this term, which originated in the West, is not as important to narratives of historical international 
trade as it is in the West), it is done so in relation to the Han dynasty. 
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Caption: The people of all ethnic groups from the Western Regions in the murals of Dunhuang (敦煌壁画中的西
域各族人)

Caption: Laughing heartily, he enters the wine house served by the Sogdian women. (笑入胡姬酒肆中, from a 
poem by Li Bai, translation partly from Fan 2017)

FIGURE 1: Two pictures that accompany the chapter on ‘Chang’an, the city of a million homes’ (
长安百万家, Cháng'ān bǎi wàn jiā) (CZ1992b2 p. 20)
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This is just one example of an historical event, as used in the national historical 

narrative in which different groups of people play different roles to jointly tell a small 

part of the story of the nation. This fragment alone does not represent all that can be 

said of them, as merchants can be exploiters and bringers of wealth, ethnic minorities 

can be dangerous outsiders and proud citizens of the Chinese nation, and women can 

be beautiful dancers and heroic revolutionaries. Throughout the textbooks, women, 

ethnic minorities, and businesspeople play a diverse range of different social roles. 

Taking into consideration the ideological importance the Chinese state attaches to 

history education, these diverse (and sometimes conflicting) roles of the people in the 

West Market undoubtedly serve their (sometimes also conflicting) ideological interests. 

Therefore, it is through the lens of the different roles of these three groups of people 

that I will dissect the national historical narrative and study it in a more holistic manner 

than has ever been done before in order to uncover broader patterns of ideological 

change. 

It has been argued throughout this introduction that Chinese ideology (in the 

plural, linguistic-turn sense) and Chinese interpretations of its national history have 

continuously changed to meet a diverse range of changing political goals. Chinese 

leaders have had to weigh socio-economic ‘pragmatism’ against holding on to 

the ideological foundations of the party-state, and historical narratives have been 

presented here as important ideological tools to construct the Chinese nation itself. 

Taking the above quote of Wang into consideration, this study therefore attempts to 

deconstruct the Chinese national narrative from new angles (groups of people) and 

in new ways (mix of qualitative and quantitative) to further the understanding of what 

Cheek (2010) so aptly called ‘this thing called China’. It is my ‘attempt to listen to what 

the party has to say’ (Pieke 2016, p. 25) and yet to search for answers in more indirect 

places. It has been discussed above that direct explanations of Chinese state ideology 

are only partially useful, as the party-state uses a different, ahistorical understanding of 

ideology that is not necessarily related to its present ‘social truth’. In addition, official 

ideological rhetoric is controlled to a great extent, and it is infamously vague and 

allows for ideological dilemmas to be carefully circumvented. Instead, I look at high 

school history textbooks, which tell the ‘story of the nation’ and how it came to be. 

Telling this story inevitably requires ideological challenges to be faced as stories about 

people, places, and events are shaped. 

The analysis of textbooks for ideological changes is nothing new, but my angle and 

methods are. The West Market in Chang’an is the only time throughout all the textbooks 

that all three groups of people meet, but mostly they appear in vastly different historical 

narratives. Unlike specific historical events, which are commonly used as points of 

departure in textbook research, as will be discussed further in the next chapter, groups 
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of people are not bound to specific historical contexts and instead can provide a 

useful cross-section of history as they repeatedly appear throughout the ‘4000 years 

of history’ of China in different roles. Digitization and quantitative methods facilitate 

the analysis of vastly larger data samples than ever before, but they can also be used 

to study existing material in new ways, sometimes underscoring what researchers of 

qualitative methods have shown all along and sometimes pointing in new directions. 

This study includes a near-complete set of 12 series of textbooks, which consists of 

43 books and over 2.3 million characters of Chinese junior high school textbooks 

between 1949 and today and attempts to study ideological change in a more holistic 

manner than has been done before. 

My approach does not expect to uncover some kind of uniform or coherent ideology 

but rather a messy and conflicting one in which merchants, even within a single act, 

can become both exploiters of the common people as well as welcome bringers of 

wealth and innovation. If only certain historical topics are chosen, then ideological 

conclusions can be widely different depending on the selection criteria. My answer 

to this dilemma is to add quantification to the mix to shed new light on the Chinese 

state’s ideological shifts. Just like Chinese leaders thought it was useful to label 

Mao’s actions as ’70 percent right and 30 percent wrong’, I argue the ratio in which 

merchants are either celebrated or despised matters ideologically. Thus, by dividing 

the Chinese nation along the lines of gender, ethnicity, and class, this study will look 

at how representations of women, ethnic minorities, and businesspeople in textbooks 

reflect broader ideological changes and how reversely their historical narratives help 

to continuously (re)construct the Chinese nation.

Chapters 2 and 3 can be understood as parts of an extended introduction. As this study 

operates on the crosslines of many different disciplines, I have decided to discuss 

them in separate chapters. This introductory chapter has discussed the theoretical 

foundations of ideology, history, education, and the role of national historical 

narratives. Chapter 2 will provide a detailed account of the methods used in this 

research, most prominently quantitative ones. It will also include a general discussion 

of the benefits of combining qualitative and quantitative methods in what is called 

the ‘digital humanities’ and explain how variables such as ‘keyness’ or ‘text size’ were 

operationalized. Finally, it will describe key aspects of the processes of data selection 

and collection, which is further elaborated on in Appendix III. 

Chapter 3 will provide an overview of ideological changes in the PRC from 1949 until 

today. Main ‘historiographical battlegrounds’ will be identified, which, in turn, will 

provide a theoretical background to the analysis of the case studies. The PRC period 

is sub-divided into five different periods. Each period starts with a brief description of 
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ideological changes and theories followed by an overview of related developments 

in the field of (history) education. Each period also includes an overview of specific 

sets of textbooks that were published, including background information on how they 

came into being.

Chapter 4 comprises the first part of my analysis. It discusses general quantitative 

changes in ideological concepts. Using ‘keyness’ as its most important linguistic tool, it 

will identify concepts that most clearly represent ideological changes in the textbooks. 

In addition, ideological keywords will be discussed for different time periods, thereby 

resulting in a graph that visualizes the three most important ideological shifts as 

identified in the textbooks, namely (1) orthodox Marxism, (2) cultural and scientific 

splendor, and (3) socio-economic development and technological progress. 

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 will focus on three groups of people, namely women (Chapter 

5), ethnic minorities (Chapter 6) and businesspeople (Chapter 7), as they move 

through the historical narrative and how through their portrayals are used to convey 

ideological messages about the Chinese nation as a whole and (re)construct the 

Chinese nation itself. The broad scope of my analysis results in a very wide variety 

of disciplines, topics, and themes involved, which complicates their theoretical 

foundation in this introduction alone. Each of these chapters, therefore, starts with an 

additional brief theoretical introduction about the relation between the social group 

under investigation and its roles and functions in historical narratives. Subsequently, 

general quantitative findings will be showed related to these groups of people, after 

which the different roles in which these groups of people appear in the textbooks 

will be discussed. Each case study ends with a visualization of the ratio between the 

different roles these groups of people fulfill within the narrative, thereby functioning 

as an ‘ideological fingerprint’ and further augmenting our understanding of Chinese 

state ideology.
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How should one go about the task of using these textbooks to deconstruct Chinese 

state ideology? There are no standard approaches to answer this question. In 2006, 

Foster and Crawford argued the field of textbook research in general was under-

theorized and under-methodologized (p. 11). In 2017, the Palgrave Handbook of 

Textbook Studies (Fuchs and Bock) attempted to bridge this gap. In it, Bock (2018), 

argues that much progress had been made in the theory and methodology of textbook 

research and that prior ‘one-dimensional’ studies have made way for “mixed-methods 

approaches and combinations of qualitative and quantitative ways of proceeding” 

(p. 65). While the most coherent methodologies of textbook research, especially 

quantitative ones, remain limited to loose recommendations and suggestions, Bock 

argues that calls for greater uniformity and standardization are unrealistic, taking 

into consideration “the diverse research questions and disciplinary approaches the 

field contains” (p. 59). Textbook analysis, in general, is characterized by disciplinary 

diversity and used for a wide variety of purposes (Fuchs and Bock 2018, p. 1). Some 

authors focus on didactical aspects or on how contents are perceived by students. On 

the other hand, many use history textbooks as they are used in this study, that is, as 

sources that reflect official state narratives and ideologies.

‘Classic’ studies of textbooks focus on certain historical topics or events. These 

frequently are of a comparative nature, either comparing editions of different 

times from different publishers or between countries. Lin et al. (2009), for example, 

compared textbooks from four different countries, including China, with reference 

to their portrayal of the Korean War and found a significant level of inconsistencies 

and conflicting views. Yu (2013) compared changes in ‘worldviews’ found in Chinese 

textbooks from different periods, and Nan (2003b) looked at different gendered images 

of Wu Zetian. Yan and Vickers (2019) and Baranovitch (2010) looked at the inclusion 

of ethnic minorities in Chinese textbooks (this will be discussed in further detail in 

Chapter 6). Closer to this particular study, Weatherley and Magee (2018) looked at 

how history is rewritten to increase the legitimacy of the CCP. They did so by looking 

at descriptions of ‘good governance’ in one set of history textbooks used in 2017, 

which they argue seems “deliberately designed to bolster the Party’s authority” (p. 43). 

They show how without explicitly referring to China’s current leaders as “inheritors of 

a glorious Confucian legacy of good governance”, links are forged between good (and 

bad) examples of governance of ancient rulers to those in charge today (p. 65).

Needless to say, such topic-driven approaches have led to an enormous body involving 

invaluable insights on ideological implications of specific historical events. However, 

as indicators of broader ideological changes, they also have their shortcomings. Due 

to practical constraints, their scope is usually limited, comparing only few editions, 

looking at narrowly defined historical events, or both. In the last 15 years or so, 
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discourse analysis, in particular, has become one of the leading research methods 

in textbook analysis (Fuchs and Bock 2018, p.  29; Macgilchrist 2018). Discourse 

analysis not only led to advancements in the ‘classic’ study of historical topics, but 

it also provided new angles of approach. The ideological implications of grammar 

have been studied (Xiong and Qian 2012; Klerides 2010), for example, and Achugar 

and Schleppegrell (2005) have looked at how different patterns of language influence 

causal reasoning in history textbooks. 

Digitization allowed for the blossoming of quantitative methods in the field of the 

humanities, and digital humanities are now strongly affecting the discipline of history, 

including history textbook analysis. It is now possible to efficiently and inexpensively 

turn large corpora into easily accessible datasets to be analyzed with widely available 

tools. If such tools are inadequate, then programing languages such as R or Python 

allow for the building of custom-made solutions that require relatively little time and 

effort. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software, which can extract text from 

scanned documents, has made great progress in recent years. In this research, for 

example, even faded Chinese history textbooks with vertical script from the 1950s 

were reliably converted to digital files using Abbyy Finereader, a widely available and 

inexpensive software package. Because of this, the newly developed methods of the 

digital humanities are even available for individual studies with limited resources, such 

as this one. 

Once the still rather time-consuming hurdle of digitizing the data sample has been 

overcome, some relatively simple and low-tech tools are available to generate new 

insights—an approach whose adoption has never been possible before. Simply 

counting the frequency of concepts opens up myriad new ways of approaching the 

data. In addition to the previously discussed topic-driven focus on textbook analysis, 

it is now possible to perform concept-driven analyses of text, tracing all concepts and 

ideas in the textbooks from geographic places to ideological concepts (‘freedom’ and 

‘democracy’) or, as chosen here, groups of people.

 

Simple linguistic methods include calculation of ‘keyness’ of concepts or finding 

collocations. To determine the keyness of a word, its frequency in a particular text is 

compared to its frequency in a larger corpus, thereby producing a score that indicates 

the likelihood of the deviation to be coincidental.3 When comparing one smaller corpus 

with a larger one, a word “is positively key [when it] occurs more often than would 

3  Keyness can be determined by two main statistical tests, namely chi-squared and log-likelihood (Rayson et 
al. 2004). In larger corpora, both values will approximate each other, but the log likelihood test is understood as 
performing better in determining “the significance of the occurrences of both rare and common phenomen[a]” 
(Dunning, p. 66).
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be expected by chance in comparison with the reference corpus” (Lexical Analysis 

Software). Linguistic software, such as AntConc or Wordsmith, can generate lists of 

keywords from large corpora in mere seconds. Another option is to compare several 

corpora of similar size, in which a word is considered ‘key’ when it “distinguishes one 

[corpus] from another” (Rayson et al. 2004). The keyness of a concept is higher when 

its occurrence in different corpora significantly varies. Both methods were used in this 

research, where (1) the frequency of a word in a single textbook series was compared 

to the entire data sample in order to determine whether it was ‘key’ in that particular 

edition. And (2) the keyness of the word, in general, was determined to see whether it 

was a feature that distinguished corpora from each other. To distinguish between the 

two, the second here is referred to as ‘general keyness’.

Machine learning offers further promising prospects, with options to deduct linguistic 

networks of meaning from any type of text. Even in the few years spanning the 

course of this research, such tools have become increasingly accessible and reliable. 

Many researchers of textbook analysis, however, are still distrustful and skeptical 

of quantitative methods in textbook analysis. Yan and Vickers, for example, in their 

analysis of minorities in Chinese textbooks write the following:

While some comparative surveys of curricular or textbook content use 

coding schemes to enable quantitative measurement of the coverage 

of particular themes or issues, we are unconvinced of the value of such 

approaches, particularly when applied to history texts. Narrative is the 

essence of history, and analysing the treatment of “minority” histories 

therefore requires analysing how these people’s stories are told, and 

how they are related to the grand narrative of China’s past (Yan and 

Vickers 2019, p. 193).

In our analysis we noticed that one particular problem of coding history 

text is that we ended up with a lot of fragments of data, therefore losing 

the context of what is said, i.e., the stories or narratives of history. 

Moreover, we also found that several themes often knotted together into 

one long account (with coherence and sequence) which made it difficult 

to categorize (Yan and Vickers 2019, p. 204, Footnote 4).

While these observations are very valuable, and I agree with their insistence on 

narratives and the continuous need for qualitative text analysis, their complete 

rejection of quantitative methods is regrettable. Quantitative and qualitative methods 

are not mutually exclusive and can very well be combined. While qualitative methods 

continue to be unmatched in terms of depth and context, quantitative methods add 
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significant improvements in terms of scope and reliability. Tavory and Timmermans 

(2014) agree with the insistence of Yan and Vickers on context and show the danger of 

only letting “the data speak for itself” (p. 1) without any kind of theoretical foundation. 

However, they find empirical observations and theoretical propositions “two parts of 

the story [which] not only intertwine, but amplify each other” (p. 2). In turn, they argue 

that we should “celebrate [quantitative] strategies […] because they allow us to render 

familiar experiences alien, to defamiliarize our world” (p. 55). In what they refer to as 

an ‘abductive analysis’, it is, therefore, up to the researcher to find the right balance 

between observations, methods, and theories (p. 2). 

In this research, quantitative methods have proved to be invaluable in identifying 

patterns (boyd and Crawford 2012, p. 663) in ideological shifts and ‘defamiliarizing’ 

myself from the data, regarding varying frequencies of ideological terms and ratios 

of how certain groups are portrayed as important indicators of ideological change. 

Simultaneously, close reading of selected fragments have provided context and added 

a level of depth to my understanding of the materials, which would not have been 

possible by solely relying on statistical data. Thus, instead of perceiving qualitative 

and quantitative methods as a zero-sum battle between two completely separate 

disciplines, I agree with Tavory and Timmermans’ idea that both methods complement 

and amplify each other. I have found it to be extremely useful to be able to shift between 

different approaches, zooming in and out when necessary. When quantitative data 

support conclusions from the analysis of context, discourse, and narratives or vice 

versa it increases the reliability of those conclusions. When the two do not align, it is 

reason enough to reconsider the initial findings. 

However, boyd and Crawford (2012) rightfully warn that “Big Data is still subjective, and 

what it quantifies does not necessarily have a closer claim on objective truth” (p. 667). 

It is, therefore, important to acknowledge how theory guided all steps of my process 

and how data were selected and analyzed. Several authors have also requested 

researchers to provide more information on the particular steps they have taken. The 

following paragraphs attempt to respond to this request. Some of the steps, especially 

in reference to data collection and preparation, have been added in Appendix III.

2.1 DATA SELECTION AND PREPARATION

It was a relatively straightforward process to determine which textbooks to use. The 

People’s Education Press (PEP) has dominated the process of textbook compilation for 

most of the time between 1949 and today, and its close ties with the state enhance 

the value of their textbooks as expressions of state ideology. Therefore, like almost 
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all researchers on Chinese textbooks, I mostly focused on the official PEP textbooks. 

During the later Mao period, no books were published by the PEP, so instead I chose 

other textbooks that would be good ‘reflections of the times’. Unlike any other studies 

on Chinese textbooks, which are usually limited to one to three editions, I included a 

near-complete set of 12 editions of junior high Chinese history textbooks that were 

published during the entire PRC period, and only one series of experimental textbooks 

from 1962 is missing, as it was unavailable.

The PEP has issued a catalogue of all published textbooks since the founding of the 

PRC (People’s Education Press 2000). The textbooks are divided between junior and 

senior high school and between Chinese and world history. In China, students currently 

go to primary school between the ages of 6 and 12, and thereafter, they go to junior 

high school (初级中学, chūjí zhōngxué) between the ages of 12 and 15. Subsequently, 

they either go to vocational school or senior high school (高级中学, gāojí zhōngxué). 

The completion of senior high school means that the students participate in the 

state examinations (高考, gāokǎo) and then they are qualified to enroll in universities. 

Appendix I includes an overview of all published PEP history textbooks since 1949. It 

can be seen from this overview that the kinds of textbooks, which were published in 

different years, vary to a great extent. Due to changes in the curriculum, for example, 

no junior high world history textbooks were published between the 1970s and 80s, 

as world history was only taught in senior high school during those years. In addition, 

certain books only include ancient, modern, or recent history. 

Since 2006, all types of history (Chinese, world, ancient, and modern) were combined 

in the thematically organized senior high textbooks. The junior high Chinese history 

textbooks, however, show the highest degree of regularity by far, with three to four 

new textbooks appearing for each round of textbook reforms and renewals.4 Primarily 

because of the immense benefits of such regularity for (quantitative) comparative 

analysis, I decided to only focus on the junior high Chinese history textbooks for this 

research. Furthermore, a new edition was published at the beginning of this research, 

whereas the last set of senior high textbooks was replaced in the period starting in 

September 2019, which was too late for inclusion in this research. Notwithstanding 

the already large number of textbooks included in this sample, it is unfortunate that 

the world history textbooks were not easily included in this research, as no world 

history textbooks have been published between 1955 and 1988. In textbook studies, 

researchers often tend to look at the self-representations of nations in their national 

histories as more is at stake here (Weatherley and Magee 2018, p. 49; Jones 2002, 

4  The first two sets of junior high Chinese history textbooks are an exception to this. I will explain this in further 
detail under paragraph 3.1.1. However, the contents of these textbooks fit together and do not overlap; therefore, 
they are considered as one set of junior high Chinese history textbooks.
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p.  550). On the other hand, I think interpretations of world history can be just as 

insightful as indirect confirmations of national values and policies. 

Appendix III includes a description of the collection, digitization, and preparation of the 

data sample. In short, books were bought second-hand and scanned, and characters 

were extracted using OCR software. To my best recollection, the preparation of my 

data sample cost me several months of my precious research time—a period that I 

now look back at as the ‘eraser phase’5 with a combination of mind-numbing horror 

and a surprising amount of nostalgia. I remember reading somewhere about your 

PhD being the only time in your research career in which you can invest ample time 

in getting to know your materials. I probably could have, and perhaps should have, 

delegated some of these tasks, but it helped me gain a level of familiarity with and 

understanding of these textbooks that have helped me immensely throughout the 

entire process. This lengthy process resulted in a near-complete collection of digitized 

Chinese high school history textbooks, which to the best of my knowledge is non-

existent outside of the PEP library itself. The only series that are (still) absent from 

my collection comprise the trial junior high Chinese history textbooks of 1962, which 

have never appeared on the Kongfuzi online second-hand bookshop which I used to 

collect all textbooks. The next section will further describe the quantitative aspects of 

my analysis.

2.2 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

In my experience, developing a useful methodology required ample time to become 

familiar with the data and approach it from as many different angles as possible. At an 

early stage, a visit to the Georg Eckert Institute, one of the world’s leading research 

institutes in the field of textbook research, further convinced me of the worth of 

‘seeing what comes up’ without consciously looking for particular things. The use of 

a concept-centered approach (instead of a topic-centered one) offered new ways 

to approach the data and defamiliarize myself with it while making most use of the 

available qualitative methods.

Once the data sample was digitized, it was relatively straightforward to determine the 

most ‘key’ concepts. Rayson developed an Excel sheet to determine (log-likelihood) 

keyness of concepts. I generated a word list of all the words present in the textbooks 

(85000+) and used Wordsmith to generate frequency lists of all separate textbooks. 

5  The preparation of the data involved manually erasing markings present in the second-hand textbooks I 
acquired, see Appendix III.
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Integrating Rayson’s calculations into the spreadsheet allowed me to calculate the 

keyness of words in two ways, as described above (per edition and ‘general keyness’). 

Some adjustments were necessary in this process because of the structure of 

the Chinese language. First, the Chinese language has no spaces, which makes it 

impossible for the software to generate word lists. This requires the additional step 

of ‘word segmentation’, which I took with a freely available tool named ‘SegmentAnt’, 

from the makers of the freely available tool for analysis named ‘AntConc’. Second, in 

the Chinese language, every character is a word, but words can also consist of multiple 

characters. The character zhōng (中) means ‘middle’ while the word zhōngguó (中

国) translates to China, which is also a part of many other words such as zhōngguó 

gòngchǎndǎng (中国共产党, Communist Party of China). The English language, in 

which both ‘China’ as a separate word and the part of a larger combination, would 

count in the frequency list, is different from the Chinese language. When using this 

software to count the frequency of the use of the word ‘China’, instances of it being 

detected as a part of ‘the Communist Party of China’ would not automatically count, 

as all of these instances are considered as separate ‘word tokens’. In my spreadsheet, 

I, therefore, added a function that calculated the sum of all the words that contained a 

certain string of text. The character zhōng (中), for example, appears in a total of 925 

words, with a combined frequency of 24008. On the other hand, Zhōngguó appears 

in 64 different words with a total frequency of 11231, and the CCP appears in 5 words 

with a total frequency of 1602. 

Chapter 3 includes a general quantitative analysis of all the textbooks mentioned in 

the sample, which, in turn, is linked to ideological changes between 1949 and today. 

It has been determined which words were ‘key’ in specific editions, and which words 

are best able to distinguish different editions from one another (‘general keyness’). I 

will explain some of the variables used with this example graph of the concept ‘class’ (

阶级, jiējí) from my Excel tool. 

The horizontal axis includes the different editions of the textbooks on a timeline, 

whereas the vertical axis shows the frequency of the word use in that edition. The 

red line shows the absolute frequency, whereas the green line shows the relative 

frequency. This relative value was determined by dividing the absolute frequency by a 

factor representing the size of the series in terms of the number of tokens used (see 

Table 1). The use of the term ‘relative frequency’ in this study is based on these same 

numbers.
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Graph 1: Example of frequency graph (阶级, jiējí) (General keyness: 1463,95) 

 
Graph 2: Percentage of relative frequencies of eight most ideological concepts 
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GRAPH 1: Example of frequency graph (阶级, jiējí) (General keyness: 1463,95)

TABLE 1: Factor of textbook size based on the number of tokens

Series Word tokens Factor Series Word tokens Factor

1950 100155 0,96 1981 104769 1,00

1952 97140 0,93 1986 84365 0,81

1955 84889 0,81  1992 168682 1,62

1960 91003 0,87 2001 119345 1,14

1973 73012 0,70 2003 105080 1,01

1978 126683 1,21 2017 96799 0,93

Directly above the graph, the keyness of the word in that edition is shown in a grey 

box, which compares its frequency in that specific edition to the combined frequency 

in all editions. In the title of the graph, the general keyness of the word is shown, 

thereby determining how well this word can distinguish corpora from each other. 

For this example, it can be seen that ‘class’ has a very high general keyness (1216), 

thereby making it one of the words that has the most ability to distinguish between 

different editions. This means that it is very key in certain books and very ‘un-key’ 

in others. This score only revealssomething about the strength of the evidence and 

not of the size of the effect. However, in combination with a graph like this one, this 

effect can be visualized. Looking at the keyness per edition, this concept is most key 

in 1973 (363) and least so in 2003 (-279). The absolute frequency line shows a stable 

occurrence of the word between 1960 and 1978, but the relative score shows a sharp 

peak in 1973 as the textbooks are of different sizes. Since 1973, a steady decline has 

been observed in the frequency of the concept, and it changed from a positive keyness 
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score to a negative one between 1981 and 1986. Although the keyness scores per 

edition follow a pattern of rise and fall that is similar to the relative frequency, it adds 

information in the form of negative and positive keyness and provides an indication of 

the reliability of the results.

On his website, Rayson explains that keyness values of 15.13 or higher are significant 

at the level of p < 0.0001. However, keyness results have to be carefully considered. 

Gries (2010) argues that large corpora “basically guarantee that even miniscule effects 

will be highly significant” (p. 20). Still, generating lists of keyness of all words in the 

textbooks have clearly shown that it is an effective tool to find words that strongly 

represent ideological change in textbooks and are especially useful in a comparative 

manner, as finding the statistically strongest keywords is much more insightful than 

the values themselves. For example, Marxist terms such as ‘class’, ‘struggle’, or ‘Marx’ 

have relatively higher scores, whereas common words such as ‘to have’ or ‘person’ 

have relatively lower scores. 

2.3 CASE STUDIES

The process of determining the three case studies for this research started with 

observations of words with high frequencies or keyness values. Going through some 

of these results, the selection of possible case studies was limited by their frequency, 

which had to be high enough to provide reliable qualitative results, without being 

too high to study them in a specific context. Also, they had to be promising enough 

in terms of adding new understanding to academic debates and theories. Different 

routes repeatedly brought me back to ‘groups of people’ as suitable and convenient 

units of analysis. In addition, as discussed above, a focus on groups of people and 

their roles in national historical narratives turned out theoretically promising as well. 

Klerides (2010) also focused on groups of people in textbooks by pointing out that 

historical narratives generally consist of three categories, namely actors, setting, and 

plot. A second discourse layer consists of the “linguistic realization of its semantics”, 

thereby referring to “lexical and grammatical means and devices that are involved in 

the expression of narratives about the past” (p. 33). Together, his analysis showed how 

textbooks construct dividing lines between actors who belong to the “self” or to the 

“other” and indicated how vocabulary can be one of the most insightful ways to reveal 

features of discourse (p. 33). Many different groups of people appear in the textbooks, 

but not all of them are suitable for this analysis. Frequencies of farmers and soldiers, 

for example, are very large [6947 for farmers (农, nóng) and 3704 for soldiers (兵, 

bīng)]. Both farmers and businesspeople can reveal the way class dynamics influence 

historical narratives, but ultimately the more dramatic ‘emancipation of businesspeople’ 
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was chosen here. Soldiers, on the other hand, would have provided interesting insights 

into military narratives, but the three final choices were chosen because of their higher 

level of thematic coherence. Women, ethnic minorities, and businesspeople fit the 

frequency requirements, and all are part of ‘the people’ (whereas soldiers are state 

actors). They divide the Chinese nation along different lines of class, ethnicity, and 

gender; therefore, they were considered to be most suitable to dissect the nation as 

a whole.

Each case study began with decisions on which Chinese characters would be searched. 

For example, in the case study about women, the character for ‘woman’ (女, nǚ) was 

used along with the character for ‘her’ (她, tā). Subsequently, entire paragraphs in 

which they occurred were collected in a database,6 and each time the book in which 

it appeared was also noted along with the chapter, sub-heading, and page number. 

Although columns with automatically translated text made it much easier and quicker 

to go through the material, calculations, such as frequency, were always done using 

the original text in Chinese characters. Therefore, each case study resulted in the 

creation of a database with the paragraphs in which that particular group of people 

appeared. This raw data already revealed insights into how prominent each group 

of people was in the historical narratives of different times. It was also determined 

whether they occurred more frequently in ancient or modern history or whether their 

appearances were concentrated on certain topics or spread out over many.

In the introduction, it is described how groups of people are used to deconstruct 

Chinese ideology in this study. Their appearances in textbooks are not only part of a 

multiplicity of voices but they also reflect ideological values and reversely continuously 

(re)construct ideology and the Chinese nation itself. The case studies were guided by 

the following questions: How dominant are these groups of people in textbooks? How 

are they described? What roles do they fulfill within the national historical narrative? 

Amongst these questions, which are surprisingly similar to those raised by a recent 

study conducted by Li et al. (2020), the first one considers dominance and can be 

measured in terms of frequency or the length of text dedicated to them. Another 

method that was used involves looking at their prominence within the text: Are the 

groups central to the text or are they merely mentioned? Do historical actors who 

belong to this group have names? Do they have historical agency and change the 

course of history or are they described more passively? Answering these questions 

6  In linguistics, ‘concordance’ and ‘collocations’ are used to analyze concepts in juxtaposition or close proximity 
to a certain concept. These, in turn, can be automatically analyzed using tools such as Wordsmith or AntConc. 
For my purposes, I found it more relevant to extend this scope and determine which concepts appeared within 
the whole paragraphs in which women, ethnic minorities, and businesspeople appeared, which I calculated using 
Excel.
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often required additional tagging of the selected paragraphs. The second question 

looks at the way in which these groups are discussed in the textbooks. What adjectives 

or otherwise ideologically charged words are used to describe them? Alternately, what 

is the general sentiment of historical events with which they are associated (negative 

ones, such as imperialism, or positive ones, such as the Communist revolution). 

The final question stems from the finding that each of the three groups that were 

researched largely appeared within a very limited number of ‘roles’ and that many 

of these roles turned out to be strongly related to ideological messages that the 

party wanted to convey about the Chinese nation in general. They were found to 

be so important in the context of the deconstruction of Chinese ideology that they 

quickly became guiding forces in the structure of this study, with each role having its 

own section. Deciding on the different ‘roles’ in which they appeared was a relatively 

straightforward process, as they were usually present in a prominent and clear 

manner and the number of roles associated with each group was relatively limited. 

One method included automatically counting words associated with particular roles 

(for example, the word ‘weaving’ was used to find women in traditional household 

roles). Mostly, however, it involved manually tagging paragraphs with the roles I had 

identified, sometimes combining several roles that were thematically similar. This data 

helped me track or visualize changes in the textbooks, for example, the manner in 

which positive businesspeople are portrayed in history textbooks, what historical roles 

women are mostly associated with, or how often ethnic minorities appear in roles with 

greater historical agency. 

This is just an indication of the main ‘tools’ of my ‘toolkit’. The case study chapters 

include more details about the ones that were used in each case and outlines the 

reasons behind why they were used. I would certainly not claim that these tools are 

‘state of the art’. In particular, the quantitative methods are very basic and only scrape 

the very surface of what was available five years ago, let alone today. Yet, the simplicity 

of my methods allowed me to retain complete control of the material, never losing 

touch with how the qualitative and quantitative results fit together. As will be discussed 

further in the conclusion, I strongly feel this study has benefited from combining both 

qualitative and quantitative methods, most prominently by allowing me to approach 

the materials from new angles and shift between different levels of analysis.
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Numbers do not speak for themselves (boyd and Crawford 2012, p. 666); therefore, 

in order to understand ideological change in Chinese history textbooks, this chapter 

will first trace key ideological shifts since 1949. The 70+ years of PRC rule have been 

divided into five different periods, each of which represent times of considerable 

ideological changes. The periods are significantly guided by China’s ‘Paramount 

Leaders’.7 The first two periods concern the leadership of Mao Zedong, which are split 

into the periods before and after the Great Leap Forward that started in 1958. The third 

period is the one of ‘Reform and Opening up’, as coined by Deng Xiaoping. The fourth 

period covers the leadership of both Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao, with a significantly 

larger focus on the former. The fifth period is the current one, which is under the 

leadership of Xi Jinping. 

Much has been written about ideology in all these periods, and, stating the obvious, 

it would be impossible and beyond the purpose of this research to attempt to write 

a (near) complete overview of ideological changes of the entire period. Instead, I 

have focused on the main ideological theories of Chinese Paramount Leaders, which 

have had a significant impact on history education. Each period starts with a brief 

description of ideological changes and theories, which is then followed by an overview 

of related developments in the field of (history) education. Each period also includes 

an overview of specific sets of textbooks that were published, including some more 

background information on the manner in which they came into being. Although 

these are based on several sources, they significantly draw from a 600+ page overview 

of history textbooks between 1949 and 2000, which was published by the Institute 

for Curriculum and Textbook Research (NICTR, 课程教材研究所) in 2010. This institute 

is a “legally independent public institution directly under the Ministry of Education” 

(NCCT n.d.) that is involved with a wide range of tasks related to teaching materials. 

Not only does the NICTR conduct research on materials, but they also participate in 

the compilation of textbooks, training and consultation of other people involved and 

“carry out other tasks entrusted by the Ministry of Education” (NCCT n.d.). They have 

two websites on different online locations—one that falls under the PEP and another 

one under the National Center for School Curriculum and Textbook Development 

(NCCT n.d.; PEP n.d.). This shows that the tasks of compiling, editing, and researching 

teaching materials are diffused between officially separate institutions. The analysis of 

the NICTR clearly reflects the official government perspective in 2010, which is in line 

with the PEP. Therefore, this analysis cannot be considered as independent as it claims 

to be. Nevertheless, it provides invaluable context to the publication of many of the 

textbooks that are used in this study.

7  Paramount Leader is a common term that is used to describe the most prominent Chinese political leader at 
any given time given the significant ambiguity of, and overlap between, different official titles such as ‘president’ 
or ‘chairman’.
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3.1 EARLY PRC PERIOD (1949–1958)

The starting point of this exploration of ideological change is known as Mao Zedong 

Thought. In short, Mao Zedong Thought is the application of Marxist theory to Chinese 

circumstances or the ‘Sinification of Marxism’. Most famously, Mao shifted Marx’ focus 

from the urban proletariat to the peasants, thereby making land redistribution one of 

his key policies. There is, however, no consensus regarding what ‘Mao’s ideology’ or its 

legacy comprises. An explosion of research on Mao emerged in the West during Mao’s 

later life, and after his death in the 1980s, which often classified his application of 

Marxist theory to Chinese circumstances more critically as ‘deviations from orthodox 

Marxism’. Especially his ‘voluntarism’8 was perceived to be in sharp contrast with Marx’ 

principle of economic determinism (Schram 1963, p.  271). Some even questioned 

whether Mao sincerely believed in Marxism at all. Schram (1963) argued that, in fact, 

Mao’s “deepest emotional tie [was] to the Chinese nation” (p. 273), thereby basing his 

argument on a speech by Mao in which he declared that Marxism–Leninism has no 

inherent beauty, but instead it is just ‘extremely useful’ and must only be used “to hit 

the target of the Chinese revolution” (pp. 272–273).

Images of Mao are often extreme and conflicting, ranging from him being a ruthless 

and megalomaniacal dictator to a sacred icon of China’s resurrection. As a result of 

this ideological impasse, Knight (2007) argues scholars had abandoned Mao, believing 

his contributions to be no longer relevant, or even showed “an unwillingness to accept 

the possibility of theoretical coherence in Mao’s thought” (p. 57). More recently, some 

authors have shown an increased interest in Mao’s ideas and original writings (Knight 

2007; Healy 2008; Cheek 2010; Lovell 2020; Karl 2010; Dikötter 2010) and attempted 

to “get beyond the partisan uses of Mao” (Cheek 2010, p. 11). Most of these authors 

identify Mao’s ‘mass line’ as one of the most important elements of Mao Zedong 

Thought. In his own words:

The concept of a correct relationship between the leading group and 

the masses in an organization or in a struggle, the concept that correct 

ideas on the part of the leadership can only be “from the masses, to the 

masses” (Mao 1965c, p. 119). 

The mass line also became an important ideological component of the historical 

narrative, as Mao argued that “the people, and the people alone, are the motive 

force of world history” (1965c, p. 257). According to Mao, anyone could become a 

revolutionary, whereas Lenin believed “only the Bolshevik Party could push forward the 

8  Guided by thought rather than by objective material conditions.
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wheel of history” (Cheek 2010, p. 13). These ideas contrasted with what Mao believed 

to be the dogmatism of the Soviet Union, where following Marxist–Leninist theories 

was more important than “detailed knowledge of the practical situation” (Cheek 2010, 

p. 227). To Mao, the sole criterion of truth was practice (Lovell 2020, p. 54) and “to seek 

truth from facts” became an important slogan of Mao Zedong Thought. However, Mao 

still believed Marxism to be a universal truth and branded those who strayed too far 

from it as ‘empiricists’ (p. 227). 

Another important aspect related to this study is that he followed Lenin in his idea 

that imperialism was the highest stage of capitalism (Lenin 1970). This made sense of 

China’s historical confrontations with European and Japanese imperialism and, “more 

important, gave Chinese readers a sense of purpose, hope, and meaning” (Cheek 2010, 

p. 9). This focus on the Chinese nation led Mao to “creat[e] – or at least nurtur[e] – 

Communist nationalism” (Lovell 2020, p. 56). 

Finally, Mao Zedong Thought is known for its violence, and Mao is known as a ‘populist 

tyrant’ whose campaigns are responsible for the death of an estimated 40 to 50 million 

people (Shambaugh 2021, p.  337). At an early stage, he realized “political power 

grows out of the barrel of a gun” (Mao 1965b, p. 224), thereby advocating perpetual 

class struggle, as most infamously illustrated by the red guards during the Cultural 

Revolution. The different case studies will show that (violent) uprisings indeed are a 

very important theme throughout the textbooks of the Mao era.

3.1.1 Textbooks during the early PRC period

In the hectic initial period of the People’s Republic, there was no time to properly 

compile and write new textbooks from the start. On top of that, the first Minister of 

Education, Ma Xulun, did not want to throw out the baby with the bathwater and 

believed “absorbing the best parts of the historical heritage” (NICTR 2010, p. 9) was 

the best way to go. Therefore, pre-existing materials were adapted from the civil war-

time liberated areas, the Soviet Union, commercial presses, and even some from the 

previous Guomindang-ruled areas. In 1950, the PEP was founded, which has been 

responsible for researching, compiling, editing, publishing, printing, and distributing 

educational textbooks for the majority of time ever since. The Ministry of Education 

would draft an Outline, after which textbooks were written in the history editing room 

of the PEP (NICTR 2010, p. 529), thereby involving several external experts as well. The 

first series that was completely compiled by the PEP came out in 1955.

CZ1950 – This was the first series of textbooks that was used in the People’s Republic. 

This was an adaptation of previously existing textbooks. The single volume ‘history 

textbook’ covered the history from the origins of the human race until the Ming 
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Dynasty. A ‘modern history textbook’ followed, which mostly covered the period from 

the Opium War until the National Protection War (1915–1916). These two textbooks 

have been used in this analysis as two volumes of the same series (CZ1950b1/b2), even 

though they were not published as such technically.

The main task in this adaptation was to “purge feudal, comprador, and fascist ideology, 

develop an ideology that served the people” (CPPCC 1949, Article 41) and introduce 

a Marxist materialist view of history (NICTR 2010, p.  22). The NICTR argues that 

these textbooks had many shortcomings, which nonetheless were understandable 

considering the circumstances under which they were published. Most importantly, 

they failed to show “the glorious culture of the motherland” (p. 71) and inevitably 

focused on politics and war instead of economic and cultural topics, and “there was 

a lack of the correct understanding that our country has always been a multi-ethnic 

state since ancient time”. Naturally, they argued, “such content is not conductive to 

national unity” (p. 71). 

The NICTR argues that in the following years, the guiding ideology of the textbooks 

became more and more clear. The principles they identified were the following: (1) 

historical materialism shows human society develops according to laws, later societies 

are more advanced than earlier ones, (2) people are the masters of history, and 

outstanding individuals have played a role in historical developments, (3) class struggle 

is the driving force of history, and (4) the history of China is the history of all the people 

that have contributed to the motherland (pp. 76–77). Written in 2010, these conclusions 

are evidently colored by current preferences and likely overlook ‘historiographical 

battlegrounds’ that are no longer perceived as relevant or deemed too sensitive, yet 

they provide a useful foundation to analyze changes in history textbooks. 

CZ1952 – For the next set of textbooks, the Chinese took some initial steps according 

to the principles described above. As they lacked experience, the editors still heavily 

relied on Soviet materials, which, in turn, resulted in a strong focus on world history 

over Chinese history. Nonetheless, the Chinese textbooks were also greatly expanded 

and now covered three ‘history textbooks’ that ended with the expansion of European 

colonialism and one ‘modern history textbook’. Similar to the 1950 editions, these 

four books have been considered as four books of one series (CZ1952b1/b2/b3/b4). 

Modest improvements noticed by the NICTR included additions of comprehensive art, 

culture, and economic sections, and more coverage of the important Han and Tang 

dynasties.

CZ1955 – The “first set of systemic and complete junior high textbooks published 

in China” were published in 1955. No longer were older materials adapted, but a 
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team under the leadership of the PEP developed a whole new set of four textbooks 

that covered the entire history of China up until modern times. It showed significant 

improvements compared to the older materials and was well-received by experts 

and teachers alike, both because of its contents and “vivid aesthetics” (p. 118). The 

NICTR noticed progress in the areas of strengthening patriotic content and the more 

pronounced view that the CCP and Mao had led the revolution (p. 120). In addition, 

more attention was directed to other nationalities in China’s border areas and their 

“contributions to the motherland” (p. 120). However, they also noticed that the 

books placed too much emphasis on peasant uprisings—a thorny issue that would 

emerge again and again in the following decades. In these books, class struggle is 

acknowledged as the ‘driving force of history’, but too much of it is discarded as ‘leftist’ 

(used throughout the NICTR overview within quotation marks, thereby emphasizing its 

negative perception) and a distortion of historical truth.

3.2 TWISTS AND TURNS (1958–1976)

During the Great Leap Forward (1958–1962), Mao let go of former ideas of gradual 

progress through Marx’ stages of historical materialism, and instead tried to propel 

China at warp speed toward a Communist society. From a Western perspective, it is 

commonly described as a hot-brained miscalculation with disastrous consequences 

to the economy and human lives, which led to perhaps the greatest famine in history. 

The subsequent Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (1966–1976) was supposed to 

act as a clean break from old society by purging remnants of capitalism and ancient 

Chinese culture. However, it turned out to be a major ideological power struggle 

between different camps within the party and reaffirmed Mao’s role as the undisputed 

leader of New China. 

Although often euphemistically described as a period of ‘twists and turns’ from the 

current Chinese state perspective, it is nevertheless perceived as a disastrous period 

that temporarily disrupted the CCP’s general trend toward greater prosperity. Chinese 

readings of the Great Leap Forward speak of ‘a tragedy of good intentions’ (Joseph 

1986), and the Cultural Revolution has, at least for a long time, functioned as a general 

warning against cults of personality and extreme leftism. Mao himself bears only part 

of the responsibility as he is diplomatically evaluated as ’70 percent good, 30 percent 

bad’. Instead, the Gang of Four is conveniently blamed for the worst. 

Representations of this period in history textbooks remain sensitive today and repeatedly 

lead to controversies and public outrage (Lew 2020; Zuo 2018). Gao (2008) argues 

that Mao is portrayed as a “callous, calculating, inhumane, power-hungry monster” 
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(p. 2) and that his evaluations are biased toward the memories of the intellectuals and 

current political elite (in diaspora). Without denying the horrible atrocities that were 

committed, Gao points at the fact that memoirs of this period are almost exclusively 

written by people from well off classes and argues that they overshadow the memories 

of the rural masses who experienced the period very differently. Perhaps, he argues, 

these people are even “worse off since the post-Mao reform years” (p. 2). In addition, 

he argues that a view of this period as an aberration that should never happen again is 

in the interest of a political elite submerged in the “dominant discursive hegemony of 

neoliberalism” (p. 4) of the post-reform era.

3.2.1 Textbooks during the period of twists and turns

The Great Leap Forward demanded drastic reforms of the education system, as the 

years of study were considered too long and “removed from politics, production and 

reality” (NICTR 2010, p. 181). Thus, Mao urged a revision of the entire education system, 

preferably at the provincial or municipal level. The PEP materials were discarded 

as “outdated, repetitive and cumbersome” (p. 181), and the number of history class 

hours were reduced from three to two hours per week. Kang Sheng, an influential and 

controversial party member, argued that history education should mostly be focused 

on modern history, discussing the recent developments leading up to the revolution, 

as only this subject was relevant for students. This became a very influential idea in 

history education, and several adjustments were implemented in the 1955 books, 

decreasing the focus on ancient history each time. In the end, the complete dynastic 

system was removed from the textbooks, and instead of using the Zhou, Han, and 

Tang dynasties as frames of reference, they were combined into historical materialist 

categories such as slave society or feudal society. 

Several teams throughout the country started to compile textbooks, most notably from 

the Shanghai Municipal Education Bureau and Beijing Normal University. The Shanghai 

textbooks combined world and Chinese history into one set of three textbooks with a 

heavy focus on class struggle. Beijing published a set that only included Chinese history. 

The NICTR, representing both the academic and current political elite, is highly critical 

of the books written during this period. They identify the Beijing textbooks as being “a 

good reflection of the times” (p. 239), which should be read in strongly negative terms in 

this context. Wu Han, one of the most important historians of the PRC, argued in 1961:

The bright side of history has been lost. What is written in the books 

is how bad this dynasty was, and a peasant uprising overthrew it. How 

another bad dynasty rose up, and was overthrown again by a peasant 

uprising. With the sound of [things] crashing down, history has almost 

entirely become pitch-dark and gloomy (Wu 1961).
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Completely against the political current, the PEP proudly published a set of textbooks 

in 1962 that they still consider to be their pre-Cultural Revolution best. It had “relatively 

correct viewpoints, a comprehensive list of topics, clear examples, concise but vivid 

and easy-to-understand texts, and beautiful pictures” (NICTR 2010, p.  250). They 

argued that the names of dynasties and emperors were objective historical facts, and 

not including them would not be telling the true historical story. However, the timing 

of these books could not have been worse, as history education was again reduced 

a year after. The books never made it past a trial edition that was only used at a very 

small scale. 

Only a few years later, the Cultural Revolution started, which struck another massive 

blow to history education. The existing materials had to be discontinued, as they did 

not reflect Mao Zedong Thought in a comprehensive manner and were all criticized 

as “feudalistic, bourgeois, and revisionist hodgepodge” (NICTR 2010, p. 269). Teachers 

and students were mobilized to expose and criticize the original textbooks. Again, 

Beijing and Shanghai had the courage to attempt writing textbooks in line with the 

political current. Both were hastily compiled and strongly reflected Cultural Revolution 

ideology. The textbooks were filled with quotes from Mao, Marx and Engels, which, 

according to the NICTR, were “too difficult for students to understand”(p. 269), 

extremely leftist, and critical of ancient Chinese history. The great Chinese literary 

works were branded as bourgeois, and Confucius was portrayed as a traitor of the 

people. The textbooks argued “he hated the social change of his time [and] wanted 

to restore the old system of the slave-owning aristocracy” (NICTR 2010, p. 278). The 

textbooks of this era are even described as weapons in ideological struggles. The Gang 

of Four, which was retrospectively blamed for the entire campaign, is described by the 

NICTR as being responsible for reducing history to a struggle between Confucianism 

and Legalism, which they refer to as a complete distortion of the truth. Wakeman 

(1978) explains that Jiang Qing used this ‘historical distortion’ to link the actual 

Confucianist–Legalist dispute, which ended after the Han dynasty, to present day 

politics. This allowed her to criticize modern day ‘Confucianists’, “because she dared 

not name her real enemy, who was [Zhou Enlai]” (p. 893). Thus, history textbooks not 

only were heavily influenced by the Cultural Revolution but they were even turned into 

ideological weapons themselves. 

For this period, I included two sets of non-PEP textbooks to represent the era of 

‘twists and turns’. For the Great Leap Forward, I selected the Beijing textbooks, as the 

Shanghai ones combined Chinese and world history in one set of books, which would 

be too different in structure to be a part of my quantitative analysis. They are referred 

throughout this book as B-CZ1960 with the additional B standing for Beijing. The 1962 

PEP books were the only PEP books that I have not been able to acquire, but it can 
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be concluded from the above that they were ahead of their time and can hardly be 

perceived as a reflection of state ideology in this period. Instead, the Shanghai series 

of 1973 have been included and is referred to as S-CZ1973.

It goes without saying that the NICTR was very critical of the textbooks published 

during this entire period and concludes that strict government control of education 

is necessary to ensure the stability of the system (p. 4). This further underscores 

Gao’s (2008) argument that condemning the period of ‘twists and turns’ is beneficial 

to securing modern day power structures. The NICTR authors appear offended and 

disgusted when they describe the grave injustices that had been inflicted upon the 

textbooks of this period, exactly when the PEP published their apogee edition. They 

mournfully write that this set had at least paved the way for the reconstruction of 

history education in the subsequent decades. The materials that were used instead are 

described as distorting history, even approving the Cultural Revolution itself, so that “a 

generation of young people learned about one-sided, distorted facts of ‘history’, with 

serious consequences” (p. 283).

3.3 REFORM AND OPENING UP (1976–1989)

Mao’s first successor, after his death in 1976, rarely makes it into overviews like this. 

Hua Guofeng was handpicked by Mao and “seemingly out of nowhere” made it to 

Chairman of the CCP and premier of China (Weatherley 2010). He did not make great 

contributions to Chinese ideology, but he is instead remembered for his 1977 slogan 

that came to be known as the ‘two whatevers’:

We will resolutely uphold whatever policy decisions Chairman Mao 

made, and unswervingly follow whatever instructions Chairman Mao 

gave (Feb7,1977: “Two Whatevers” is put forward 2011).

Very soon, however, a power struggle unfolded with Deng Xiaoping (who Hua himself 

had rehabilitated) and, within two years, Hua disappeared into obscurity. Deng, the 

spokesperson of the more liberal or pragmatic side of the CCP, became China’s new 

‘Paramount leader’ and steered China into a radically new direction—one of ‘Reform 

and Opening up’ and his ‘Four Modernizations’. Yet, crucially, Deng did not openly 

distance himself from the political and ideological line of Mao. Instead, as described 

in the introduction, he found a way to make his ideas seem like an extension of those 

of Mao. He accomplished this by doing the exact opposite of Hua. To resolutely keep 

following whatever instructions Chairman Mao had once given, while circumstances 

continually changed, he argued, would be decidedly un-Maoist. As ‘to seek truth from 
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facts’ was the core of Mao Zedong Thought, China’s new direction was completely in 

line with the principles of Mao Zedong Thought.

‘Deng Xiaoping Theory’ became known for its pragmatism, which is commonly 

illustrated by Deng’s quote, “It doesn’t matter whether a cat is black or white, as 

long as it catches mice” (Black cat, white cat… 2018). In the spirit of the times, such 

pragmatism was understood to comprise a move away from ideology, and the topic 

of ideology itself was mostly left untouched. In fact, his ‘Four Cardinal Principles’ 

dictated that upholding (1) the socialist path, (2) the people’s democratic dictatorship, 

(3) the leadership of the CCP, and (4) Mao Zedong Thought and Marxism–Leninism 

would be off-limits to political interpretation and came awfully close to Deng’s own 

version of an ideological ‘whatever’. The conviction, whether it was a sincere or rather 

a convenient one, that science would uncover Marxist truths led Deng to coin his 

quote that has been used above (“Don’t panic”). While the country developed, politics 

and ideology would naturally be sorted out, and the economy was his primary concern 

until then. The theory of ‘one central task and two basic points’ officially defined 

economic development as the central task of the government while holding on to (1) 

the four cardinal principles and (2) the policy of reform and opening up. This political 

and ideological stalemate worked for a while, but eventually became increasingly 

untenable and cumulated in the Tiananmen Protests of 1989. 

3.3.1 Textbooks during the period of reform and opening up

In the early Deng years, the Ministry of Education set out on the “daunting task of 

eradicating the poison of historical distortion and falsification” of the Cultural Revolution 

(NICTR 2010, p. 287), and Deng himself emphasized the key role of teaching materials 

therein. In 1978, a National Conference on the Preparation of Textbooks for Primary 

and Secondary Schools was held to bring together many experts in the field. The PEP 

was reinstated and again set out to write textbooks according to an ‘Outline’ published 

by the Ministry of Education. Ideologically, they had to purge the ideas of the Gang 

of Four from the books and decrease the extreme emphasis on class struggle (Jones 

2002, p. 552). However, the period is not perceived as completely deprived of ideology, 

as in the context of a country-wide climate of ideological fatigue, history textbooks 

were supposed to remind young people of the sacrifices made in the revolution. In the 

words of Zhao (1998), Chinese leaders showed a renewed urge for “indoctrination of the 

younger generation” (p. 289). Especially toward the end of the 1980s, the geopolitical 

context of socialist setbacks necessitated Chinese educators to “cultivate successors 

for the socialist cause”, raise national self-respect and self-confidence, and “prevent 

the rise of the ideology of admiring foreigners” (NICTR 2010, p. 293). To sideline critics 

that argued that such ‘particularism’ clashed with Marxist universal historical laws, the 

NICTR quotes Lenin in his conviction that the two were not contradictory. 
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As Lenin said: “The general laws of the development of world history do not in any way 

exclude the particularity of individual stages of development in terms of the form or 

order, in fact, it presupposes it.” So, the special nature of China’s history is such that, 

after the feudal society, China entered a semi-colonial and semi-feudal society, but 

not a capitalist one (NICTR 2010, p. 530).

In light of the ‘one central task and two basic points’, socio-economic contents were 

boosted in history textbooks while steering away from political ones. At the same time, 

in accordance with the ‘Four Modernizations’, it was acknowledged that more attention 

should be paid to developing skills of students. It was stressed that they should learn 

to observe and analyze, and textbooks should not simply “inject ideas” (NICTR 2010, 

p. 288). Later, in the mid-1980s, it was realized that significant differences between 

regions and between rural and urban areas demanded different materials. A National 

Accreditation Committee for School Teaching Materials was established in 1986, 

which opened the way for diversification of materials in the 1990s. It was believed that 

“diversification leads to competition and competition drives quality improvements” 

(Shi and Liao 2015, p. 41)

CZ1978 – The first set of (trial) textbooks from this period comprised a set of four 

textbooks spanning the entire history of China, which were “in strict compliance with 

the aims and requirements of the syllabus”, that focused on educational skills as well as 

patriotism (NICTR 2010, p. 295). Patriotic elements included stories about the greatness 

of the motherland, and the “people’s tradition of resisting foreign aggression” (p. 306). 

The textbooks presented class struggle as the driving force of history as well as how 

outstanding individuals have contributed to the motherland by focusing on several 

national heroes. According to the NICTR, ‘leftist’ elements were partially corrected, 

for instance, a historiographical rehabilitation of Han Gaozu. However, remnants of 

the Great Leap Forward and Gang of Four still remained, most notably in the negative 

portrayals of Confucius. 

As indicative of the political turmoil of the past decades, the analysis of the NICTR 

includes a long list of ideologically sensitive topics that were removed or changed or 

people such as Liu Shaoqi and Peng Dehuai “who had been falsely accused” before 

and were now rehabilitated (p. 311). The NICTR also mentions other topics that were 

removed from the textbooks, often in terms of ‘this is too detailed’, ‘students do not 

need to know this’, or ‘this is too much of a burden to students’. 

CZ1981 – In 1981, a final version of the trial books of 1978 was published and officially 

counted as a new set. Although they share many of their contents and descriptions 

with the 1978 textbooks, the Third Plenary Session of the Eleventh CCCP had further 
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“liberated the thinking of historians” (NICTR 2010, p. 311) and made further progress in 

the points mentioned above. A higher proportion of the textbooks was now dedicated 

to ancient history (from 40 percent to 50 percent of the text), as this was deemed 

suitable for instilling patriotic feelings in students. The total size of the textbooks was 

reduced, according to the NICTR, as teachers voiced their concerns that the 1978 

textbooks had been too detailed.

CZ1986 – The expansion of ancient history was short-lived, as the next series of 1986 

drastically reduced them to 33 percent of the text. While this edition still shared much 

with the previous two and was clearly an adaptation, the entire series was shortened 

to three books instead of four, which was customary by then. Changes mentioned by 

the NICTR are mostly in line with the focus on “showing the superiority of the socialist 

system” (p. 357), with new sections on how socialism had developed before liberation 

and socialist society in the modern era. It also reflected the economic focus of the late 

1980s, with many chapters being devoted to economic construction, and “showing 

that the party’s policy of reform and opening up is correct” (p. 357). It also took steps 

in the area of ‘historical truth’ and was more open about previous policies that had 

“seriously damaged the party, the state, and the people of all nationalities”. However, 

as the NICTR argues, as it was a “very complicated period[…] it was impossible to reflect 

the whole picture and only the most important issues could be covered” (p. 357).

3.4 LOVING THE MOTHERLAND (1989–2012)

The Tiananmen protests are described by Zhao (1998) as a sign of the “bankruptcy of 

the official ideology” (p. 288), as it was stretched increasingly thin under Deng’s focus 

on economic development combined with his ‘ideological whatever’. In addition, in 

an attempt to learn from the collapse of the Soviet Union, influential Chinese thinkers 

argued perestroika had come too late and should have accompanied glasnost at an 

earlier stage (Shambaugh 2021, p. 270). Therefore, the ideological legacy of Deng’s 

successor, Jiang Zemin, became two-fold as follows: (1) a renewed focus on patriotism 

and (2) the inclusion of the capitalist class into the nation. Zhao (1998) argues that 

Chinese communist leaders learned their lessons of losing their “spiritual pillars” (p. 

289), and

 

began to place emphasis on the party’s role as the paramount patriotic 

force and guardian of national pride in order to find a new basis of 

legitimacy to bolster faith in a system in trouble and hold the country 

together during the period of rapid and turbulent transformation (p. 289). 
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National education was one of the areas that needed careful attention in this regard 

(Ye 1991). The Patriotic Education Campaign was officially launched in 1991, and it is 

described as a “massive attempt by the party at ideological reeducation” (Wang 2008, 

p. 784). Narratives of class struggle were increasingly de-emphasized and made way 

for patriotic ones, including the narrative of the century of humiliation, which argued 

that China continuously had been the victim of threats from without and within and 

had ended once Mao Zedong proclaimed the People’s Republic in 1949. Wang (2017b), 

for example, shows the manner in which the memory of the War of Resistance against 

Japan had initially been repressed and forgotten but was reconstructed during this 

period in the guise of a national conflict that evoked patriotic feelings. 

The Patriotic Education Campaign is mostly perceived as effective and a critical turning 

point in increasing the legitimacy of the party. However, it is here that we most clearly 

see a shifting focus of scholars with respect to the coherence of ideological messages. 

Critics argued that this form of top-down nationalism had produced a “shallow 

version of nationalism” (Pye 1993, p.  131), which had not provided “a real sense of 

commonality” and that “40 years of sustained attacks by the Communist regime on 

traditional Chinese culture left China with a relatively inchoate and incoherent form of 

nationalism without a substantive core that could be readily articulated” (Zhao 1998, 

p. 301).

The ideological development most associated with Jiang Zemin, as enshrined in the 

constitution, is his ‘Three Represents’ theory. The theory, in full, rather cryptically stated 

that the CCP represented (1) the development trends of the advanced productive forces, 

(2) the orientations of an advanced culture, and (3) the fundamental interests of the 

overwhelming majority of the people of China. It marked the beginning of a new phase 

in which the CCP no longer was a revolutionary party that protected the interests of the 

proletariat, but instead a governing party that protected ‘the overwhelming majority 

of the people’. In practice, it mostly meant that the capitalist class was welcomed as 

a part of the nation and was even invited to join the party. Understandably, the theory 

was met with strong resistance from the left-wing echelons of the party (Lewis and 

Xue 2003, p. 937). It was first mentioned in 2000 and written into the constitution two 

years later at the Sixteenth Congress—the same congress that marked the transition of 

power from Jiang Zemin to Hu Jintao. 

The ideological impact of Hu Jintao (Paramount Leader from 2002 until 2012) was 

not very significant. He did initiate his own ideological buzzwords in the form of 

‘scientific development’ and the ‘harmonious society’. Furthermore, even though 

they were enshrined in the constitution and formally a part of ‘socialism with Chinese 

Characteristics’, his contributions are not considered to be of major importance today 
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(Shambaugh 2021, p. 353). The quick and impressive rise to power of his successor, Xi 

Jinping, has further limited his legacy. Holbig (2017) does give an interesting account 

of ideological reconstruction under Hu, thereby tracing the subtle ways in which he 

maneuvered between Jiang’s legacy and the particular challenges of his rule. She 

argues his ideology included “an outright recognition of social complexity, of diverging 

social interests and of pluralist tendencies translating into demands for political 

participation” (p. 787). However, as will be described in the following pages, the Hu era 

marked an unusually long period of silence in the field of textbook compilation. The 

only textbooks that were published during his leadership were those of 2003, yet they 

were still firmly grounded in Jiang Zemin discourse. 

3.4.1 Textbooks during the period of loving the motherland

In relation to history education, Jiang Zemin wrote a letter in 1991 in which he expressed 

four main points that history education should embody. These points clearly reflect 

the increased focus on national humiliation with the CCP as a savior of the nation.

1. Due to the corruption of feudal rulers, the Chinese people were bullied by the 

great powers for more than 100 years after the Opium War of 1840. Several major 

historical facts can be cited to illustrate this.

2. During this period, many people with lofty ideals and the general public shed their 

blood and laid down their lives to defend China against foreign invasion. 

3. After the ‘May 4th Movement’, the Communist Party of China was born and led 

the people of all ethnic groups in China to experience the Agrarian Revolutionary 

War, the War of Resistance against Japan, and the War of Liberation, and finally 

established a new China. Since then, the Chinese people have stood up. After 

liberation, there have been several wars against aggression, which proved that the 

great Chinese people will not be insulted.

4. The Chinese people have always opposed aggression, upheld justice, defied 

violence, and maintained peace. The implementation of the socialist system in 

China is a historical choice of the Chinese people themselves. We have always 

maintained that the five principles of peaceful coexistence must be followed 

and adhered to in handling state-to-state relations, especially non-interference 

in each other’s internal affairs, and opposition to any form of hegemonism and 

power politics (Jiang Zemin, in Chinese Youth Pioneer 61 1991).

Toward the new millennium, a new round of curriculum reform started to push 

toward what has been called ‘quality education’—a loosely defined term that refers 

to “a more holistic style of education which centres on the whole person [rather than 

on] memorization and examination scores” (Dello-Iacovo 2009, p. 241). In 1997, the 

State Education Committee started to strongly promote quality education in its official 

documents. Chen (2010) notes the manner in which the textbooks of this time ”reflect 
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the spirit of [the] era” by making use of new pedagogical ideas, thereby emphasizing a 

broad-minded global view and promoting independent thinking.

Around the same time, the process of diversification and localization of textbooks really 

took off and the system of textbook compilation went from one of ‘one outline, one 

book’ (一刚一本, yī gāng yī běn) to ‘one outline, multiple books’ (一纲多本, yī gāng duō 

běn). Later, by the early 2000s, the Ministry of Education started to draft curriculum 

standards (课程标准, kèchéng biāozhǔn) instead of outlines (大纲, dàgāng), which were 

much more precise. Nine different sets of junior high school books were approved in 

1990, which were in use by 1997, but the majority of books, that is, between 70 and 90 

percent, continued to be published by the PEP (Chen 2010, p. 44).

In an attempt to increase the professionalisation of textbook compilation, many new 

stakeholders outside the party-state, such as historical and educational experts, were 

invited to join the process. Massive surveys were conducted to solicit opinions from 

students and teachers, and the writing process shifted from the editing rooms of the 

PEP to universities such as Beijing Normal University and Capital Normal University. 

Finally, the city of Shanghai was granted a pilot status in the late 1980s, which allowed 

for experimentation with new didactical forms. All in all, these developments led to 

“unprecedented attention [for history education] from all quarters” (NICTR 2010, 

p. 419). Even though these modernizations were far from complete (Shi and Liao 2015; 

Vickers and Biao 2013), the years between the early 1990s and 2012 saw a process of 

transformation from textbooks being tightly controlled by the party-state system to a 

more open one that allowed for multiple sets of textbooks, the involvement of more 

stakeholders from the field, and experimentation of educational approaches. 

CZ1992 – Completely new textbooks were developed with major changes in terms 

of style, structure, and visual styles. More hours were allocated to history education, 

and the first series of four books in this period was significantly larger than any edition 

published before or ever since. There was an unrivaled level of attention for economic, 

cultural, and social topics, and the books were heavily influenced by the ‘holistic history’ 

concept of the Annales school. A long list of topics was added to the textbooks, which 

had to reflect the idea of ‘two histories, one sentiment’, thereby indicating that both 

ancient and modern history had to express the same sentiment—that of “touching 

stories of people who love their motherland” (NICTR 2010, p. 450). There was also a 

new focus on moral values, namely “[we need to] teach students to inherit the noble 

morals of historical people, and carry on their fine traditions” (p. 452), which was put in 

practice by the inclusion of many more stories of historical role models and national 

heroes.
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The NICTR still identified the long-term historiographical projects of overcoming a 

disproportionate focus on class struggle and politics and ridding the textbooks of 

‘leftist’ elements. Historical materialism was still officially the ‘grand narrative’ used in 

the textbooks, and class struggle acknowledged as the driving force of history, even 

though the contents of the textbooks had steadily moved in different directions since 

the 1980s. 

CZ2001 – The NICTR analysis only includes textbooks since 2000, but content-wise, 

the 2001 textbooks are clearly an adaptation of the 1992 textbooks. The large size of 

the 1992 textbooks was brought down again, thereby resulting in a condensed version. 

The name of the new textbook translates to ‘Nine-year compulsory education three-

year-system junior high school textbook’.

CZ2003 – A few months later, still in 2001, another series of textbooks was published 

under a name that translates to ‘Compulsory Education Curriculum Standard 

Experimental Textbook’. This series was based on the newly formed ‘curriculum 

standards’ instead of an ‘outline’ and were prevalently used for a very long time until 

they were replaced in 2017, with only minor adjustments being implemented in 2006. 

Remarkably, its experimental status remained in place throughout the entire period 

and is mentioned in my latest acquired copy that dates from 2014. A review by Chen 

(2001), then director of the history office of the PEP, affirms the involvement of many 

stakeholders in the development process of the textbooks, and major changes include 

more focus on “basic knowledge and skills for lifelong learning” (p. 31). Indeed, the 

textbooks have made improvements in that respect, as will be further described 

in Section 4.1. The general understanding of what makes this a good textbook (no 

shortcomings are discussed) shows considerable overlap with the NICTR report that 

was published some nine years later, and clearly, both texts adhere to a similar and 

official perspective of what history education should be like at that time. As two sets 

of textbooks from the same year would pose problems to the date axis in my graphs, 

I refer to this set as CZ2003, after the year the textbooks used for this research were 

printed.

3.5 NATIONAL REJUVENATION (2012–TODAY)

Xi Jinping came to power in 2012, and he quickly put his stamp on ideological 

doctrines unlike most of his predecessors. While Hu, Jiang, and even Deng waited 

until the very end of their leadership periods to enshrine their ideologies and theories 

into the constitution, Xi Jinping remarkably did so only after his first term in 2017. A 

year later, the constitution was again changed, thereby allowing Xi to remain in power 
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after the final second term, which was customary by then. His assertiveness, which 

was also highlighted in international projects such as the Belt and Road Initiative, has 

made it clear that “Xi is the strongest leader of the [CCP] since Mao” (Peters 2017, 

p.  1299). Even Shambaugh, who usually does not ascribe too much importance to 

ideology in modern Chinese politics, noticed the “stepped-up study of Marxism and 

an assertion of ideological controls over the entire educational sphere” (2021, p. 298) 

and large-scale reversal of policies and political developments of his predecessors 

replaced “enlightened authoritarianism with heavy-handed dictatorship” (p. 327). He 

is not the only one who noted a reversal at play. Bougon (2018) describes a return to 

Maoist ideology, and Shirk (2018) observes a return to a personalistic and charismatic 

leadership style.

Amongst his ideological catchphrases, we find the ‘Chinese Dream’, the ‘Four 

Comprehensives’, and the ‘Great Rejuvenation of the Chinese Nation’. The ‘Belt and 

Road Initiative’ might be added in that category as well. Lams (2018) argues that 

notwithstanding his long list of ideological projects, “no paradigmatic ideological 

change emerges from the narratives” (p. 387). What is new are not so much 

the ideological messages themselves, he argues, but the way in which they are 

communicated—louder and more confidently. Shambaugh (2021) does trace a shift, 

but largely one that falls back to the language of the Self-Strengthening Movement of 

the 1870s, as both aspire to reinstate China’s former position on the world stage. 

Perhaps it is indeed too early to tell what will comprise the core principles of ‘Xi Jinping 

Thought’. However, it is already clear that under Xi Jinping nationalism has risen to new 

levels. Several authors (Mayer 2018; Lams 2018; Minzner 2014; Zhu and Maags 2020; 

Zhu 2018; Chan 2019) note the greater focus on, and control of, historical narratives 

for ideological purposes, where old wine this time around is ‘bottled in ancient bottles’ 

(Minzner 2014) and CCP ideology is directly linked to Confucian and other ancient 

cultural foundations. The tightening grip on historical narratives is supposed to ensure 

the continuous mystification of the necessity of the CCP (Lams 2018, p. 403), and, as 

will be seen in the following section, it has had a major impact on the compilation of 

history textbooks.

3.5.1 Textbooks during the period of national rejuvenation

The general trend in textbook compilation since the 1990s had, at least on paper, 

been toward more openness and diversity. While these might have been paper tigers 

to begin with, they were a definite step forward that could have provided a basis for 

subsequent real change. In the Chinese context, it is often the ‘wiggle room’ within the 

bandwidth of what is allowed where real change takes place, and it might have taken 

only a few ‘good practices’ to move toward more genuine textbook diversity. Chances 
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for such change moved far beyond the horizon in 2017, when three major decisions 

dramatically re-intensified ideological control of China’s history textbooks, namely (1) 

the founding of a national textbook committee, (2) the return to a single textbook, and 

(3) the formal end of Shanghai’s experimental status. 

For the first time in PRC history, a national textbook committee was founded in 2017, 

and its main duties include ‘to guide and coordinate the work regarding national 

textbooks’, ‘implementing major guidelines and policies of the Party and state in 

teaching materials’, ‘reviewing the national curriculum and curriculum development’, 

and ‘reviewing teaching materials with strong ideological attributes’ (State Council 2017). 

Right below the national committee, subject-specific ‘Textbook Expert Committees’, 

which are in charge of the final approval of textbooks, have been installed.

Another measure has been the return to a single set of textbooks, which was published 

by the PEP for three courses, including history. The new unified junior high Chinese 

history textbooks have already been published and the senior high history textbooks 

will be completed in the near future. The official notice from the Ministry of Education 

(2017) does not provide any justification for these changes other than that it allows 

them ‘to do a good job’. Ding (2017) writes that diversification was initiated at first 

because “China is a vast country with uneven economic and cultural development”, 

but he also mentions that this same uneven development led to “economic factors 

[making] the selection of the best materials not really possible” (p. 7). Zhang and Chen 

(2021) explain the change as a “strategic choice made against the background of the 

high importance attached to the ideological security of the state” and a reaction to 

negative experiences under the previous set of textbooks (p. 106).

Finally, Shanghai’s experimental status has been revoked, most likely because of an 

incident with textbooks published in 2004 that took a radically new progressive and 

thematic outlook on history, de-emphasizing ‘high politics’ and Marxism (Vickers and 

Biao 2013), thereby leading to an international controversy after it was discovered by 

a New York Times journalist (Kahn 2006). Today, the banned textbooks are a taboo, 

and it is practically impossible to find people that are willing to openly discuss them. 

CZ2017 – The latest edition of textbooks emerged under the new institutional structure 

as described above, but it is notably based on the same curriculum standards as its 

predecessor. During my visit to the PEP, it was explained that the new editions were not 

even officially part of a new edition, and Xu (2021) likewise argues that the textbooks 

are presented as similar to those that came before it (p. 459). Chinese scholarly articles 

provide a very coherent and positive image of the latest series of textbooks, which 

entirely echoes the tone of the Ministry of Education. The textbooks are described as fully 
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committed to the view of historical materialism, providing a correct ideological outlook 

that includes core socialist values and promoting patriotism (Ding, Chen 2017; Wang 

2017a; Ye 2016). Other elements noted by Chinese scholars comprise an increased focus 

on critical thinking. Ding (2017), for example, argues there are more ‘reflection questions’ 

and the focus on rote learning has been decreased. International scholarly attention, 

however, paints a very different picture, with Xu (2021) arguing that the supposed 

similarity to previous editions in fact masks drastic changes that show a “[bias] to serve the 

CPC’s domination and legitimacy” (p. 459) and demonstrates the firm establishment of 

Xi Jinping’s guiding ideology. A controversy emerged on social media about descriptions 

of the cultural revolution that were changed in the second print. Specifically, a sentence 

that argued that the Cultural Revolution was “provoked by [party] leaders erroneously” 

(Lew 2020) was deleted. In July 2021, the National Textbook Committee (2021) issued 

a notice that announced Xi Jinping Thought would be comprehensively included in all 

course materials starting from primary to post-graduate education. This was soon picked 

up by news outlets around the world (BBC 2021; Reuters 2021), as it was interpreted as 

yet another step in the tightening grip of Xi over the education system. The notice by the 

National Textbook Committee does not mention that history textbooks were specifically 

targeted, so it remains to be seen if a major revision is on the way. However, it cannot be 

denied that the long list of things that must be included is thoroughly intertwined with the 

historical narrative, and thus warrants a revision:

[The curriculum materials should] comprehensively include General 

Secretary Xi Jinping’s views on economy, politics, rule of law, science and 

technology, culture, education, people’s livelihood, ethnicity, religion, 

society, ecological civilization, national security, national defense and 

the military, “one country, two systems” and the reunification of the 

motherland, united front, diplomacy, and party affairs Construction etc 

(National Textbook Committee 2021). 

Most of the language used in the notice, however, is in line with earlier descriptions of 

the ideological purposes of the education system. The fact that the name Xi Jinping 

Thought itself will be included in the textbooks at such an early stage is certainly 

unusual and significant, but as it already made it into the constitution four years ago, 

this can hardly be a surprise. A more striking change (which has not been picked up 

by the media thus far), however, is an increased level of international confidence and 

a more assertive international role for China, which claims that “with great changes, 

global governance requires Chinese wisdom and Chinese solutions” (National 

Textbook Committee 2021). However, only studies of future textbooks will be able to 

demonstrate whether these changes will have major consequences on the national 

historical narrative.
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3.6 CONCLUSION: 
HISTORIOGRAPHICAL BATTLEGROUNDS

Overall, the ideological changes, as outlined above, have had major implications for 

the way in which history textbooks have been written. Some of the developments that 

have been identified are the inclusion of all nationalities into a narrative of a ‘multi-

ethnic state’ (see Chapter 6) or an increased focus on critical historical skills. More 

interestingly, over 600 pages of the NICTR report and other sources include only a 

small number of historiographical battlegrounds which resurface again and again, 

these are:

• Ancient versus modern history: A stronger focus on ancient history is preferred 

by historians, and it is believed to be crucial in instilling feelings of national pride. 

A focus on modern history instead has a clear political function, as it explains and 

legitimizes recent and current policies.

• Universalism versus particularism: Historical materialism depicts history in a 

universal manner, thereby invariably portraying ancient ruling classes as bad. 

Not being very conductive to nationalism, there has been a tension between this 

view—one in which positive elements of (mostly ancient) elements of China’s 

particular historical circumstances are used as sources of national pride. 

• Masses versus individuals: Historical materialism prescribes that history is created 

by the masses, thereby de-emphasizing contributions by individuals. However, 

especially after the Cultural Revolution, Chinese textbooks started to regard 

‘outstanding achievements by individuals’ as indicative of the fact that the people 

are the creators of history. In addition, exemplary individuals and national heroes 

are again used to evoke feelings of national pride.

• Class struggle versus national unity and stability: Class struggle is acknowledged 

throughout all editions as the driving force of history, but it is often argued that 

class struggle is overemphasized, distorting historical truth. Uprisings can be also 

feared for threatening national stability and potentially damaging the legitimacy 

of the CCP.

In short, all of these ‘battlegrounds’ ultimately have to do with the tensions between 

Marxist orthodoxy and nationalism. A focus on modern history, universalism, the 

masses, and class struggle adhere to the rules of Marxist historiography, whereas a 

focus on ancient history, particularism, outstanding individuals, and national unity 

all reveal an urge to commit to nationalist interpretations of history. On top of this, 

there seems to be a continuous struggle between the need to increase the number 

of topics and level of details and respond to voices of concern about difficulty and 

‘overburdening’ students. Although explanations to remove certain topics ‘because 
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they were simply too detailed’ should be taken cautiously, this is a universal trait of 

curriculum development all over the world. Drastic reductions in the coverage of 

certain topics do not necessarily need to be results of ideological conflict. Generally, 

you see that completely new textbooks are compiled in periods in which history 

education is valued more, which, in turn, results in extensive coverage of a large 

numbers of topics (CZ1955, CZ1978, CZ1992, and CZ2003). Subsequent editions often 

comprise condensed versions of these textbooks and provide a clearer indication of 

what truly is considered to be crucial information (CZ1981, CZ1986, and CZ2001).

This analysis also shows that important historiographical debates focus on a fairly 

limited number of topics. The portrayal of Confucius has been a heated discussion for 

decades, as has been the discussion regarding which revolutionary leaders must be 

acknowledged. Reading the entire overview, one would think that large parts of the 

historical narrative are relatively stable over time. However, this study will show that 

consequences of ideological changes spread far beyond these ‘usual suspects’ and 

that even historical events that occur on the margins of the historical narrative are 

continuously reconstructed. Just like it was argued above that a better understanding 

of ideology needs to go beyond official explanations of it, so do historiographical 

changes have a much broader scope than historiographical discussions suggest. 

In the subsequent chapters, I will concern myself with what ‘the people’ did in the 

background of these historiographical battles.
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In this chapter, keyness values will be used to quantitatively determine the strongest 

ideological keywords in Chinese history textbooks. Section 2.2 introduced ‘keyness’ 

and ‘general keyness’. The first measures whether a concept occurs significantly 

more often in a certain edition, whereas the second determines the extent to which a 

concept is able to distinguish editions from each other. Both will be used here to track 

quantitative ideological change—either to show which concepts are ideologically ‘key’ 

in a specific period or to find the concepts that most strongly represent ideological 

change in general. 

As such, this is the most number-driven part of my analysis; it tries to ‘see what comes 

up’. There are several reasons behind why a concept might have a high keyness value, 

and not all high scoring concepts are related to ideology, so selection and interpretation 

still need to come up with meaningful conclusions. For example, the concept with 

the highest general keyness is the number 9 (九, jiǔ), which is hardly an interesting 

result. The explanation for this, however, is that the first editions of textbooks still used 

Chinese numbers instead of Roman numerals, which, in turn, led to significant changes 

in its frequency in the older and newer editions. Changes in frequency can also be 

driven by linguistic reasons. For example, until 1986, the word ‘chapter’ (章, zhāng) 

was used to name different learning units, whereas this was changed to ‘lesson’ (课, kè) 

starting from 1992. Finally, words with a high general keyness can point toward OCR 

errors. For example, the characters for ‘to burst forth’ (迸, bèng) and ‘to enter, to go in’ 

(进, jìn) are very similar. This is the same case for fonts of certain editions. Therefore, 

the OCR software was unable to distinguish between them. The resulting anomalies in 

frequencies are reflected in the form of high keyness values. In this manner, I was able 

to correct some common OCR mistakes in the data sample. 

By looking at a combination of keyness values, graphs of frequency rates, and 

sometimes examples in the text, it was relatively easy to find concepts that related to 

ideological changes. Amongst those, the ones consisting of multiple characters were 

more easily interpreted as representing ideological changes, as single characters often 

have a wide variety of meanings. For example, the character ‘mín‘ (民) is not only a 

part of the word for ‘the people’ (人民, rénmín) but also of ‘farmer’ (农民, nóngmín), 

‘democracy’ (民主), and many others. The character ‘yì’ (义) on its own already has a 

wide range of meanings, including ‘righteousness’, ‘virtue’, or ‘justice’. It is also a part 

of 324 multi-character words that have been found in the text, such as ‘uprising’ (起

义, qǐyì) or any kind of -ism such as ‘socialism’ (社会主义, shèhuì zhǔyì) or ‘capitalism’ 

(资本主义, zīběn zhǔyì). Therefore, it is often difficult to interpret the high keyness of 

a single-character word. Some single-character words can be more insightful. For 

example, any word with the character zhēng (争) will have to do with struggles, fights, 

or disputes, but still, the high keyness value of a multi-character word containing this 
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character might be more revealing. After filtering out concepts that had high keyness 

values for linguistic or other reasons, these eight double-character concepts continued 

to be the ones that most strongly represent ideological change in quantitative terms:�

TABLE 2: Eight concepts with highest general keyness

Character Pinyin Translation General keyness Total frequency

阶级 jiējí Class 1463,95 2781

农民 nóngmín Farmer 1159,42 3791

斗争 dòuzhēng Struggle 994,72 2104

革命 gémìng Revolution 992,59 5910

人民 rénmín People 950,44 8083

起义 qǐyì Uprising 903,35 3564

地主 dìzhǔ Landlord 893,50 1758

帝国 dìguó Empire 885,78 2305

Interestingly, the frequency patterns of all these concepts follow a similar pattern. They 

quickly increase after 1950 and peak in 1960 or 1973. Subsequently, they dramatically 

decrease in 1978 and further decline until they stabilize in 1992. This trend is followed 

by another significant decrease in 2003 and gentle increase in 2017. The similarity of 

these patterns becomes especially clear when compensated for their different total 

frequencies, such that the scales are evened out. Therefore, in this chapter, I will often 

use graphs that display what percentage of their total (relative) frequencies occur in 

which edition. In Graph 2, this is done for all eight of the concepts from the table above. 

It shows that, for example, 20 percent of the occurrence of the total frequency of the 

word ‘struggle’ (2104, see table above) occurs in 1960, but the frequency decreases 

under 5 percent for the editions after 1986. While some of these concepts peak in 

1960 and others in 1973, and 1973 shows much more convergence, they largely show 

similar patterns of rise and fall, in particular, since 1978. 
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Graph 1: Example of frequency graph (阶级, jiējí) (General keyness: 1463,95) 

 
Graph 2: Percentage of relative frequencies of eight most ideological concepts 
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GRAPH 2: Percentage of relative frequencies of eight most ideological concepts

This suggests that these concepts all together comprise one major ideological shift. 

This also makes sense while looking at the meaning of the concepts, as most are 

strongly linked to Marxist narratives (class, struggle, uprising, and landowner) and 

substantiate the conclusions of the previous chapter that Marxist discourse and 

revolutionary narratives have been consistently downplayed in history textbooks. The 

graph, however, helps in the identification of concepts that most strongly reflect this 

ideological change quantitatively. Furthermore, it provides insights into the speed of 

the decline of Marxism in the textbooks. 

If this pattern of rise and fall reflects the importance of Marxist discourse, then it is 

also interesting to see which concepts would fall within the same ‘bandwidth’ of rise 

and fall, albeit with lower general keyness values. In other words, which concepts 

occur between 9 and 23 percent of their total frequency in 1973 and between 1 and 

5 percent in 2003, and so on. This results in the identification of many other similar 

words that perhaps have lower general keyness values, but still mostly form a coherent 

whole with the ones above. Somehow three grammatical structures occur in this list9, 

and several single characters overlap with multi character words in the list. If these 

are filtered out, the ones highlighted in the following are prevalent: 国主 (guó zhǔ, 

Country lord), 侵略 (qīnlüè, aggression), 劳动 (láodòng, labor), 打 (dǎ, hit), 统治 (tǒngzhì, 

rule), 攻 (gōng, attack), 税 (shuì, tax), 剥削 (bōxuè, exploit), 起来 (qǐlái, stand up), 反

抗 (fǎnkàng, revolt), 武装 (wǔzhuāng, armed), 压迫 (yāpò, oppression), 镇压 (zhènyā, 

9  These are了 (le, grammatical structure), 为了 (wèile, in order to), and 但是 (dànshì, but).
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suppress), 强迫 (qiǎngpò, force), 支持 (zhīchí, support or sustain), 分子 (fēnzǐ, members 

of a class or group), 消 (xiāo, eliminate), 响应 (xiǎngyìng, response), 锐 (ruì, sharp), 集

中 (jízhōng, concentrated), 特权 (tèquán, privilege), 占有 (zhànyǒu, possess), 偿 (cháng, 

compensation), 口号 (kǒuhào, slogan), 压力 (yālì, pressure), and 阶层 (jiēcéng, social 

stratum). 

Several concepts in this list represent violence, repression, and exploitation, and as 

such they are likely to be related to violent narratives of class struggle. However, they 

are also reminiscent of ‘century of humiliation’ sentiments. However, no significant 

‘bump’ can be discerned that would have been expected after the Patriotic Education 

Campaign in the 1990s. 

Another conclusion that can be drawn from this list is that no concept that follows a 

completely different pattern or counters this ideological change, for example a concept 

that reflects the ‘reform and opening up’ era, makes it to the top. No ideological 

concept from more recent versions of socialism with Chinese characteristics reaches 

the same levels of general keyness as the older Marxist ones did. Again, this might not 

be surprising, as it is well known that no grand narrative has replaced the Marxist one. 

This further underscores the view that Chinese ideology has become more diffuse.

4.1 KEYNESS PER SERIES

In addition to finding concepts that best reflect ideological change using general 

keyness, it is also possible to find the most ‘key’ concepts per edition, which means 

that they most significantly divert from their average frequency in that specific edition. 

Appendix IV includes an overview of 10 such ideological keywords per edition, which 

were manually selected from the list of highest keyness values in a similar manner as 

explained above while excluding most single character words or concepts that had to 

do with linguistic or didactical changes. In order to make more reliable claims based 

on these lists, each and every concept deserves to be further researched to find out 

whether the higher value is actually due to ideological changes or whether it can be 

attributed to other reasons. However, for the purpose of this chapter, it provides some 

interesting insights as it is. The list can also be used as a guideline for further research.

The first two editions (1950 and 1952) show ambiguous results, and, therefore, they are 

arguably most prone to language differences. Some of these operate at the borderline 

between the linguistic and the ideological. Manchu, for example, is the concept with 

the highest score. This could point toward a strong focus on China’s final dynastic 

rulers, but a more likely explanation for this is that the more foreign sounding ‘Manchu’ 

in later editions refers to ‘Qing’, a Chinese dynasty. Concepts such as ‘powers’ and 
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‘clique’ point to a particular understanding of international relations, owing to the use 

of words that have been uncustomary in later editions. The keyness values for the 

1952 edition are much lower than those of other early editions. As can be seen in the 

overview, the frequencies of the concepts in this year’s list are also much lower than 

in others, thereby further affecting the reliability of this list. ‘Bandit’ is at the top, and 

other interesting concepts include feudalistic ones, such as ‘lord’ and ‘serf’. 

The 1955 edition shows more coherent results. As the first edition is completely 

written by the PEP, it can be seen that history becomes more nationalist, and the high 

keyness of several concepts suggest new narratives of self and other. In particular, 

‘them’, ‘the people’, and ‘the Han people’ all have high values. Struggles and wars are 

also prominent in this edition along with further violent concepts such as ‘imperialism’, 

‘invade’, and ‘attack’. 

The 1960 and 1973 editions, as expected, consistently show high values for Marxist 

concepts. Words such as ‘revolution’, ‘struggle’, ‘class’, ‘slave’, and ‘landowner’ are 

prominent, and these high values also explain the considerable overlap of the highest 

rated words of this period with those of the top eight concepts from the beginning of 

this chapter. The focus by the Gang of Four on Confucianism is also recognized in the 

list, with (master) ‘Kong’ appearing with a high score. 

The early post-Mao textbooks (1979, 1981, and 1986) adhere to an image of a changing 

economy without political changes under Deng Xiaoping. The lists show similar terms 

(‘class’, ‘enemy’, ‘farmer’, ‘worker’, and ‘uprising’) but with lower keyness values. This 

supports the view that Marxism is slowly decreasing in importance; however, it still 

provides the strongest available narrative. The 1981 edition shows some words that 

reflect a stronger focus on modern history concepts (‘worker’, ‘strike’, ‘Guomindang’, 

and ‘base area’), even though the NICTR described a stronger focus on ancient history 

during this period (2010, p. 311). In 1986, the ‘cultural revolution’ appears on the list, 

when it is included in the history textbooks for the first time. In the same year, the 

first of a new kind of keywords appears, namely ‘art and literature’, but with a modest 

keyness of 27 and frequency of 35. 

The year 1992 is very clearly a turning point in terms of keywords, and it marks the 

first ‘ideological shift’ identified in this analysis. No Marxist terms remain in the top ten. 

Instead many cultural terms appear. For instance, ‘dance’, ‘calligraphy’, and ‘sports’ all 

make it to the list along with ‘famous’, ‘outstanding’, ‘ancient’, and ‘our country’, thereby 

suggesting the celebration of national historical heritage and ‘outstanding persons’. 

This ideological shift is characterized by cultural splendor and scientific achievements 

as a source of national pride, and it appears to reveal a different interpretation of 
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the influence of the Patriotic Education Campaign. While most scholarly attention to 

this campaign focuses on ‘national humiliation’ in this context, quantitative findings 

suggest that national pride was substantiated to a greater extent with positive stories 

of splendid ancient culture rather than negative ones focusing on national humiliation. 

Although these concepts clearly show a certain level of coherence, their keyness 

values are not as strong as those during earlier times, and these values are perhaps less 

directly indicative of nationalism than expected. This can partly be explained by the 

length of this series, as it is by far the longest of all textbooks since 1949 (62 percent 

larger than average). It also has a more diverse range of topics than any other series, 

which might make frequencies of concepts more diverse and, therefore, less extreme. 

An additional explanation might be that ‘nationalism’ is not as easily captured in a small 

set of strong ideological concepts as orthodox Marxism is, but instead it is linguistically 

more diffuse. The concept ‘pride’, for example, is hardly present in the textbooks. 

However, histories of outstanding historical figures are nonetheless supposed to evoke 

feelings of pride in the readers. It is also likely that nationalist concepts appear more 

frequently in chapter introductions, which makes them important to metanarratives 

even while rendering them relatively invisible to a frequency analysis. In this context 

that is ideologically more diffuse, the list suggests that amongst the topics and themes 

that were added to the textbooks, the ones related to culture, science, and national 

pride were most prominent, even though ideologically this set of words was not nearly 

as prominent as the Marxist concepts were before. The 2001 series is very similar to 

the 1992 one, but it is 29 percent shorter. While ‘art’, ‘science’, and ‘scientist’ are still 

retained as keywords, the list is even more diffuse, and keyness values are lower. Graph 

3a combines the distributions of the appearances of cultural, scientific, and patriotic 

terms with high keyness values in 1992. Again, different keywords that make it to the 

top list reveal similar patterns—they either show a gradual climb since the 1980s or a 

steep ascend between 1986 and 1992, which is followed by a slow decrease afterward. 

The difference between the two patterns is that most of the concepts had been 

occasionally included in early textbooks while calligraphy and sports were completely 

new. Their variability graphs, therefore, show more extreme results. 
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Graph 3: Cultural-scientific splendor1 

 

 
Figure 1: Socio-economic development and technological progress 
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GRAPH 3A: Cultural-scientific splendor10

The final two editions (2003 and 2017) again show a shift in the use of keywords. 

Instead of cultural terms, socio-economic ones become more pronounced. Words 

such as ‘reform’, ‘opening up’, ‘Deng Xiaoping’, ‘development’, ‘construction’, and 

‘economy’ appear with higher scores than have been perceived in the lists of the 

previous decades. ‘Society’ has the highest score in 2017, and it is relatively frequently 

used on its own, without being a part of the word for ‘socialism’. In 2003, patriotic 

terms such as ‘our country’ and ‘motherland’ can be detected. While they do not 

appear in 2017, they are replaced with strong values for ‘zhōngguó’ and ‘zhōnghuá’, 

both referring to ‘China’. 

Combined in a graph, these socio-economic terms mostly reveal a gradual rise that 

accelerates in the current edition. ‘Reform’ and ‘opening-up’—the core concepts 

of Deng Xiaoping Theory—as well as Deng’s own name show very steep ascends 

between 2001 and 2003. Even though Deng Xiaoping himself tried to stay away 

from ideology, 25 years after the launch of his policies, his ideas suddenly have been 

anchored within the historical national narrative, thereby gaining ideological weight. 

This moment coincides with the end of Jiang Zemin’s leadership and his coining of 

the ‘Three Represents’ and the inclusion of the capitalist class into the Chinese nation. 

The Xi Jinping era includes other concepts related to socio-economic progress, with 

‘construction’ and ‘technology’ emerging as the most striking examples. The use of 

the word ‘technology’ even manages to dramatically increase twice in a row. While 

10  Dance (舞), calligraphy (书法), famous (著名), outstanding (杰出), sports (体育), science (科学), scientist (学家), 
ancient (古代), and our country (我国).
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the concept is absent until 1978, its frequency increases to 1 in 1981, 6 in 1986, 19 in 

both 1992 and 2001, 44 in 2003, and 61 in 2017. In 2017, it occurs particularly often 

in introductory paragraphs and chapter titles, further underscoring its ideological 

importance. In the 1992 textbooks, the first two chapters were dedicated to the 

‘technological developments’ of the Tang and Song dynasties, but by 2017, such 

chapters were also added for the Han dynasty, the Wei, Jin, and Northern Dynasties, 

and the Ming dynasty. Also, an entire unit consisting of two chapters and an activity 

chapter on scientific progress in the modern era. Although the focus of 2003 and 2017 

is slightly different, together the concepts that most strongly represent this ideological 

shift show a high level of coherence, all referring to socio-economic development and 

technological progress.

 
Graph 3: Cultural-scientific splendor1 
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GRAPH 3B: Socio-economic development and technological progress11

Although a thorough analysis of didactical elements is beyond the scope of this 

research, the focus on ‘quality education’ described in Section 3.4.1 can clearly 

be found in keyness values as well. Several keywords show an increased focus on 

analytical skills and critical thinking. Words such as ‘why’, ‘what’, or ‘think about’ 

collectively appear over 1300 times in both 2001 and 2003 in stark comparison with 

their frequency of usage in 1986, that is, 266 times. Such words have high keyness 

11  Opening up (开放), reform (改革), technology (科技), development (发展), economy (经济), construction (建
设), Deng Xiaoping (邓小平), society (社会), nationality (民族), China (中国, green), and China (中华, blue).
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values especially for the 2001 and 2003 editions; however, they have become 

significantly less prominent in the latest edition. As it is more interesting to see how 

these concepts collectively represent a focus on didactic aspects instead of focusing 

on their individual occurrences and values, Graph 4 shows a stacked chart with the 

most important didactical terms. It shows an impressive increase between 1986 and 

1992, which exactly coincides with the focus on ‘quality education’, a peak in 2001 and 

2003, and a decline toward the current edition.

 
Graph 4: Collective relative frequencies of didactical terms2 
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GRAPH 4: Collective relative frequencies of didactical terms12

A good example that helps to elucidate this increased attention to didactics comprises 

the newly added discussion exercises in the 2003 textbooks, which were the first 

textbooks based on ‘curriculum standards’ instead of the more restrictive ‘outline’. 

They include two figures (often children) who are shown with different opinions. 

Students have to say who they agree with and why. The example from Figure 2 shows 

such an activity about Tan Sitong, a Chinese politician and reformer from the late 

Qing era, who was charged with treason and subsequently executed. The question 

that is frequently asked is “Who do you agree with? Why?”. The girl in the illustration 

argues: “Tan Sitong’s willingness to shed blood and sacrifice for the change of law 

to awaken the nation was well worth it. He was a man who stood up to the sky and 

the earth and [was of indomitable spirit]”. The boy in the illustration, however, states, 

“Tan Shitong was foolish not to run away when he could have, and his death was not 

worth it.” Other instances of this activity showed opinions of the two figures that were 

much more similar, thereby suggesting their answers are indicative of the bandwidth 

12  Answer (问答), think about (想一想), choose (选择), practice (练习), picture (图), why (为什么), what (什么), 
activity (活动), and you (你).
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of acceptable answers in class. 

FIGURE 2: Discussion activity (CZ2003b3 p. 34)

In this chapter, I have visualized quantitative shifts of ideological concepts in Chinese 

history textbooks using ideological keywords across different editions. The top eight 

terms that most clearly reflect ideological change relate to Marxism and show similar 

frequency patterns of rise and fall. Subsequently, two other ideological shifts were 

identified—the first one concentrated on cultural–scientific splendor as a source of 

national pride in 1992 and 2001 while the second one focused on socio-economic 

development and technological progress in 2003 and 2017. Each of these three 

ideological shifts show some degree of coherence in the patterns of rise and fall. In 

Graph 5, instead of frequencies, the average keyness values of the concepts within these 

categories are depicted, thereby giving some indication of the strength of the impact of 

the shifts and how the different shifts relate to each other. It shows that the Marxism-

related terms change from positively key to negatively key around 1986, which means 

that after that particular edition they occur less often than would be expected from their 

total frequency, as found in the data sample. Cultural-scientific splendor shows a bump 

as well, but it can now be seen that its significance is clearly lower than that of Marxism. 

The new focus on ‘progress and development’ already surpasses that of culture and 

science; however, it remains to be seen how this will develop in the future. 

This graph by no means can represent all ideological changes in Chinese history 

textbooks. Why would eight concepts represent Marxist ideology together? Alternately, 

how would eleven different concepts highlight a focus on socio-economic progress? 
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In addition, why are only these three shifts included and not countless other shifts at 

different levels? Yet, an analysis of the top keywords per edition showed that these 

three ideological shifts were most quantitatively prominent in the textbooks, and their 

patterns of rise and fall showed enough consistency to render this graph useful as 

an indication of ideological shifts in Chinese history textbooks and how they relate 

to each other. The resultant graph does visually represent the main conclusions of 

this quantitative analysis, namely Marxism dominated historical narratives until the 

1970s, after which it became less and less pronounced. However, Marxist terms by 

no means disappeared from the textbooks. At their lowest point, in 2003, the eight 

concepts collectively occurred 890 times, which is more than that of the accumulative 

frequency of the ‘culture and science’ concepts at their peak in 1992 (863). Instead, 

Chinese ideology became more diffuse. Although no narrative could be identified as 

‘replacing’ Marxism, new focal points were added in the forms of cultural–scientific 

splendor as a source of national pride in the 1990s, and socio-economic development 

and technological progress since 2003.  
Graph 4: Collective relative frequencies of didactical terms2 

 
Graph 5: Three ideological shifts by keyness values 
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GRAPH 5: Three ideological shifts by keyness values

To better understand the ideological implications of these three ‘lines in a graph’, 

it is necessary to contextualize them, zoom in, and see how historical narratives 

qualitatively change alongside them. As described before, I have chosen to do so 

using three groups of people, namely women, ethnic minorities, and businesspeople, 

as my case studies. The following three chapters will trace these different groups of 

people as they move through the historical narrative, simultaneously reflecting and 

constructing these ideological shifts.
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Mao famously proclaimed that “women hold up half the sky”, but historically their 

half was mostly confined to the domain of the household. Chinese religious and 

philosophical traditions, including Confucianism, stressed ‘female virtues’ such as 

filial piety, chastity, and loyalty. Women belonged to the realm of the ‘yin’, which was 

complimentary to, but by no means equal to, the masculine ‘yang’. Confucianism 

argued that social harmony would only be realized if people adhered to the rules 

implicated by their social relationships, in practice restricting women to the household 

while assigning the control of the public space to men. The ensuing history of Chinese 

women is largely a grim one, Croll (2011) argues, in which women described their lives 

as being no better than that of “a frog in a well” (p. 2), having been reduced to being 

the property of men. The plight and position of women in society is most notoriously 

illustrated by the practise of foot binding. 

The resulting absence, or at least invisibility, of women in the public space and politics 

has severely limited their presence in historical narratives (Yu 2015), and historical 

sources since ancient times have shown strong gender biases (Zeng 1995). This in itself 

is in no way unique to China, as women appear in textbooks around the world in very 

specific and gendered roles. However, the specific ways in which this happens in these 

textbooks can be revealing of how women both reflect and help construct certain 

aspects of Chinese state ideology. For example, the sexual assault of Chinese women 

by foreign aggressors symbolizes the gendered conception of China’s weakness under 

the narrative of national humiliation (Hershatter 2007, p. 86). Furthermore, in more 

recent times, women’s liberation itself became important in historical narratives as a 

metaphor of national rejuvenation. Women were new to the historical stage, having 

remained relatively unstained by ancient and backward traditions that had held China 

back, and Hershatter (2007) argues that they became “figures through which national 

modernity was imagined” (p. 79). She describes how the women’s movement had 

been initiated during the late Qing dynasty, when anti-foot binding societies and 

educational programs introduced Chinese women to Western feminist theories. At 

first, feminism in China closely followed Western examples by focusing on causes such 

as the right to vote. However, soon it transformed into a uniquely Chinese version that 

was inseparable from patriotism and the broader goal of national liberation. Hershatter 

argues that this overlap between the two causes simultaneously “subordinated the 

fate of women to that of the nation” (p. 80), and “gender equality was deferred” (p. 80) 

wherever women’s rights were perceived as threatening. 

The Communist Party made the women’s question one of its main priorities in its early 

days, and during Guomindang–CCP rivalries, the concept of ‘feminism’ even became 

synonymous with being a communist. After the founding of the PRC, the communists 

proved their commitment through the promulgation of the Marriage Law of 1950, 
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which brought women much closer to legal equality. However, as before, there was 

little room for feminism or the women’s cause in its own right. The women’s cause 

was merely part of, or even identical to, the wider objective of class struggle. Women 

who focused on the narrow goal of feminism alone were accused of being apolitical, 

revisionist, or harmful to the revolution (Croll 2011, p. 222). Yet, the merging of the 

two causes now also worked in the reversed direction—women’s rights could not be 

achieved without socialist transformation, but neither could socialist transformation 

be achieved without the involvement of the female half of the population (p. 318).

Women’s participation in society initially concentrated on the work force and especially 

the Great Leap Forward expanded women’s influence beyond the household domain. 

In this respect, their emancipation largely meant their emulation of men (Brownell 

2000, 210), and there was very little room for ‘bourgeois’ femininity. Their entrance 

into the political domain proved more challenging, as they experienced resistance 

from husbands and parents-in-law, and they had to grapple with persistent age-

old conceptions that kept women out of public areas. Female party membership 

was significant, but active political involvement rarely expanded beyond the realm 

of women’s issues, and, as this case study will show, their active roles in historical 

narratives also remained confined to very specific roles.

After the Mao-era, economic liberalizations went hand-in-hand with a “reduced 

anxiety about gender” (Brownell 2000, 224). This, in turn, facilitated the appearance 

of images of female beauty in Chinese society in the 1990s and its current ubiquity 

in marketing campaigns. Section 5.3.2 will show that such images also entered the 

history curriculum in the form of beautiful women representing cultural splendour. 

Today, the official government rhetoric includes claims of “great progress ha[ving] 

been achieved in the promotion of gender equality and women’s development in 

China over the past two decades” (Information Office of the State Council 2015). 

Such rhetoric has also appeared in descriptions of modern history. However, when 

looking at the overall representation of women in Chinese history textbooks today, 

the conclusion is more in line with the findings of scholars such as Yang (2020), who 

notes that “inequality is maintained and reproduced, and suggest that despite China’s 

progressive socialist agenda, its gender revolution remains ‘stalled’” (p. 23). Many even 

note a recent crack-down on feminism. Fincher (2020), for example, argues that 

China’s all-male rulers have decided that the systematic subjugation of women is 

essential to maintaining Communist Party survival. As this battle for party survival 

becomes even more intense, the crackdown on feminism and women’s rights – 

indeed, on all of civil society – is likely to intensify (p. 170).
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5.1 DATA SELECTION

Finding women in Chinese history textbooks proved to be relatively straightforward. 

Although there are multiple concepts that translate as ‘women’ or ‘female’ such as fùnǚ 

(妇女), nǚrén (女人), nǚxìng (女性), and nǚzǐ (女子), all of them include the character 

nǚ (女). In addition, while ‘he’ and ‘she’ are phonetically identical in Chinese (tā), the 

written version distinguishes between a male (he: 他) and female (she: 她) version.13 

The possessive ‘her’ (她的, tāde) also includes this character. The word for ‘gender’ (性

别, xìngbié) only occurs six times in total, mostly in sentences that do not (solely) focus 

on gender issues, such as “The government registered the population, age, gender […] 

as the basis for expropriating rent […] and military service” (CZ1981b1 p. 70). Therefore, 

mainly two characters, namely nǚ and tā, were used to gather the data for this chapter.

To slightly complicate matters, the Chinese language is very rich in terms to address 

family members, as it uses different words that do not include either nǚ or tā, such as 

wife (妻, qī), elder sister (姐, jiě), paternal aunt (姑, gū), and so on. Other words that refer 

to women include princess (公主, gōngzhǔ), concubine (妾, qiè), Empress Dowager (

太后, tàihòu), or the more colloquial ‘girl’ (姑娘, gūniáng). On top of that, names of 

women will not necessarily be found when you look for nǚ or tā. An example of this is 

female author Ding Ling, who appears in a list of several ‘outstanding artists’ without 

any explicit reference to her gender:

Artists in the liberated zones were part of the masses (workers and 

farmers) and produced excellent works of literature and art, such as 

Zhao Shuli’s “Little Erhei’s Marriage” and “The Rhymes of Li Youcai”, Ding 

Ling’s “The Sun Shines Over Sanggan River”, and Zhou Libo’s “Hurricane” 

and other novels (CZ2017B3 p. 128).

Because of this, certain names of key female historical actors were manually checked, 

but the resulting ‘overlooked women’ were few in number and never contained 

elaborate descriptions. As is the case in some of the examples highlighted above, 

these mostly concerned casual mentions of women or appearances in lists. When 

descriptions become more elaborate, for example, in the case of another female 

author, Li Qingzhao, nǚ and tā regularly appear. Therefore, it has been found that 

whenever women appear in a significant manner, at least one of the two characters 

will be present. The only exception to this comprise the descriptions of Jiang Qing—

13  他 (tā) originally was a gender-neutral term, consisting of the radicals for 人 (person, ren) and 也 (also, ye), 
thereby acknowledging the other as ‘also that person’. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 
because of translation issues of Western texts and heated May-Fourth inspired discussions, the female 她 was 
slowly incorporated into the vocabulary, thereby starting the linguistic distinction of the female ‘she’ of the 
previously-universal-turned-male ‘he’ (Yun).
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the wife of Mao Zedong and leader of the Gang of Four (see Section 5.3.3). Still, the 

number of paragraphs in which women appear without the occurrence of nǚ and tā 

are expected to be low. Gathering all paragraphs including nǚ and/or tā and a small 

number of manual additions has resulted in a sample of 613 paragraphs, which consists 

of over 103.000 characters.14

5.2 GENERAL QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The sum of the frequencies of nǚ and tā per textbook edition fluctuates between 59 

times in 1950 and 290 in 1992. Graph 6 shows the combined frequencies of both 

characters and starts with a rising pattern followed by a significant peak in 1992. In 

relative terms, the graph is less dramatic, but it still highlights peaks in 1992. After this 

edition, the line drops again, with levels currently being near those of the early PRC 

times in both absolute and relative terms. Both concepts combined show a general 

keyness of 121, which indicates that they significantly represent ideological change. 

In terms of separate editions, however, only the 1950, 1952, and 1992 editions make 

it past the threshold for statistical significance, 1950 and 1952 in negative and 1992 in 

positive terms. 

  
-

 
Graph 6: Combined frequencies of 女 (woman) and 她 (her) – General keyness: 121,52 
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GRAPH 6: Combined frequencies of 女 (woman) and 她 (her) – General keyness: 121,52

14  All references to the Jurchen people (女真, Nǚzhēn), which includes the character for woman in the Chinese 
language, were excluded from the analysis. 
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It is more complicated to determine the proportion of women and men appearing in 

the textbooks. Simply counting ‘men’ (男, nán) versus women (女, nǚ) does not suffice. 

In fact, the character for woman appears almost four times as often as that for man—

nǚ is often used to indicate a diversion from the ‘male standard’, for instance, female 

artist, female warrior, and so on. The absence of the nǚ character usually implies that 

a man is involved. 

Without reliable figures on male mentions or representation, which would be too time 

consuming to gather, it is impossible to avail reliable comparisons or ratios. However, 

the ratio of the words for ‘he’ and ‘she’ can be indicative of this ratio. These words will 

appear for most historical persons, to whom more than a sentence or two is dedicated. 

On average, the male tā appears a staggering 60 times as often as the female version 

(see Table 3). This can be partly explained by the fact that the plural ‘them’ also includes 

the male character; however, when frequencies of ‘them’ are subtracted from those 

of ‘he’, it still appears on average 34 times more often than ‘she’ (and ‘thems’ probably 

refer mostly to men). Until 1986, the appearance of ‘she’ is especially rare, with factors 

of up to 113 in 1955. The graph above already depicted that women appear more often 

in 1992, but still the character for ‘he’ outnumbers that for ‘she’ by a factor of 27. 

TABLE 3: Frequencies of ‘she’ and ‘he’

1950 1952 1955 1960 1973 1978 1981 1986 1992 2001 2003 2017

她 (she) 12 10 9 10 9 17 19 11 66 38 33 13

他 (he) 798 874 1025 783 702 1140 847 665 1787 1097 917 442

Factor 67 87 114 78 78 67 45 61 27 29 28 34

他们 (them) 418 344 574 408 281 495 321 247 419 245 261 117

他 (minus 他们） 380 530 451 375 421 645 526 418 1368 852 656 325

Factor (minus 他们) 32 53 50 38 47 38 28 38 21 22 20 25

It is also possible to determine in what percentage of the textbooks women occur by 

comparing the number of characters in the data sample with those of the textbooks 

in total, as has been done in Graph 7. On average, women appear in 4.4 percent of the 

total size of the textbooks. An interesting peak can be perceived in 1978 to 7.2 percent. 

However, this does not represent the percentage of the text that is ‘about women’, as a 

large proportion of these paragraphs concern other historical topics in which women 

only get mentioned once or twice, for example:

The state of Yin [Shang] was ruled by slave-owning nobles, and there 

were many sorcerers in charge of ritual divination. Neither the nobles 

nor the shamans worked, but the working people supported them. The 
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main part of the labour force consisted of slaves, who were used on 

a large scale to feed the nobles. Slaves were used on a large scale for 

agricultural production. In addition, some drove carts for slave owners 

and others worked as domestic servants for slave owners. Skilled slaves 

acted as singers and dancers and accompanied the nobles in their 

pleasures. Female slaves were also used as concubines. By the end of the 

Yin dynasty, slaves were also required to serve as soldiers and participate 

in wars (CZ1952B1 p. 7, own emphasis). 

When such paragraphs, in which women only briefly appear, are not included, the 

percentage of characters in the books dedicated to women decreases to an average 

of 1.4 percent. Therefore, the percentage of the textbooks that discusses women will 

most likely be closer to that number (see Graph 7).

Even though it is difficult to establish reliable numbers, the results above indicate the 

presence of women in the Chinese history books to be very low without indications 

of a gradual increase over time. Several Chinese authors have arrived at the same 

conclusion (Wang 2010; Yu 2015; Zeng 1995; Fang 2004). Yu even referred to the 

return of women to the textbooks as an “inevitable requirement of the times” (p. 103).

-
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GRAPH 7: Percentage of text that includes women

To get a better idea of the prominence of women, all paragraphs were manually 

tagged with the following categories: (1) synonym to ‘all the people’, (2) mentioned, 

(3) topic, and (4) named topic. The first category refers to paragraphs in which women 

are mentioned to emphasize ‘all the people’ were involved, which occurred in phrases 

such as ‘all men and women’ or ‘men, women, young and old’. For example:
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[After the agrarian revolution] the peasants […] were all happy and their 

enthusiasm for production had never been higher. Men and women alike 

worked more diligently than ever before (CZ1981b4 p. 62).

The second category was already introduced above and includes paragraphs that 

mostly concern other historical actors or topics, but in which women make brief 

appearances. Category three applies to paragraphs in which women or women’s 

rights are the main topic of the paragraph, and the woman in question additionally is 

named in the fourth category.

After tagging all fragments, it can easily be visualized what percentage of the text 

displays women in different levels of prominence. Graph 8 shows that when women 

appear in Chinese history textbooks, they are only mentioned in 57 percent of the text 

and that they are only mentioned in 12 percent of the text to emphasize that ‘all the 

people’ were involved. In 31 percent of the cases, women are the actual topic of the 

paragraph (topic + named) while they are also named in 25 percent of the cases. Over 

the years, a modest increase can be discerned in the two prominent categories (green 

plus blue), with the most dramatic change occurring between 1986 and 1992. The 

current edition shows a relatively high number of paragraphs about women without 

mentioning more names of women. These often involve descriptions of gender 

equality and will be further discussed in Section 5.3.7. 

 
Graph 8: Prominence of women in selected paragraphs 
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Generally, a quantitative analysis of women in Chinese history textbooks shows a high 

degree of stability throughout the PRC years, with women consistently appearing 
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sparsely and non-prominently. Women occur most frequently in 1992, in both 

absolute and relative terms. As this is by far the largest edition of all textbooks, as 

will be shown in the following chapters, women played specific roles within its focus 

on cultural splendor. However, when the size of textbooks diminishes in subsequent 

editions, so do the appearances of women, which is indicative of the priority that 

textbook writers placed on including women. Such numbers contradict a claim that 

major achievements have been made in recent decades in the field of gender equality, 

at least in terms of their share in the national historical narrative.

5.3 ROLES OF WOMEN IN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS

The quantitative consistency that has been found notwithstanding, the ways in 

which women appear in the history textbooks considerably change over time. All 

paragraphs in the data sample were manually tagged with the different roles, such as 

‘housewife’, ‘heroine’ or ‘worker’, that women fulfil within the text. Certain roles that 

were thematically close were subsequently taken together within broader categories 

of roles. In total, seven categories of roles were identified: (1) the traditional, (2) the 

beautiful, (3) the bad, (4) the helpless, (5) the bold, (6) the skilled, and (7) the equal. 

Another important aspect of the ways in which women were portrayed was that many 

of them were fictional. They are interesting because of the double narrative layer 

involved—they include works of fiction whose symbolic and ideological messages are 

perceived as useful to that of the national narrative. The rest of this chapter will analyze 

how the different roles of women in history textbooks both reflect and construct 

Chinese state ideology.

5.3.1 The Traditional

The first category is that of the traditional woman, who represents purity and simplicity. 

Women in this role are mostly described in passive ways, and as wives, mulberry 

pickers, and weavers. In the Chinese context, the weaver is an especially strong 

symbol of traditional Chinese society. Bray (1995) describes how ‘womanhood’ itself 

was intricately linked to weaving: “with a few exceptions, a weaver was by definition 

a women, and a women was by definition a weaver” (p. 116). Hinsch (2003) similarly 

argues that “the female cloth maker was an important cultural image in early imperial 

China” and stresses that making cloth was considered to be “a highly virtuous female 

activity” (p. 170). The well-known idiom ‘men plough, women weave’ (男耕女织, nán 

gēng nǚ zhī), which appears multiple times in the textbooks, simultaneously reflects 

this image of the traditional woman and that of the separation of man and woman in 

agricultural society. The 1955 edition only includes colour images at the beginning of 

each textbook while the second textbook displays a single ‘ploughing and weaving 
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picture’ of the Song dynasty (see Figure 3). This beautiful image is meant to represent 

traditional simplicity, with women diligently working indoors while the men work in 

the fields in the background. 

FIGURE 3: Ploughing and weaving picture of the Song dynasty in CZ1955b2

All textbook series include explanations about traditional agricultural tasks, explicitly 

mentioning which tasks belonged to which gender. An example can be perceived in 

the 1960 textbooks about the ‘rural commune’:

Farmers [read: men] grow grains, beans, and vegetables according to the 

season. Women gather mulberry, raise silkworms and weave. In the slack 

time, farmers also hunt wild animals. The farmers in a rural commune 

help each other (B-CZ1960b1 p. 22).

Other images of weaving women include those of spinning wheels and looms, thereby 

again depicting diligently working women on technologically advanced and large 
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machines. In the 1992 textbooks alone, three such pictures of weaving women have 

been found along with a picture of Huang Daopo (Figure 4).

Two pictures of the Song dynasty (b2 p. 97)

Yuan dynasty (b2 p. 116)

FIGURE 4: Pictures of weaving women in CZ1992

The images of weaving women are frequently used to mark disturbances in this 

‘natural harmonious state’. For example, in 1952, when large-scale public projects, 

such as maintenance of the Great Wall, were initiated during the rule of the Qin 

dynasty, the fact that the ruling class was keeping men from ploughing and women 

from weaving was portrayed as an exploitative act. The disruptiveness of Western 

influences is also amplified by the image of the female weaver in distress. In 1955, it 

is noted how “the import of foreign cloth … made millions of rural women lose their 

livelihoods” (CZ1955b3 p. 127). The beautiful and tranquil image that appeared in the 

second book also sharply contrasts with three violent pictures of foreign aggression, 

uprising, and war in the third book of the series. From the 1990s, a regularly repeated 

section emerges that traces the rise of capitalism in the West and mentions how the 

British dumped their products on the Chinese market, thereby disrupting the traditional 

system of ‘men ploughing and women weaving’. Such traditional women often appear 

in rural settings. The concept ‘farmer’ (农民, nóngmín, one of the top eight Marxist 

keywords) is ‘key’ in this data sample in the editions that were published between 1952 
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and 1981. This means that the word ‘farmer’ occurs more often in paragraphs that 

include women than in the textbooks as a whole.15

Women are also mentioned as playing family-related traditional roles where they 

briefly appear in otherwise male-dominated stories as wives who were brought along 

on missions or visited after long periods on duty. Poet Du Fu is described as once 

visiting his wife, having learned that his youngest son had just starved. Lin Juemin, a 

Qing dynasty revolutionary, sent a farewell letter to his pregnant wife before his death, 

instructing her to raise his son well and to “teach him to take his father’s will as his 

own” (CZ2001b3 p. 88). These women are also categorized under ‘the traditional’, 

but they are likely to be underrepresented in the numbers, as the text does not always 

include the characters nǚ or tā, which makes them difficult to locate in the text.

Culture sections of the textbooks also include a few references to women as obedient 

wives who perform traditional female tasks. The Book of Songs (800 to 600 BCE), 

for example, is described as including women who pick wild herbs (CZ1978, CZ1981, 

and CZ1986). Gu Kaizhi’s painting “The Admonitions of the Court Instructress” (the 

character nǚ appears in the Chinese title) is mentioned in all editions since 1978. This 

narrative painting from the Jin Dynasty (265–420)16 illustrated a poem and discusses 

the expected behaviour of palace ladies. 

Traditional women consistently comprise around 11 percent of all paragraphs that 

include women (see Graph 12 at the end of Chapter 5). Although, as Section 5.3.7 

will show, several paragraphs in the textbooks discuss gender equality, the ones that 

display women in traditional roles hardly critique or even evaluate such roles. This 

is surprising during the revolutionary era, considering the Marxist focus on gender 

equality and Mao’s own attempt to remove ancient traditions from society during the 

Cultural Revolution. In later editions, which highlight a stronger focus on institutional 

gender equality, they also largely survive. In short, women as symbols for traditional 

simplicity are a persistent ingredient of the national historical narrative.

5.3.2 The Beautiful

Unlike traditional women, appearances of beautiful women are much more time-

bound. Chinese society during the Mao-era did not allow for much variety in terms 

of feminine beauty. Women’s ideal appearances during this time have been described 

as being limited to androgynous, shapeless “iron girls” (Brownell 2000; Pei and Ho 

15  Similar to comparing one edition to the whole corpus of all editions to find keywords in specific editions, it 
is also possible to compare the frequency of words in the data sample to that of the entire edition. The ‘keyness’ 
of a word can be calculated in this way in paragraphs containing women. 
16  The scroll is probably a copy dating from a period between the fifth and the eight centuries.
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2006). This changes after the 1970s along with economic liberalizations. During the 

1990s, Chinese female beauty became an increasingly important aspect of modern 

society. This shift is also observed in the textbooks, where historical beautiful women 

simultaneously make their sudden appearance. This period also coincides with the 

ideological focus on ‘cultural splendour’, which translates into women showcasing 

economic and cultural prosperity in this case.

Between 1992 and 2003, there are many references to women’s clothing and 

jewellery. Some examples include the following: after the Xiongnu lost from the Han, 

“married women could no longer dress up pretty” (CZ1992b1 p. 105), Tang women 

wore dresses with “magnificent patterns, preferably in red”, and wealthy women wore 

fine silk (CZ1992b2 p. 17), women during the Ming dynasty would only wear light-

coloured skirts (CZ1992b2 p. 168), and the three fiefdoms during the Qing dynasty 

spent hundreds of thousands of riels of silver on maiden’s dresses (CZ1992b3 p. 2). The 

2003 textbooks include even more elaborate descriptions, including a 142-character 

long account of the magnificent headdresses of the Xiongnu, a description of 

excavated Han dresses in colourful silk (CZ2003b1 p. 73) and the thin-sleeved skirts 

from the Song dynasty (CZ2003b2 p. 57). These descriptions turn women into displays 

of splendour and wealth, often in sexualized manners. Again, the descriptions only 

appear within a very specific timeframe—they appear rather suddenly in 1992 and they 

have mostly disappeared in the current textbooks. The only remaining example is, 

however, a surprising one. This is not only because of its explicit sexual imagery but 

mostly also because of the positive connotations with Western influences, which are 

described as accentuating the natural beauty of Chinese women. Therefore, I question 

whether the following paragraph will make it to the next reprint:

Originally, the qipao was the basic clothing for Manchu women, 

characterized by a wide body, flat lines, length from the bottom to 

the foot, a straight cylinder style, and lace on collar, sleeves, and skirt. 

During the 1920s, the qipao absorbed the advantages of European and 

American clothing, which emphasized the body and curvaceous beauty 

and underwent significant changes. At first, the cuffs were narrowed, and 

the piping became narrower, then the length was gradually shortened, 

and the waist tightened. Sleeves became shorter and shorter, until they 

were abolished, and the shoulders were exposed. The collar also became 

shorter and shorter; the lower the collar, the more fashionable it became. 

This kind of modified qipao fully reflected the beauty of women’s curves, 

and after it appeared in Shanghai, it soon became popular throughout 

the country (CZ2017b3 p. 123).
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The 1990s is also the time when female dancers appear abundantly in the textbooks, 

such as the mention of the Sogdian dancers in Chang’an’s West Market, as described in 

the introduction. Here, the dancing women again convey images of cultural splendour 

and are often explicitly described from the perspective of the ‘male gaze’. The literati 

from the Tang dynasty frequented Persian hotels in Chang’an, where they could 

behold the Sogdian Whirling girls (胡姬, hú jī) (CZ1992b2 p. 20). This dance involved 

the turning of the body as “fast as a whirlwind” (CZ2003b2 p. 39). The famous dancer 

Lady Gongsun was good at the sword dance. The Poet Du Fu “once saw her perform 

when he was a child and he never forgot it for decades to come” (CZ2003b2 p. 39). 

The dancing women are so prominent that they are largely responsible for the keyness 

of the word ‘dance’ in the 1990s and 2000s, with ‘dancing’ appearing as a significant 

keyword in the data sample about women for all editions between 1981 and 2003 

(especially strong values occur in 1992 [114,9] and 2003 [53,6]). Figure 5 only includes 

a small selection of pictures that accompany such descriptions since the 1990s, in 

which women do not go much beyond showcasing their beautiful clothes.

Tang dynasty skirts    Women’s clothing during the Song  Pedestrians at Shanghai’s Nanjing
(CZ2003b2 p. 13)   dynasty (CZ2003b2 p. 113)  Road (CZ2017b3 p. 123)

FIGURE 5: Pictures involving beautiful women

Beauty is not only used to symbolize wealth but it is also depicted as a corrupting force 

in these textbooks. Women become the romantic subjects of powerful men, seducing 

them to commit immoral acts:

“On bright moonlit nights, emperor Yang of Sui often carried his 

concubines and maidens on night tours around the West Garden” 

(1992b2 p. 4).

King You, the last ruler of the Western Zhou Dynasty, was a dim-witted 

and amoral king. His concubine Baosi did not like to laugh, so to please 

her, King You ordered the burning of the beacons. King You and Baosi 
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were laughing and clapping their hands at the tired and deceived soldiers 

[who had rushed to] the capital. Later, the Rong tribe really came to 

attack the Western Zhou. King You sent someone to light a beacon fire, 

but the vassals did not come to help. As a result, the King of You was 

killed. After that, the Western Zhou Dynasty fell. The authority of the 

emperor plummeted, and there was strife among the vassals (CZ2003b1 

p. 30).

The 2001 textbooks narrate the tales of Yang Guifei, who is also known as one of the 

‘Four Beauties’ of ancient China.

Tang Emperor Xuanzong was so fond of Yang Guifei that he spent his 

days drinking with her. She liked lychees, so the emperor ordered them 

to be sent to the palace by fast horses from thousands of li away. There 

were 700 craftsmen in the palace who made brocades and embroideries 

just for Guifei. The Yang family’s relatives were all rewarded and rose to 

prominence. Yang Guozhong, the Princess’s cousin, held more than 40 

posts and became the most powerful man in the world (CZ2001b2 p. 

26).

She later reappears at the end of the same textbook in a chapter dedicated to Emperor 

Xuanzong. Students are encouraged to hold class debates to find out “whether his 

merits outweighed his mistakes” (CZ2001b2 p. 106). It discusses Yang Guifei in the 

context of the ‘Song of Everlasting Regret’ in which she is described as his favourite 

concubine, whose beauty was hard to ignore. The emperor spent all his time with her, 

and not in the court, and gave lush gifts to all her brothers and sisters, which prompted 

parents everywhere to favour having daughters over sons. In the end, the textbooks 

write, this led to the An Shi rebellion. 

An abundance of beautiful women appears in culture sections of the textbooks, 

especially mythological ones: dancing fairies at the Mogao Caves, a beautiful girl in 

the founding myth of the Khitan, Sogdian whirling girls at the market in Chang’An, and 

stories of the aforementioned ‘Four Beauties’. ‘Strange Tales from a Chinese Studio’, 

a classical novel from Pu Songling in the Qing Dynasty, describes “a demon who 

disguises himself as a beautiful woman” (CZ2001b3 p. 105). The Peony Pavilion, a Ming 

Dynasty opera, revolves around beautiful, graceful, and dancing women. Liu Lanzhi is 

also described as “kind, hardworking and beautiful” (CZ1992b1 p. 127), mistreated by 

her mother-in-law. Together, all these references to beautiful women comprise about 

one-third of all fictional women mentioned in the textbooks. 
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Thus, beautiful women, fictional and non-fictional alike, only occur within a strictly 

delimited timeframe, as can also be seen in Graph 12 at the end of Chapter 5. Therefore, 

they are more easily linked to ideological change than the traditional women discussed 

before. After a period of socialist androgyny, Chinese society offers more space for 

relaxed gender norms. Textbook authors, in particular, seem to seize this opportunity 

to revive ancient myths of classic beauties to create sources of national cultural pride 

and use women to showcase economic and cultural wealth through their magnificent 

clothes. In their quest for cultural splendour, however, the textbooks simultaneously 

revive stereotypical depictions of women as beautiful, corruptive, and dangerous 

creatures, thereby reducing them to displays of wealth and objects of male romance. 

The abrupt disappearance of beautiful women in the current Chinese history textbooks 

could indicate an increased awareness of stereotypical gender roles. However, their 

appearance and disappearance also coincides with the broader ideological shift in 

sources of national pride from being based on cultural to socio-economic factors, and 

women not being the most likely candidates to symbolize the second.

5.3.3 The Bad

Even though women are relatively absent in descriptions about power, wars, and 

politics, three women are major exceptions to this norm. This includes Empress Wu 

Zetian (624–705), Empress Dowager Cixi (1835–1908), and ‘Madame Mao’ Jiang Qing 

(1914–1991), all of whom left a clear mark on the course of history. However, they 

often appear in (strongly) negative ways, and they have been severely criticized in 

historical accounts as power-abusing, ruthless, and/or traitorous women. This was 

more justified than others for some, but it also did not help that they so defied and 

threatened the patriarchal moral order. This gave subsequent historians good reasons 

to paint them in a negative light and weigh their actions differently and more critically 

than was the case for powerful men (Mitter 2018a, 2018b). 

Their presence in the history textbooks goes beyond that of ‘counting paragraphs’, as 

they often and repeatedly appear over one or even multiple chapters. Table 4 shows 

that Wu Zetian’s and Jiang Qing’s names are mentioned around 80 times each, and 

Cixi even totals 129 times. As can be perceived from this table, they most strongly 

dominated historical narratives after 1981, with the usual peak in the 1992 textbooks.

TABLE 4: Frequency of names of powerful women

  1950 1952 1955 1960 1973 1979 1981 1986 1992 2001 2003 2017 Total

Wu Zetian 2 0 0 1 1 1 7 9 22 12 18 11 84

Cixi 26 0 7 7 0 0 1 16 29 24 8 11 129

Jiang Qing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 23 19 10 6 80
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Jiang Qing is the archetypical ‘bad woman’ in modern Chinese history. As the leader 

of the ‘Gang of Four’, she was blamed for the worst of the Cultural Revolution, thereby 

taking away heat from her husband, Mao Zedong. The textbooks also employ this 

strategy, as can been perceived in the following abstract about Jiang Qing’s 1974 plan 

to ‘form her own cabinet’. The textbooks disapprove of her ‘wild ambitions’ and depict 

her husband reprimanding her:

Mao Zedong instructed Jiang Qing not to make more appearances, not 

to approve documents, and not to “form a cabinet”. Mao Zedong also 

noted, “Jiang Qing has wild ambitions [野心, yěxīn]. She wants to ask 

Wang Hongwen to be the chairman of the committee and herself to be 

the chairman of the party.” Jiang Qing’s plot to “form a cabinet” did not 

succeed (CZ1992b4 p. 172). 

Another way in which she stands out in the textbooks is that even though many pages 

are dedicated to descriptions of her actions, her gender is never revealed by the use 

of the characters nǚ or tā. It is not even mentioned anywhere that she is Mao’s wife. 

Therefore, her name was simply missing from the data sample until I categorically 

went looking for her. In her descriptions, she is invariably and severely criticized, but 

she mostly appears in lists with other members of the Gang of Four. Therefore, hardly 

any gender-angles could be identified except for one defined in the example above. In 

other words, Jiang Qing, a women in a very powerful position, was undistinguishable 

from her male counterparts, as she has been described in identical words as her male 

counterparts. If only she were not blamed for the Cultural Revolution instead of her 

husband, her image would be the epitome of the socialist androgynous gender ideal.

Empress Dowager Cixi does not have a good reputation in Chinese history either and 

is invariably portrayed as a traitor in the textbooks. Descriptions of Cixi’s rise to power 

abound with negative actions. For instance, she ‘colluded’, ‘staged a coup’, ‘executed 

people’, and so on. Like Jiang Qing, she is described as “having a strong desire for 

power” (CZ1992b3 p. 58), which, considering the context, clearly has a negative 

connotation. However, she is mostly depicted as a traitor who shamelessly sold out 

China to the imperialists and humiliated the country. She would “gladly give away all 

material resources if that would please other countries” (CZ2017b3 p35). She is the only 

one that appears significantly before the 1980s. Her descriptions in the 1950 textbooks 

are slightly less normative than the ones in the 1990s, even though it has been written 

that she did everything in her power to win over the trust of foreign powers. She is 

even described as implementing various changes such as improving the education 

system. However, “she was not sincere, she just wanted to fool the foreigners and 

common people” (CZ1950b2 p. 126). It is interesting to note that images of Cixi in 

these textbooks do not discuss her appearances or sexuality. In the West, images 
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of Cixi have been heavily sexualized and eroticized under the influence of Edmund 

Backhouse. Although his writings are now discredited as nothing more than an 

“perverted man’s distorted psychology” (Fang 2006, p. 115), his ideas have had a long-

lasting influence on Western portrayals of Cixi. Another interesting gender dimension 

related to Cixi is the discussion of the concept of ‘reigning behind the curtains’ (垂帘

听政, chuílián tīngzhèng). It is explained that women in the past were not supposed 

to involve themselves with politics and, therefore, were physically separated from the 

men by curtains. A women in power was, therefore, considered to ‘reign behind the 

curtains’. No strong normative conclusions appear in relation to this phenomenon. It 

is simply explained and not necessarily criticized.

Wu Zetian was China’s only female emperor. She first ruled the Tang dynasty and her 

self-proclaimed Zhou dynasty later on. As a great historical anomaly, Chinese historians 

have long struggled with her legacy. In particular, shortly after her rule, it became 

necessary to discredit her in order to restore the natural order in which men were in 

charge. Song (2010) argues that she is, therefore, often portrayed as a power-abusing 

‘bad unwomen’ (p. 362). However, even though she is a good example of a ‘bad’ women 

traditionally, she is not portrayed as such in the Chinese history textbooks. Instead, she 

is displayed as a competent and powerful ruler. The paragraphs in which she appears 

are, therefore, categorized under ‘the bold’. However, she will be discussed here, as 

descriptions involving her relate to her former role as a ‘bad woman’.

Nan (2003a) analyzes portrayals of Wu Zetian in Chinese history textbooks and 

concludes that expressions of power were not measured in the same way as those of 

male rulers. Specifically, “power struggles were regarded as normal in the description 

of male rulers and were even overlooked and ignored, but were emphasized in 

narratives about Wu Zetian” (p. 38). Yet, Nan also concluded her descriptions clearly 

“showed respect” (p. 41). My findings are in line with those of Nan; however, I would 

like to further underscore her acclaimed positive contributions to Chinese society in 

the textbooks. It is mentioned how she cracked down on noble landlords, developed 

the imperial examination system (B-CZ1960b1 p. 73), and rewarded agricultural 

production across the years. Furthermore, it is specified that she had an keen eye 

for talent (CZ1981b2 p. 11), helped develop the social economy (CZ1986b1 p. 119), 

increased national strength (CZ2003b2 p. 8), and implemented policies that reduced 

burdens of the common people (CZ2017b2 p. 9). An anecdote is included which 

describes how she was severely criticized in an essay. However, instead of being angry, 

she praised the writer’s talent (CZ2001b2 p. 6).

Nan also notices that that the 1992 editions include the following question: “What is 

the correct way to view her rule?” (CZ1992b2 p. 8) and explains that this reflection 
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forms a part of the process of accepting female leaders in society. Reflection indeed 

continues to be an important part of Wu Zetian’s descriptions until today, and students 

are stimulated to compare positive elements with negative ones. In 2003, they are even 

encouraged to “if conditions permit, watch a movie about Wu Zetian and talk about 

your views of the Empress” CZ2003b2 p. 9). Even though some mildly negative aspects 

are mentioned, for example, her decision to order the construction of a Buddha “that 

could have been used to lift 170.000 households out of poverty” (CZ1992b2 p. 50), the 

story is overwhelmingly a positive one, more or less feeding the right answer to the 

‘correct view’ question to students with the words of contemporary writer Guo Moruo, 

who praised her for laying down the foundations of the Kaiyuan era, which became 

prosperous later on. In 1973, the textbooks mention the humble background of her 

father, a timber merchant, which made “many great aristocrats, veterans and important 

officials look down on her and oppose her” (S-1973b1 p. 95), thereby celebrating her 

determination to fight this injustice. 

Besides Cixi and Jiang Qing, hardly any other women are depicted as ‘bad women’ 

in the textbooks. Some of the very few examples include Xiongnu leader Maodun’s 

wife, who was easily bribed by Emperor Han Gaozu and allowed him to escape from 

his precarious position in battle (CZ2001b1 p. 69), and a noble women’s decadent 

funeral that “reflected the parasitic life of this noble women who was served by 

slaves” (CZ1978b1 p. 64). Excluding Jiang Qing’s appearances, as no references to 

her gender have been made, only five percent of the paragraphs in the data sample 

include descriptions of ‘bad women’. Still, two of the three women that appear most 

elaborately in the textbooks are portrayed as such, and their ‘hunger for power’ seems 

to weigh more heavily and negatively because of their gender. Historical stories of 

all three of China’s most powerful women are strongly condensed around the 1990s 

and their popularity has been observed as waning in the recent editions even though 

the messages communicated by their stories do not change to a great extent. While 

this coincides with a focus on cultural splendor, appearances, beauty, and sexualized 

images interestingly have no place in their stories. Instead, their temporary popularity 

could be explained by the simultaneous increase in the number of stories of individuals 

who changed history, and apparently not all had to be ‘excellent’ ones that nurtured 

feelings of patriotism. 

5.3.4 The Helpless

One of the most persistent roles of women in history textbooks is that of being the 

‘weaker sex’, being less intelligent, strong, and rational than her male counterparts. 

Women around the world have been portrayed in textbooks as weak, helpless, and 

emotional, as “onlookers to the crucial tasks in which the males are engaged” (Clark 

2005, pp.  247–248). Not in the slightest a unique Chinese feature, the Chinese 
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textbooks do wholeheartedly commit to this stereotype. Amongst all the identified 

categories, the one of the ‘helpless women’ is the largest, with one quarter of all 

paragraphs about women depicting them in this way. The image of the ‘female in 

distress’ is relevant in both narratives of feudal oppression as well as those of ‘national 

humiliation’.

Women in this category are often victims of physical or sexual violence. Over half of all 

fragments in this category portray women as victims of rape, sexual assault, or murder. 

When women are murdered, they are never mentioned as the sole victims, but they 

instead appear in lists that emphasize that ‘all the people’ were under attack, such as 

in these examples:

On the 18th, the Japanese army took more than 57.000 men, women, 

children, and elderly imprisoned in Nanjing’s Mufushan, tied up with 

lead wire […] firing intensively with machine guns. Those that were still 

able to moan and struggle in the pool of blood were killed by bayonets. 

Afterwards, the Japanese burned all the bodies, leaving just one survivor 

(CZ2001b4 p. 43). 

The Dutch invaders’ colonial rule provoked strong resistance from the 

people of Taiwan, and in the mid-17th century, Guo Huaiyi led a popular 

uprising in Taiwan. The insurgent army was defeated by the Dutch army. 

The Dutch invaders were terrified and hurriedly mobilized all their forces 

to suppress the rebellion. 4,000 men of the rebellion were killed and Guo 

was “torn apart by carriages”. Afterwards, the Dutch invaders massacred 

thousands of men, women, and children, committing heinous crimes 

(CZ1992b3 p. 9).

As can be seen here, these fragments can at times become especially graphic and 

brutal. Therefore, textbook authors seem to do everything they can to demonise the 

enemy. This list includes women, children, and the elderly population; therefore, it 

not merely emphasizes ‘all the people’ are victimized, but rather highlights that even 

the weaker members of society have been under attack, thereby further underscoring 

the ruthlessness of the attacker. In fact, at times this is made explicit with sentences 

such as “the Japanese invaders also forced people in the enemy-occupied areas to 

dig blockades and build fortresses, even women and children were not immune” 

(B-CZ1960b3 pp. 132–133, own emphasis). 

Sexual violence, however, is exclusively reserved for women. A total of 33 examples 

have been found across the textbooks in which women are raped (15) or ‘insulted’ (18). 
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Some examples:

[Mongol] village watchmen could rape the wives and daughters of China 

at will (CZ1950b1 p. 98).

On the 30th of May, more than a thousand British soldiers looted property 

and humiliated women in the area of Sanyuanli (B-CZ1960b2 p. 10).

[The Tsarist Russians] slaughtered people, raped women, burned 

down houses, extorted property, even ate human flesh like wild beasts 

(CZ1978b2 p. 75).

These examples also emphasize the brutality or savagery of China’s enemies. At first 

sight, this seems very similar to the murders described above, and yet a closer look 

reveals that ‘murder’ and ‘sexual violence’ are used in different historical contexts. It 

turns out that of all 33 fragments involving sexual violence, no less than 25 concern 

Western offenders. The most widespread example is that of the rape of a Chinese 

student in 1946 by two US marines, which is known as the ‘Shen Chong case’. In total, 

11 fragments describe this incident or other cases of sexual violence. 

On the night of Christmas Eve, 1946, American soldiers raped a Chinese schoolgirl in 

Beiping. On the same night, the Kuomintang government sent a generous Christmas 

gift to the American troops and entertained them in a festive atmosphere, calling 

them “China’s best friends”. More than half a million students went on strike and 

demonstrated across the country, demanding the withdrawal of American troops from 

China (1992b4 p. 103).

As conquerors, the American invaders ran rampant on Chinese soil, beating the 

Chinese people and insulting Chinese women. The Kuomintang ruled area had in 

effect become a colony of US imperialism (CZ1981b4 p. 142).

Other Western offenders that are explicitly mentioned include the British (2) and 

Allied Forces (7). Non-western offenders that are included are the Japanese (1), Tsarist 

Russians (3) Guomindang soldiers (1), and Mongols (5). It clearly stands out that sexual 

offenders are almost exclusively non-Asian foreigners. When we look at murders, the 

list of perpetrators is very different and contains markedly more Chinese or other East-

Asian enemies, which includes the Japanese (7), Dutch (2), Emperor Qin Er Shi (4), Yang 

Xiuqing of the Taiping Uprising (4), and sacrificial burial grounds of the Shang dynasty 

in Anyang (2). Thus, sexual violence is hardly ever connected with China’s own history, 

but instead it is reserved for foreigners, mostly Westerners, thereby emphasizing their 
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‘otherness’ or ‘non-Chineseness’. Sielke (2002) explores what she calls the ‘rhetoric of 

rape’ and argues that “rape narratives relate to real rape incidents in highly mediated 

ways only. They are first and foremost interpretations” (p. 2). These nationally specific 

narratives are linked to history and ideology. Just like Sielke links rape narratives to 

US-specific contexts of race and slavery, so are these examples contextualized in a 

specifically Chinese way. Brownell (2000), for example, argues that the “damage done 

to female Chinese bodies by foreign men” has symbolized the passivity or impotence 

of Chinese men. 

This suggests that ‘murder’ and ‘sexual violence’ are two different tools in the toolbox 

of the textbook editor. Remarkably, however, the Japanese are hardly connected to 

cases of rape and sexual assault, with the only exception being the 1960 textbooks:

In little more than a month, the beast-like Japanese invaders killed 

300,000 of our compatriots, raped more than 20,000 women, burned 

one-third of the city’s houses, and looted countless properties. This is a 

big blood-debt owed by the Japanese aggressors to the Chinese people 

(1960b3 p. 111).

Here, like in the case of the Tsarist Russians, rape coappears with the adjective 

‘beast-like’ (禽兽, qínshòu]. However, in none of the other descriptions of Japanese 

imperialism does violence have a sexual component. Internationally, the Nanjing 

Massacre is known as the ‘Rape of Nanking’ after the bestselling historical account by 

Iris Chang (1997) and it is one of the most well-known cases of sexual war violence. 

Much has been written about the politics of memory regarding the Second World War 

in China; however, these accounts either focus on Sino-Japanese disputes over the 

numbers of victims, the acknowledgement of atrocities committed by the Japanese, 

or bottom-up memorization through testimonies of victims (Wang 2017b; Seo 2008). 

No studies have been found that deal with a reluctance of the Chinese state to address 

the sexual dimensions of this conflict.17 This underexposure of sexual dimensions of 

the Sino-Japanese war are especially remarkable, as anti-Japanese sentiments have 

been high on the patriotic agenda of textbook writers. Yet, editors refrained from using 

one of the most powerful tools that they possessed and instead reserved the theme of 

sexual violence for those enemies that were geographically or culturally more distant. 

17  In Chinese scholarly articles, this incident is almost exclusively referred to as the ‘Nanjing Massacre’ and not 
as the ‘Rape of Nanjing’. Chinese scholarly database CNKI has multiple hits when looking for ‘Nanjing’, ‘war’, and 
‘textbooks’ (Bu 2000), but few remain that specifically discuss ‘rape’ or ‘sexual violence’, with one found exception 
being Jin 2008). When sexual aspects are included, they are frequently related to Asian women in general or 
Korean women in particular and less often to Chinese women. Chen and Fu (2008) published an overview of the 
status of research on the Nanjing Massacre in a journal solely dedicated to the Japanese War of Aggression that 
only briefly mentions ‘rape’ twice.
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Other types of oppression, which involve helpless women, describe tragic examples 

of the hard lives of women under the feudal system. Around half of these involve 

fictional women, such as Dou E, a character in a play by Guan Hanqing from 1260. 

‘The Injustice to Dou E’ narrates the tragic events of a young woman who is “framed 

by a scoundrel and sentenced to death by a bribe-taking official” (CZ1978b2 p. 47). 

This play appears in all editions of the textbooks (except 1950, 1952, 1960, and 1973, 

see above), and it is the only one that consistently is given space in full, sometimes 

even multiple paragraphs. In 1978, 1981, and 1986, it is described how Dou E makes a 

“righteous accusation” on the execution ground: 

Oh earth as you fail to discriminate between good and evil how can you 

function on earth? Oh, Heaven, in mistaking the sage and fool you are 

called the heaven in vain (CZ1978b2 p. 47, translation from Shih 1973, 

p. 22).

Another example, The White Haired Girl, an opera by He Jingzhi from 1953, is 

mentioned in six different editions and includes descriptions in 1955 and 1978. The 

opera “narrates the tragic experiences of a poor peasant’s daughter, and her salvation 

after the arrival of the CCP” (CZ1955b4 p. 96). The daughter, named Xi’er, reflected the 

contrast between the painful experiences inflicted by the exploitation by the landlord 

class and the happy life after the liberation under the leadership of the party. While the 

old society turned people into ghosts, the new society turned them into people again 

(CZ1978b4 p. 126). 

The list of victimized fictional women goes on. The ancient folk song ‘The Cowherd 

and the Weaver girl’ describes “women under feudal oppression and their desire 

for free and happy lives” (CZ1955b1 p. 72). In ‘Dream of the Red Chamber’, one of 

China’s ‘Four Great Classical Novels’, male the protagonist Jia Baoyu is described 

as “sympathizing with the oppressed women in society” (CZ1955b2 p. 112). ‘Along 

the Songhua River’, a song by Zhang Hanhui (1967), only appears once in the latest 

textbooks, but it still counts as a superlative example of the victim narrative. Its highly 

emotional description consists of 459 characters and strongly evokes anti-Japanese 

sentiments. The character nǚ appears twice, thereby amplifying feelings of anger and 

sorrow in both cases as follows: “Whenever people sing this song they are struck 

with grief and can picture how the people were trampled on by the Japanese” Zhang 

Hanhui himself is described as having “looked at women and children who left their 

home and could not return”. Even more strongly expressed is the section where he 

mentions that he “wrote his song to the sound of the women crying at the graves of 

their loved ones” (CZ2017b3 p. 90).
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In total, 25 percent of all paragraphs that include women show them in a helpless 

role. The underlying messages have not changed much over time—the victimization of 

female bodies is a metaphor of the humiliation of the people or the nation in general 

and that mechanism is prevalent both in narratives of class struggle and national 

humiliation. To render the ideological message even clearer, works of fiction often 

include explanations about sub-text. Those about helpless women repeatedly use 

words such as ‘tragic’, ‘oppression’, and ‘painful’. Descriptions of women in distress are 

at times extremely violent, graphic, and moving, and such descriptions are expected 

to provoke stronger emotions than when (only) male victims are addressed. These 

descriptions are especially geared toward male readers. 

It is interesting to note here that the importance of helpless women in the national narrative 

has been often linked to the Patriotic Education Campaign. However, even though women 

are more often portrayed as victims of feudal oppression in earlier editions, they also 

appear well before the 1990s as victims of foreign aggression. While, in absolute terms, a 

clear peak emerges in the number of paragraphs involving helpless women that coincides 

with the campaign, this completely disappears when adjusted for textbook size. In relative 

terms, their share is even below average during this period. In addition, the quantitative 

analysis of ideological keywords suggested a stronger focus on positive stories rather than 

negative ones to boost patriotism. From a broader perspective, therefore, this study shows 

a different understanding of the consequences of the Patriotic Education Campaign 

for the national historical narrative. Women, who are important symbols of national 

humiliation, do not necessarily feature more prominently as victims during the 1990s and 

2000s. Chang (2021) recently argued that China has been moving away from the victim 

narrative in the recent years and now increasingly focuses on stories of ‘national greatness’ 

instead. He argues that even though humiliation remains an important ingredient, some 

in China have questioned “whether it is still fitting for the Chinese leadership to espouse 

such a passive and powerless victimhood discourse” (p. 2). The findings of this case study 

show mixed results in this aspect. On the one hand, the number of victimized women has 

increased since the last edition. In particular, the new description of ‘Along the Songhua 

River’ (see above) is a very powerful example of the victimization narrative. On the other 

hand, many of the victimized women appear in ancient history in the latest textbooks, 

and only a few relate to the century of humiliation. In addition, in the conclusion of this 

study, it will be argued that helpless women are just one aspect of the national humiliation 

narrative, and they are not representative of the narrative as a whole.

5.3.5 The Bold

China has had a long-standing tradition of female heroes, dating back at least to ‘The 

Ballad of Mulan’—a 300+ character poem that is believed to be from the Northern Wei 

period (386–535), which has been extended and adapted up until the present day. 
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The iconography of strong women, which mostly originated in the 1960s and was an 

important ingredient in socialist propaganda. It took until after the Cultural Revolution, 

however, for heroic women to prominently appear in the historical narrative. 

While the imagery of female victimhood, as described above, is mostly geared toward 

male audiences, female heroes and the militancy of women, in general, are often 

interpreted as a way to provide role models to girls and women (Brownell 2000, 

213; Chen 2003). However, the stories of these women also again have symbolic 

implications for the nation as a whole. As relative newcomers to the historical stage, 

women were a symbol of New China and progress: , that is, “women as bearers of 

modernity” (Chen 2003, p.  273). Mulan has been described in the textbooks since 

1955 as demonstrating positive virtues such as honesty (淳朴, chúnpú), bravery (勇

敢, yǒnggǎn) and having the strength (坚强, jiānqiáng) of the working women (劳动

妇女, láodòng fùnǚ) of the north. Heroic deeds performed by non-fictional brave 

women appear in the textbooks between 1978 and 2001. Amongst these the most 

regularly occurring examples are Wang Cong’Er (1777–1798), Qiu Jin (1875–1907), 

eight unnamed female soldiers in the 1930s, and Liu Hulan (1932–1947). Their stories 

have several things in common—all of them suddenly appear in 1978 and disappear 

after 2001. All of the women are described as exemplary patriots, brave and unyielding, 

and all of them die young as martyrs.

The 1960 textbooks include a preview to this theme in the form of the story of the 

19-year-old Fan Wanzheng, who later turned out to be fictional (Sheng 1991). Together 

with her father, she is described as organizing the villagers and launching a “heroic 

struggle” against the invading British and French aggressors who came to destroy 

the Summer Palace. The violence involved is particularly striking. She is described as 

ordering the villagers to hide in the woods and wait for the aggressors to approach. 

She then “directed everyone to rush over to the enemy and slash them with their 

knives, killing more than a 100 troops. The enemy dropped their guns and fled in 

embarrassment” (B-CZ1960b2 p. 94). 

Wang Cong’er was a leader of the White Lotus Uprising (1794–1804), a large-scale 

uprising based on a religious cult, that ultimately contributed to the downfall of the 

Qing dynasty. In 1978, the anti-Qing nature of the revolt dominates the narrative 

and renders Wang Cong’er a hero. A full paragraph is devoted to her, in which she 

is described as being harassed by the government and landlords in her youth while 

she was out selling their wares with her father. Her hate against the Qing was further 

aroused by the death of her husband, Qi Lin, at the hands of the Qing army. “In March 

1793, at the age of 20, Wang Cong’er cut off her long hair and together with Qi Lin’s 

disciple Yao Zhifu, started an uprising in Xiangyang” (CZ1978b2 p. 97). They fought 
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battle after battle in Hubei, Shanxi, and Sichuan, thereby “gravely embarrassing the 

Qing army”. In 1798, they encountered the Qing army on their way back to Hubei 

province after an attack on Xi’an. 

Wang Cong’er and Yao Zhifu abandoned their horses and led the rebel 

fighters up [the mountain] Maoshan. After fighting the enemy for six 

hours, they finally jumped off a cliff and heroically died a martyr’s death 

(CZ1978b2 p. 98). 

Her sacrifice is heroically captured in a picture in the 1978 textbooks (see Figure 6A). 

Wang Cong’er is described as a ‘female hero’ (女英雄, Nǚ yīngxióng). Her motivations 

are explained in terms of her relations with male relatives, namely her father and her 

husband. Like the story of Mulan, she only becomes a hero because circumstances 

force her to, as if it is not a natural thing for her to rise up. After she does engage in a 

fight, this crossing of gender lines is further emphasized by the picture of her ‘cutting 

her hair’, which again reminds us of the story of Mulan. 

The religious nature of the uprising is mentioned in another paragraph; however, the 

popularity of the White Lotus society is not explained in a religious manner in the 

1978 textbooks. Instead, the promise of a piece of land for all their followers is what 

convinced the people to join: “The poor peasants were eager for land and joined the 

religion in droves” (p. 97). In 1981, the uprising is similarly described in terms of the 

involvement of poor peasants who shared anti-Qing resentments. Wang Cong’er 

is still referred to as a ‘female hero’; however, the uprising is now less important to 

the narrative and the text dedicated to her is reduced to only one sentence: “Wang 

Cong’er, a female hero of the White Lotus Uprising, was good at commanding battles, 

and was elected leader of the Xiangyang Rebellion” (1981b2 p. 145). In this reduced 

version, there is considerably less attention for gender aspects, and her bravery is 

no longer explained in relation to male relatives. In 1992 and 2001, Wang Cong’er is 

mentioned again, but the combination of a more favorable view of the Qing and a more 

ambivalent attitude toward the religious nature of the uprising literally marginalizes the 

White Lotus Uprising and Wang Cong’Er. A footnote now reads:

The White Lotus is a religion secretly spread by the people. It claimed 

that in the future, when the world changed, those who joined the religion 

would be given land. In the spring of 1796, Wang Cong’er, the leader of 

White Lotus, led an uprising in Xiangyang, Hubei province, followed by 

the Sichuan followers. The rebellion dealt a heavy blow to Qing rule.

China’s most famous feminist, Qiu Jin, also appears frequently in the textbooks. Qiu 
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Jin (1875–1907) was a remarkable woman who joined Sun Yat-Sen’s revolution and 

also opposed the Manchu rule of China. In addition to her anti-Qing revolutionary 

spirit, she was also openly feminist, radical, and activistic. She despised her husband, 

modeled herself after the image of the legendary female warrior and referred to 

herself as the ‘Woman Knight of Mirror Lake’ (鑑湖女俠, jiànhú nǚxiá). Edwards (2016) 

describes how this self-chosen image led her to actively pursue a martyr’s death, so 

that she could become a symbol for the change she desired. She was also known 

for her gender ambiguous behavior and often wore Western male clothes, carrying a 

sword with her. 

Qiu Jin the revolutionary is mentioned in several textbooks, even outside of the 1978–

2001 window, as she is also mentioned in 1960 and 2017.18 She is described in a few 

sentences in 1978 as responding the Sun Yat-Sen’s organized uprising in Guangdong 

and Guangxi in her hometown of Shaoxing, Zhejiang province. She was arrested by the 

Qing, who apprehended her plans in advance. The textbooks conclude that “Qiu Jin 

is an outstanding female revolutionary in modern Chinese history (CZ1978b3 p. 70)”. 

A few details are added In 1981 and 1986—she ordered her comrades to retreat but 

stayed steadfast in her school to fight. Finally outnumbered, she was arrested and died 

for a good cause—“She dies at the age of 31” (1981b3 p. 107). 

This is a clear example of the precarious relationship between socialism and feminism. 

Her activism and bravery are applauded, but her feminist cause is ignored. In 1955 and 

1960, she is only mentioned in a list of people who responded to Sun Yat-Sen’s call. 

This changes in 1992, when there is extensive coverage of her involvement, including 

some radically new references to other aspects of her life. After the similar description 

of how she responded to Sun Yat-Sen, the textbooks continue for another two full 

paragraphs:

Qiu Jin was the director of the Datong School in Shaoxing. This school, 

originally founded by Xu Xilin, in name advocated military-style gymnastics, 

but in fact trained the backbone of the revolution. After Qiu Jin was 

inaugurated, the school was well organized, and the students were in high 

spirits as they carried their guns to drills every day. Qiu Jin often rode 

horse-back, dressed in men’s clothing, majestically and valiant, to and fro 

in the Shaoxing streets, giving people a sense of change and innovation [

革新, géxīn]. After the Anqing Incident, the Qing government sent troops 

to surround the Datong school after someone snitched. Qiu Jin ordered 

18  She also was briefly mentioned in a later edition of the 1955 textbooks, but any mention of her is absent from 
the first edition that has been chosen for this research.
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some of the students to retreat, but stayed in the school herself and fought 

on, but she was ultimately outnumbered and arrested.

That night, the governor of Shaoxing put Qiu Jin on trial. Qiu Jin’s 

attitude was serene and she remained silent. The next day, the governor 

ordered Qiu Jin to be tortured. At dawn on July 15, Qiu Jin was martyred 

in Shaoxing’s ancient Xuanting Pass. After her death in 1911, a monument 

was erected where Qiu Jin’s died for a good cause, in order to pay tribute 

to her. Qiu Jin died at the age of 31 (CZ1992b3 p. 102).

Her gender-ambiguous behavior is not only mentioned here but also recognized as 

strong and valiant, which is positively identified as a sign of change. The bravery of her 

final moments is amplified by a powerful portrait (see Figure 6C) and a picture of her 

monument in Shaoxing. As the cherry on the cake, a famous quote of hers is displayed in 

its own boxed text: “Don’t tell me women are not the stuff of heroes” (CZ1992b3 p. 102). 

If there was ever room for feminism in its own right in the textbooks, it was here about 

Qiu Jin—a clear sign of the relative openness and commitment to diversity of the 1990s. 

As is often the case, the 2001 textbooks are a toned-down version of the 1992 textbooks. 

Even though the ‘stuff of heroes’ quote and the description of her calmness in the face 

of death are retained, the description of the valiant horseback women dressed in men’s 

clothing is gone. Two years later, she even disappears completely from the textbooks, 

only to resurface again in 2017 in the same way that she had once appeared in the 

1960s—in one sentence, as a mere responder to Sun Yat-Sen’s calls, who was arrested 

after being informed on by a criminal. If the Chinese party-state wanted to incorporate 

its self-proclaimed progress in terms of gender relations into the historical narrative, Qiu 

Jin would have been the obvious choice. However, her current disappearance is a clear 

sign that the CCP’s sensitivity to feminism in its own cause was not just a Marxist one. 

Yet another example of the female hero can be detected in the textbooks of 1978 

and 1981, which talk about several women who fought against the Japanese in the 

1930s. In a 325-character long overview of otherwise male heroes who “drank ice 

and snow, ate grass and fought till the last man and bullet”, eight female soldiers are 

also briefly mentioned “who fought bravely in the encirclement of the Japanese army, 

finally throwing themselves in the Mudanjiang river shouting ‘down with Japanese 

imperialism!’” (CZ1978b4 p. 27). The 1992 and 2001 textbooks add more details 

pertaining to these ‘eight female heroes’: 

In the anti-Japanese allied army, a female instructor named Leng Yun led a small 

troop of eight women. One night in October 1938, they were heavily surrounded by 
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the enemy in the lower reaches of the Wusihun River, a tributary of the Mudanjiang 

River. They resisted stubbornly and fought until they ran out of ammunition. Leng Yun 

resolutely carried her wounded comrades on her back and walked towards the center 

of the river, and the rest of the soldiers also followed her. As she walked, she shouted: 

“Down with Japanese imperialism!” Throwing herself into the rolling Wusihun River. 

Eight young female warriors gave their lives for the survival of the Chinese nation. The 

youngest of them was only 13 years old (CZ1992b4 p. 60, CZ2001b4 pp. 46–47).

A: Wang Cong’er    B: Jiang Jie (CZ1992b4 p. 203)     C: Qiu Jin (CZ1992b3 p. 102)
(CZ1978b2 p. 98)

FIGURE 6: Pictures of female heroes

Perhaps the best known example of the Communist female hero is Liu Hulan. This 

young girl from Shanxi province joined the CCP in 1946 and died only a year later at 

the hands of the Guomindang army. Like her exemplary male equivalent, Lei Feng, 

people were encouraged to ‘learn from Liu Hulan’, and she started quickly appearing 

in propaganda materials after her death in 1947. It took a while longer, until 1978, for 

her to assume her place in the history textbooks.

The enemy threatened her with a knife and forced her to name the 

communists in her village. Liu Hulan would rather die than give in, she 

was beheaded and died heroically. She was only fifteen at the time. She 

gave her young life for the cause of the party and the people, showing 

the noble qualities of a Communist Party member. Comrade Mao Zedong 

wrote an inscription to commemorate and commend her: ‘A great life, 

and a glorious death!’ (CZ1978b4 p. 94).

The fragment appears again in 1981, and it is supplemented in 1992 and 2001 with 

another quote from Liu Hulan right before she died: “If you are afraid of dying, you are 
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not a communist” (CZ1992b4 p. 102). In these two editions, she is also mentioned in 

the introduction of the chapter as an example of “people who actively supported the 

war of liberation, made great contributions, but also great sacrifices” who “died under 

the enemy’s butcher’s knife” (CZ2001b4 p. 74).

The ‘learn from Liu Hulan’-angle is again emphasized in 1992, when a picture of her 

appears in the very first chapter of the textbooks. This chapter, which is called ‘What 

does history tell us’, provides more insights into the reason behind including such female 

heroes. In the third chapter of this study, ‘masses verses individuals’ was identified as one 

of the most important ‘historiographical battlegrounds’, where excellent individuals were 

allowed to enter the historical stage after the reforms of Deng Xiaoping. This chapter 

explains that historical figures act as role models for the current age: 

from historical figures we can learn what kind of people we should be, 

what kind of people we should not be, and how we should behave. In 

the past hundred years, the revolutionary pioneers who have bravely 

explored and fought through all the hardships and bloodshed, and the 

communist soldiers who are as brilliant as a group of stars, had great 

ideals, noble virtues, and strong character. They are models for us to 

learn from (CZ1992b1 p. 3).

If we look at the frequency of the use of the word ‘hero’ (英雄, yīngxióng) throughout 

the textbooks (see Graph 9), a steep increase can indeed be perceived in absolute 

numbers between the 1986 and 1992 textbooks. In relative terms, fluctuations are 

more stable, and ‘hero’ is not a keyword in any of the editions, even though its general 

keyness makes it past the significance threshold. Interestingly, the rise of the female 

hero takes place one and half decades earlier in 1978. Furthermore, in 1981, the word 

‘hero’ itself is positively key when only the text in the case study is considered. 

Other female heroes that appear less frequently include Jiang Jie or Sister Jiang, who 

was tortured with bamboo sticks under her fingernails, and like Liu Hulan did not yield, 

saying “I know the names and addresses of my superiors and I know the names and 

addresses of my subordinates. These are our Party’s secrets, and you can’t expect to 

get any material from me” (CZ1992b4 p. 203) and “torture is too small a measure for 

the Communists. Bamboo sticks are made of bamboo, but the will of the Communists 

is made of iron and steel”. Furthermore, Li Lin, an overseas Chinese who returned to 

China to join the anti-Japanese Air Force and died a martyr. Yang Huimin, a student, 

risked her own life to cross a river to deliver the national flag, “adding infinite strength 

and courage to the soldiers” (CZ1992b4 p. 52). 
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Graph 8: Prominence of women in selected paragraphs 

 
Graph 9: Frequency of hero (英雄）general keyness: 51,18 
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GRAPH 9: Frequency of hero (英雄）general keyness: 51,18

As described in the beginning of this chapter, a sole focus on women’s rights throughout 

modern Chinese history was perceived as somewhere on the continuum between a 

distraction from and a threat to the broader revolutionary goals of patriotism, socialism, 

or both. Here, we see that female heroes are invariably female revolutionary heroes, 

and women’s rights are never mentioned as a part of their struggles. Consequently, 

their stories rise and fall with new urgencies and understandings of these broader 

societal changes. This was first highlighted by Wang Cong’er, who disappeared as the 

religious aspects of the White Lotus Rebellion became more sensitive. However, all 

of these women disappear from the textbooks as revolution itself is downplayed in 

history. Female heroic struggles equated socialist revolutionary struggles, and female 

heroes have no basis in historical narratives of the present day. Except for a quick 

reference to Qiu Jin in 2017, all of them disappear without a trace after 2001, and with 

it, so do the most elaborate descriptions of women actively changing the course of 

history. While they were there, female heroes functioned as role models for young 

girls, as especially demonstrated by the example of Liu Hulan in 1992. However, 

other symbolic gender dimensions are also clearly present. As relatively untainted by 

ancient history, these women represent the revolutionary spirit of the people in New 

China. Despite their innocent origins, these women fought battles for the motherland, 

thereby emulating male behavior and appearances while preserving their purity with 

self-sacrifice and martyrdom. 

Yet Graph 9 also shows that the word ‘hero’ itself does not disappear from the textbooks 

in the last two editions. In the most recent edition, it appears 28 times in total and 19 

times in the fourth book on recent history. Some heroes are mentioned by name, 

such as Huang Jiguang, Qiu Shaoyun, Yang Gensi, and Luo Shengjiao, but they are all 
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male. They are also all military heroes, and this does not seem to be a coincidence, as 

heroism is more clearly linked to the party-state in this final textbook. In most cases, it 

is used as an adjective (‘heroic’) as well as in more general terms to refer to the ‘heroic 

struggle of the people’ that could only have succeeded under the CCP’s guidance:

After more than 100 years of heroic and unyielding struggle, the Chinese 

people have finally ushered in a new People’s Republic under the 

leadership of the Chinese Communist Party (CZ2017b4 p. 2).

This fits well within Chang’s (2021) identified narrative shift from humiliation to 

victory and greatness, in which heroism is now reserved for the military and succeeds 

only because of the CCP. The spontaneous, bottom-up, and passionate heroic acts 

performed by women do not sit well within this new narrative.

5.3.6 The Skilled

Women not only symbolized ‘New China’ as heroes; they also did so as ‘skilled women’. 

Chen (2003) shows how female icons, starting from 1949, represented progress. ‘First 

women’ (女杰第一, nǚjié dì yī), such as “the first female tractor driver, train conductor 

[or] streetcar driver” (p. 271), were to be admired and respected. China would break 

with its patriarchal Confucian order, thereby making women the new Chinese citizen 

par excellence. In 1955, such ‘showcase women’ made their way into the history 

textbooks, first in the form of female workers or farmers. 

Farmers organized […] cooperatives and farming teams, and women also 

participated enthusiastically in production (CZ1955b4 p. 50).

After [the Agrarian Revolution], the farmers were all filled with joy and 

their enthusiasm for production was unprecedentedly high. Regardless of 

[gender], man and women both worked more diligently (CZ1981b4 p. 62).

The production movement in the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border Region 

was the most intense. The hills near Yan’an were full of men and women 

who opened up wasteland (CZ1978b4 p. 65). 

All of these women workers appear alongside their male counterparts, and no explicit 

reference has been found to the ‘exemplary first women’ described by Chen. They also 

appear almost exclusively in modern history, and few steps have been taken to trace 

female skilled workers further back in time. The one exception is the famous weaver 

Huang Daopo (see below). Skilled women are also celebrated as artists. Starting in 

1981, the textbooks start to mention the “outstanding female poet” Li Qingzhao of 

the Song dynasty. While the chapter on culture during the Yuan and Song dynasties 
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of 1978 only identifies male artists, Li is added in the subsequent version and she 

continued to be the best example of the celebration of a female artist until the current 

textbooks. At times, her story is told in relation to the hardships she endured in her life 

or her grief over her ‘like-minded husband’, but she is without doubt also portrayed as 

a very skilled and talented artist, and descriptions of her writing style do not include 

more ‘feminine’ qualities than is the case for male authors:

 

Li Qingzhao, an outstanding female lyricist, lived at the turn of the Song 

Dynasty. Her lyric, with a stoic style, sincere feelings, and good use of 

colloquial language, appears exceptionally fresh and natural. Her later 

lyrics are permeated with melancholic feelings (CZ1992b2 p. 136).

Later, in 1992, more talented women are mentioned in Chinese history. In the 1992 

textbooks, Cai Wenji of the late Han dynasty, “who had both literary and musical talents” 

and the more contemporary writer Yang Mo are included. Moreover, in 1992, female 

athletes are added to this repertoire. It is described how sports became very important 

during the Sui and Tang dynasties and that “even women participated” (CZ1992b2 p. 

66) in the most popular sports such as polo and football. An example of a skilled female 

athlete involves a noble woman during the Yuan dynasty who wanted to choose her 

husband by inviting men to a wrestling match “but nobody could beat her” (CZ1992b2 p. 

145). However, her name, Khutulun, is not mentioned in this otherwise very progressive 

story. Contemporary athletes, such as the highly acclaimed women’s badminton and 

volleyball teams, are also honored. The symbolic implications of these athletes, as 

representations of China’s rise to prominence, is visible in the following description:

In 1957, Zheng Fengrong passed the 1.77-meter horizontal pole and 

set a world record for women’s high jump. A foreign reporter stated: “A 

20-year-old Chinese girl took a powerful jump in Beijing and warned the 

global track and field community that 600 million Chinese will not be 

backward players forever” (CZ1992b4 p. 207). 
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Song dynasty porcelain pillow     Tang dynasty women riding    China’s women’s
showing a female soccer player   horses (CZ1992b2 p. 15)    volleyball team wins the
(CZ1992b2 p. 146)         world cup 
           (CZ2003b4 p. 106)
FIGURE 7: Pictures of female athletes

Women, however, are notably absent in descriptions of science and technology. 

Doctors, scientists, and inventors are almost invariably male. One exception to this is 

famous weaver Huang Daopo, who is continuously heralded between 1960 and 2001. 

Weaving might mostly be a signifier of traditional female tasks, but Huang Dao po is 

described as a skilled innovator:

Huang Daopo […] was an outstanding weaver. […] She learned the 

techniques of planting cotton, weaving, and making spinning machines 

from the Li women in Hainan Island. She returned home often, spreading 

technologies for spinning and weaving. The local people used to peel 

cottonseed by hand. She taught people to make cottonseed paddles, 

which greatly improved the efficiency of cottonseed removal. She also 

changed the spinning wheel, which could only spin one yarn, so that it 

could spin three. This spinning wheel was the first in the world at that 

time (B-CZ1960b1 p. 115).

Another one exception is Tu Youyou, a chemist who discovered a drug to treat malaria 

in the 1970s “under extremely difficult circumstances [and] drawing inspiration from 

classical medical literature […] For her great contribution to human life and health Tu 

Youyou was awarded the 2015 Nobel Prize in Physiology” (CZ2017b4 p. 94). A full 

paragraph is dedicated to her, and a portrait is included, but she initially did not come 

up in the analysis as neither nǚ nor tā is used in the description. After searching for 

her name, it turned out that none of the other textbooks mention her. Finally, Deng 

Xiaoping encounters one nameless female scientist in the computer room of a high-

tech company in Zhuhai:

Deng Xiaoping saw that the computer was operated by young scientists. 
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He warmly shook hands with a young female scientists, and said 

profoundly: the hope of science and technology lies with the young 

CZ2003b4 p. 51).

Similar to the ‘female heroes’ mentioned above, two major factors are at play in the 

context of the roles that skilled women play in the historical narrative. On one level, 

they can serve as role models for high school girls. This is because female athletes, 

writers, and workers represented the mundane and showed that “all Chinese had the 

potential to become exemplary” (Chen 2003, p.  270). These images are relatively 

frequent in 1992, and they mostly relate to culture (sports and arts). However, from 

a total of 25 paragraphs in 1992, the number has decreased to include only six today. 

This is remarkable, as the skilled women ideologically would make for a relatively 

‘safe’ option to include women into the historical narrative. Traditional, beautiful, 

bad, and helpless women all relate to negative female stereotypes, and ‘bold’ women 

as uprisers have become sensitive for reasons pertaining to social stability. Yet the 

textbook authors have refused to grasp this opportunity to actively include women in 

the more recent ideological focal point of science and technology. When Cheung and 

Yue (2007) conducted a survey where Chinese students had to nominate historical or 

contemporary creative people 90.3 percent of the nominees were male. The current 

textbooks, therefore, are not likely to bring forth positive change in that regard.

On another level, rare as they are, women in skilled roles again function, on a more 

symbolic level, as signs of progress. As newly emerging to the public stage, skilled 

Chinese women became representatives of modernization both domestically and 

internationally while communicating an important message—China would not be 

backward forever.

5.3.7 The Equal

This final category discusses paragraphs that explicitly deal with gender issues and 

gender equality. Most surprisingly, even though these paragraphs include the word for 

‘woman’, women themselves hardly appear in these sections. Instead, there is a focus 

on traditional gender structures in society and (legal) emancipation. The Women’s 

Movement, for example, is not a part of the historical narrative in the textbooks and 

appears only once in the entire dataset in 1960: “Congress also decided to strengthen 

the leadership and organization of the workers’, peasants’, youth and women’s 

movements” (CZ1960b3 p. 28).

The first manifestation of gender issues appears at the very beginning of the historical 

narrative in a section that discusses ancient clan societies. The textbooks discuss how 

China originally consisted of clan-based societies. While the 1950 textbooks seem mostly 
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preoccupied with the barbarous practise of marriages between siblings, there is a sudden 

and very strong focus on gender relations in society, starting in 1978, which continues to 

be prevalent in all editions until 2001. In these sections, Chinese prehistory is described 

as first transitioning from a matrilineal to a patrilineal clan-based society, sometimes 

taking the Banpo clan as its main example. The matrilineal societies are described in very 

favourable terms—they were prosperous and people shared an equal status with one 

another—there were no distinctions between rich and the poor. Women held important 

positions in society in these times and were respected. The 1992 textbooks include this 

curious multiple choice question, and the answer should be option (D):

Women are respected in matrilineal clan communes because they are… 

A. Kind-hearted 

B. Good at hunting and fishing 

C. Mild tempered 

D. The organizers of production and life  

(CZ1992b1 p. 19)

Later on, it is described how:

With the development of agriculture and animal husbandry, the role of 

men has continued to strengthen, gradually replacing women’s status 

in production and life. The clan commune entered the stage of patriline 

clan commune. People determine kinship according to the father’s 

blood (CZ1986b1 p. 9).

Croll describes nation-wide study programs for women during the Cultural Revolution, 

in which women were encouraged to “identify and trace the origins and development 

of the ideology responsible for the oppression of women, and identify, criticize and 

discredit the remaining influence of the traditional ruling ideology” (Croll 2011, p. 323). 

Gender inequality was no longer perceived as a natural phenomenon but was instead 

considered to be a cultural one. These study groups not only linked gender inequality 

to Confucianism (People’s Daily 1975) but also must have paid close attention to Marx’ 

writings about gender and historical materialism (Brown 2012). The fact that these 

elements have made it to national history textbooks since 1978, even though they 

quite literally portray the rise of the patriarchy as the first cause of social inequality, is 

one of the most feminist and strongest legacy of the Women’s Movement found in all 

of the textbooks. However, these descriptions disappear after 2001.

Other discussions of gender (in)equality in ancient history are rare, but they include 

this single (modest) reference in the current textbooks about the “relatively open 
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atmosphere during the Tang dynasty [in which] some women were educated in 

literature and music” (CZ2017b2 p. 15). There are also three descriptions of Li Zhi 

(in 1960, 1978, and 1992) as the “progressive thinker of the late Ming dynasty who 

did not believe Confucius’ words could be used as the standard for right and wrong 

today. He criticized feudal hierarchy, […] and advocated equality between man and 

women” (CZ1992b2 p. 192). He also “opposed the superiority of men over women, 

arguing women’s opinions were not inferior to those of men [and opposed the focus 

on] so-called ‘chaste women’ as preached by neo-Confucianists” (1978b2 p. 102). 

Furthermore, he openly enrolled female students and advocated freedom of marriage, 

which “caused great panic among the rulers” (CZ1992b2 p. 192). Subsequently, he was 

arrested and died in prison. Here, gender equality itself is the topic under discussion 

without links to broader societal objectives. It is, however, a great irony that the most 

openly feminist historical person in the textbooks is a man.

The already unusually progressive discussions of Li Zhi are easily overshadowed by 

those of the Taiping Uprising. From the very first textbooks until 2001, with the exception 

of the 1952 textbook, they include very clear and consistent gender dimensions. The 

1950 textbook starts with this section:

The Taiping Heavenly Kingdom advocated equality between men and 

women, both women and men held the same official positions and took 

the same examinations. The Taiping Army also had female soldiers, with 

separate camps for women and men. Women were forbidden to bind 

their feet, men were forbidden to have concubines and men were not 

allowed to keep maids (CZ1950b2 p. 40).

In total, the characters nü and tā appear 89 times in all of these sections about the Taiping, 

and many more revolutionary changes are added to later editions, which highlight how 

“women were liberated economically and politically” (CZ1955b3 p. 17), given equal shares 

of land, could participate in government examinations, and join the army, thereby taking 

up the same tasks as performed by men (B-CZ1960b2 p. 18). In 1978, Hong Xiuqian and 

Feng Yunshan, leaders of the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom, were described in 1978 to have 

argued for more gender equality. Note that in the following excerpt, the women’s cause is 

perceived as conductive to the success of the revolution itself:

In this way, the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom protected women, raised their 

status, and stimulated the revolutionary spirit among women (CZ1978b2 

p. 131).

During the Cultural Revolution, the anti-Confucian spirit of the Taiping is praised, and 
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the emancipation of women is considered to be second only to that of the Communist 

revolution:

The emancipation of women in the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom was 

a major revolutionary measure unprecedented in the history of the 

Chinese prior to the revolutionary movement (S-CZ1973b2 p. 41).

While the 2001 textbooks still include a very elaborate description of gender equality 

under the Taiping, the topic is completely missing from the 2003 textbooks. In 2017, 

this topic is reduced to one sentence: “It was stipulated that land should be evenly 

distributed to the population, regardless of gender” (CZ2017b3 p. 15).

The rest of the paragraphs on gender equality focus on the reform period and 

contemporary history—the New Culture Movement, advances in the pursuit of gender 

equality, new publications that reflected social issues such as the position of women, 

the prohibition of foot binding, education being open to women, and laws that 

guaranteed gender equality. These 23 sections in total appear in all textbooks, with 

the exception of the 1952 textbook, include a total of over 4000 characters, and are 

especially prevalent in 1978, 1992, and 2017. The earliest reference to the legal aspects 

of gender equality, in 1950, almost comically reveals the low standards of the CCP 

regarding gender issues—it proudly proclaims that in the areas liberated by the Red 

Army in the 1930s, the “equality of men and women was realized, with over 25% of the 

elected people being women” (CZ1950b3 p. 277). Approximately the same percentage 

of women in the National Congress today, with that number declining steadily “the 

higher up the political tree you climb” (BBC 2017).

There is something that all of these sections on gender equality have in common—

none of them mention even a single women’s name. In fact, hardly any describe actions 

of women at all. Instead, it is the men who are credited with advancing women’s rights. 

The beforementioned Li Zhi, Hong Xiuqian, and Feng Yunshan are only the first ones in 

a much longer list that also includes Lu Xun, who “taught at Beijing Women’s University, 

and continued to explore the way forward” (CZ1978b3 p. 108), Cai Yuanpei, Hu Shi, 

and others who “were in favour of lifting the ban on women attending universities” 

(CZ2017b3 p. 57). In this context, this description of Kang Youwei is most notable:

Kang Youwei refused to bind his daughter’s feet. Foot binding is a bad 

habit in our ancient country. When a girl is very young, the parents will 

bind her feet, use a foot wrap to squeeze the feet, cut off the bones 

of the feet, and turn them into a small “three-inch golden lotus”. Even 

though girls would cry in pain, their cruel parents didn’t give up. Kang 
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Youwei, the leader of the Reform Movement of 1898, hated such ugly 

habits. He often said with emotion: “China has always been known as 

the country of enlightenment. There have been many great sages. Why 

does no one come out to prohibit foot binding?” He was determined to 

do it personally, starting by himself. When Kang Youwei’s eldest daughter 

was 5 years old, she had reached the age of binding feet according to 

habit, but Kang Youwei refused to bind her feet. This incident caused a 

sensation in his hometown, and the whole township protested. Some 

elders even forced his daughter to bind her feet, but Kang Youwei was 

unmoved. His daughter avoided the tragedy of becoming disabled, and 

later accompanied Kang Youwei to travel abroad (CZ2003b3 p. 35).

As said before, the Women’s Movement is mentioned only once in 1960, and women 

are briefly accredited with “actively fighting for their right to receive higher education” 

in the current edition (CZ2017b3 p. 57). None of the leaders of the Women’s Movement 

are ever discussed. In conclusion, gender equality is formally acknowledged as an 

important feature in the national historical narrative until today, but the actual 

performance of textbook authors does not live up to that ideal. Several promising 

developments occurred between 1992 and 2001. Descriptions of gender equality in 

matrilineal clans and the Taiping Heavengly Kingdom persisted and coincided with 

positive evaluations of Qiu Jin’s gender ambiguity and Wu Zetian’s most elaborate 

descriptions as a skilled leader. In 2003, most of these more progressive examples 

were all downsized or completely removed.

5.4 CONCLUSION

This chapter has shown that women do not appear very frequently within the historical 

narrative, but when they do, they often do so in strongly mediated roles. Some of them 

display women in (mostly) strong and active roles, thereby allowing them to ‘change 

the course of history’ as ‘the bold’, ‘the skilled’, and ‘the equal’. Others present them 

in weaker and more passive ways—‘the helpless’ and ‘the traditional’. Few roles display 

women in negative ways, with the exception of the roles of ‘the bad’ and sometimes 

that of corruptive beautiful women. It was argued in the introduction that the ratio 

between these different roles would indicate a changing ideology, so here I will visualize 

these changes in several ways. The first option is to display the number of characters 

dedicated to each role, as depicted in Graph 10. However, the sizes of the textbooks vary 

significantly, so Graph 11 shows the same numbers divided by a factor that determines 

the textbook size. Finally, Graph 12 shows the ratios between different roles for each 

edition. 
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Graph 8: Prominence of women in selected paragraphs 
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Some roles, such as that of ‘the traditional’ woman, representing the pre-imperialist 

‘natural’ order of things, remain relatively stable over time. With the exception of the 

very first textbooks, ‘bad women’ only appear sparsely. Significantly more variation can 

be perceived in relation to the two roles of ‘the bold’ and ‘the beautiful’, which turned 

out to be more timebound. 

If we link this to the three ideological shifts identified in Chapter 4, it can be perceived 

that helpless women dominated the narrative in the 1950s and 1960s. In this role, 

women are depicted as victims of suppression, rape, or murder in narratives of foreign 

aggression, where women’s bodies symbolize the harm done to the Chinese nation. 

While many scholars link ‘national humiliation’ to the Patriotic Education Campaign, 

here it can be seen that humiliating stories involving women are most dominant at a 

much earlier stage. These stories worked well within the Leninist understanding of 

imperialism as the highest stage of capitalism. The analysis of ideological keywords 

showed that 1955 had a strong focus on aggression, as emphasized by the prevalence 

of keywords such as ‘invade’ and ‘attack’. Simultaneously, ‘them’ was one of the 

strongest keywords, and they show a stronger sense of nationalist identity as the first 

nationally constructed textbooks, which also explains a stronger focus on ‘helpless 

women’. During the cultural revolution, the number of helpless women in the narrative 

diminishes until stronger female roles comprise about 50 percent. The size of the 

text dedicated to women had been relatively low during the Mao era, even though 

gender equality was occasionally promoted as a key aspect of socialist transformation. 

Moreover, strong female iconography was important in propaganda materials of this 

period, but they did not significantly affect the historical narrative yet.

This changes at the very beginning of the reform period, when the number of characters 

dedicated to women explodes to its highest peak in 1978 when compensated for 

textbook size. This period did not reveal new coherent sets of ideological keywords and 

the ratio between active and passive roles remains stagnant around 50/50. However, 

there is simply more of everything, and this shows especially interesting cases for 

women as ‘bold’, ‘skilled’, and ‘equal’. This is where the heroic tales of revolutionary 

women appear, and Liu Hulan, Wang Cong’er, and Qiu Jin firmly assume their place 

within the national historical narrative. As newcomers to the historical stage, they were 

powerful and convenient symbols for ‘new China’. Simultaneously, the gender equality 

of the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom and matrilineal clan societies are praised. Some of 

these developments, however, are temporary, as the 1981 and 1986 textbooks are 

increasingly condensed versions of the 1978 textbooks and strongly reduce text 

size dedicated to women until in 1986 it is at the same level as that of the Cultural 

Revolution. This period also shows how women’s emancipation has always been 

subordinate to other revolutionary goals, be it national liberation, patriotism, or class 
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struggle, and has never been allowed to be an end in itself. In the textbooks, not only 

is feminism almost absent, but revolutionary women also come and go depending on 

the context, such as Wang Cong’er, who disappeared because of the sensitivity of the 

religious aspects of the White Lotus movement.

The post-Tiananmen period is generally characterized by an increased focus on 

national humiliation. While humiliating stories indeed continue to be important, the 

encountered ideological shift revolving around cultural splendour suggests a more 

positive basis for national pride. In the case of women, positive patriotism indeed 

better characterizes the changing roles of women during this period, most clearly 

in the form of female beauty. While orthodox Marxist periods did not have room for 

feminine aesthetics, both fictional and non-fictional women were now described 

as gracious singers and dancers who wore magnificent clothes and jewellery. Such 

descriptions have remained important until 2003. In that year they even become 

the largest category and feature prominently in the pictures that accompany these 

texts. The textbooks simultaneously had more room for exemplary individuals, which 

translates to even more attention being directed towards revolutionary heroines and 

the good governance of Wu Zetian. One of the best signs of the relative openness 

and diversity of this period can be perceived in the descriptions of Qiu Jin, who is 

strongly connected to feminist themes and in which gender ambiguous behaviour is 

applauded. 

It is more difficult to link the latest ideological shift, which comprises socio-economic 

development and technological progress, to women. Women are rarely connected to 

economic progress, reform, and opening up, and only a handful appear in stories about 

science and technology. Skilled women do appear more frequently in later editions, 

but they are still mostly associated with culture (writers and athletes). As revolution 

is de-emphasized in the historical narrative, the heroines also abruptly disappear 

after 2001, even though male heroes in military roles continue to be prevalent. No 

new role emerged in which (named) women made clear active contributions to the 

story of the nation to compensate for this disappearance. Furthermore, some of the 

most progressive descriptions of gender issues not only lack active involvement of 

(named) women, but are also predominantly approached from the perspective of men 

‘committed to the women’s cause’. 

The current textbooks do show certain interesting developments. The number of 

‘beautiful women’ is considerably reduced, which could indicate a greater awareness 

of stereotypical depictions, but at the same time, it might as well be explained by the 

general de-emphasis of cultural splendor. Examples such as the educated horse-riding 

women during the Tang dynasty show some commitment to including women’s lives in 
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ancient history. Finally, descriptions of Empress Wu Zetian still directly address former 

unjustified negative stereotypes of her rule. Yet, in most respects, the current textbooks 

show a regression in terms of women’s representation. In absolute terms, ‘women’ and 

‘she’ occur almost four times less often than they did in 1992, with current levels being 

similar to the 1960 edition. Almost all progressive examples that were mentioned in 

this chapter, such as descriptions of Qiu Jin or gender issues during the Taiping have 

now disappeared. The final fourth book of the series about modern history includes 

the word for ‘women’ only once, ironically when it is acclaimed that China in recent 

history has played an “active role in global issues such as environmental issues, food 

supply, crime prevention, drug control, refugees and the equality of women” (p. 184). 

Women’s appearances in the national historical narrative are, therefore, limited to a small 

number of roles, and when the ideological context changes, so do representations of 

women. Their roles have strong symbolic implications beyond their mere inclusion as 

a part of a multiplicity of voices. Therefore, they are ‘used’ to constructing ideas about 

the Chinese nation itself. This becomes even more apparent in the culture sections 

of the textbooks, in which the focus on symbolic messages is even greater and 

roles of women are reduced even further to traditional, helpless, beautiful, or strong 

ones. Victimized women’s bodies are metaphors for the humiliation of the nation at 

large, their beauty reflects the wealth of the nation, and their ‘pureness’ and recent 

emergence to the historical change make them excellent symbols of ‘New China’. 
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In the 1950s, due to their commitment to China as a multi-ethnic state, the CCP sent 

researchers to the border areas to classify its ‘ethnic minorities’ (少数民族, shǎoshù 

mínzú). Mullaney (2011) describes the myriad problems they faced when they arrived 

in Southwestern China: “if China was home to multiple mínzú, who were they? How 

many mínzú were there, what were their names, where did they reside, and how 

many of each were there?” (pp. 31–32). The Communists ‘naïvely’ decided to simply 

ask these questions to the people. In the census of 1953–54, they asked the people 

which mínzú they belonged to—as an open question without providing any further 

definitional explanations. The respondents clearly did not understand the concept 

mínzú in the same manner as the researchers did, and it led to a staggering number of 

over four hundred unique results, many with very small populations down to even one. 

As the CCP had promised political representation in the National People’s Congress, 

this number would result in mínzú eating up at least a third of all available seats (p. 38).

“The Communists had expected the people […] not only to know 

their own mínzú identities, but also to know them in a way that was 

commensurable with the concept of mínzú as understood by state 

authorities. The sheer chaos of the census data revealed to Communist 

authorities just how naive this expectation had been, and that the only 

means of commensurating the worldviews of the six hundred million 

citizens of “New China” would be to standardize and delimit the concept” 

(Mullaney 2011, p. 38).

This shows the elusiveness of the concept of mínzú. It seems obvious from political or 

cultural centers that there are differences between ‘us’ and ‘them’, but such boundaries 

become increasingly opaque when moving toward the fringes. The Chinese have had 

to deal with this problem since antiquity, where a dualist understanding of a civilized 

center versus barbarian outsiders has prominently featured in multiple historical 

accounts, such as Sima Qian’s highly influential Shiji (91 BCE). However, at no single 

point in time has there been a clear and fixed understanding of what distinguished 

‘them’ from ‘us’ or clarity regarding what exactly bound those that belonged to the 

in-group (Di Cosmo 2002, p.  97). Countless words are used to describe outsiders, 

such as Dī (氐), Hú (胡), Qiāng (羌), or Yí (夷), which may have originally been names 

of ethnic groups. However, they eventually became or were mostly used as generic 

terms to culturally distinguish people from those in the civilized center. The resulting 

image is one of a “radiating civilization, shedding its light in progressively dimming 

quantity on the surrounding areas” (Di Cosmo 2002, p. 94). Such a ‘radiating’ cultural 

understanding of Chineseness was present since at least the Zhou dynasty, and even 

though certain developments, such as the construction of (Great) walls, ‘hardened’ 

cultural borders (p. 128) and gave rise to more territorial understandings of China, 
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beliefs in ‘sons of heaven’ ruling ‘all under heaven’ with the ‘mandate of heaven’ remain 

influential until modern times. 

Today, the stakes are very different, as distinctions between ethnic Han and non-Han 

are no longer used to exclude the ‘other’ but instead to incorporate (some of) these 

former others within the territorial boundaries of the Chinese nation. The Chinese 

nation today consists of various ethnic groups, and the state is a multi-ethnic one. The 

mínzú classification project of the 1950s was carried out to ‘come to terms’ (Mullaney 

2011) with this new multi-ethnic reality, and it has steadily moved to a system with a 

limited number of ‘fixed’ mínzú, thereby leading to the formulation of the “increasingly 

reified and ubiquitous” (p. 13) 56 mínzú model. “[T]he Chinese state has been remarkably 

successful in turning the fifty-six-mínzú model into common sense” (p. 122), thereby 

reducing possibilities of opposition, silencing alternative voices, and “forgetting that the 

Classification ever took place” (p. 124). China has 56 mínzú, no more and no less, each 

with their own cultures and carefully defined histories, and all of them are destined to 

become a part of the multi-ethnic Chinese state. Mullaney describes the many efforts 

taken to ensure the stability and persistence of the ‘ubiquitous’ 56-model, ensuring 

that it could “encompass everyone in China without undergoing any changes” (2011, 

p. 123). Such a politics of forgetting has rendered mínzú to be understood a-historically, 

as if the family of mínzú had always existed. In the words of Yan (2020): 

Many of the present Chinese minority ethnic groups had been 

independent from the ruling Han dynasties and regimes throughout 

most of Chinese history. In other words, many modern ‘minorities’ had 

long been regarded as the defining non-Chinese ‘others’ in traditional 

(Han) Chinese historiography. (Yan 2020, p. 44)

Historiographically, China also had to ‘come to terms’ with its mínzú. They form 

an interesting case, as their roles in the historical narrative are manifold and often 

contradictory. Legacies of mínzú as ‘threatening others’ still serve purposes of 

underscoring the importance of national strength, just like nomadic tribes are still useful 

as symbols with whom the civilized core can be contrasted. However, as ancestors of 

modern day ‘ethnic minorities’ they, or at least some of them, simultaneously must be 

incorporated into the Chinese nation or even a-historically proven to always having 

been part of it. 

It is no wonder, therefore, that research on mínzú in Chinese textbooks has also 

focused on this complex process of inclusion into a multi-ethnic state. Baranovitch 

(2010) analyzed representations of non-Han people in textbooks of 1952 and 2003 

and identified a clear progression from depicting non-Chinese others as ‘foreigners’ 
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or even ‘barbarians’ and ‘enemies’ to a new and more inclusive “narrative claiming 

that they had always been Chinese” (p. 85). This new narrative was explained as being 

a result of the reforms initiated in the 1970s and 1980s and what he refers to as the 

powerful historiographical invention that imagined China as “a multi-ethnic [state] that 

existed since antiquity” (p. 116). Yan and Vickers (2019), while looking at textbooks 

from the 1990s and 2000s, largely agreed with Baranovitch that the newer textbooks 

were more inclusive; however, they noticed that “inclusivity peaked with the 1992 

texts” (p. 198) and since then moved “back towards a more Han-centric narrative of 

the national past” (p. 190). 

The 1952 textbooks that Baranovitch looked at still heavily relied on Soviet textbooks, 

and these textbooks are arguably much less representative of early CCP ideology than 

the first true PEP edition of 1955. In addition, neither of these authors have looked at 

textbooks between 1952 and 1992—a period that, I will argue, shows a different kind 

of inclusivity by considering mínzú as ‘brothers in arms’ during popular uprisings. In 

addition, even though the concept of a ‘multi-ethnic state’ indeed takes off in the 

1970s and 1980s, it is first spotted in 1960, when it is directly catapulted to the core of 

the historical narrative as it appears on the very first introductory page of the textbooks:

The purpose of this booklet is to help students understand that China is 

a great multi-ethnic country with a large population and a long history; 

the Chinese nation is a nation with a glorious revolutionary tradition and 

an excellent historical heritage (B-CZ1960b1 p. 1).

Even before that, in the very first textbooks of 1950, the term ‘multi-ethnic state’ might 

be absent and the Han majority emphasized, but the Chinese state is certainly already 

imagined as a multi-ethnic one: 

In China, we now have a population of more than 475 million, accounting 

for two-ninths of the world’s population. Among these 475 million 

people, more than nine out of ten are Han. In addition, there are many 

ethnic minorities [shǎoshù mínzú] such as Hui people, Mongolian people, 

Tibetan people, Manchu people, Miao people , Yi people , Li people, and 

so on. Although they have different degrees of civilization, they all have a 

long history. Because of its unification by the majority nationality, China 

has become a country with a large population (CZ1950b1 p. 11).

By looking at all junior high textbooks since 1949, including a wide variety of historical 

topics and periods in which mínzú appear, this case study again attempts to see how 

different portrayals of mínzú reflect and help construct Chinese ideology. 
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6.1 DATA SELECTION

Unlike businesspeople (商人, shāngrén) and women (女, nǚ), it is relatively difficult to 

localize minorities throughout the textbooks, as they do not have a single and exclusive 

concept tied to them. The character zú (族) can not only refer to an ethnic group but 

also to a clan, race, or class, and it is used also in words such as nobility (贵族, guìzú). 

The concept mínzú (民族) adds the character mín (民, people) and it, more specifically, 

refers to ethnicity or ethnic groups. Chu (2018) found that, even though the Han are 

officially one of those mínzú, they “are so dominant numerically and politically, they 

are almost regarded as not being a mínzú in China” (p. 945). This, in turn, leads to 

the word mínzú being used as an abbreviation of shǎoshù mínzú (ethnic minority) 

and excludes the Han. This is also how the concept of mínzú is used in this chapter. 

However, mínzú can also mean nation or national; therefore, for example, the phrase 

mínzú dúlì (民族独立) means ‘national independence’. Looking through all instances 

in the textbooks of zú and mínzú and manually deciding whether they discuss ethnic 

minorities or not would prove an arduous task, as the character zú appears 5570 times 

in all textbooks, amongst which it appears 1958 times as a part of the word mínzú.19 

To complicate matters even further, very often when ethnic minorities are discussed, 

neither of these concepts is used at all, and the names of certain minorities are used 

instead. When talking about the Tibetans, for example, the character Zàng (藏) will be 

used, sometimes, but not always, supplemented with the character zú (族, see above), 

mín (民, people), or rén (人, person). Concepts such as ‘Han-Tibetan relations’ hàn-

záng guānxi (汉藏关系) clearly discuss ethnic relations, but the character zú is not 

present to locate this term in the textbooks.

It has been decided here to search for common words and phrases that are used 

when mínzú are discussed in order to find as many fragments as possible that discuss 

mínzú. The most obvious one is shǎoshù mínzú (少数民族), the current official term 

to exclusively describe ethnic minorities. All instances of this word usage are included 

in this analysis, but it rarely appears before 1978. When the character for ‘all’ (各, 

gè) is added to zú or mínzú, these combinations also almost exclusively deal with 

ethnic groups. For instance, gèzú (各族, all the ‘zú’) refers to all the people of different 

ethnicities, as do gèzú rénmín (各族人民, the people of all ethnic groups) and gè 

mínzú (各民族 all ethnic groups). However, these concepts are often used to include 

minorities who are part of ‘all the people’. This is similar to the phrase ‘all man and 

women’, as discussed in the previous chapter. For example:

19  Chu (2018) did manually go through all instances of mínzú in (the significantly shorter) elementary textbooks, 
thereby finding 346 instances across 72 different textbooks. He found that around 40 percent of the time, when 
mínzú was used as an ajective, it was used as an abbreviation of ‘shǎoshù mínzú’ (ethnic minority) and it was used 
as an abbreviation of ‘Zhonghua mínzú’ (the Chinese nation) 38 percent of the time. 
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Mao Zedong also pointed out: We must shift the focus of our work to economic 

construction, and unite people of all ethnic groups [各族人民, gèzú rénmín] in a new 

war - to fight against nature, develop our economy, develop our culture, and create a 

prosperous socialist society with our own hands (CZ1978b4 p. 196).

All instances of the use of gèzú rénmín and gè mínzú have been gathered and manually 

selected in case they actually discussed ethnic issues. It turned out that sections 

containing only gèzú and none of the other words generally did not discuss minority 

issues in depth. Furthermore, as their frequency was much higher than that of ‘man 

and women’, they were not included in the analysis. The frequency of gèzú itself, 

however, is briefly discussed the quantitative analysis that is included in this chapter.

On top of that, I have searched for all the names of the 56 official modern mínzú, which 

are supplemented with certain historical mínzú that were found in the textbooks, such 

as the Xiongnu (匈奴), who are often associated with the Hun, and the Tǔbō (吐蕃), a 

historical name for the Tibetans. Amongst the minorities that occurred, a selection 

was made based on the frequency of occurrence and themes associated with these. 

Some choices had to be made here to keep the dataset manageable. It was decided 

not to look for every instance of the Manchus and the Mongols, so these only are 

included when other mínzú-related concepts present. The reason behind this is that 

these two mínzú founded their own dynasties (the Yuan and Qing dynasties), which, in 

turn, increased their frequency of occurrence beyond practical limits. 

Unlike businesspeople and women, mínzú often had entire chapters dedicated to their 

histories, especially during the Han, Tang, early Qing, late Qing, and PRC periods. The 

mínzú discussed in these chapters, namely the Uyghurs, Miao, Hui, Tibetans, and Yi, 

as well as historical ones such as the Xiongnu and Tujue have all been included in the 

analysis. Instead of looking at these section by section or paragraph by paragraph, 

a more comprehensive comparative analysis was performed on these chapters as a 

whole, which means that if some paragraphs in these chapters did not contain any of 

the marked words or phrases, then these were often still included when they discussed 

issues relevant to ethnic groups.

In total, this led to the selection of 1074 paragraphs with a total of almost 127.000 

characters from all junior high Chinese history textbooks. Although this selection is 

not as clear-cut as in the case of businesspeople or women, it consistently produced 

similar themes that mostly discussed minority issues very directly. Therefore, I am 

confident that this dataset represents changes of minority representations of the 

textbooks in general.
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6.2 GENERAL QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

With the exception of a minor fallback after 1960, the frequency of the word mínzú (

民族) shows a steady increase during the years of the PRC. In 1952, it only occurred 

74 times, but today that number has increased to 339 times. Graph 13 shows these 

numbers in relative terms, having compensated for textbook size. It uses two different 

scales, as mínzú appears much more frequently than the other two concepts 

displayed. In the orthodox Marxist sense, ethnicity is a part of the super structure, and 

both Han and mínzú appear on both sides of class struggle—the people of all ethnic 

groups were oppressed by the nobility of all ethnic groups. In early PRC years, gèzú 

rénmín (各族人民) or shortened as gèzú (各族), is used more often instead. Although 

it was argued above that the sections included these words often did not directly 

address mínzú issues, it can be concluded that it was more customary until 1986 to 

incorporate minorities in general non-mínzú related historical narratives, thereby 

indicating a certain level of inclusivity that is often overlooked. The frequency of the 

modern term for ethnic minorities, shǎoshù mínzú, takes off in the post-Mao era and 

has been relatively stable ever since.

 
Graph 12: Relative frequency of mínzú-related concepts 
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GRAPH 13: Relative frequency of mínzú-related concepts

The number of characters devoted to mínzú histories shows some clear fluctuations 

(see Graph 14), with a peak in 1978 in absolute terms of 16.000 characters. The usual 

1992 peak appears in absolute terms; however, it is not strong enough to compensate 

for the larger size of the textbooks. In relative terms, the attention to mínzú even 

decreases between 1973 and 2001. The year 2003 shows a modest bump, and today 

the total number of characters is at the level of just below 9.000. Hence, even though 
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the frequency of mínzú today is higher than ever, this does not translate into more 

extensive coverage of mínzú in the historical narratives.  
Graph 12: Relative frequency of mínzú-related concepts 

 
Graph 13: Text size of paragraphs about mínzú 
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GRAPH 14: Text size of paragraphs about mínzú

The most significant ideological concepts discussed in Chapter 4 within this dataset 

appear less frequently within paragraphs discussing mínzú. This is, especially, true for 

the word ‘revolution’ (革命, gémìng), which has significant negative keyness values 

for all editions with the exception of the 1973 edition. Others within this category 

that occasionally have significant negative values are ‘class’, ‘struggle’, and ‘empire’. 

Significant positive values, however, occur for the concepts ‘the people’ (1960 and 1973) 

and ‘uprising’ (1952, 1960, and 1978, see 6.3.6). No concepts related to the ‘cultural 

splendor’ category produce significant scores. This indicates that the frequencies 

of these concepts fall within the expected range. Mínzú is one of the concepts that 

has been identified in the category of ‘socio-economic progress’ and expectedly is 

positively key. But, more interestingly, the word ‘China’ has fairly high negative keyness 

values for all editions since 1955. As will be seen throughout this chapter, mínzú fulfill 

roles within the national historical narrative, thereby helping to construct Chinese 

identity geographically, politically, and culturally. However, it is interesting to note that 

the name of the country hardly appears in these descriptions. One explanation behind 

this could be related to the periodical clusters in which mínzú appear, which will be 

explored in the subsequent section.

6.2.1 Periodical clusters

Mínzú appeared clustered in certain eras or even in specific chapters that discuss ethnic 

relations during particular dynasties. In total, 85 percent of all text that discusses mínzú 

is set in one of the following five periods—the Han, Era of Disunion (mostly during the 
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Jin and Northern Dynasties), Tang, Qing, and PRC.20 Only in 1973 do other periods 

appear more frequently, which, in turn, comprises 38 percent of the mínzú text, such 

as the Yuan dynasty (12 percent), Three Kingdoms period (7 percent), and Qin dynasty 

(5 percent). Graph 15 shows the distribution of different historical periods per edition. 

It reveals a focus on the Era of Disunion during the Great Leap Forward and Cultural 

Revolution, and a steady decline of the Han dynasty since 1986, which, in turn, is 

replaced by a stronger focus on modern history. In the current edition, no less than 

35 percent of text about mínzú takes place post-1949, whereas this period was hardly 

included before 1981. 

 
Graph 14: Mínzú in different historical periods 
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GRAPH 15: Mínzú in different historical periods

The periodical clusters also provide the best explanation for the relative absence of 

the word ‘China’ in this case study. Figure 8A shows concordance plots for the word 

‘China’ in the textbooks of 1992, which looks similar to most recent editions of the 

textbooks. Each bar represents one of the four books of this series, and each black line 

indicates the occurrence of the word ‘China’. As can be seen, the word appears much 

more often in books 3 and 4, whereas the frequency is book 1 (in which the Han are 

discussed) and 2 (the Tang) is much lower. This is because it is more common to refer 

20  Han dynasty (202 BCE–220 CE), Jin dynasty (266–420), Northern Dynasties (420–589), Tang dynasty (618–
907), Qing dynasty (1644–1912) and PRC (1949–).
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to China using the name of the dynasty itself in ancient history.

FIGURE 8A: Concordance plots for ‘China’ (CZ1992)

6.2.1 Which mínzú

Graph 16 shows the most frequently mentioned ethnic minorities of the current 

official list of 55. It must be said that these numbers are quite unreliable, as many 

characters for mínzú names have different meanings as well. The character for the Hui 

(回), for example, doubly acts as the word for ‘return’, and mǎn (满, in Manchu) also can 

mean ‘satisfied’, whereas Gāoshān (高山) literally means ‘high mountain’. To make the 

numbers as accurate as possible, only combinations with zú (族), mín (民), or rén (人) 

were included in the table in cases of characters with multiple meanings. Sometimes, 

alternative or historical names are also included (满足, Manchu, 畏吾儿, Uyghur, 回纥, 

Hui(he), 回鹘 Hui(hu). Two minorities, namely Cháoxiǎn (Korea(n) and Èluósī (Russia(n), 

share their names with countries and have not been included.  
Graph 14: Mínzú in different historical periods 
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Even if these numbers are taken into consideration with a lot of caution, these 

frequencies still points to interesting aspects of mínzú representation in the Chinese 

history textbooks. This is because, while frequency numbers might be unreliable, 

their absence is much less so. Amongst the current official list of 55 minorities,  34 

are mentioned in the textbooks, of which only 11 are mentioned 10 times or more 

across all editions of the junior high Chinese history textbooks. The Bai, Dongxiang, 

Dai, Bonan, Dong, Yao, Li, Kazakh, Oroqen, Bouyei, Wa, Evenki, Hani, She, Lisu, Nakhi, 

Jingpo, Xibe, Kyrgyz, and Hezhen are mentioned between one and nine times. On 

the other hand, the Tujia, Gelao, Lahu, Sui, Mulao, Salar, Blang, Maonan, Tajik, Pumi, 

Achang, Nu, Gin, Jino, De’ang, Yugur, Uzbek, Monba, Derung, Lhoba, and Tatars do 

not appear at all. The Zhuang are the largest minority in China, with a population of 

around 18 million people, but they only appear a few times. The Tujia are the eighth 

largest minority, but they do not appear at all. Unsurprisingly, the most frequently 

mentioned mínzú include the two that founded their own dynasties—the Mongols (the 

Yuan dynasty) and the Manchu (the Qing dynasty). Six others, namely the Tibetans, Hui, 

Qiang, Miao, Uyghurs, and Yi, appear in significant numbers. As will be shown later, 

these eight minorities in total are also the only ones that are woven into the fabric of 

the history of China to a higher or lesser degree. Therefore, when we speak of mínzú 

representation in history textbooks, we are actually only referring to a small number 

of minority groups. 

On top of this, some historical groups, at times referred to as mínzú as well, appear 

in the textbooks (in green in the graph). The Xiongnu, sometimes associated with 

the Hun, are the most frequently mentioned group. This is followed by the Tubo, 

a historical name for Tibet, and Tujue. If the frequencies for Tibetans and Tubo are 

combined, it would become the most frequently named one. Many other tribes and 

groups of people are discussed in the textbooks, such as the Rong, but they are not 

included here, as they are never included into the multi-ethnic state. 

6.3 ROLES OF ETHNIC MINORITIES IN HISTORY 
TEXTBOOKS

Several of the roles that mínzú play within the historical narrative were introduced 

earlier in this chapter. The narrative of the aggressive other that had to be controlled 

or the mínzú tributary states that operated on the fringes of the radiating cultural 

understanding of China have been present since antiquity and remain influential until 

today. On top of that, other roles underscore friendly exchanges between mínzú and 

Han, the incorporation of the other, the Sinification of the mínzú, or their inclusion in 

the multi-ethnic state. Finally, some roles focus on the mínzú as uprisers or as people 
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that need to be protected and nurtured.

While the women in the previous chapter mostly had clear and differentiated roles in 

the paragraphs in which they appeared, the mínzú often fulfill multiple roles at once. 

First, there are many different mínzú groups, and sometimes two different ones appear 

in the same paragraph, each playing a different role, such as one group posing a threat 

to another. Second, even the same group of people often fulfills multiple roles at once. 

For example, in this paragraph:

The Xiongnu, who were good at riding and shooting, gradually shifted 

from nomadic herding to a farming life and developed handicraft 

industries such as iron smelting and pottery making. Most of the Jie 

people (羯人) from Shanxi engaged in farming and were good at weaving. 

Most of the chiefs of the inwardly migrated tribes admired the culture of 

the Central Plains, and their customs also influenced the Han Chinese. 

Han Chinese that lived in ethnically diverse areas learned to manage 

animal husbandry (CZ2001b1 p. 97).

Two mínzú appear in this paragraph, namely the Xiongnu and the Jie. They are 

described as the exotic other (nomads who are good at horse riding, shooting, and 

weaving), newcomers (who moved into the Chinese territory), Sinified (who admired 

Chinese culture), and contributors (who influenced the Han and taught them to engage 

in animal husbandry). Unlike the previous case study, where each paragraph was only 

tagged with one role, all roles mentioned were tagged for this chapter. In graphs that 

show distributions of roles across different editions, the total number of characters 

in a paragraph was divided by the number of roles found. Therefore, this particular 

example consists of 105 characters, and each of the different roles were attributed 

one-fourth of that number (26,25), as four roles were identified. This also explains 

the difference between the following statements, which will be used throughout this 

chapter, (1) 17 percent of all paragraphs discuss friendly relations (180 fragments out 

of 1073), but (2) only 12 percent of the text discusses friendly relations (24828 out of 

200374 characters). 

6.3.1 The threat

The Xiongnu are the quintessential ‘other’ in Chinese history; they pose serious threats 

by attacking, plundering, and harassing the Chinese. Often associated with the Hun, 

they were a nomadic people from the Eurasian steppe who frequently invaded China. 

They are very important in Chinese historical narratives, as indicated by the impressive 

frequency of their mention 671 times across all editions. Sections about the Xiongnu 

gathered in this analysis total 281 paragraphs and almost 35.000 characters. 
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In early textbooks, a consistent image is portrayed of them being “of low culture, but 

of strong force” (CZ1952b1 p. 30) and posing a great threat to the Han dynasty (202 

BCE–220 CE). Multiple (violent) episodes also show clear signs of admiration, such 

as for the “capable leader Mao Dun [209–174 BCE], who unified the tribes and led 

300.000 horseback archers to attack their neighbors” (CZ1952b1 p. 38). The story of 

the threatening Xiongnu is often used to point out the weakness of China under Han 

Gaozu, who was forced to form a ‘héqīn’ (和亲) marriage alliance, in which a Han 

princess was married off to the Xiongnu leader accompanied by many gifts. In 1950, 

this was described as a ‘humiliating concession’ (CZ1950b1 pp. 41–42). Later, under 

Han Wudi, national strength was reinforced, and the Xiongnu were more effectively 

controlled. In 2003, students were encouraged to discuss this matter in class, but both 

children agreed that the Xiongnu were able to threaten China because of weaknesses, 

as depicted in Figure 8B:

FIGURE 8B: Discussing Han Wudi

Question: Who is right? Why?

Left: The emperors before Han Wudi were weak and could only give in 

and make peace with the Xiongnu. Emperor [Han] Wudi was ambitious 

and dared to fight back against the Xiongnu.

 

Right: Before Han Wudi, the country was poor and could only 

give in to Xiongnu. By the time of Emperor Han Wudi, the 

country was strong enough to fight back against Xiongnu. 

(CZ2003b1 p. 81)

Another threatening minority, the Tujue, also known as the Göktürks or simply referred 

to as ‘Turks’, comprised a medieval group of Turkic people in Central Asia. In the Chinese 

history textbooks, they are described as a growing power before the beginning of the 

Tang dynasty (618–907), which split into an Eastern and Western Turkic Khaganate in 
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the early sixth century. First, the Eastern, and, later, the Western Khaganate threatened 

the Tang dynasty, after which the Tang army finally defeated them.

In the early PRC textbooks (1950, 1952, and 1955), the Tujue are clearly portrayed as 

powerful outsiders. They appear in chapters about (foreign) wars of the Tang dynasty 

and are described as posing a great threat to the Tang dynasty. The people living in the 

area are described as bùluò (tribes) who are oppressed by tyrannical leaders, and not 

as mínzú (yet).

FIGURE 9: A Tujue soldier, one of only very few pictures of ‘ threatening mínzú (CZ1986b1 p. 125)

By the 1970s, the people in China’s border areas are increasingly described in multi-

ethnic terms. The Khitan, for example, are referred to as “an ethnic minority (少数民族, 

shǎoshù mínzú) in the northeast of our country” (S-CZ1973b1 p. 129, own emphasis). 

In this new interpretation of the relation between the border people and the Chinese 

heartland, threatening others are now increasingly depicted as ‘separatists’ (割据, gējù) 

instead. The Khitan, who founded their own dynasty in the 947, are referred to as one 

of ten ‘separatist regimes’, and the Turkic conquests of northwestern regions of the 

Sui are also described as such. The separatist angle disappears in the 1980s and 1990s 

but resurfaces again in 2003 and 2017, this time applied to the Altishar Khojas, who 

“brutally raided the Uyghur and other ethnic people, but also killed, set everything to 

fire, raped and pillaged, arousing the strong dissatisfaction of the people” during the 

Qing dynasty (CZ2003b2 p. 101). Again, students are encouraged to discuss this, as 

depicted in the following image:
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FIGURE 10: Discussing the Altishar Khojas (CZ2003b2 p. 101)

Question: Why did the Qing army achieve a victory in their defeat of the 

rebellion of the Altishar Khojas? Are they right? Why?

Left: Because the Qing army’s policy of only punishing evil, and not 

killing the innocent was very correct!

Right: Because the Altishar Khojas engaged in separatism, brutally abused 

the Uighur people and lost the hearts and minds of the people!

The threat narrative appears relatively consistently throughout all editions. In almost 12 

percent of all paragraphs in the dataset, ethnic groups, which are described as posing 

some kind of threat, appear—either threatening the ruling dynasties (sometimes 

‘seriously’ so) or plundering and harming ‘the people’. The dichotomy underlying these 

threats is never simply one of Han versus non-Han, as the Chinese nation throughout 

these textbooks is portrayed as a multi-ethnic one (even before that term became 

popular), and threatening mínzú are mostly historical ones (56 percent of all text about 

threatening mínzú takes place in the Han dynasty alone) rather than one of the current 

55 officially recognized ethnic minorities. Moreover, tensions with mínzú are often 

portrayed as being based on class, where the aristocracy of certain ethnic groups 

poses a threat to the people of all nationalities (or specific regimes that had separatist 

tendencies). The reason behind the inclusion of these narratives in the textbooks does 

not seem to primarily underscore the Han-centeredness of China. Instead, it justifies 

and glorifies the fact that ruling Chinese dynasties were able to control these serious 

threats. Like the example above of Han Gaozu, the ‘mínzú as threat’ stories mainly 

function as a precursor to the theme of national stability and control, which will be 

further discussed in this next section.
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6.3.2 The controlled

Taking control of China’s border regions is realized either by taking military action or 

by exercising administrative control. For most of the ethnic groups described above, 

who are labeled as particularly dangerous and aggressive, the military control features 

most prominently. The power balance between the Xiongnu and the Han shifts in 

favor of the Han in the time of General Ban Chao (32–102 CE). Using great violence, 

Ban Chao manages to “establish dominion over the Western regions” (CZ1952b1 p. 

48). It is described how the Han now had ‘political power’ that extended well into 

Central Asia and beyond, even into the Roman empire. Such descriptions show 

how the Xiongnu areas were under Chinese influence, even though they were not 

considered a part of China itself. Yet, it is mentioned that the Han and Xiongnu people 

often lived side by side and traded peacefully. Furthermore, in earlier textbooks, it 

is sometimes emphasized that the hostilities comprised matters between elites. In 

1950, interestingly, the violence against the Xiongnu is condemned as unnecessary, 

and reference is made to the “pure foreign aggression” against the obedient Xiongnu, 

which planted the seeds for disturbances later in history (CZ1950b1 p. 42). 

More commonly, though, the intended message refers to the necessity of showcasing 

national strength in order to control enemies. The 1952 textbooks describe that even 

though “Tang Taizong and Tang Gaozong plundered the populations and wealth of 

the conquered countries and tribes […] they lifted the northern threat [of the Tujue] to 

China” (CZ1952b2 p. 18). These early descriptions compare the tyrannical rule of Turkic 

leaders with the effective leadership and brilliant military strategies of Tang Rulers, 

albeit with a disclaimer about ruling classes suppressing the people. 

Such disclaimers gradually disappear, and stories of armed actions are increasingly 

justified since the 1970s, for example, through the story of Generals Wei Qing and 

Huo Qubing, who were sent to the Western Regions by Emperor Han Wudi in 127 BCE 

to attack the Xiongnu and, subsequently, “killed more than 70.000 Xiongnu solders” 

(CZ1981b1 p. 76). The following paragraph is also an example of a justification for 

violence. It discusses General Ban Chao, who was sent westward two centuries after 

Han Wudi’s rule, and this fragment appears in different forms in four editions between 

1981 and 2003:

[Ban Chao] summoned his followers and said, “If the king of Shanshan 

handed us over to the Xiongnu, we would die without burial. If you do 

not enter the tiger’s lair, you will never catch its cubs. Only by attacking 

the Xiongnu camp and eliminate them all can we turn evil into good 

fortune”. In the middle of the night, Ban Chao led 36 people into the 

Xiongnu camp, set fire downwind, […] killed the Xiongnu messenger, and 
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carried his head to King Shanshan. The King of Shanshan made up his 

mind to break with the Xiongnu and reconcile with the Han (CZ1992b1 

p. 112).

This paragraph is particularly aggressive, but the violence is justified as being essential 

under the given circumstances. In the 2017 textbooks, descriptions of Wei Qing and 

Huo Qubing disappeared, which led to heated online debates over the so-called 

‘whitewashing’ of history (Han 2020). The South China Morning Post reported the 

stories were subsequently reintroduced in a reprint (Zuo 2018); however, they were 

not present in the textbooks used for this study. 

Chinese generals are not always described in such an aggressive manner, and more recent 

textbooks often include signs of a more humane approach to threats. The ‘murdering, 

raping, killing’ Altishar Khojas, who had been introduced above, are effectively dealt with 

by the Qing but without unnecessary violence against innocent bystanders (which is 

described as ‘very correct’ by the grandfather in Figure 10 above):

The Qing government ordered their surrender, and they suffered many 

losses. Emperor Qianlong ordered his troops to suppress them but 

announced they should only attack the Khojas. The Uyghur people 

and other ethnic groups were innocent and were not to be captured 

(CZ2003, book 2, p. 101).

The Tang approach to the Tujue area also changes from “effectively exercising their 

political and military power” (CZ1978b1 p. 134) to “an enlightened [开明, kāimíng] 

policy” that won the support of all the ethnic groups (1992, 2001, 2003, and 2017). One 

of the examples of this enlightened policy are Tang Taizong’s dealings with the last 

Khan of the Eastern Turkic Khaganate, namely Illig Qaghan. First, he is only described 

as being defeated and captured by the Tang, thereby emphasizing the military power 

of the Tang. The story becomes much more sophisticated from 1992 onward, where 

the Tujue and Tang first form the ‘Weishui Alliance’, which Illig Qaghan repeatedly 

violates. Taizong is described as having no choice but to confront him face to face 

with his crimes, but eventually he grants him an official post and organizes banquets 

for him. Descriptions of Illig Kaghan, subsequently, show how grateful he was for this 

considerate treatment, and he “often spontaneously started to dance [即兴起舞, jí xīng 

qǐwǔ] at these banquets” (CZ1992b2 p. 24).

Another important theme regarding control concerns the administrative incorporation 

of the other. This theme is ideologically linked to the geographical boundaries of 

the Chinese empire. Again, the Tujue serve as a good example, as they are formally 
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integrated into the Tang realm from the 1978 edition onward. These textbooks describe 

how their region was first incorporated as a ‘dūdūfǔ’ (都督府 military commandery) 

and later as a ‘dūhùfǔ’ (都护府 protectorate general). Furthermore, as is the case for 

many ‘former outsiders’, it is emphasized again and again that they accepted official 

titles, which were bestowed upon them by the Tang. The following excerpt, which 

is present in the 1978, 1981, and 1986 edition, clearly underscores that we are no 

longer talking about dangerous outsiders—“the Tujue leadership accepted the titles 

conferred on them [册封 cèfēng] by the Tang and acknowledged the leadership of the 

central government of the Tang” (CZ1981b2 p. 18). Notably, the number of characters 

devoted to the Tujue skyrockets in 1978 from the usual 400 to 600 characters to 

1400+ characters, which mostly includes elaborate descriptions of generals, military 

tactics, and a detailed account of the administrative set-up. The 1986 books leave no 

more room for interpretation about the status of the Tujue area by writing: 

The political, economic, and military facilities of the Tang government 

in the northwest have fully proved that the areas under the jurisdiction 

of Anxi dūdūfǔ’ and Beiting dūhùfǔ are historically Chinese territory 

(CZ1986b1 p. 127).

The acceptance of official titles is not exclusively reserved for the Tujue, but it 

becomes a frequent theme, especially since 1981. It appears in descriptions of 

many border areas, including Bohai (Balhae), Yunnan, and China’s northwest, and it 

is frequently accompanied with descriptions of local leaders ‘paying tribute’ to the 

Chinese emperor. The Tibetans also occur in this context, and the current textbooks 

have added a particularly elaborate description of religious control. The main text not 

only discusses the usual administrative set-up but also provides a lengthy account 

of the Amban, a Qing official who “according to stipulations is politically equal to 

the Dalai and Panchen Lamas” and is “in charge of local military and foreign affairs” 

(CZ2017b2 pp. 90–91). The Amban also needs to approve new incarnations of the 

Dalai and Panchen Lama, which is discussed in its own boxed text, thereby alluding to 

the untrustworthiness of the religious leaders:

In order to prevent the Mongolian and Tibetan nobles from manipulating 

the [process of the] Reincarnated Soul Boy, article 29 of the Ordinance 

for the More Effective Governing of Tibet stipulates that Emperor 

Qianlong specifically issued two Golden Urns: one in the Yonghe Temple 

[in Beijing] and one in Lhasa. When the Reincarnated Soul Boy had to be 

elected, the names of several ‘Soul Boys’ were written on ivory picks in 

Manchu, Chinese and Tibetan, and placed into the Urns. The name was 

determined by a lottery by the Minister of Tibet, and reported to the 
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court for approval (CZ2017b2 p. 91).

The passive role played by mínzú as being controlled and administratively incorporated 

into the Chinese state is by far the largest one. In total, 303 out of the 1073 paragraphs 

of this case study include references to controlled mínzú (28 percent), and around 18 

percent of all text portrays them in such a way. In Graph 21 at the end of this chapter, 

‘tributary’ mínzú are separated into their own category, thereby distinguishing them from 

those in which enforced control is more prominent. Such descriptions, often including 

references to the vast territory of China, especially under the Qing dynasty, help to 

consolidate ideas about China as a geographic entity and comprise a further 4 percent 

of the text. Descriptions of management and control are not evenly distributed across 

the different editions. Graph 21 at the end of this chapter shows the percentage of text 

that discusses mínzú in these different roles. Clear peaks appear for ‘the controlled’ at the 

very beginning of the PRC (1950 and 1951) and during the 1980s, while being relatively 

absent during the Great Leap Forward and Cultural Revolution. In 1986, descriptions 

of ‘controlled’ mínzú make up a staggering 24 percent of all text in the dataset, with 

a further 8 percent discussing tributary relations. Graph 17 shows the frequency of 

regularly occurring concepts related to management and control—control, manage, 

dūdū(fǔ), dūhù(fǔ), and fēng—a word that is used whenever titles are discussed. 21 Here, 

a dramatic increase can be perceived in 1979, when most of these concepts make their 

sudden appearance. Only the discussion of titles takes a few more years to take off.

 

 
Graph 16: Concepts related to management and control 
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GRAPH 17: Concepts related to management and control

21  Fēng (封) is also a part of the word for feudalism (封建, fēngjiàn), but the frequency of fēngjiàn was subtracted 
from the total frequency of fēng, thereby leaving behind the times when the character is used to discuss titles 
being awarded or accepted.
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Not all policies are described as conductive to ethnic unity. The ethnic segregation (

民族分化, mínzú fēnhuà) policies of the Yuan are a popular theme, especially in early 

textbooks. In 1950, four of these policies are fervently introduced:

In the Manchu’s 270-year rule of China, they achieved the most cunning, 

strict, and insidious [form of] national oppression. They were able to 

maintain long-term rule with a few Jurchen people over a great number 

of Mongols, Han, Hui, Tibetan and other ethnic groups, relying on […] 

ethnic oppressive policies (CZ1950b1 p. 122).

The first example that is given is that of the Manchus turning the people against 

each other and “provoking the Han and Hui to slaughter each other, causing discord 

among the ethnic groups, and consolidating their rule” (p. 122). In the post-Mao era, 

the textbooks focus more on the ethnic integration that occurred during this time. 

Between 1978 and 2003, very similar paragraphs describe how the unification of the 

Yuan promoted national integration, with people moving back and forth between 

different regions, collaborating, and intermarrying. Such integration occurs despite 

the segregationist policies of the Yuan rulers, which are described as a class conflict 

instead of an ethnic one (CZ1981b2 p. 85, CZ1992b2 p. 113).

The current textbooks, however, completely reverse this image of rulers trying to 

sabotage the naturally occurring convergence of the people. It is now, because of 

the Yuan policies, that the people unite. Yan and Vickers (2019, pp.  198–199) also 

describe this reversal, but do not yet include the 2017 textbooks in their analysis. In 

this edition, the Yuan are introduced as an ‘ancient mínzú’, who adopted Confucian 

legal measures of ‘benevolent rule’ to ‘pacify the people’ and ‘keep them from killing 

each other’ (CZ2017b2 p. 49). Chapter 11 of the textbooks describes in great detail the 

different administrative measures of the Yuan that they implemented “with the help 

of Han intellectuals”, taking Chinese customs into consideration (p. 52). The Yuan are 

now described as pacifying ethnic struggles and incorporating border regions, such 

as Tibet, fully within the jurisdiction of the Chinese state. At the end of the chapter, 

students are encouraged to discuss the following:

From the perspective of the development of a unified multi-ethnic state, 

tell us about the historical significance of the unification of the Yuan 

Dynasty (CZ2017b2 p. 53).

Only after this discussion, at the very end of the page, a boxed text discusses the 

‘discriminatory ethnic policies’ of the Yuan, which divided the people into four different 

classes based on their ethnicity—“this policy of ethnic discrimination led to social 
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unrest and was one of the major causes of the fall of the Yuan Dynasty” (p. 53). This 

transformation of the relation between the rulers and the people clearly shows the 

far-reaching influences of the diminishing role of Marxism on the national historical 

narrative—class struggle no longer is perceived as the main driving force of history, 

and people not as the masters of history (see Chapter 3). The textbooks revert to 

imagery of Confucian benevolent rulers and legitimize strict state control to ensure 

ethnic harmony.

6.3.3 The Sinified

The common people living in China’s border lands are not very visible in roles of 

the threatening or controlled other. However, they do appear more prominently in 

descriptions that describe historical ethnic groups moving into Chinese territory,22 such 

as the Xiongnu, Dong, Xianbei, and Qiang, who “moved into the Yellow River Basin, 

where they lived together with the Han” (CZ1952b1 p. 59). Such appearances also 

include people who moved “south of the Great Wall” (CZ1981b1 p. 110). Sometimes, 

detailed descriptions are included about specific mínzú moving to specific regions 

or being the ancestors of specific modern ‘ethnic minorities’. Although textbooks 

between 1978 and 1986 argue that “most of the ethnic minorities [shǎoshù mínzú] 

who had moved maintained their tribal organizations, and to a large extent kept their 

own language and habits” (CZ1978b1 p. 97), the focus is mostly on their cultural 

assimilation into Chinese customs or their ‘Sinification’.

It is frequently mentioned how nomadic people transitioned to farming or that “there 

was no difference anymore between them” after living with the Han for a long time 

(CZ2003b2 p. 64). Although it is certainly acknowledged at times that these people 

made certain contributions to China (see Section 6.3.5), this section discusses the 

fragments that mostly focus on one-directional Sinification of mínzú. In Graph 21, 

a distinction is made between descriptions in which mínzú are merely described 

as ‘moving inward’ and those that describe cultural assimilation. In total, about 10 

percent of all text discusses these two groups—4 percent is about newcomers and 6 

percent about Sinicized mínzú. The role of the Sinified shows a rise in recent years, 

with editions since 1997 spending between 8 percent and 10 percent of all mínzú-text 

on this theme, whereas earlier editions average around 4 percent. As can be expected, 

‘moving in’ is a keyword in the mínzú dataset as it occurs more frequently in relation 

to ethnic minorities.23 

22  As will be seen in this chapter, these groups of people are not referred to as mínzú in all early editions and 
contexts.
23  The concept for ‘to move’ (迁, qiān) shows significant positive keyness scores in this case study for most 
editions since 1960, most strongly in 1978 (33,09) and 2001 (30,42), and it currently stands at 25,94. 
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The Tubo–Tang relationship serves as a clear illustration to the process of Sinification. 

The key event is the marriage between Songtsen Gampo and Princess Wencheng in 

the year 641. Cultural ‘exchanges’ are commonly presented as a one-sided process in 

this context. When Princess Wencheng traveled to Tubo, she famously brought many 

goods, people, and technologies with her, which are described as having advanced 

the Tubo culture and economy. Especially, in 1992, it is described in detail how certain 

‘backward’ elements of Tubo culture were replaced with the more advanced culture 

of the Han. They used to live in tents, wear heavy felt garments, use knotted ropes 

to make notes and only used simple farming techniques. After Wencheng’s arrival, 

however, they started building exquisite palaces, wear silk clothes, created their own 

script, and used advanced farming techniques (CZ1992b2 p. 28). 

The textbooks are full of descriptions that juxtapose the (relatively) backward border 

areas with the ‘advanced culture of the central plains’ with anecdotes such as the Han 

people moving to the frontiers during the Yuan dynasty and realizing ‘national integration’ 

(CZ2001b2 p. 62). Also, the people from Bohai imitated the political structures of the 

Tang and built their capital after Chang’an (CZ2003b2 pp. 23–34). One of the most 

pronounced amongst such cases is Nanzhao, which is described as ‘very backward’ 

and ‘still in the slavery stage’. Yet, “Under the influence of the advanced culture in the 

mainland, Nanzhao’s economy and culture developed rapidly” (CZ1986b1 p. 130), the 

Chongsheng pagoda in Dali, “which already stands for a thousand years” (p. 130) as the 

icing of the cake, embodies Nanzhao’s great architectural and artistic progress.

Another frequently mentioned approach to Sinification is to send mínzú to Chinese 

capitals to study. This is repeatedly described for the people from Tibet, Bohai, and 

Nanzhao. This includes a Bohai prince who came to Chang’an to study. He “vigorously 

spread” Tang culture, and “his literary talent won praise from the Chinese people” 

(CZ2003b2 p. 23). In 1955, such an approach also appears for two rarely mentioned 

mínzú:

The Han people often communicated with the Dian and Ailao people. In 

the middle of the second century, Yin Zhen, a man from Guizhou, came 

to Luoyang to study the scriptures. Later, he returned to his hometown to 

teach, which had a great influence on the culture there (CZ1955b1 p. 64).

A poem by a Huihu poet explicitly recognizes the Han as the ‘teachers of the Huihu since 

time immemorial’ in a fragment that appears in all four editions between 1973 and 1986:

The Huihu […] are very fond of Han poetry. Huihu poet Kan Man Er 

said in his poem: “The Han people have been our teacher since time 
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immemorial”. This reflects the deep affection between the peoples of 

the Western Regions and the Han people at that time.

The 1992, 2001, and 2003 textbooks also include a poem by the famous Tang poet 

Wen Tingyun named ‘Farewell to the Prince of Bohai’. The poem describes a Bohai 

prince returning to his country and leaving with ‘wonderful verses’ of the central 

plains. The first two lines describe that Bohai and the central plains, even though their 

countries are separated by water, and borders are far apart, ‘institutionally’ are the 

same, as having similar transportation and script. This line literally means “the cars and 

books [script] originate from the same family”, which is also the name of a heading in 

all three editions.

疆理虽重海， Though distant geographically, 

车书本一家。 the Tang Dynasty and Bohai enjoy similar cultures. 

盛勋归故国 And the prince of Bohai returns to his homeland

佳句在中华 with wonderful verses left in China, reflecting the 

infinite charm of the Central Plains culture. 

(CZ2001b2 p. 17, translation by Shi 2020)

Between 1992 and 2003, the former violent outsiders of the Tujue, Shangrong, and 

Xiongnu are also Sinified and even fully recognized as ‘ancient ethnic minorities’ (古

代的少数民族, gǔdài de shǎoshù mínzú) (CZ1992b1 p. 41, b2 p. 9, CZ2003b1 p. 59). An 

introductory text to a chapter called ‘War and peace between the two Han dynasties 

and the Xiongnu’ even utilizes Xiongnu integration as an important part of the multi-

ethnic state narrative:

The Han Dynasty was an important era for the development of China’s 

multi-ethnic state. From the previous lessons, you already know the 

Xiongnu mínzú. In the Han Dynasty, this mínzú became a more important 

member of our country’s history (CZ1992b1 p. 102). 

As a result, the Xiongnu receive elaborate cultural backgrounds in the textbooks—a 

custom usually reserved to provide historical backgrounds of currently recognized 

ethnic minorities. In 2003, students are supposed to reflect on the official recognition 

of the Xiongnu with the following question: “are the Xiongnu one of today’s 56 ethnic 

groups?” (CZ2003b1 p. 78). Moreover, attention is directed to the Xiongnu adopting the 

Chinese script, and students are encouraged to think about the implications of this:

Xiongnu artifacts found today have Chinese characters engraved on 
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them, such as the Shan Yu Peace Brick and Shan Yu Heavenly Descent 

Tile, what does this phenomenon tell us? (CZ2003b1 p. 80). 

Table 5 shows the different themes that have been included in descriptions of the 

Tujue over the years. The dark grey boxes indicate a theme that is strongly present in 

the descriptions, a light grey one means it is present less prominently. It clearly reveals 

a shift from a focus on threats in the early Mao-era to one of control in the reform 

period and one of ethnic integration in current textbooks. Most aspects of them acting 

as the threatening other disappear in 1993, and they become a much milder mode of 

‘harassment’ from being a serious threat. Almost all the other stories told about them 

focus on Sinification.

TABLE 5: Tujue from threat to Sinified

Tujue 52 55 60 78 81 86 93 01 03 17

Character count 578 468 1405 632 546 607 344 401 129

Threat & 
Control

Buluo (tribe)

Serious threat

Recognizing Tang leadership

Dudufu (military)

Duhufu (protectorate)

Harassment

Sinification Mínzú (nationality / ethnic group)

Enlightened policy

Descriptions of culture included

Khan of Heaven

Today, the term ‘ancient ethnic minorities’ has disappeared again. The current edition, 

however, does take another step in the Sinification of historical mínzú and emphasizes 

that they actively sought to be Sinicized. 

According to the historical records of the Western Jin Dynasty, the 

inwardly migrating minority groups took the initiative to identify with 

the history and culture of the Central Plains, such as the Xianbei who 

said they were descendants of the Yellow Emperor and the Tiefu 

tribe of the Xiongnu who claimed to be descendants of Yu the Great.  

--Discuss: What does it mean that these minority groups considered 

themselves to be of the same ancestry as the Han? (CZ2017b1 p. 81)
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FIGURE 11: Aristocrats of ethnic minorities wearing Han clothing (CZ2003b1 p. 115)

The role of the mínzú as Sinified people not only says something about how ‘backward’ 

people became more civilized but also about what constitutes true Chineseness. 

Getting back to Princess Wencheng, who was married off to Tubo leader Songtsen 

Gampo, the list of items she carries is interestingly far from stable. In fact, the versions 

of 1955 and 2017 only have one item in common—silkworms. Table 6 shows the 

different goods, people and technologies that are mentioned, as brought by Princess 

Wencheng in different textbook editions. There is a general increase in the number 

of items she brings until 1992, which drops again in the last two editions. Six items 

are mentioned on a long-term basis, spanning three to five decades (in grey). In the 

early years, Princess Wencheng brings wine, milling, and paper making technologies 

with her, and from 1978 onward, she brings vegetable seeds and books on medicine 

and technology. Apart from that, there are 15 ‘outliers’ that are mentioned more 

sporadically. Most of these appear after the 80s. The early outliers of three (bourgeois) 

cultural elements in 1960 stand out most—music, dance, and architecture. In 1973, 

Wencheng only brings craftsmen, and it is Songtsen Gampo who later requests the 

Tang for silkworm eggs and additional craftsmen. This time it is the working people 

of the Han who bring “technologies of metallurgy, agricultural tool making, weaving, 

construction, pottery making, rice milling, wine making, paper making, ink making, 

etc.” (S-CZ1973b1 p. 111).
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TABLE 6: Goods, people and technologies brought by princess Wenchang

52 55 60 73 78 81 86 92 01 03 17

Silk(worms) X X (X) X X X X X X X

Wine making technology X X (X) X X

Weapon making technology X

Milling technology X X (X) X X X

Paper and ink technology X X (X) X X X

Farm tools / techniques X (X) X X

Music X

Dance X

Architecture X X X

Vegetable seeds X X X X X X X

Handicrafts X X X X

Books about medicine and 
production technology

X X X X X X X

Maids X X

Craftsmen X X X X

Music band X X

Script X X

Cereals X

Textile embroidery X

Calendar X X

(Custom of drinking) tea X X

Books on Buddhist scriptures X

Notable new items that appear on the list since 1992 are closely related to the focus on 

cultural splendor in these textbooks. The items the princess brings (the Chinese script, 

calendar, and ‘the custom of drinking tea’) reflect what it means to be Chinese, and 

they are less concerned with the earlier focus on development (tools and technology). 

The description of Princess Wencheng as the bringer of a script is interesting, as the 

Tubo are described in 1955 as “creating their own writing system” (CZ1955b2 p. 18). In 

2003, however, this is explicitly described as a result of Songtsen Gampo’s admiration 

of Chinese culture, after which he ordered his people to create a Tubo script. 

Buddhism, so far conspicuously absent from the descriptions of Tubo, suddenly 

appears in 2017, with Princess Wencheng “enshrining a Sakyamuni Buddha statue 

at Jokhang Temple, and establishing a Buddhist ritual system” (CZ2017b2 p. 15). The 

textbook authors here seem to want to address what Giles and Dorjee (2005) classify 

as “fundamental dimensions” of Tibetan culture, such as the Tibetan language and 

Tibetan Buddhism and establish links with Chinese culture. Kapstein (2002) argues that 

indeed “early Tibetan Buddhist historiography [is often stereotyped] as one-sidedly 

anti-Chinese” (p. 35), but that sources such as the eighth century Testament of Ba 

testifies to the significant, and often positively received, Chinese influence on Tibetan 

Buddhism. The decision to include these in the textbooks emphasizes the heavy 
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Chinese influence on cultural elements that are traditionally conceived as of ‘purely 

Tibetan’.

6.3.4 The friend

Another significant role of mínzú is that of the friend. The friend is the only equal 

one of Confucius’ five hierarchical relationships, and descriptions of friendly relations, 

therefore, convey a more leveled relationship between the Han and the mínzú. In total, 

around 12 percent of all text in the data sample discusses mínzú as friends or brothers, 

with that percentage being lower in the early PRC years and hovering between 11 

percent and 17 percent for all editions since 1960. The highest percentage, 17 percent, 

can be found in the 1973 Shanghai textbooks. These paragraphs are often relatively 

nondescript, simply mentioning that certain groups had friendly relations with the Han 

or that certain individuals made great contributions to the friendly relationships between 

different mínzú, without further explanations of what that friendship means. Other 

phrases that indicate friendly relationships are groups of people ‘becoming closer’ or 

‘strengthening ties’ with the Han. They occur throughout the historical narrative, such 

as in relation to the people in the Western regions during the Han dynasty or several 

ethnic minorities “standing side by side” (S-1986b2 p. 8) during the Song dynasty. 

During the revolutionary years, friendship between Han and mínzú is described as an 

historical inevitability in their joined resistance against feudal oppression. 

One of the most interesting examples showcasing friendly historical relationships 

again involves the Tubo, ancestors of the Tibetans. Descriptions of this friendship 

comprise a considerable part of the total amount of information on mínzú during 

the Tang dynasty. The hidden agenda for emphasizing Han–Tibetan relations seems 

evident. Slobodník noted how Han–Tibetan friendship became a highly politicized 

theme in official propaganda materials under the PRC, with their shared history serving 

as an illustration to the “lasting harmonious brotherhood between China and Tibet” 

(Slobodník, p. 273). Practically all descriptions of the Tubo are related to their friendly 

relationship with the Tang. All textbooks since 1960 use the word ‘friendly’ to describe 

the relationship between the Tang and Tubo mínzú. And even though historians 

consider the Tubo to be (one of) the most powerful threats to the Tang dynasty, even 

briefly occupying their capital Chang’An in the year 763 (Kapstein 2002, p. 25), stories 

of conquest are systematically neglected in the textbooks. Only the 1973 textbooks 

briefly hint at unfriendly relations, writing that “the Tang and Tubo had their conflicts, 

but this is not the historical mainstream” (S-CZ1973b1 p. 111).

The relationship between the Han and Tubo even moves beyond friendship; they 

are described as belonging to ‘one harmonious family’. The importance of this ‘one 

family principle’ is further underscored by the names of headings and titles. From 1978 
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onward, ‘united as one harmonious family’ (合同为一家, hétóng wéi yìjiā) is the name 

of the heading for the Tubo paragraphs. Subsequently, in 1992, 2001, and 2003, it 

is even the name of the whole chapter about the border areas of the Tang. While 

‘belonging to one family’ might sound like an equal relationship at first, a closer look at 

the descriptions reveals subtle hierarchical differences. The key in understanding this 

phrase is the Confucian family structure. This is unlike the practice in Western culture, 

where belonging to one family is not an indication of an equal relationship, as, for 

example, in the case of ‘the family of nations’. Instead, from a Confucian perspective, 

a family is in harmony only when the different family members live in accordance to 

the hierarchical relationships between them, with a clear role being defined for the 

patriarch as the head of the family. Likewise, the emperor of China rules over ‘all under 

heaven’ (天下, tiānxià). One of the messages evoked by using chapter titles like this, 

therefore, is that certain minorities are accepted as members of the Chinese nation, 

but as ‘cousins’ rather than ‘sons’ of the emperor. In addition, the hierarchical distance 

between them becomes increasingly pronounced in the textbooks over time.

At first, they appear subtly, such as in the description of Tibetan leader Tridé Tsungtsen 

(704–755) who wrote his letter ‘up’ to the Emperor. Shàngshū (上书), which is used 

when someone submits a written statement to a higher authority, is used in this context 

in all textbooks since 1978. In 2001, a more explicit explanation of the relationship 

between the Tubo and Tang appears with an excerpt of Tridé Tsungtsen’s letter:

外甥是先皇帝舅宿亲，

又蒙降金城公主，遂和

同为一家。天下百姓，

普皆安乐。

[We] were the former Emperor’s nephew [外

甥, wàishēng] and he the uncle [舅, jiù], I am 

again honored with a marriage with Princess 

Jincheng, so we have become united as 

a harmonious family. All the people under 

heaven are peaceful and happy” (2001/2003, 

translation partially taken from Xu 2015, 

p. 104).

The inclusion of the larger quote, instead of only the part about becoming one family, 

is very significant, as it places more emphasis on the fact that nephews should know 

their place in the hierarchical order. The rest of the quote also stresses that if the Tubo 

act in accordance to their hierarchical relationship with the Tang, all under heaven will 

live in harmony. In the most recent textbooks, these hierarchical implications are even 

discussed more directly. They no longer put their faith into the Chinese students’ abilities 

to recognize them in Tsungtsen’s letter, but instead summarize the event as follows: 

Tridé Tsungtsen wrote [up] to the Tang emperor and said the Tang 
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dynasty and Tubo had become united as one harmonious family, thereby 

referring to themselves as ‘nephews’ and to the Tang emperor as ‘uncle’ 

(CZ2017b2 p. 15).

Even though the chapter takes its name from the letter of Tridé Tsungtsen, the story about 

Songtsen Gampo (605–650) takes up more space and can be considered to be the main 

historical event that is described in the chapter. Details about his marriage to Princess 

Wencheng again show subtle hierarchical differences. In 1955, Songtsen Gampo is simply 

stated as “marrying princess Wencheng”, without the mention of the need for a formal 

approval. In 1960, this changes to the quite assertive phrase of “marrying her because of 

his request to the emperor”. However, between 1978 and 2003, he is suddenly described 

as having “had to make several marriage requests to the Tang” (几次, jǐcì, several times) 

before the emperor “marries off his daughter to him” (嫁给他, jià gěi tā). In 2017, this is 

described as having “had to send many messengers to the Tang to request the marriage” 

(多次, duō cì, many times). This increase is remarkable, especially as Songtsen Gampo 

is invariably portrayed in a positive light. This, in particular, is witnessed in (peak year) 

1992, when he is described as “brave and tactical”, with an elaborate back story of how 

he came to power after several hardships. In 2001, he is described as an “outstanding 

politician”—a rare endorsement for a minority leader.

Mínzú, as friends or family members, generally show a stronger focus on the people 

than the previous three categories. They are also described in a more egalitarian 

manner, thereby suggesting harmonious relationships between minorities and the 

Han. However, friendly relations are often mentioned briefly, without clear descriptions 

of what such friendship means or entails. When friendly relations are elaborated on, 

they frequently reveal subtle hierarchical differences, with minorities living in harmony 

with the Han, playing the roles of ‘nephews’ rather than friends. Such hierarchical 

differences have become increasingly pronounced in recent decades. The changes 

are not very dramatic, and much of the text remains the same over multiple edition. Yet 

it can also be argued that this subtlety itself is an indicator of a conscious process of 

gradually increasing hierarchical distance. When Songtsen Gampo’s requests change 

from ‘several’ to ‘many’, it is not a coincidental result of rewriting the text, as the rest 

of the context remains the same. In addition, the many minor adjustments all move in 

the same direction—toward more hierarchical distance.

6.3.5 The contributor

Mínzú that appear as contributors go beyond non-descript ‘friendly relations’ and 

discuss active contributions to Chinese history. First of all, there are descriptions 

of two-directional, mutual influences, or cultural and economic exchanges, which 

already give certain agency to the mínzú while stressing again how exchanges led to 
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different groups becoming increasingly close. Such descriptions appear in 6 percent of 

all paragraphs of the dataset and almost exclusively discuss mínzú relations in positive 

terms. The 1973 textbooks again are the only ones that mention hostilities, but they 

still emphasize that peaceful exchanges are the historical norm:

Although there have been fierce wars among the rulers of all ethnic 

groups, the political, economic, and cultural peaceful exchanges among 

the people of all ethnic groups are the main thing (S-CZ1973b1 p. 67).

Mentions of mínzú making (one-sided) contributions to Chinese history only constitute 

an additional 3 percent of the text, but several editions discuss them in their introductory 

paragraphs, thereby adding to their ideological significance. Introductory paragraphs 

of chapters repeatedly acknowledge mínzú for ‘making great contributions to the 

development of the motherland’. In 1960, a chapter starts with the following paragraph:

The territory of the Qing Dynasty was vast, the population large, and 

more than nine tenths of the people were Han people. In addition, there 

are dozens of ethnic groups such as Manchu, Mongolian, Hui, Tibetan, 

Uyghur, Miao, Yao, Yi, Dong, Buyi, Li, Korean, Gaoshan and so on. 

Although these peoples have different degrees of cultural development, 

they all live on the soil of the motherland, and together they have jointly 

created the history of the motherland (B-CZ1960b1 p. 54). 

The three textbooks in the reform era (1978, 1981, and 1986) make this more explicit by 

introducing the literal word ‘contribution’ (贡献, gòngxiàn) in relation to mínzú. Following 

a description of the vast territory of the Tang, they all include the following conclusion:

At that time, the links between the people of all ethnic groups [gèzú 

rénmín] were strengthened, and the minorities [shǎoshù mínzú] in the 

border areas developed further. The people of all ethnic groups [gèzú 

rénmín] have made great contributions to the development of the 

motherland (CZ1978b1 pp. 128–129).

In the following years (1992, 2001, and 2003), the focus on ‘contributions’ is transferred 

to the introductory sections about mínzú during the Sui and Tang dynasties, thereby 

stressing their importance in the historical narrative. For example:

During the Sui and Tang Dynasties, the frontiers of China developed 

rapidly. What were the main ethnic minorities at that time? What 

contributions did they make to the motherland? (CZ2001b2 p. 14).
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In 2017, however, no such reference is being made any more. This edition does not 

have a specific chapter devoted to how all the mínzú became ‘one family’ either, but it 

instead focuses on the cosmopolitanism of the Tang in general. This chapter discusses 

‘glorious literature and art’, poetry, flowers in Chang’an, and unprecedented prosperity. 

The mínzú are only fleetingly mentioned in the introductory paragraph: “what was the 

relation between mínzú like at that time?” (CZ2017b2 p. 11). 

Such unambiguous acknowledgements, or the lack thereof, already significantly 

indicate mínzú’s active involvement in the current historical narrative, and the 

considerable shift of focus for the Tang in 2017 is certainly significant for mínzú 

representations in general. However, the textbooks before 2017 do not always fully 

live up to the claims of ‘historical contributions’, and cases of ‘empty rhetoric’ abound 

where no further explanations are given regarding what contributions the mínzú have 

actually made. If contributions do get mentioned, then they often involve cultural and 

dietary influences. For instance, Huihu clothes became a common sight on the streets 

of Chang’An during the Tang dynasty, and the Chinese diet became richer. Other 

mentioned elements include animal husbandry, musical instruments, and sports:

The Han also learned a lot from the Xiongnu. Mules, which later became 

an important source of animal power in the Central Plains, were imported 

from the Xiongnu region. The musical instruments, songs and dances of 

the Xiongnu people also gradually spread to the ‘Han region. The Hujia 

[a musical instrument] came from the Xiongnu. Sports activities like 

wrestling, horse racing and other sports activities that became popular 

later, originally also were customs of the Xiongnu (CZ1992 b1 p. 107).

Combined, the two categories of the (two-way) exchanger, influencer, or partner and 

the (one-way) contributor are relatively large (between 11 percent and 16 percent) 

during the revolutionary 1960s and 1970s. As mentioned before, this can be attributed 

to the focus on the inevitability of national integration and the joined struggle of the 

people of all nationalities. This also coincides with the high occurrence of the concept 

for “all ethnic groups” (各族, gè zú), as shown in Graph 13 above. Other notable 

exceptions are the 2003 textbooks, in which these categories together comprise 13 

percent of the text, whereas the rest of the editions average around 7 percent. The 

2003 textbooks add an unusual level of detail to the contributions of the mínzú, such 

as two full paragraphs that deal with descriptions of particular mínzú clothing styles 

and foodstuffs. For example:

There was a kind of Hu cake during the Han dynasty called a Huma 

cake, which Zhang Qian introduced to the Central Plains after he passed 
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through the Western Regions. Huma is sesame, and the Huma cake 

is very similar to the sesame cake we eat today. During the Southern 

and Northern Dynasties, there were more than 20 kinds of cake making 

methods. Among them, the milk cake was baked with cow and goat milk 

and honey, which is another example of the diets of ethnic minorities 

entering the Han people’s lives (CZ2003b p. 117).

The addition of completely new themes and details suggests a deliberate attempt to 

give more body to contributions made by mínzú, but the development proved to be 

short-lived, as none of these new descriptions survive in the present editions. Instead, 

what remains is a very ‘average’ picture of non-descript mentions of contributions and 

exchanges, which total 9 percent of the text.

6.3.6 The upriser

One type of contribution, that of the mínzú as upriser, deserves to be in its own category. 

So far, researchers have directed relatively little attention on mínzú in history textbooks 

in relation to violence and uprisings. When violence is discussed, the focus usually is on 

mínzú as the threatening other. In Mao-era editions, however, this is a very prominent 

theme, and can be considered as the most far-reaching contributions mínzú make to 

the historical narrative in similar ways as the inclusion of revolutionary ‘bold’ heroines 

did in the previous chaper. Although mínzú uprisings are mentioned in many historical 

periods, most occurrences are linked to the ‘era of disunion’ and the Qing dynasty. 

Several early textbooks describe the multicultural reality that took shape during the three-

and-a-half centuries between the Han and Sui dynasties (220–589). Multiple dynasties, 

such as the Jin dynasty and the Northern and Southern dynasties, competed during this 

time, in what is known as the Three Kingdoms period. Even though historians often focus 

on strong and centralized dynasties, such as the Han, Tang, and Song dynasties, Ropp 

(2010) argues that this ‘era of disunion’ had far reaching consequences, “mean[ing] that 

China in 589 was a very different civilization from what it had been in the Han dynasty” 

(p. 49). China not only was wealthier and more commercialized, but it also “witnessed 

the ethnic and cultural hybridization of Han Chinese and non-Han nomadic peoples and 

institutions” (p. 48), as “earlier distinction[s] between [them] broke down entirely during 

this period of rapid change” (p. 38). The textbooks underscore the importance of this 

period for ethnic integration, and uprisings play an important role in this narrative. They 

describe the ancient Xiongnu, Jie, Xianbei, Di, and Qiang people living together with the 

Han in the Yellow River basin. It is recognized in the early textbooks that these people 

were victims of oppression meted out by Han landlords:

The Xiongnu and Jie people living in the Yellow River Basin were forced to 
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be tenants of Han landlords, and some were sold into slavery. They were 

even more oppressed and exploited by Han rulers than Han peasants 

(CZ1952b1 p. 60).

These oppressions almost invariably invoke violent responses from mínzú. In particular, 

the 1960 and 1973 editions provide elaborate descriptions of these uprisings. “The 

people of all nationalities could not bear this kind of slavery. In 296, in the northwest of 

Shaanxi, an uprising was launched” (1960b1 p. 61). The Xiongnu caused considerable 

damage and even managed to “capture the emperor of the Jin dynasty”, thereby 

eventually resulting in the end of that dynasty (S-CZ1973b1 p. 84). Later, at the end of 

the Northern Wei dynasty, “the increasingly heavy oppression and exploitation caused 

great anger among the people of all ethnic groups, and the largest joint uprising of 

the people of all ethnic groups broke out in 400 years” (p. 62). In 1960 and 1973, such 

uprisings are used to prove the undeniable fact that the people of all ethnic groups 

had a common destiny:

The united uprising of the peoples of the Northern Wei Dynasty was a 

powerful proof that the people cooperated in production and in class 

struggle, against a common enemy for a common destiny (1960b1 p. 

63).

The mutual understanding, mutual support, mutual help and continuous 

integration of the people during the long struggles of class and 

production, are the real and reliable basis for ensuring ethnic integration 

[…] This fact is also true: The people of all ethnic groups and the Han 

people have made great contributions to the recovery and development 

of the war-torn northern economy. (S-CZ1973b1 p. 87)

Descriptions of the nineteenth century include many more mínzú revolts, this time 

against the Qing. Toward the end of the Qing empire, the textbooks mention that its 

rulers became increasingly “corrupt”, thereby encouraging an increasing number of 

people to resist them. Some of the main uprisings occurred in the border areas of 

China, and it is here that the mínzú play a more active role in history than anywhere 

else in the textbooks. 

Anti-Qing uprisings comprise a very significant portion of all text about mínzú, 

totaling 15 percent of all mínzú text in textbooks until 1981, which is comparable to all 

descriptions of mínzú during the rule of the Tang dynasty in this period. � The reason 

behind why the proportion for all textbooks reduces to 9 percent is that mínzú uprisings 

suddenly disappear in 1986, almost without a trace. This can partly be explained by the 
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general de-emphasis of revolution, struggle, and uprisings, but Graph 18 shows that 

the decreasing frequency of ‘uprising’ is much more dramatic for paragraphs related 

to mínzú. 
 

Graph 16: Concepts related to management and control 

 
Graph 17: Frequency of 'uprising' general and in case study 
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GRAPH 18: Frequency of ‘uprising’ general and in case study

Graph 18 shows the general trend of the frequency of ‘uprising’ (起义, qǐyì) across all 

editions of junior high Chinese history textbooks in blue, with the (also blue) scale on 

the left side. In red, with the scale on the right side, we see the frequency of this word 

in the sections that are dedicated to mínzú. Until 1981, the patterns of rise and fall in 

the case study and the total data set are similar. In 1986, however, the frequency of 

‘uprisings’ in the case study dramatically decreases and completely disappears soon 

afterwards, whereas the total frequency of uprisings decreases more gently and even 

rises again in 2017. Adjusting the scales like this visualizes the similarity of the two 

patterns, but what does not become apparent from just these two lines is that the 

concept ‘uprising’ is positively key in this case study for all the visible peaks in 1952, 1960, 

and 1979. This indicates that it occurs significantly more often in the case study than 

in the textbooks as a whole. After adjusting the numbers to compare them to scale�, it 

can clearly be seen that uprisings occur relatively often in relation to mínzú until 1981 

and less often ever since. Several authors have already noted China’s uncomfortable 

relation with its mínzú in recent decades, following large-scale uprisings and acts of 

violence in Tibet, Xinjiang, and other regions. Here, we see that history textbooks have 

been stripped of violent uprisings of mínzú in roughly in the same period.

The disappearance of mínzú uprisings also has major consequences on the historical 

agency of mínzú in the textbooks. Anti-Qing sections tell heroic tales of minority 
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uprisings and their leaders. I would even argue that they depict the mínzú in a more 

equal manner than anywhere else in the textbooks. Sections dedicated to this topic have 

titles such as “The anti-Qing uprisings of the people of all nationalities” (CZ1952) or “the 

uprising of the ethnic minorities” (CZ1978). Three specific examples of mínzú uprisings, 

that of the Miao, Hui, and Uygur people, are described in most detail. In addition to 

those, other minorities that are mentioned are the Lisu, Ying, Hani, Dai, Bai, and Yi. 

The general message is the same each time—the mínzú people suffered extreme 

oppression and were exploited by the increasingly corrupt Qing dynasty, after which they 

rose up under the leadership of a mínzú leader. They fought bravely and inflicted real 

damage to the Qing army, but ultimately, their uprisings failed. Some sections start with 

rather stereotypical descriptions of the fighting capabilities of the mínzú. For example, 

“the northwestern Hui are brave and strong. They learn how to shoot on horseback 

when they are very young. They can throw stones like they are arrows, hitting enemies 

more than a hundred steps away” (CZ1952 p. 29). But mostly, they start with descriptions 

of the aforementioned cruel oppression meted out by the Qing dynasty:

The rulers of the Qing Dynasty cruelly exploited and oppressed the 

people of all ethnic groups. They plundered the people of all ethnic 

groups. They did not [recognize] the equal political rights of the people 

of all ethnic groups, did not give them an equal legal status, and did not 

allow people of all ethnic groups to oppose them in words or deeds. 

They also restricted contacts between peoples of all ethnic groups 

(CZ1955, book 2, p. 102).

Such descriptions are most pronounced in the Mao-era. In the 1952 

textbooks, for example, the level of taxation for the Uyghurs was 

unbearable, “life was extremely painful”, the Miao were thrown off 

their land, and Qing rule became increasingly violent. Some of these 

descriptions stand on their own, but they are mostly used to legitimize 

the subsequent revolt of the mínzú (threat again legitimizes action, see 

Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2).

The 1955 books portray a similar image, with slightly less details, but the 1960 books 

add an additional layer of lyrical descriptions—the brutal exploitation, oppression, and 

even the slaughtering of people by the ruling class turned people into “poverty-stricken 

slaves” without enough food and clothing. All Mao-era books describe the inevitability 

of mínzú uprisings due to such acts of oppression. In 1952, it is described how, because 

of increasing tensions, previously underground resistance groups developed into 

armed uprisings. The 1955 books use the word ‘cause’ (引起, yǐnqǐ) twice to emphasize 
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that oppression and exploitation of the people of all ethnic groups caused them to 

“constantly resist”. In 1960, “the fury in the minds and hearts of the people of all ethnic 

groups could no longer be suppressed, they launched a heroic struggle against the 

Qing government” (1960 b2 p. 38). After initial uprisings by the Hui, the repression 

became even more severe—“the number of garrisons was increased, religious activities 

were restricted, and no new places of worship were allowed” (CZ1952). 

The subsequent descriptions of uprisings stand out, as the mínzú agency encountered 

here is greater than anywhere else in the textbooks. Mínzú leaders are mentioned 

by name, uprisings are described in great detail, and the heroic deeds of the mínzú 

people are repeatedly praised and applauded especially during the Mao-era. First of 

all, the list of Mínzú leaders that are mentioned by name is surprisingly long, and these 

names appear in most editions up until 1981. The only exception is 1955, in which 

only Qing generals are referred to by name, for instance, some foreign-backed mínzú 

‘usurpers’, such as Yaqub Beg (阿古柏, Āgǔbǎi).24 They mostly appear in sentences such 

as ‘under the leadership of [name leader], …’ without further background stories. It 

is often mentioned that they managed to unite the people of many different ethnic 

groups or inspired other groups to join them. In 1978 and 1981, many leaders are also 

described as ‘becoming martyrs’ or having ‘sacrificed themselves’ (牺牲, xīshēng) in 

the uprisings. 

The uprisings themselves are also described in great detail, including cities under mínzú 

control and major campaigns. They readily praise the heroic deeds of the mínzú, and 

descriptions, especially in the revolutionary early PRC-era, can be quite lyrical at times. 

For example:

The Manchu and Han nobles continued to seize the land of the Miao 

people. In 1975, the Miao people revolted in Tongren (Guizhou), and the 

Miao people in western Hunan responded to them. The Miao people 

conquered some county towns in Hunan, and they were very powerful. 

They were familiar with the mountainous terrain and quickly and 

flexibly fought against the Qing army. When the Qing army attacked, 

they retreated into the mountains, and when the Qing army retreated, 

they suddenly attacked and defeated them. Although the Miao uprising 

was suppressed by the Qing rulers, their resistance did not stop. They 

24  The complete list of mínzú leaders that are mentioned in the textbooks includes Uyghur leader Jahangir 
Khoja (张格尔, Zhāng gé ěr), Miao leaders Shi Liudeng (石柳邓), Shi Sanbao (石三保), Wu Bayue (吴八月), and Zhang 
Xiumei (张秀眉), Hui leaders Su-43 (苏四十三), He Mingdang (赫明堂), Du Wenxiu (杜文秀), [Yusuf] Ma Dexin (马德
新), Ren Wu (任武), Hong Xing (洪兴), Ma Hualong (马化龙), Ma Zhan’Ao (马占鳌), and Ma Wenlu (马文禄), Yi leaders 
(彝族), Li Wenxue (李文学), and Wang Taijie (王泰阶).
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“launched a minor uprising every thirty years, and a major one every sixty 

years”, which shows the spirit of their strong struggle against the rulers 

(CZ1955b2 p. 104).

The 1955 textbooks, especially, emphasize the revolutionary spirit of the mínzú groups, 

who “have inherited the revolutionary traditions from their ancestors” (1955b3 p. 104). 

It is frequently described how small groups of mínzú people were able to repeatedly 

fend off Qing armies ten times their size or more. For instance, Hui and Miao resisted 

Qing armies of over 10.000 troops with only small numbers. The Qing, purportedly, did 

not underestimate their enemies, and “feared the people’s resistance“ (CZ1952b3 p. 59). 

The textbooks also proudly emphasize the damage done by the uprisings, which are 

examples of actual historical contributions: “they severely hit the feudal dynasty, and 

feudal rulers” (B-CZ1960b2 p. 3) and “the foundation of the Qing ruling was severely 

hit. After [their failure], the Qing Empire fell day by day” (CZ1952b3 p. 59). Alternately, 

it is also mentioned that “the heroic struggle of the people of all ethnic groups in our 

country has once again safeguarded the unity of the motherland” (CZ1978b2, p. 87). The 

following excerpt is a good example of the level of detail and admiration of the heroic 

deeds of the mínzú, which, in this case, includes the Hui minority:

The rulers of the Qing brutally oppressed the people, and sowed discord 

to destroy their internal unity. In 1781, Hui people resisted in Xunhua 

and quickly captured the West Gate of Lanzhou City. There were only 

2,000 insurgents, but they repeatedly defeated the assaults of tens of 

thousands of Qing troops. The rulers of the Qing Dynasty again called for 

reinforcements, but the Hui people held their ground on a high mountain 

southwest of the city. The excellent musketeers accurately shot the Qing 

army from the mountains, and the Qing army suffered many of injuries. 

The Qing army cut off their water and supplies and set fire to their temples. 

They fought to the end, none surrendered (CZ1955b2 p. 103).

The reasons behind the failure of the uprisings vary between a lack of strength or unity, 

the superior weapons of the Qing dynasty, and foreign interference. The 1955 textbooks 

turn the failure of these uprisings into a by-now familiar argument for CCP rule:

In modern Chinese history, the people of all ethnic groups in China have 

inherited the glorious revolutionary traditions of their ancestors. They 

have shown a spirit of heroic struggle that has both been inspiring and 

tragic [可歌可泣, kěgē kěqì]. However, they failed again and again. Their 

failure proves that only under the guidance of Marxism-Leninism, and 

only under the leadership of the Communist Party of China and the 
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Chinese working class, can the Chinese people of all ethnic groups win 

the final victory against imperialism and feudal forces. (1955b3 p. 104)

It is interesting to note here that such focus on class struggle is associated with a 

sense of equality between the different mínzú that is unparalleled in other historical 

eras covered in the textbooks. As described earlier, revolutionary themes more than 

any other themes weave minorities into the historical fabric of the nation by frequently 

using words such as ‘people of all nationalities’ (各族人民, gèzú rénmín or 各族, gèzú). 

This continues throughout the Mao-era textbooks: nobility, no matter their mínzú, are 

bad, whereas the people, no matter their mínzú, are good:

In the uprisings of ethnic minorities [shǎoshù mínzú], it was also the 

peasants that were the main driving force. Their struggle coordinated 

with the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom’s revolutionary movement and 

opposed the oppression and feudal exploitation of the Qing government 

and cracked down on the domestic feudalism. This makes clear [說明, 

shuōmíng] that the interests of the people of all ethnic groups in China 

are completely consistent .

More ‘proof’ of equality mentioned in the textbooks. In 1960, it is explained that uprisings 

reveal a “common destiny which has strengthened the ties between the peoples of 

various ethnic groups in our country” (B-CZ1960b2 p. 40). It is also described how 

Miao soldiers fought shoulder to shoulder with a Han brigade in Tongren (B-CZ1960b2 

p. 38). In 1952, it is mentioned that the Qing wanted to prevent “friendships between 

brotherly mínzú” by limiting contacts between them and prohibiting intermarriage. 

Note the difference here between ‘brotherly mínzú’ and the uncle–nephew distinction 

described above.25

Some elements of this sense of equality survive in the early post-Mao era. The 1978 

textbooks describe how an insurgent army, under the leadership of the Yi leader Du 

Wenxiu, united Han, Bai, Yi, Dai, Naxi, Jingpo, and other ethnic groups and conquered 

the city of Dali in Yunnan. They issued a statement saying:

连回汉为一体， The Hui and Han have become one body,
竖立义旗， [they] raised a banner of righteousness,
驱逐鞑虏， expelled the Manchus,

25  In the Confucian system, ‘brothers’ are still not equal. The word ‘brothers’ (兄弟, xiōngdì) juxtaposes the 
characters for ‘older brother’ and ‘younger brother’ (there is no neutral, age-independent word for brother in the 
Chinese language), again creating room for hierarchical differences between them. Yet the way in which they are 
used here in the textbooks do not reveal any such hierarchical distinctions.
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恢复中华， restored China,
剪除贪污， eliminated corruption,
出民水火 saving the people from hardship and disasters 

(CZ1978b2 p. 118)

Also in 1978, the textbooks promise that the actions of the mínzú will always be 

remembered:

The heroic deeds during the uprisings of the ethnic minorities [shǎoshù 

mínzú] in the southwest and northwest are inspiring and tragic [可歌可泣, 

kěgēkěqì]. Today they are still widely spread among the people, and will 

always be remembered in the hearts of the people of all ethnic groups 

(CZ1978b2 p. 155).

However, ironically, this was the last time mínzú uprisers were praised in the textbooks. 

In 1986, anti-Qing uprisings instead focus on foreign interventions and they completely 

disappear after that year. As has been noted by Yan and Vickers (2019, p. 199), this can 

be explained by a new focus on the Manchu as Chinese citizens instead of exploiting 

outsiders. In the post-Mao era, mínzú still play an important role in histories of the 

Qing dynasty, but yet again they play the role of docile subjects who are managed 

and controlled by the strategically brilliant Qing (the ‘control’ peaks, see Graph 17 in 

Section 6.3.2, which also occurred in 1986).

This section demonstrates that descriptions of mínzú as uprisers show an unusual 

degree of mínzú agency and equality. A focus on class struggle involves and includes 

mínzú as equal fighters against a common enemy. In the post-Mao era, such stories 

of revolution and class struggle are de-emphasized in general, but stories of mínzú 

uprisings disappear completely. With it, the one historical narrative that truly includes 

mínzú in the creation of modern China is lost. Though the initial drop of attention 

for mínzú uprisings precedes the high tide of ethnic violence in China, the persistent 

reluctance to connect mínzú with violence in textbooks in the 1990s, 2000s, and 

2010s can hardly be a coincidence. 

6.3.7 The exotic

Thus far, we have seen how ethnic minorities have been incorporated into the Chinese 

‘multi-ethnic state’, but their differences have remained valuable for the historical 

narrative as well. The Chinese nation today is understood in a geographical sense, 

with a culturally diverse population of different mínzú. In line with the systematic 

classification of mínzú, Mullaney writes that researchers simultaneously tried to 

capture the cultural essences of the 55 officially recognized minority groups, such 

as their religions, dialects, and histories (p. 124). This process of “domestic othering … 
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create[es] an image of shǎoshù mínzú as the exotic, internal Other within the territorial 

boundary of China” (Chu 2018, p.  945), a process Schein (1997) called “internal 

orientalism”. Simultaneously essentializing mínzú into “harmless, exotic ornaments” 

(Chu 2015, p. 483) reifies images of the Chinese identity as predominantly Han. This 

section discusses roles of mínzú as the exotic internal other in the history textbooks. 

Chapters involving mínzú often start off with general introductions to their cultures. 

This is mostly limited to only a few short sentences, which describe things such as 

origins and customs:

In the early seventh century, the Mohe people [靺鞨族] lived in the 

basins of the Heilongjiang, Songhua, Wusuli and other rivers. They graze 

their pigs where water and plants are and practice a primitive form of 

agriculture (CZ1981b2 p. 20). 

Such portrayals of mínzú are often stereotypical, such as the Hui who “have a fighting 

spirit” (富有斗拳精神, fùyǒu dòu quán jīngshén) or the Tibetans who are “hardworking 

and intelligent” (勤劳智慧, qínláo zhìhuì) or centered on folklore. This describes how 

many mínzú like to sing and dance and produce exquisite cloths and lacquerware. Chu 

(2018) also found numerous examples where the word mínzú was used as an adjective 

in elementary textbooks, such as “mínzú songs, mínzú dances, mínzú clothes, and 

mínzú food […] suggest[ing] a sense of exoticness and uniqueness of shǎoshù mínzú 

cultures and lives” (p. 945). 

Textbooks from 1955 and 1978 offer the most complete overview of cultural 

backgrounds. The level of detail of the 1955 edition particularly stands out. For example, 

“The Tubo used felt for clothing, and they decorated their faces with magenta paint. 

They lived in felt tents. Where the aristocracy lived, many tents were joined together, 

housing several hundreds of people” (CZ1955b2 p. 18). Alternately, “Most of the people 

of Nanzhao lived of farming. Their way of plowing the land included three people: one 

to pull cattle, one to drive cattle, and one to plow […] people in the east weaved silk, 

while people in the west made cotton” (CZ1955b2 p. 20). 

The 1978 textbook also devotes an unusually large section to mínzú affairs during 

the early Qing dynasty, which is mostly the result of a six-page section named 

‘The frontiers of the Qing dynasty and the relations between all the ethnic groups’ 

(CZ1978b2, pp. 88–93), which includes topics that had never been included nor ever 

would be included afterwards. Unlike the vast majority of text of the other editions, 

these paragraphs actually focus on the history, culture, and social circumstances of 

the mínzú themselves by using positive adjectives such as “exquisite” (精巧, jīngqiǎo) 
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and “majestic” (雄伟, xióngwěi) with a high level of detail. For example:

[In the Heilongjiang area] almost every household in the village has a 

stone mill, which is rotated by a horse. The flour is stored in a warehouse. 

Downstream of the Heilongjiang river, and in the Wusuli area, people of 

all ethnic groups go to the river to fish salmon and sturgeon. In the forest 

they hunt for deer, bears, minks and foxes, and in the valley they gather 

ginseng. In the area, many markets emerged, where people of all ethnic 

groups exchanged deer antlers, mink hide, ginseng and other specialties 

with merchants for wine, salt, tea, cloth, iron guns and gunpowder from 

the interior (CZ1978b2 pp. 89–90).

The 1992 textbooks also devote more than only a few sentences to cultural backgrounds, 

but focus more on stereotypical depictions, such as these two examples:

The Tujue live in felt tents, eat meat, drink horse milk, and wear 

leather clothes with their right arm exposed and hair draped over their 

shoulders. They are good at riding and shooting and proud to die in 

battle (CZ1992b2 p. 23).

The Mohe people have no houses and live in caves. They are good pig 

farmers and wear pigskin clothes[…] They are brave and tough, sing and 

dance well, and their dances include many fighting gestures (CZ1992b2 

p. 25).

Exotic descriptions so far concentrate on historical ones, mostly for the Han and Qing 

dynasties. In 1992, however, a new type of exotic mínzú appears—this time in modern 

times. They mention how three great mínzú epics were collected and published 

(CZ1992b4 p. 204) by the CCP, and how the Wa people started to sing new songs 

after “they entered socialism and their living standards improved greatly” (CZ1992b4 

p. 188). Mullaney describes how mínzú became akin to commodities, especially in 

the ethnically diverse southwest (2011, p.  125), in recent times. Mínzú dolls, mínzú 

cards, a mínzú theme park, and spectacles such as the opening ceremony of the 2008 

Beijing Olympics placed the 56 mínzú on display.26 In recent textbooks, mínzú are 

increasingly portrayed as the commodities described by Mullaney—singing, dancing, 

and wearing traditional clothes. The 2001 textbooks show smiling Miao people in 

traditional clothing (Figure 12A)—a very different image from that of the fearful uprisers 

26  Media reports claimed the children had been mostly Han children dressed as mínzú, as some of them had 
“tense relations with the government” or were not deemed “pretty enough” (Goldsmith 2008). 
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we encountered in the previous section. Subsequently, in 2003, we see a Korean girl 

jumping seesaw in traditional clothes, a multi-mínzú TV ceremony named “an ode 

to unity” (Figure 12B), a Tibetan herdsman, Uyghur children during the Turpan Grape 

Festival, and the Dong people’s Wooden Drum Dance (Figure 12C).

A   B     C
FIGURE 12: Folklore depictions of mínzú since 2001

The 2003 textbooks also include a part of the lyrics to the song ‘Love my China’—

the official song of the fourth national traditional sports games presenting the static 

56-model. In later exercises in the same chapter, students are encouraged to match 

traditional songs to the right mínzú.

五十六个星座， 56 constellations
五十六枝花， 56 flowers
五十六族兄弟姐妹是一家。 Brothers and sisters of 56 zú becoming one 

family
五十六族语言汇成一句话， Languages of 56 zú become one sentence

爱我中华... Love my China…

The textbook authors seem to have been aware of this folklore peak in 2003, and the 

2017 textbooks gradually become more balanced and factual. Only the lyrics to the 

‘Love my China’ song and the picture of the Dong Wooden Drum Dance survive from 

the 2003 edition. 

6.3.8 The nurtured

Another role whose prevalence increases in the 1990s is that of mínzú as nurtured 

people. This role again taps into the imagery of mínzú as relatively backward or 

primitive people. This now emphasizes how they are cared for and protected by the 

Chinese. Although narratives of protection of mínzú appear in older history as well, 

this theme is most prevalent in modern history, where the protector is the Communist 

party-state. Before 1992, mínzú hardly appear in contemporary history chapters. If 

they do, they do so in general terms (there are no details or specific examples of 
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mínzú) to underscore their rights under the constitution and representation in the 

National People’s Congress. The only major exceptions to this are descriptions of the 

‘peaceful liberation of Tibet’. The 1955 textbooks, in particular, devote a considerable 

amount of text on its legal aspects:

The Constitution stipulates that all ethnic groups in China are equal, and 

that regional autonomy is practiced in areas where ethnic minorities live 

in compact communities. […] After more than 100 years of hard work, 

the people of all ethnic groups in China finally overthrew the rule of 

imperialism and feudalism under the leadership of the Communist Party 

of China, and achieved domestic peace and unity of all ethnic groups 

(CZ1955b4 p. 130).

The 1986 textbooks premiere with non-legal attention to mínzú affairs in modern times, 

with a description of the founding of Mínzú University in Beijing to “recruit children of 

ethnic minorities to pursue advanced studies” (CZ1986b3 p. 168). The example of Tibet 

has to show students that, owing to the changes implemented by the Chinese state, 

it transitioned from an illiterate and backward place to one with many schools and 

universities with thousands of students. 

In 1992 and 2001, a new kind of section titled ‘the mínzú enter socialism’ is added. It 

describes the tremendous improvements brought about by the Chinese party-state 

in great detail, spanning seven main paragraphs and several pictures, captions, and 

footnotes. The main messages that are conveyed are as follows:

1. China has 56 minorities. They were at different stages of historical development 

(some were similar to the Han, but others were at the feudal, slavery, or original 

commune stages). Most were relatively backward, struggling with hunger and death.

2. After their liberation by the Chinese party-state, the minorities made an historical 

leap and directly transitioned to a socialist society.

3. They are autonomous and masters of their own affairs, as represented in the 

National People’s Congress.

4. Their economies and cultures greatly improved, and minority areas are now 

important for national economic development.

A good example of this is the picture that shows Dong people learning the Dong script. 

The caption reads how the Dong did not have their own script ‘before liberation’ (Figure 

13D). Such ‘historical leaps’ are strongly connected to socio-economic progress, but 

they are set in motion slightly earlier than the ideological shift, as identified in Chapter 

4. Mínzú play a very passive role in this ideological narrative and are mostly depicted 

as grateful receivers of progress. The Wa people (低族) are a good example of the 
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‘before and after liberation’ dichotomy. First, they are described as not having a writing 

system, but they are also mentioned as using knotted ropes for counting and cutting 

off cow tails to pray for good harvests and being at the early stages of slavery. 

After liberation, the People’s Government implemented policies to 

directly transition the Wa areas to socialism. They crossed several social 

and historical stages at once. Today, at Awa Mountain, the terraced fields 

rise up to the sky, canals surround the mountain village, and the young 

crops and lush tea forests create a prosperous scene (CZ993b4 p. 189, 

CZ2001b4 p. 145).

Many pictures accompany these kinds of descriptions of social and economic developments 

in 1992, thereby showing Tibetan workers in a carpet factory, Xinjiang minority students 

in a classroom (Figure 13E), and a first generation Lahu health official27 (Figure 13B). It also 

includes an illustration of the aforementioned Wa people, “singing and dancing to new 

songs” (Figure 13A) because of the great improvements in their standard of life. 

A: Wa people singing and   B: Lahu health official C: Students at the Central Institute
dancing      for Ethnic Groups are studying 
      at the library

D: Dong people did not have a script  E: Xinjiang minority students in a classroom
before liberation, here they are studying 
the Dong script

FIGURE 13: Pictures of nurtured mínzú in CZ1993

27  Interestingly, it refers to the woman as a 拉祜族苦聪人 (Lāhù zú kǔ cōng rén, ‘person’). The Kucong are not 
recognized in China, and they are instead considered as a part of the Lahu minority. The textbooks make it clear 
that the Kucong are not a mínzú by using the addition rén instead of zú, but they still mention the name Kucong.
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However, in this edition’s ‘vivid example’, a Han person steals the show. Kang Fansen 

was a party cadre who went to ‘aid Tibet’ (援藏, yuánzàng). Like the previous chapter 

showed how the strongest advocates of feminism in the historical narrative were men, 

this time it is the Han who are the protectors of the ethnic minorities. Kang Fansen is 

the only person mentioned by name in either of these modern mínzú sections and 

clearly Kang Fansen acts as an example of what Yang (2019) referred to as China’s 

‘savior complex’:

On rainy days, [Kang Fansen] was worried about whether the nursing 

home was leaking; on cold days, he was worried about whether the 

Tibetan grandmother’s clothes were [too] thin. In the severe cold of more 

than 20 degrees below zero, he took off his woolen pants for old Tibetans 

to wear. The Tibetan people called him “living bodhisattva”. Kong Fansen 

traveled through Ngari prefecture’s mountains and rivers to investigate and 

do research. He discouraged [the Tibetan habit of] being closed of [from 

the world], launching the ideas of great opening-up, great imports, great 

markets, and great development, which became a beautiful blueprint for 

the reform and opening up, economic development and social stability of 

the Ngari area. Later, he unfortunately died in the service and dedicated his 

life to the land he loved (CZ2003b4 p. 57).

The 2017 chapter about ‘ethnic unity’ includes nine paragraphs and three large-boxed 

texts, activities, and pictures in which the word mínzú appears 81 times; however, 

only a few ethnic groups are mentioned by name. It generally discusses policies and 

administrative divisions. The pictures, however, show a new interpretation of ‘nurturing’ 

that relies on technology rather than training and education. The 2003 textbooks 

already showed a Tibetan herdsman watering his field aided by new technology (Figure 

14A). In 2007, three out of five pictures display technological advancements owed to 

the Chinese party-state—new housing for the Dulong minority (Figure 14B), a picture 

of the Qinghai Tibetan Railway (Figure 14C), and a map of the route of that railway. The 

picture of the railway appears in a boxed text with four paragraphs, which concludes:

The Qinghai-Tibet Railway brings happiness and well-being to the 

Tibetan people and is affectionately called “the auspicious heavenly 

road” by the people of the plateau (CZ2017b4 p. 64).

As receivers of technology, mínzú are, therefore, employed within the ‘technology-

brings-happiness’ narrative that has become increasingly important in recent years. 

As ‘backward’ cousins, they function as useful symbols of that progress and of what it 

means to be Chinese today.
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A: CZ2003b4 p. 57      B: CZ2017b4 p. 62    C: CZ2017b4 p. 64
Tibetan herdsman       New housing of the Dulong   The Qinghai-Tibetan Railway
watering his field

FIGURE 14: Mínzú and technology

It becomes apparent, if one looks at the quantitative changes in Graph 15 at the 

beginning of this chapter, that the amount of text devoted to mínzú in chapters of 

recent history have been steadily on the increase since 1992 at the expense of attention 

for older history, most importantly, the Han dynasty. In fact, in 2017, PRC history is the 

largest periodical cluster in relation to mínzú for the entire textbook series. 

This is in line with an increasingly static interpretation of the 56 mínzú model, in which 

previously discussed historical groups who are not a part of the 56-model are gradually 

removed from the textbooks. We have seen above how the Tujue and Xiongnu were 

at times referred to as mínzú or even shǎoshù mínzú. Up until 2003, people such 

as the Xiongnu, are regularly referred to as ancient mínzú (古代民族, gǔdài mínzú 

or 古族, or gǔ zú). None of these are retained in the textbooks today. But perhaps, 

more importantly, these numbers show a process of dehistorization, in which mínzú 

representation increasingly focusses on modern history, where they play passive and 

folkloristic supporting roles to demonstrate the effective policies of the PRC, who 

introduced wealth, progress, culture, and technology to previously backward places.

6.4 CONCLUSION

Mínzú fulfill various roles in the Chinese national historical narrative. Originally, they 

had mostly comprised the threatening or culturally inferior ‘other’ to distinguish them 

from the culturally superior center. The PRC has, since its founding in 1949, been 

understood as a multi-ethnic one, but these threatening roles are still present in 

the textbooks to justify military or administrative control. They explain the need for 

strong states or later the ‘nurturing’ of the border areas by the Chinese party-state. 

While Baranovitch (2010) noted a transition from outsider to insider for groups such 

as the Xiongnu and Tujue and interpreted this as a sign of increased inclusiveness, I 

would argue that these depictions do not necessarily reflect the inclusivity of mínzú 

as a whole. This chapter has showed how China was already explicitly described as 
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a multi-ethnic state since the very first editions and that mínzú were included into 

the historical narrative in other ways. The use of gèzú was more common during the 

revolutionary era along with an emphasis on the inevitability of ethnic integration. 

Most importantly, if historical agency is considered to be a part of inclusion, then the 

active contributions mínzú made in uprisings is unparalleled. In fact, the descriptions 

of mínzú as evil or ‘ferocious enemies’ in general, as Baranovitch encountered in 

senior textbooks of 1951, do not correspond to those found in any of the early PRC 

junior high textbooks in this research. Similar to Yan and Vickers (2019), who rightfully 

noted Baranovitch’s depiction of the 2001 textbooks as a part of a continuous 

process toward more inclusivity missed the 1992 peak, I argue that the 1951 senior 

high textbooks are not representative of depictions of mínzú in the early PRC period. 

Particular groups of people might be portrayed as outsiders [which is actually more 

historically accurate than the teleological portrayal of these people as always having 

belonged to the Chinese nation (Yan 2020, p. 44)]. However, this does not necessarily 

exclude an image of China as a multi-ethnic state. I found that the concept of China 

as a multi-ethnic state is already much more developed in early textbooks than other 

researchers have suggested so far. 

However, the roles of mínzú indeed are more explicitly related to the multi-ethnic 

state narrative in later editions. New people arrive and become part of the ‘Chinese 

family’ after the two processes of (administrative or military) control and cultural 

assimilation. Once within, they are partners or even contributors and have friendly 

relations with the Han. They truly become ‘brothers’ of the Han in their shared struggle 

against oppression. Yet, at the end of the day, they never completely stand on equal 

footing with the Han. As ‘internal others’, they display the cultural diversity within the 

territory of the Chinese nation state, and they need the protection and nurturing of the 

Han as underdeveloped ‘nephews’. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, all of these roles show mínzú in their relationship to the Han, 

and the narratives in which they feature are crucial for the legitimation of the current 

‘multi-ethnic state’. Quantifying the different roles throughout the textbooks clearly 

reveals how different ideological phases since 1949 employ mínzú in different ways. 

Graph 19 shows the number of characters attributed to each of the identified roles. 

Graph 20 does so in relative terms (compensated for textbook size) while Graph 21 

shows the ratio between the different roles for each edition.
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Graph 18: Roles of mínzú (absolute) 
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During the revolutionary years, the Chinese still had to ‘come to terms’ with their 

decision to embrace mínzú as a part of their own and let go of some of the remnants 

of the image of the barbarous and looting ‘others’ beyond the Great Wall or of hostile 

mínzú regimes that founded rival dynasties. However, from the very first editions, the 

textbooks showed a clear commitment to include the people of ‘all the nationalities’ 

into the historical narrative. Under the umbrella of Marxism, the shared oppression 

of all ethnic groups (by the ruling elites of all ethnic groups) brought Han and mínzú 

together as brothers in arms and gave mínzú an unprecedented level of agency in the 

historical narrative. The importance of mínzú in uprisings can hardly be overstated—

they not only take part in uprisings, but they are also strongly overrepresented in such 

narratives (See Graph 18 in Section 6.3.6). These uprisings also serve as historical 

proof that all mínzú were destined to come together, they shared the same purpose in 

history, and all of them had to be ruled under the guidance of the CCP. 

Reversely, the data also shows how mínzú representations change in different historical 

eras in the textbooks. Graph 22 shows the five largest periods that are related to mínzú 

and highlights a division between different roles. It can be seen here that the Han dynasty 

is overly concerned with threat and control, whereas the Tang dynasty shows more 

equal attention to control, Sinification, exotic elements, and friendship. Uprisings mostly 

appear during the Qing and the ‘era of disunion’, and the PRC is focused on nurturing. 

In the post-Mao years, the incorporation of the other had to follow different, non-

violent routes. When the CCP had to find its way in being a ruling party instead of a 

revolutionary one, so did it have to find a way to legitimize the presence of mínzú in 

a more sustainable manner in a post-Maoist reality. Initially, that route led through 

enforcement and control, as clearly showcased by the ‘bump’ around 1986. Mínzú 

transition from brave and rebellious brothers into docile subjects under the military 

and administrative control of Chinese dynasties, who were in awe of the advancements 

and culture of the central plains. The category of management and control seems to 

explain most of the quantitative increase of attention being directed to mínzú in 1978. 

As can be seen in Graph 19, control does not replace other roles, but supplements it 

initially. In 1986, uprisings disappear from the mix while control remains in place.
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In the 1990s, mínzú also had a role to fulfill within the narrative of cultural splendor and 

national pride—that of the exotic internal other, who enriches Chinese culture. Some 

of these descriptions suggest genuine interest in the origins of mínzú culture and direct 

ample attention to how mínzú contributed to the history of the motherland. However, 

many show a high degree of stereotypical descriptions—Mínzú wearing beautiful 

clothes, singing, dancing, or playing the drums—that are more than reminiscent of 

Mullaney’s (2011, p. 125) mínzú as commodities. The Miao who had been portrayed as 

fearless fighters in the Mao-era are displayed as smiling, dressed in beautiful clothes in 

2001. Simultaneously, two developments further consolidate mínzú ahistorically into 

a static 56-model, namely an increased focus on modern history at the expense of 

ancient history and the portrayal of former outsiders as ‘ancient ethnic minorities’, 

who were always destined to become a part of the Chinese nation. At its height, even 

the Xiongnu, the quintessential ‘other’, used Chinese characters and traced their 

descendance to Yu the Great. 

Finally, in the current focus on socio-economic progress, again a shift can be discerned 

in the manner in which mínzú are portrayed in the textbooks. The focus on modern 

history is retained, but stereotypical descriptions of singing and dancing mínzú now 

make way for stories of nurturing and development. Altruistic Han Chinese travel to 

remote regions to offer warmth and comfort, and the prospering economy of China 

offers new opportunities for backward border areas. While descriptions of nurture 

first focus on the development of the mínzú themselves (through education and 

training), the current textbooks equate nurturing to the introduction of technological 
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advancements. Technology brings happiness, and mínzú become grateful receivers of 

such happiness. This, now, is what it means to Sinified.
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Economic themes are not commonly used to track ideological changes. In fact, the 

introduction showed that for a long time since the 1980s China’s economic pragmatism 

has been interpreted as a transition away from ideology. Current understandings of 

ideology, however, do not perceive economic pragmatism and ideology as being 

engaged in a zero-sum battle, but instead they are considered to be an important 

aspect of the other. Major ideological challenges that the Chinese leaders have faced 

in recent decades continuously show how economic themes are centerpiece. Deng 

Xiaoping struggled to integrate his economic ‘Reform and Opening Up’ with Maoist 

ideology, while Jiang Zemin tried to expand the representation by the CCP to include 

capitalists and other new economic forces in society, and Xi Jinping’s ‘Chinese Dream’ 

requires a moderately prosperous society to achieve national rejuvenation. In addition, 

the international trade program of the Belt and Road Initiative is positioned as the most 

prominent aspect of foreign affairs. 

Business proves to be a particularly interesting topic, as it is difficult to reconcile 

successful private businesses and businesspeople with China’s communist heritage. 

After all, under Maoist orthodoxy, businesspeople were accused of stripping the 

peasants of their land, thereby reducing them to landless wage earners who were further 

exploited by these same businesspeople. It had also been foreign businesspeople, who 

had arrived in China to make huge profits by selling opium, thereby turning the once 

great Chinese empire into a semi-colonial society. Yet, today, China owes much to its 

private entrepreneurs and businesses. So much so that, at some point, businesspeople 

had to be included in the story of the Chinese nation. As is customary in China, 

this involved an intricate endeavor of subtle changes without giving the impression 

that major ideological reversals were at play. At every step along the way, historical 

narratives had to be adjusted to accommodate these ideological changes.

Ancient Chinese favored those who “labour with their minds” over those who “labour 

with their strength” (Mencius 1895, Book 3.1.6), and a social division based on occupation 

has existed since antiquity. During the Qin and Han dynasties, the Confucian hierarchical 

system of the ‘four people’ (四民, sì mín) emerged. After officials, farmers, and artisans, 

merchants found themselves at the very bottom of the list. Xiong (1995) notes how 

an ideological rivalry emerged, especially between farmers and merchants, thereby 

“unanimously favoring the farmer” (p. 85). Even though the farmer works more ‘with his 

strength’ than the merchant, this preference was based on another principle—that of 

“emphasizing the roots and disregarding the branches” (Moll-Murata 2018, p. 295). This 

Confucian understanding of social hierarchy continued to be influential for millennia 

and, for example, it is still understood to have been an important reason for the Qing 

court to disregard requests for international trade (Ropp 2010, p. 102). Lufrano (1997) 

describes how businesspeople in ancient China faced a social dilemma, as it was 
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hard to reconcile the idea of becoming wealthy with the ideal image of a respected 

citizen. Confucian orthodoxy notwithstanding, social boundaries in reality often proved 

more fluid, and merchants regularly managed to climb the social ladder, especially at 

commercially prosperous times such as in the instance of the Song dynasty. 

Although Mao would disregard Confucian values during the Cultural Revolution as 

one of the ‘four olds’, the Confucian understanding of merchants as “nonproductive 

exploiters of the labors of others” (Ropp 2010, p. 31) resonated with those of Marxism. 

Mao immediately focused on businesspeople while determining who were his friends 

and enemies in the revolution, with small merchants on one side of the spectrum, 

compradors on the other, and everyone else caught in an ideological battle between 

commitment to the cause of the Chinese nation and an unstoppable hunger for wealth 

and power (Mao 1965a, p. 13). Those engaged in business were branded as ‘capitalist 

roaders’ throughout the Mao era.

Things changed with Deng Xiaoping’s Four Modernizations. In name, Deng remained 

true to Maoism, “but in effect he reversed almost every Maoist policy” (Ropp 2010, 

p. 146) to realize his ultimate goal, that is, to make China prosperous. A more durable 

ideological emancipation of businesspeople can be traced to Jiang Zemin’s ‘Three 

Represents’ theory, which provides a ‘rationalization’ of the changes that had been 

set in motion under Deng. Jiang was convinced that the CCP could only maintain its 

position if it managed to represent the interests of Chinese society at large, including 

the interests of middle-class businesspeople and entrepreneurs. The business class 

was even invited into the party itself, as Jiang believed party membership should be 

based on political orientation rather than class (Mohanty, p.  241), thereby basically 

“reversing almost five decades of doctrinal hostility to capitalism” (Chu et al. 2004, 

p.  229). The ‘Three Represents’ have been enshrined in the constitution at the end 

of Jiang’s presidency in 2001, thereby predating a period of spectacular economic 

growth in China that more or less continues until this day. The embrace of capitalism 

by China or ‘capitalist restoration’ has been much commented upon in the last few 

decades, thereby encouraging authors to try and explain China’s economic rise onto 

the world stage (Coase and Wang 2016). Today, the private sector is responsible for the 

bulk of China’s economic growth. This economic rise has been so extraordinary that, 

as has been discussed in the introduction, several authors argue that the legitimacy 

of the CCP today is mostly based on its economic performance, thereby suggesting 

that loyalty to the party might not survive economic decline or even stabilization (Zhu 

2011; Yang and Zhao 2015). 

In terms of international relations, business is a key ingredient in the Chinese strategy. 

The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) initiated in 2013 is explicitly linked to historical 
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narratives and sold to the world as a revival of the ancient Silk Road. This is supposed 

to convey “a vision of cross-cultural dialogue and civilizational grandeur” (Winter 2019, 

p. 80). In 2016, Xi Jinping’s editorial in an Iranian newspaper linked current bilateral 

relations to “the many legendary stories recorded in history books of our friendly 

exchanges”, thereby presenting the pomegranate fruit as a “witness to the history of 

friendly exchanges between the Chinese and Iranians” (Xi 2016). Chan (2019) found 

‘historical construction’ to be an important ingredient in Chinese officials’ management 

of BRI discourse. He describes Chinese archeologists who are sent to Africa to “find 

the scientific proof political leaders need” (p. 60) in order to confirm state-sanctioned 

histories of friendship and exchange, thereby dispelling suspicions of BRI projects as a 

form of ‘neo-colonialism’. 

The current situation places the CCP in yet another ideologically complicated position. 

On the one hand, as Guo (2009) argues, elites have given rise to a “middle class fetish”, 

perceiving consumption and a growing middle class as “a potential driver for change” 

(Goodman 2014, p.  36). The state has also openly encouraged businesspeople to 

‘go west’ (that is, to go to economically less prosperous areas of China) and ‘go out’ 

(engage in international trade). On the other hand, for obvious reasons, the party 

upholds images of strong state intervention, thereby selling ‘state capitalism’ as a 

‘China model’ to audiences across the globe and repackaging private international 

projects as a tightly orchestrated state endeavor. 

Another example that shows the uneasy alliance between party and business is 

that of increasing income equality and the emergence of a new bourgeoisie. Guo 

argues the CCP “denies that such a class exists”, instead rationalizing newly emerged 

wealthy business owners as descending from the working class who “now work 

under a political system that opposes exploitation” (2009, p.  4). However, those at 

the very top of the business hierarchy have found themselves increasingly scrutinized 

in recent years. Under the umbrella of the anti-corruption campaign, Xi Jinping has 

started to crack-down on China’s ‘business tycoons’, the most well-known example 

being the investigations of Jack Ma in 2020. In 2019, The New York Times stated that 

entrepreneurs worry the Chinese state starts to prioritize control over economic 

growth, as confirmed by another article in Forbes (Li Yuan 2019; China takes aim at its 

entrepreneurs November 12th 2020).

Despite the enormous interest in China’s economic rise, much less has been written 

about the emancipation of businesspeople in post-Mao China and no other accounts 

have been found that trace their appearances in historical narratives. This chapter will 

trace this process through changing representations in the national historical narrative. 
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7.1 DATA SELECTION

The majority of businesspeople in the textbooks are relatively easy to find, as they are 

commonly referred to as shāngrén (商人), which is also translated into ‘merchant’. Its 

first character, shāng, refers to many business-related concepts, such as business (商

业, shāngyè) or shop (商店, shāngdiàn). However, it can also refer to the Shang dynasty 

(1600–1046 BCE) and is included in the words for more commonly used words 

such as ‘to negotiate’ (协商, xiéshāng) or ‘to discuss’ (商讨, shāngtǎo). In addition to 

shāngrén, several other concepts are used to describe businesspeople, for example, 

fùshāng (富商) refers to a wealthy businessperson, jiānshāng (奸商) refers to a profiteer, 

and shāngfàn (商贩) indicates a vendor. Foreign businesspeople are often referred to 

by using the name of the country followed by shāng, such as yīngshāng (英商, British 

businessperson), měishāng (美商, American businessperson), or simply wàishāng (外

商, foreign businessperson). The word for comprador was included as well, which, 

however, does not include the character for shāng at all (买办, mǎibàn). 

In total, 411 paragraphs were found that include businesspeople, totaling over 

74.000 characters. This is smaller than the other two case studies in this research. 

As it is insightful to also include paragraphs that discuss business in general (without 

businesspeople necessarily being present in it), those paragraphs were also included 

for the quantitative analysis (not for the analysis of roles, as these only apply to people). 

The number of paragraphs that discussed shāng (商) in relation to business totaled 

1071 and contained almost 185.000 characters. 

7.2 GENERAL QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The character shāng (商) on its own has been found in 305 different concepts 

throughout the data set; however, as discussed above, not all of these are related to 

business. Counting only those that occur at least three times throughout all editions 

and manually removing non-business concepts results in a frequency of 2381. It 

occurs most frequently in the very first textbooks of the 1950s (see Graph 23), and this 

edition has been relatively stable since the 1960s with an average of 184 per edition, 

with expected peaks occurring in the relatively larger textbooks of 1978 and 1992. Its 

general keyness, therefore, is not very high at 55,51. ‘Business person’ (商人, shāngrén) 

occurs 505 times in total (see Graph 24) and shows a downward trend, especially in 

relative terms and a slightly higher general keyness of 77,89. 
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GRAPH 24: Frequency of businesspeople (shāngrén) (general keyness: 77,89)

When looking at the length of the paragraphs that include either business, in general, 

or businesspeople, in particular, two dramatic peaks can be discerned in 1950 and 

1978 (See Graph 25). After 1978, especially in relative terms, the size of paragraphs 

about business decreases dramatically and currently shows only a modest increase. 

Shāngrén shows a more gradual decline that lasts up until today. The peak that emerges 

in 1992 only does so in absolute numbers and disappears when relative numbers are 

used, thereby indicating that the peak can be explained by the relatively large size 

of the textbooks. It is surprising, however, that these graphs consistently show that 

the current appearance of business and businesspeople in the textbooks is very low. 

This is unexpected, considering the current ideological focus on socio-economic 

progress, as found in the general quantitative analysis at the beginning of this book 

where ‘economy’ (经济, jīngjì), for example, was one of the main keywords that was 

found. This suggests that business and businesspeople are not important ingredients 

in this new ideological focus. 
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The red and green lines often follow similar patterns of rise and fall, but the two lines 

currently diverge. Up until the current editions, businesspeople appeared in 42 percent 

of all paragraphs that discussed business on average and the number of appearances 

never decreased below 33 percent. In 1955, this number was even 56 percent. Currently, 

however, that percentage stands only at 20 percent. This indicates that only one-fifth 

of the paragraphs that discuss ‘business’ refer to at least one ‘businessperson’. 

7.2.1 Periodization

The vast majority of text that discusses business takes place during or after the Qing 

dynasty. This is especially true in textbooks before 1986, with the exception of 1952, 

where the three periods of the Qing dynasty, Republic of China, and PRC comprise 

three quarters of all text on business. The Qing dynasty is especially dominant, as can 

be perceived in Graph 26. In the post-Mao era, the focus on the Qing empire makes 

place for a growing interest in earlier periods as well as in the PRC. 
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Graph 25: Periodization of text about business 
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GRAPH 26: Periodization of text about business

When only taking the paragraphs that discuss businesspeople into account, the 

proportions change considerably. The Qing dynasty is still dominant during the Mao 

era, but it is caught up by several other periods in later editions. There is a strong focus 

on the Sui and Tang dynasties starting in 1981, and the Han dynasty suddenly makes its 

appearance in 2003. In the current edition, an increased interest in the Song dynasty 

can be discerned. In 2003, less than a quarter of text about businesspeople is situated 

during or after the Qing dynasty (Graph 27), thereby highlighting a much greater focus 

on ancient history when businesspeople are involved.  
Graph 25: Periodization of text about business 
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GRAPH 27: Periodization of text about businesspeople
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7.2.2 Sentiment analysis

This third case study shows especially strong changes in sentiment. In orthodox 

Marxist narratives, businesspeople mostly play negative ideological roles, whereas 

today they are perceived in a much more positive light. This change in sentiment can 

also be visualized through quantitative analysis. This can even be done completely 

automatically through ‘sentiment analysis’, which attributes a score to any kind of text 

between 0 and 1, which represents ‘negative, ‘neutral’, and ‘positive’ scores based on 

an algorithm. The use of the built-in sentiment analysis tool of Excel indeed results 

in a shift from negative toward positive depictions, with a lowest score of 0,39 and a 

highest score of 0,57 for business and a lowest score of 0,36 and a highest score of 

0,61 for businesspeople. Graph 28 further shows what percentage of paragraphs either 

includes negative, neutral, or positive sentiments.

  
Graph 27: Automated sentiment analysis of business and businesspeople 
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GRAPH 28: Automated sentiment analysis of business and businesspeople

However, this tool is mostly used for business purposes, and it is not optimized for 

interpreting historical narratives. In addition, the results of this analysis do not provide 

many insights regarding how this changed occurred, so here I have decided to conduct 

a manual approximation of a sentiment analysis using concepts that specifically relate 

to positive and negative interpretations of businesspeople in the historical narrative. In 

the conclusion, I will further discuss the advantages and disadvantages of automated 

sentiment analysis. 

For this analysis, I have collected concepts that reflect normative aspects of economics 

and business, such as those related to disruption, exploitation, exchange, or freedom 

and can be seen in Table 7. The concepts linked to these categories were found to 

(mostly) be used in that particular context. Even though the concepts at times show 
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significant overlap, most of the concepts at least show a clear distinction between 

being used in a positive and negative way. The exception is the category of protection, 

which can be used in both positive and negative ways. Therefore, it has been classified 

as ‘neutral’ here. The following table shows an overview of Chinese words included 

in each category. As many of these concepts can be translated into multiple English 

words, I only included approximate translations in the right column.

TABLE 7: Concepts included in manual sentiment analysis

Theme Sentiment Chinese concepts English equivalents

Force Negative 暴力, 不许, 防止, 力量, 猛烈,
迫使, 强加, 强迫, 强制, 武力

Force, violence, prevent, violent, impose, 
power

Disrupt Negative 恶霸, 腐败, 干涉, 高利, 勾结, 苛
重, 苛刻, 控制, 勒索, 破坏,
抢夺, 敲诈, 扰害, 骚扰, 税, 贪
污, 特权, 囤積, 义务, 阻碍, 垄断

Disrupt, collude, damage, blackmail, bully, 
corrupt, snatch, harass, hoard, hinder, 
monopoly, taxes, interfere

Crisis Negative 灭亡, 破产, 骚动, 危机 Crisis, perish, bankrupt, demise

Decline Negative 凋敝, 废墟, 衰落, 退, 萎缩 Decline, wither, retreat, go downhill, shrink

Unfree Negative 悲惨, 繁苛, 攻陷, 艰苦, 劳役, 没
有权利, 奴,

Unfree, tragic, harsh, capture, arduous, 
servitude, no rights, slave

Plunder Negative 属国, 殖民, 劫掠, 搜刮, 掠聋, 掠
夺, 侵入, 侵略, 丧权辱国

Plunder, colonialism, dependent countries, 
invade, intrude, aggression, humiliating

Exploitation Negative 剥削, 残酷, 恶, 利用, 抢劫, 压
迫, 灾难, 高利

Exploit, cruel, evil, rob, oppress, disaster, 
usury

Protection Neutral 避免, 防止, 行规, 禁止, 强制, 维
护, 限制, 严格

Protect, avoid, guard, prohibit, constrain, 
limit, safeguard, strict

Freedom Positive 自由, 权力, 自治, 自主, 解放 Freedom, autonomy, rights, liberation

Cooperation Positive 共同, 统一, 联合, 合作, 经济特
区, 私合营,

Cooperation, common, joint, public-private 
partnership

Exchange Positive 交换, 交汇, 交流, 交易, 经济联
系, 贸易, 市场, 文化, 中心

Exchange, trade, market, economic ties, 
center

Promote Positive 标榜, 刺激, 促进, 鼓励, 鼓舞, 开
设, 抬高, 提倡, 推动

Promote, encourage, stimulate, inspire, raise

Recover Positive 恢复, 收回, 复辟, 复兴, 振兴 Recover, restore, revive, revitalize

Prosper Positive 商业活动, 财富, 鼎盛, 繁华, 繁
荣, 丰富, 辉煌, 活跃, 强大, 热
闹, 熙熙攘攘, 著名

Prosper, wealth, flourishing, booming, 
heyday, brilliant, dynamic, lively, famous, 
bustling

Develop Positive 发达, 加强, 机会, 进步, 扩大, 提
高, 吸引, 增长, 开放

Develop, strengthen, progress, expand, 
increase, attract, grow, opening up

Emerge Positive 产生, 出现, 萌芽, 新兴 Emerge, appear, sprout, arise

Unlike in automated sentiment analysis, in which each concept is accredited with 

a certain score, I only tracked the proportion of frequencies of these positive and 

negative terms across the 1000+ paragraphs that discuss business. Even though this 

method cannot lead to conclusions about what percentage of the text is positive or 

negative, Graph 29 does give clear indications into how the balance between the 

selected positive and negative concepts has shifted over time. Concepts related to 
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disruption and plunder were dominant in the Mao-era, but they have since made 

way for ones related to exchange, cooperation, and prosperity. A clear jump can be 

discerned between the 2001 and 2003 editions, which coincides with Jiang Zemin’s 

inclusion of the Three Represents into the Chinese constitution. 
  

Graph 27: Automated sentiment analysis of business and businesspeople 
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GRAPH 29: Positive and negative concepts in paragraphs about business

From these numbers and figures, some preliminary conclusions can already be drawn. 

For instance, during the Mao era, portrayals of business and businesspeople were 

predominantly negative and focused on the Qing dynasty using concepts linked to 

exploitation, disruption, and plunder. In the post-Mao era, this focus has shifted to 

a more positive depiction of business. In terms of periodization, more attention is 

directed toward ancient history, such as the Han, Tang, and Song. Thematically, these 

mostly concern development, exchange, and prosperity. In terms of quantity, business 

has been in decline since 1978, with the only peak in 1992 being explained by textbook 

size. Earlier negative interpretations of business and businesspeople, therefore, 

featured more prominently in the historical narrative than in the later positive ones 

in terms of quantity. In order to better understand this shift, the following sections 

will follow businesspeople in different roles and examine how they reflect and help 

construct ideological changes. 
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7.3 ROLES OF BUSINESSPEOPLE IN HISTORY 
TEXTBOOKS

As was the case for women and ethnic minorities, businesspeople were found to 

play only a limited set of roles within the historical narrative—negatively as exploiters, 

aggressors, imperialists, compradors, or powerful people who accumulated wealth and 

political power and positively as bringers of wealth, friendly exchangers, innovators, 

and entrepreneurs. Another factor that was found to be of importance in the way in 

which businesspeople were portrayed was whether they were Chinese or foreigners (or 

whether they belonged to border people), and specific roles were mostly found to only 

be applicable either to Chinese or foreign people, as they seldom mixed (see Table 8). 

TABLE 8: Roles of businesspeople

Chinese Foreign

Positive Trader, innovator, victim, upriser Trader

Negative Exploiter, powerful, comprador Aggressor, imperialist

As businesspeople mostly clearly belonged to just one of these roles (unlike mínzú), 

each paragraph was manually tagged with the one applicable. Percentages given in 

this chapter are based on the number of characters used in these paragraphs and 

divided by the total size of the case study. In a few examples, two roles emerged 

simultaneously (big and small businesspeople, and foreign and domestic ones), and in 

this case, the character count was evenly distributed between the two. This is similar 

to the way in which this was done in Chapter 6.

7.3.1 The exploiter

When Mao asked himself in 1926, “who are our enemies” (Mao 1965a, p.  13), he 

unsurprisingly relied almost entirely on distinctions of class. At the top of his list, we 

find the landlord class and the comprador class as extremely counterrevolutionary, 

“depending upon imperialism for their survival and growth” (p. 13). The middle 

bourgeoisie, however, feels the need for revolution but becomes suspicious when that 

revolution “threaten[s] the hope of their class to attain the status of the big bourgeoisie” 

(p. 14). The petty bourgeoisie stands even closer to the people, but those at the higher 

reaches of the spectrum “very much want to get rich […] Their mouths water copiously 

when they see the respect in which those small moneybags are held” (p. 15). 

Such is the nature of businesspeople in the Maoist narrative—inevitably 

counterrevolutionary and exploitative. It is in this manner that they most dominantly 
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appear in history textbooks until the 1980s. With their “capitalist dreams” (CZ1952b1 

p. 16), they together with landowners and the nobility cruelly exploit the people for 

their own gains. During the Cultural Revolution, such descriptions become particularly 

intense, such as this example about the Qing dynasty:

The concentration of land reached a very serious degree. The big 

landlords and big businesspeople have concentrated a huge amount of 

wealth, drained the blood and sweat of the peasant and handicraftsmen, 

spent extravagantly, and lived luxurious lives. Many big landlords occupy 

tens of thousands of acres or even millions of acres of land. In some 

areas, landlords not only charge rent but also punish their tenants, and 

function as full-fledged emperors of the land (S-CZ1973b1 p. 192).

We also see here that the biggest enemies are still the big landowners, but big 

businesspeople soon follow because they ‘collude’ with them or adopt their roles by 

using their gains to buy land. In the same edition, the businesspeople are described as 

part of a ‘trinity’, together with landowners and usurers, “exploiting farmers and taking 

the opportunity to rob them of their land” (S-CZ1972b2 p. 25). To further emphasize 

the harm inflicted by businesspeople, the adjective ‘big’ (大, dà) is often used to ensure 

that students recognize them as a part of the more serious anti-revolutionary classes, 

as described by Mao. In some cases, ‘big businesspeople’ are juxtaposed with ‘small 

businesspeople’, with the former oppressing the latter (CZ1950b1 p. 37, CZ1952.b2 p. 

56, see also Section 7.3.3). 

Several early textbooks mention measures taken to curb the exploitative nature of 

businesspeople, such as the legalist Li Kui, who instituted the ‘Law of Equalizing Purchases’ 

during the Warring States era, in which “the government stored food in a good harvest 

year, and sold it at a cheap price in a bad harvest year: to prevent businesspeople from 

hoarding” (CZ1952b1 p. 22). Wang Mang, a Han dynasty official who briefly founded his 

own Xin dynasty, receives considerable attention in this regard in the 1952 and 1955 

textbooks. His ‘Wang Mang restructuring’ involved “sending officials to [major cities] 

to suppress prices and prevent businesspeople from hoarding and monopolizing the 

market” (CZ1952b1 p. 43) and increasing government revenue (CZ1955b1 p. 47).

 

The theme of exploitation is most dominant until 1978; however, it continues to be 

influential until the 1990s. The 1992 textbooks, for example, still mention how “some 

big businesspeople were able to accumulate wealth by hoarding and speculating” (b1 

pp. 55–56) during the Spring and Autumn period, how poor people during the Yuan 

dynasty were sold by rich Han merchants (b2 p. 114), or how during the Qing dynasty, 

“businesspeople and landlords exploited money [from peasants] and bought land” (b3 
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p. 20). Businesspeople in exploitative roles have been found exactly once in each of the 

last three editions (2001, 2003, 2017), appearing as an almost obligatory remnant from 

a distant past. The message that remains today is not so different from that in earlier 

periods, but instead, as later sections will show, the message is buried under much more 

numerous stories of businesspeople as bringers of wealth and progress (see Sections 

7.3.5 and 7.3.6). This example from the 2017 textbooks elucidates this point:

After the middle of the Qing Dynasty, population growth caused land 

shortages, and land was concentrated in the hands of a few people. 

Large bureaucrats, big landowners, and big businesspeople unwittingly 

annexed the land. The peasants who lost their land went bankrupt, 

became tenants and were hired by the landlords, paying high land rents 

to them. Many farmers became displaced people and had to beg for 

a living. The polarization between rich and poor in society was very 

serious, and the majority of people suffered increasingly, leading to a 

social crisis (CZ2017b2 p. 104).

Several paragraphs also describe the accumulation and wealth of big businesspeople in 

the context of their growing power, without explicitly mentioning exploitation. These 

‘powerful’ businesspeople are counted separately in the graphs at the end of this chapter.

7.3.2 The imperialist

The foreign version of the ‘businessperson as enemy’ is akin to that of the foreign 

aggressors or imperialists. On average, over half of all paragraphs in the textbooks 

between 1950 and 1978 that mention businesspeople do so in either of these hostile 

roles (51 percent, including the exploiters from the previous section). Subsequently, 

their share consistently decreases from 32 percent in 1981 to around 14 percent on 

average between 1986 and 2003 and 7 percent in the latest editions. Unsurprisingly, 

most of the paragraphs referring to businesspeople as imperialists are related to the 

Opium Wars. The Opium Wars are the first and central event of what is called the 

‘century of humiliation’, and this historical narrative is a key factor in Chinese identity 

today: “Chinese nationalism is not just about celebrating the glories of Chinese 

civilization; it also commemorates China’s weakness” (Callahan, p.  202). Although 

the literal phrase of ‘national humiliation’ is conspicuously absent in the textbooks,28 

histories of foreign imperialists plundering China are anything but. The nationalist 

28  ‘National humiliation’ (国耻, guóchǐ) is present exactly once in each edition since 1981. In 1981 and 1986, in 
relation to the May Fourth demonstrations, in 1992 and 2001 in relation to the ‘patriotic hero’ Zhang Xueliang, 
and in 2003 and 2017 in relation to the return of Hong Kong and Macao to Mainland China in 1997. Only the last 
example refers to the entire ‘century of humiliation’ concept: 
“The return of Hong Kong and Macau to the motherland marks the Chinese people’s washing away of a century 
of humiliation, an important step on the road to completing the reunification of the motherland” CZ2017b4 p. 8).
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narratives of war and plunder continue to be important until today. The roles played 

by businesspeople in it, however, do change quite drastically. 

Although most businesspeople appear in passive roles in this regard, such as: “disputes 

between Chinese and British businesspeople and the British are handled by the British 

consul and are not subject to Chinese law” (CZ1981b3 p. 14), early textbooks portray 

such businesspeople more often in active roles. These are some examples regarding 

the origin of the Opium War in early textbooks: “Portuguese businesspeople were 

the first to traffic Opium to China” (CZ1952b3 p. 64), “American businesspeople 

cooperated with British businesspeople and engaged in this sinful trade” (CZ1952b3 

p65), “Portuguese businesspeople bribed local bureaucrats” (B-CZ1960b1 p. 159), 

“Portuguese pirate merchants began to harass the southeastern coastal regions of our 

country” (S-CZ1973b1 p. 197), and “British businesspeople undermined China’s anti-

Smoking campaign” (S-CZ1973b2 p. 17). In later textbooks, the origins of the conflict 

are ascribed more to state actors, with ‘Britain’ or ‘Western powers’ trying to expand 

their empires and plundering China. Businesspeople are only described as “discovering 

that Opium could make huge profits” in 1992 (b3 p. 27) and 2001 (b3 p. 23).

Notably, there are multiple references to aggressors ‘cloaking’ themselves as 

businesspeople, thereby portraying business as a form of non-violent aggression. 

In the late fifteenth century, the emerging bourgeoisie in Western 

European countries were feverishly hoping to discover new routes to the 

East. In their actions, they combined exploration, trade, and plunder, and 

when violence could not be used, they became merchants; when self-

defense was weak, they became pirates. Their means of accumulating 

capital was mainly plunder (CZ1952b3 p. 66).

Other active descriptions of businesspeople relate to British, American, and Russian 

businesspeople setting up factories on Chinese soil after the First Opium War: “under the 

exploitation of the Russian capitalists, [workers] lived impoverished lives” (CZ1955b3 p. 

33) and “British, American, and German businesspeople set up factories that “severely 

hampered China’s national capitalist industry” (S-CZ1973b2 p. 93). This theme survives 

past the textbooks of the revolutionary era, and it is also mentioned in the 1981, 1986, 

and 1992 textbooks. These editions conclude: “These foreign factories take advantage 

of cheap raw materials and labor in China and exploit the vast number of working 

people in China” (CZ1981b3p. 50, CZ1986b2 p. 124). Although foreign businesspeople 

are still described as “setting up factories” in 1992, the sentence quoted above and 

other ideologically charged concepts disappear in this edition. After that year, they 

disappear from the narrative.
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The final group of businesspeople actively involved in imperialism comprise the 

Chinese businesspeople who colluded with these foreigners, who are referred to as 

‘compradors’ (买办, mǎibàn). 

The foreign invaders used “concessions” as a base to strengthen their 

control over China politically and economically. Foreign capitalists set 

up many banks in the “concession” in Shanghai, and nurtured a group 

of comprador merchants, extending the devil’s claws into the mainland, 

selling foreign goods, plundering raw materials, and opening factories 

to exploit Chinese workers, further sucking the blood and sweat of the 

Chinese people (S-CZ1973b2 pp. 21–22).

Graph 30 shows the frequency of the use of the word ‘comprador’, and it can be seen 

that it quickly decreases after 1978 until it completely disappears in 2003. 

 
Graph 29: Frequency of Compradors (买办) (General keyness: 56,01) 

. 

  
Graph 30: Relative frequencies of strikes (罢, general keyness 274,39) and uprisings (起义, general keyness 903,35) 
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GRAPH 30: Frequency of Compradors (买办) (General keyness: 56,01)

Even though the ‘Century of Humiliation’ is still a central theme in the textbooks (both 

Opium Wars have an entire chapter dedicated to them in 2017), we can see here that 

the roles of businesspeople within this narrative slowly diminish, and this is especially 

true for businesspeople in active roles. The only other example of foreign aggression 

by businesspeople is that of Japanese pirates during the Yuan and Ming dynasties. The 

following example from 1973 shows that there is significant overlap in the included 

themes:

During the Ming Dynasty, Japanese tycoons joined merchants and 
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pirates, and organized fleets of ships to harass the southeastern coast 

of China. In the name of trade, they killed and set fire, and robbed 

property when they had the opportunity. Some large landowners and 

big businesspeople colluded with them, joined them in their smuggling 

activities, and guided them in their land intrusions. These pirate activities 

destroyed the traditional friendship between the Chinese and Japanese 

people. At that time, our coastal people called them “wōkòu” [Japanese 

pirates] (S-CZ1973b1 p. 196).

In the graphs at the end of this chapter, these acts of foreign aggression are included 

in the imperialist category, but they only make up a small part of it. 

7.3.3 The victim

While the mention of businesspeople as exploiters are much more common, there are 

also examples of businesspeople who are themselves exploited or harmed in other 

ways. They are a part of the same historical narratives, as discussed above, but when 

adjectives such as ‘small’ or ‘ordinary’ are added to the word ‘businesspeople’, they 

become victims of oppression, exploitation, and taxation. The message to students 

is that small or ordinary businesspeople are not necessarily of the exploitative type. 

Although their numbers are small, businesspeople as victims have been found in 

several textbooks until 2001, with the exception of the 1960, 1981, and 1986 textbooks.

As described before, small businesspeople are often juxtaposed with big ones,29 

thereby clarifying the roles of ‘the good’ and ‘the bad’: 

On the negative side, [Emperor Han Wudi] wasted manpower and 

resources: many more methods of exploitation were used to pay 

for the military. Farmers and small and medium sized businesspeople 

went bankrupt, and he made only the big bureaucrats, landlords and 

merchants profit from the foreign trade (CZ1950b1 p. 44).

In 1952, it is described how aristocratic landlords in the Eastern Jin and Southern 

Dynasties used their political privileges to conduct business and did not bear the same 

responsibilities as small businesspeople who were “subjected to extreme extortion by 

corrupt officials” (CZ1952b1 p. 63). During the Northern Song dynasty, the highest 

burdens of military spending fell on the shoulders of “peasants, small businesspeople 

and small artisans, who occupied very little land” (CZ1952b2 p. 53). Furthermore, the 

opening of factories after the Sino-Japanese war made it impossible for “farmers, 

29  In the graphs in the conclusion of this chapter, if both big and small businesspeople appeared as both 
exploiter and exploited, 0,5 was added to each category.
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businesspeople and transportation workers to live their lives” (CZ1955b3 p. 65). A 

fragment discussed under Section 5.3.3 about Wu Zetian emerged again in this case 

study, with her being looked down upon because her father was a timber merchant.

A notable example of businesspeople as victims can be derived from this description 

of the Han dynasty from the 1992 textbooks, which deals with the farmer–merchant 

debate discussed in the introduction of this chapter:

The rulers of the Han Dynasty practiced a policy of emphasizing agriculture and 

suppressing commerce. They believed that agriculture was the foundation of the 

world, and that merchants tended to accumulate and manipulate prices, which 

made society unstable. Therefore, they restricted commercial activities. The policy of 

emphasizing agriculture and suppressing commerce had a profound impact on the 

economic development of our country in later times (CZ1992b1 p. 93).

This description also clearly resonates with more orthodox ideological themes 

of the Mao era, and the text later praises Emperor Han Wudi for emphasizing the 

importance of agriculture by occasionally personally ploughing the fields. However, in 

the very next paragraph, it becomes apparent that this ‘profound impact on economic 

developments’ had not been a positive one, and that the restriction of businesspeople, 

in fact, is no longer desirable in 1992. This section suggests that the old Han belief that 

merchants were necessarily exploitative has now been discredited:

The Han government suppressed merchants. Han Gaozu forbade 

merchants to wear silk clothes, to ride in carriages, for them and their 

children to be officials, and levied heavy taxes on them. This slanderous 

policy restricted the development of commerce in the Han Dynasty (p. 93).

The final example found is that of Emperor Qianlong, who is heralded for his 

economic policies (and strict dealings with Tibetan religious leaders, see Section 6.3.2) 

at present. The textbooks of previous years, however, portray him as a corrupt leader. 

In earlier textbooks, businesspeople surely would have collaborated with him, but now 

businesspeople are mentioned alongside bureaucrats and ‘the common people’ as 

victims of Qianlong’s extravagance.

Emperor Qianlong was extremely extravagant. He built palaces wherever 

he went, and went on six southern tours. The human and material 

resources consumed were incalculable. To maintain his luxurious life, 

Emperor Qianlong made a name for himself by extorting bureaucrats, 

businesspeople and the common people (CZ1992b3 p. 23, 2001b3 pp. 

19–20).
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7.3.4 The upriser

The only role that has been found across all three case studies is that of the upriser. In 

the case of businesspeople, ‘rising up’ occasionally entails joining a general uprising, 

but this more commonly involves strikes. In Chinese, strikes are referred by using the 

character bà (罢, to stop or to cease) followed by either gōng (工, work), kè (课, class 

or course), or shì (市, market), thereby specifying the type of strike involved—that is, a 

workers’ strike, a student strike, or a shopkeeper strike. Sometimes, workers organize a 

bàgōng, and businesspeople join them. Sometimes it is described how businesspeople 

themselves initiate a bàshì. Graph 31 shows the relative frequencies of both terms 

throughout the entire textbooks. Although strikes appear much less often than uprisings, 

when their scales are adjusted, they show remarkable similarities, with the exception of 

1973 because of the absence of modern history in which these strikes mostly occur. This 

suggests that strikes and uprisings perform similar functions in the historical narrative.

 

 
Graph 29: Frequency of Compradors (买办) (General keyness: 56,01) 
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Graph 30: Relative frequencies of strikes (罢, general keyness 274,39) and uprisings (起义, general keyness 903,35) 
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GRAPH 31: Relative frequencies of strikes (罢, general keyness 274,39) and uprisings (起义, general 
keyness 903,35)

When looking only at those paragraphs in which businesspeople are explicitly described, 

it turns out that between one and three strikes are present in all editions since 1955. 

When more loose references to ‘business’ are included in paragraphs otherwise 

dedicated to workers’ strikes, 13 additional paragraphs are found. The real heroes of 

strikes are usually ‘the people’ or ‘the workers’, but students, women, businesspeople, 

and others are often included to underscore the scope and popularity of a strike:

All the people of Shanghai joined in the struggle against the invasion. 

Workers responded to the call of the Communist Party of China and held 
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a strike. Businesspeople held a market strike (CZ1955b4 p. 49).

With the first political strike in Chinese history, the Chinese working class 

participated in the struggle against imperialism and feudal lords. The 

participation of the working class greatly encouraged the courage of 

the people in their struggle, strengthened the revolutionary momentum, 

and dealt a heavy blow to the traitorous warlord government. Under the 

influence of the struggle, the businesspeople also declared a strike. Thus, 

the May Fourth Movement developed into a nationwide movement of 

love and respect for the working class, the urban petty bourgeoisie, and 

the bourgeoisie (B-CZ1960b3 pp. 3–5).

‘The people’ are not only the true heroes in this historical narrative because they 

initiated movements, but there are also some references to the limits of the loyalty 

of businesspeople. In 1978, it is described that even though workers in business and 

industry ‘held one strike after another’, they “advocated ‘civil boycotts’ and [therefore] 

opposed the worker’s strikes” (b3 p. 115). The 1960 textbooks are especially critical, 

as they mention that, as a part of the national bourgeoisie, the businesspeople were 

inherently weak and could never lead the Chinese revolution to victory (b2 p. 47). 

In reaction to the quote above about ‘the first political strike in Chinese history’, the 

textbooks describe how imperialists stepped up their game, quickly showing the true 

colors of the businesspeople:

Fearing that [the strike] would cause imperialist intervention and harm 

their interests, [the businesspeople] raised the reactionary slogans of 

“civilized boycott” and “stop the riots” to oppose the workers’ strike. 

Soon after the strike, they planned to open up the market again. This 

fully exposed the compromising nature of the capitalist class, but the 

working class did not waver. They said: “Even if the business community 

opens up the market, the workers will not stop because of this. The strike 

continues (B-CZ1960b3 p. 5).

The general message of businesspeople joining strikes to emphasize scope does not 

significantly change until the present, but the general distrust toward them disappears. 

The 2017 textbooks describe how:

The patriotic struggle of Beijing students has been widely supported by 

people from all walks of life. Chen Duxiu personally drafted the “Beijing 

Citizens Declaration”, calling on Beijing students, businesspeople, and 

laborers to fight and bravely transform the society (CZ2017b3 p. 61).
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It even includes a picture of businesspeople on strike—the only one that is found in 

all editions, which clearly shows the character for ‘business’ (商, shāng) painted on a 

banner. 

FIGURE 15: caption - Shanghai businesspeople march and hold a strike

Businesspeople are also occasionally mentioned as joining other historical uprisings. 

For instance, examples are provided of ‘small’ businesspeople joining the Red Turban 

Uprising (CZ1955b2 p. 63), anti-Qing uprisings (CZ1955b3 p. 85), donating money 

to support the anti-Japanese uprising (B-CZ1960b3 p. 107), or joining revolutionary 

societies such as the ‘Revive China Society’ (CZ1978b3 p. 60, 1981b3 p. 98) and the 

anti-Japanese ‘Nanjing Safety Zone’ (CZ2003b3 p. 88).

If one looks at the frequencies of concepts related to uprisings or strikes30 within the 

paragraphs of this case study, a clear peak emerges in 1978, when their combined 

frequency crosses just over a hundred when compared to only 15 today. The phrase 

‘rise up’ and the word ‘strike’ also have very high keyness values up until 2001, thereby 

indicating they occur significantly more often in relation to businesspeople than 

in the textbooks as a whole. However, the graphs at the end of this chapter show 

that the size of the text discussing businesspeople as uprisers is relatively consistent 

throughout the years. Moreover, even though their numbers have decreased in the 

recent years, they have not entirely disappeared. In relative terms, their numbers have 

even increased in the latest edition. All in all, it can be said that the sudden decrease of 

the role of uprisers seen with women and minorities is not present this time and that 

there seems to be less fear to portray businesspeople in (mildly) violent roles. However, 

this can also be explained by the fact that businesspeople are almost predominantly 

30  dǐzhì (抵制, resist), qǐlái (起来, rise up), qǐyì (起义, uprising), bà (罢, strike), and dòuzhēng (斗争, struggle)
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involved in uprisings that contributed to the Chinese revolution, such as the May 

Fourth Movement that is perceived as the birthplace of the CCP. In addition, their roles 

are supportive at best, and they are not necessarily perceived as a force capable of 

toppling governments, which cannot be said about the mínzú uprisings.

7.3.5 The foreign trader

The largest category of businesspeople who appear in Chinese textbooks comprises 

the trader. Exchanging their wares, they are positively displayed as bringers of wealth 

and progress, sending out vibes of prosperity and cosmopolitanism. On average, 32 

percent of all text about businesspeople displays them in this manner. In the editions 

before 1992, their share equals an average of only 17 percent; however, this figure 

increases to no less than 62 percent on average for the four latest editions. Notably, 

the vast majority of text including these positively depicted businesspeople concerns 

foreigners (69 percent) who were drawn to China from afar. In early textbooks, business 

is already unmistakably linked to cultural exchange and progress in paragraphs such as 

this typical example from 1952:

Not only businesspeople, but also missionaries, astronomers, doctors, 

artists, etc. came to the Tang from various Asian nations. The music and 

dances of Western countries flowed like a river to the Tang along the main 

transportation routes. In terms of religion, science, painting, music and 

dance, the Tang people absorbed new nutrients from the Asian peoples; 

at the same time, the Asian peoples who came to Tang also brought a 

high level of Tang culture back to their own countries (CZ1952b2 p. 22).

Foreign traders, here, embody renewal and progress, exchanging cultural and scientific 

‘nutrients’ in return for culturally advanced elements of the Tang. This particular 

example refers to this process as a river flowing toward the Tang, thereby representing 

the gravitational pull the Chinese empire had on the surrounding people. Another 

example from 1973 again shows the same mechanism. This time it is the ‘footprints of 

Persians’ and the presence of their silver coins that represent friendly exchange:

Persia (modern day Iran) and the Tang Dynasty had close relations and 

envoys frequently went in both directions. Guangzhou, Quanzhou, 

Yangzhou, Chang’an and Luoyang were all covered by the footprints of 

Persian merchants. The Persian silver coins recently unearthed in Xi’an 

are a testimony to the friendly exchanges between the Chinese and 

Iranian people (S1973b1 p. 114).

In addition, the people from the Western Regions often appear. In this chapter, all 
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these people have been classified under the term ‘foreign’ businesspeople, as their 

roles are very similar to those of foreigners, even though Chapter 6, of course, showed 

that people from the Western Regions were often considered as mínzú people that 

belonged to China. These minority businesspeople show significant overlap with the 

sections of mínzú as friends (See 6.3.4) and contributors (See 6.3.5). An interesting 

case in this regard is the story of Nurhachi, who unified several Jurchen tribes that 

later became the Manchu. Nurhachi’s case is described as ‘sinification through trade’:

Nurhachi often communicated with Han merchants and learned to 

speak and write the language of the Han people. He loved to read the 

Romance of the Three Kingdoms and Water Margin, and accepted the 

advanced culture of the Han (CZ1952b3 p. 30).

In particular, earlier textbooks show ideological reservations to overly glorifying 

businesspeople as bringers of wealth. The occasional mention of ‘loan sharks’, for 

example, seems to warn the reader that ‘big businesspeople’ also had negative influences 

on people’s lives. However, not all instances of foreign traders are ideologically 

consistent in this regard, and some celebrated ‘big’ or ‘wealthy businesspeople’, 

for example, even appear for providing tax revenue for the state (CZ1955b2 p. 43). 

Another consequence of the early textbooks’ Marxist outlook is that they mostly stress 

that trade is done by ‘the people’, especially when they are not oppressed by the 

ruling class. The 1960 textbooks make clear references to class when they describe 

the Xiongnu shaking off the aristocracy, after which “people became closer” and “trade 

became more frequent” (B-CZ1960b1 p. 48). In other words, people naturally trade 

and exchange ideas, but the aristocracy sometimes gets in the way.

Several changes can be discerned in the immediate post-Mao period. First, the 

attraction of China’s wealth becomes more explicit and linked to power. The three 

textbooks between 1978 and 1986 all include the following sentences: “at the beginning 

of the Ming Dynasty, China was a rich and powerful country in the world. Many foreign 

ambassadors and merchants often came to China to visit and trade” (CZ1978b2 p. 54). 

Second, there are multiple other references to ‘footsteps’ of foreign businesspeople 

that could be found all over China. Suddenly, the state also becomes a much more 

important factor in business relationships in 1978: “The unified regime of the Sui 

strengthened economic ties between interior and border areas” (CZ1978b1 p. 115), the 

Tang government “encouraged businesspeople from all countries to trade with China” 

(CZ1978b1 p. 141), and the Yongle Emperor sent Zheng He to the Western seas. The Tang 

government is also mentioned as “respecting the customs and beliefs” (CZ1978b1 p. 141) 

of foreign businesspeople. In this edition, the story of Zheng He is explicitly linked to 

trade: as people from many countries came to China to engage in trade, “Ming Chengzu 
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[Yongle] sent Zheng He to the Western Seas to strengthen the contact with overseas 

countries” (b2 p. 54). This is followed by an extensive account of how trade occurred:

Zheng He’s fleet was warmly welcomed in every country it visited. They 

first met with the local officials and presented them with gifts, expressing 

the Ming Dynasty’s willingness to develop friendly relations with each 

country and inviting them to send envoys to visit China. Then, they 

began to trade with the local officials and merchants. Both sides of the 

trade looked at each other’s goods and negotiated prices one by one. 

Sometimes, when the price was agreed upon, the two sides shook hands 

to express they would not change the price anymore (CZ1978b2 p. 54).

This account of Zheng He’s business practices remains in place until 2003. In 2017, 

trade is still mentioned as part of the voyages, but more emphasis is placed on the 

display of power:

The fleet led by Zheng He was full of Chinese high-quality silk, fine 

porcelain, fine tea, and lacquer ware, as well as large amounts of gold 

and silver currency. Some of these goods were used for generous gifts, 

to demonstrate the style of a great nation and develop friendly relations 

between each other; others were used for trade, for mutual exchange 

and mutual benefits (CZ2017b2 p. 71).

In 1992, the number of paragraphs that include foreign businesspeople as traders 

explodes from seven for each edition between 1978 and 1986 to 25. Graph 33 at 

the end of this chapter shows that even when compensated for textbook size, this 

increase is very significant. Again, the messages conveyed by these paragraphs are not 

drastically different; however, their frequency increases, and stories are told in more 

compelling and vivid ways, thereby matching the focus on cultural splendor around 

this time. Stories of business and trade increasingly seem to be used to boast about 

China’s greatness, such as the following anecdote about an Arab businessperson:

It is said that an Arab businessman came to Guangzhou and saw a 

Tang Dynasty official who saw a black mole on his chest through his 

silk clothes. The businessman asked strangely: “I wonder why a mole 

on your body can still be seen through the double-layered clothes?” 

The official laughed and laughed, asked the businessman to watch him 

closely. He turned out to wear five layers of silk clothes. The story is a 

vivid description of the thinness of the Tang Dynasty silk fabric (CZ1992b2 

p. 17).
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The story mentioned in the introduction of this book is representative of the fascination 

with bustling city scenes of this period, Chang’An’s West Market only being one of 

many cosmopolitan and splendid descriptions of cities that appear in these textbooks. 

During the Yuan dynasty, it is described how “a foreigner at the time said Alexandria 

and Quanzhou were the two largest ports in the world, but another one estimated the 

pepper exported from Alexandria to Europe was less than 1% of that from Quanzhou” 

(CZ1992b2 pp. 119–120). The open-mindedness of the Tang is also further underscored, 

when the textbooks describe how they appointed “officials who believed in Islam to 

govern the religious affairs of these businesspeople” and Tang Taizong allowing the 

construction of a large mosque in Chang’An (CZ1992b2 p. 51). Later, during the Song 

dynasty, two named Arab businesspeople emerge—Pu Luoxin and Pu Shougeng—both 

of whom received official titles (CZ1992b2 p. 106, pp. 119–120).

While the ‘foreign gaze’ is virtually always used as outside confirmation of China’s 

greatness, one unusual example has been found in the 1992 and 2001 textbooks in 

which foreigners criticize the level of extravagance under emperor Yang of Sui, thereby 

indicating the relative openness of textbooks of that era:

Businesspeople from the Western Regions entered Luoyang to trade. To 

show off his wealth, Emperor Yang of Sui wrapped the trees inside and 

outside the city with silk, told merchants to wear gorgeous clothes, and 

even made vegetable sellers use beautiful straw mats on the floors. The 

merchants from the Western Regions ate at the hotel and were warmly 

welcomed [with the words:] “China is rich, eat and drink as much as 

you like, no money is required”. Some distant guests asked: “ There are 

poor people in your country who are not well clothed, why don’t you 

use silk to make clothes for them instead of wrapping it around trees?” 

(CZ2001b2 p. 3).

In the last few editions, positively depicted foreign traders continue to be an important 

theme. Between 1992 and 2017, they occur in 43 percent of all paragraphs about 

businesspeople. However, the absolute number of paragraphs decreases from 27 

in 1992 to between 10 and 13 for all three editions ever since. Looking at the ten 

remaining paragraphs that include foreign businesspeople in the current textbooks, 

elaborate and colorful descriptions tend to be boiled down to more formal descriptions 

of merchants arriving at certain cities and selling certain goods. 

This is particularly surprising, considering the current function of historical narratives to 

support the Belt and Road Initiative. A possible explanation can be derived from Zeng 
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(2019), who suggests that historical narratives were initially constructed to confirm 

that historical friendly relations potentially can lead to concerns over a revival of the 

ancient tributary system (p. 210). The uncertainties involved in backing up modern 

day policies with ancient history was already described in the dehistorization of mínzú 

(See Section 6.3.8), and perhaps the same is at play again here. The BRI itself certainly 

receives more than enough attention in contemporary history in the textbooks—it is 

mentioned no less than seven times and prominently features in two chapters. The first 

is Chapter 11 on ‘The struggle for the realization of the Chinese dream’ (CZ2017b4 pp. 

53–58), which shows the BRI as a sign of China’s commitment to “build a harmonious 

society of lasting peace and common prosperity” (p. 57). Chapter 17 on diplomatic 

developments portrays the BRI as a sign of “the continuous rise of China’s international 

status, becoming a firm force for maintaining and promoting world peace, stability 

and development, and playing an increasingly important role in international affairs” 

(CZ2017b4 p. 88). This description is accompanied by Figure 16 in which Xi Jinping 

proudly leads a group of world leaders at the Belt and Road Forum for International 

Cooperation in 2017. This was the same year in which the textbooks were published, 

thereby revealing the urgency of including the BRI into the ‘historical’ narrative. 

FIGURE 16: Xi Jinping and other world leaders at the Belt and Road Forum for International 
Cooperation

Another crucial point is that the paragraphs of the BRI were not included into the 

quantitative aspects of this case study, as not a single businessperson is involved in 

it. Unlike the early textbooks, in which trade and progress was almost exclusively 

accomplished by people all over Asia who were naturally attracted to China’s riches 

and glory, trade at present is portrayed as being orchestrated by the state, even 
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though private businesses play much more important roles than is often assumed (Ye 

2019). International business and trade are perceived as crucial ingredients of national 

strength and leave no room for businesspeople to feature within that narrative. As 

the textbooks were published in the same year as the BRI Forum for International 

Cooperation, the fact that political world leaders eagerly came to visit could have 

lessened China’s interest in the further need of confirmation by foreign businesspeople.

7.3.6 The Chinese trader

Domestic traders also appear in significant numbers throughout the textbooks. 

Sometimes, they do so in conjunction with foreign traders, thereby representing 

mutual economic and cultural exchange—Persians and Arabs came to China to trade, 

whereas Chinese businesspeople “sailed to the Arabia, Persia, India, and the islands in 

the Southern Sea to do business” (CZ1955b2 p. 10). Or “Han merchants crossed snowy 

mountains year-round to bring tea to Lhasa in return for Tibetan felt and incense” 

(CZ1955b2 p. 101). In such descriptions, they play similar roles in the historical narrative 

to those described in the previous section; however, they appear much less frequently 

than foreign traders.

In early textbooks, domestic traders also fulfill different roles. Although they are also 

used to emphasize Chinese advancements, it is not to boast about China’s greatness 

or describe its appeal to foreigners. Instead, their appearance serves the purpose of 

demonstrating the level of development of the Chinese economy itself in relation to 

Marx’ stages of development:

Before the Opium War, sprouts of capitalism had already appeared in   

China. After the Opium War, stimulated by the invasion of foreign 

capitalism, China’s private industry began to use machines for 

production. In 1861, Fuzhou businesspeople bought machines from 

foreign countries to make brick tea. In 1863, the Shanghai Hong Sheng 

rice store began to use machines to grind rice. In 1880, in Nanhai 

Guangdong, businesspeople started a machine silk factory. These 

small-scale industries were the beginning of a new Chinese commercial 

industry (CZ1955b3 pp. 33–34).

Some businesspeople, landlords, and bureaucrats have gradually 

transformed into the bourgeoisie, and the number of industrial workers 

transformed from peasants and handicraft workers has gradually 

increased (B-CZ1960b2 p. 45).

References to ‘sprouts of capitalism’ appear from the first edition until 2001, with the 
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dual function of proving that these sprouts had already appeared in China before the 

Opium War and that it was feudal oppression that had slowed this development down. 

There are also several references to the birth or emergence of a national bourgeoisie 

or the transformation of businesspeople into the bourgeois class in this context, and 

such references last until the 1986 textbooks. Active roles for businesspeople in this 

regard are present in the context of them ‘investing in new industries’. All editions 

between 1955 and 2001 mention specific factories or new types of industries that were 

introduced by businesspeople. In particular, the early descriptions are not entirely 

positive, as (feudal) government interventions and political aspirations of wealthy 

businesspeople are viewed with suspicion. 

As was the case for foreign businesspeople, there is also a greater focus on the state 

and management in the post-Mao era in the domestic equivalent. Stories of trade 

are increasingly portrayed as being facilitated or encouraged by the rulers. We again 

encounter Emperor Yang of the Sui Dynasty, this time more positively, as he “moved 

tens of thousands of wealthy businesspeople to the eastern capital of Luoyang, [after 

which the city’s] commerce was booming for a while” (CZ1981b2 pp. 1–2). 

In addition to the introduction of new industries, Chinese businesspeople are 

characterized as innovative and entrepreneurial in other ways, going much further 

than mostly non-descript ‘exchanges of culture’ that are described in cases of 

foreign businesspeople. Several important Chinese inventions are directly linked to 

businesspeople, for example, paper money, the compass, and shipbuilding techniques. 

The invention of paper money during the Song dynasty is present in all textbooks, and 

businesspeople are accredited with an increasingly active role in its development. In 

earlier textbooks, ‘jiāozi’ (交子) simply ‘appeared’ during the Song dynasty. Between 

1992 and 2003, however, it is described how “16 wealthy businesspeople from 

Chengdu jointly issued ‘jiāozi’, the world’s first paper money” (CZ1992b2 p. 105). The 

2003 textbooks describe the story of businessperson Chen Zhenlong, who imported 

sweet potatoes from Luzon in the Philippines, thereby ignoring local export bans. 

What could have potentially been a story of piracy and corruption is here presented as 

a heroic tale of a businessperson saving his country from famine.

He privately bought [..] potato vines for a hefty price. He wrapped them 

in ropes, covered them in mud, and brought them back to plant them. In 

the year of his return to his hometown, there was a great famine in Fujian. 

Chen Zhenlong asked his son to offer the potato seed to the governor of 

Fujian and suggested to promote their planting. The cultivation of sweet 

potato gradually spread.
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Since 1992, the number of paragraphs that describe Chinese traders starts to increase 

and descriptions of bustling city scenes become more detailed and livelier, as discussed 

in the previous section. A domestic trader is mentioned by name in these textbooks. 

Chen Qizhen and the stories of how he became a “wealthy businesspeople” are clearly 

intended to nurture feelings of pride (CZ1992b3 p. 77). The following example, under 

the heading named ‘prosperous business and cities’ is indicative of the celebration of 

the businesspeople in textbooks of this era:

Lin’an, the capital city of the Southern Song Dynasty, had a bustling 

market with a population of one million. The goods in the market came 

from all over the country. Rice from the Taihu Valley and fruits from Fujian 

and other places were shipped here and sold. There was an endless flow 

of businesspeople coming and going (CZ1992b2 p. 58)

In 2003, there is an activity in which students are given the following ‘suggestion for 

an activity’:

Please travel back in time and go back to the Han Dynasty. Be a merchant, 

depart from Chang’an and travel westwards along the Silk Road to Daqin 

[the Roman Empire], then write a “personal account of business on the 

Silk Road” (you can collect some materials for reference), bring it back 

to the campus of the 21st century, and discuss with your classmates 

(CZ2003.b1 p. 76).

The post-1992 period also abounds with colorful descriptions of bustling city scenes 

that do not shy away from celebrating decadence: 

Beijing and Nanjing were extremely prosperous during the Ming Dynasty, 

but Suzhou and Hangzhou were [even] more prosperous. There was a 

popular proverb at the time: “above, there is heaven; below there are 

Suzhou and Hangzhou”. At that time, there were also many prosperous 

cities along the canal, like Linqing, Shandong, which was an important 

thoroughfare, and businesspeople from all directions came here to do 

business. There were more than 70 cloth shops in the city, and more 

than 30 silk and satin shops. There were more than 70 emerging cities 

and towns in Suzhou Prefecture alone. […] Every market day, all kinds 

of dazzling goods [were on display], and people watched performances 

while doing business, an extremely lively sight (CZ1992b2 pp. 161–162).
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Similarly lavish descriptions appear of different cities and different times, such as 

Luoyang during the Northern Wei dynasty, Dongjing (Kaifeng) and Lin’An during the 

Song dynasty, and Beijing, Yangzhou, and Urumqi during the Qing dynasty. As in 

the example highlighted above, businesspeople appear within these descriptions as 

‘endlessly’ ‘coming and going in all directions’ and ‘gathering in the city squares’. Here 

again, it seems that the arrival of businesspeople serves as proof of the prosperity of 

Chinese cities. The Song Dynasty plays an increasingly important role in the narrative 

of economic progress in China. Already, in early editions, a picture emerges of one of 

the most famous Chinese paintings—‘Along the River During the Qingming Festival’, 

which dates from the twelfth century and displays city life during the Song dynasty on 

a scroll measuring more than five meters. Instead of focusing on religious elements of 

the festival, this picture is consistently used in the context of business and trade. Figure 

17 is a full-page example from the 1955 edition, but sections of the scroll emerge in 

almost all editions and is even used as the cover picture for the second book of the 

current textbooks (see Figure 18). All these pictures emphasize the liveliness of bustling 

cities by focusing on busy and chaotic scenes in which lots of actions simultaneously 

occur. Businesspeople prominently feature in all of them.

FIGURE 17: ‘Along the River during the Qingming Festival’   FIGURE 18: Cover of 

(CZ1955b2 p. 44)      CZ2017b2
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FIGURE 19: Caption: ‘Prosperous Suzhou’. This two-page picture depicts the bustling 
marketplace of Suzhou during the Qianlong period.

In the 2003 textbooks, it is described how many people abandoned farming and easily 

became wealthy businesspeople during the Han dynasty. A ‘folk proverb at the time’ is 

quoted as follows:

[To go from poverty to prosperity], farming is not as good as handicrafts, 

and handicrafts are not as good as trade; embroidering ornamental 

patterns at home is not as good as lounging about the market gate 

(CZ2003b1 p. 72, translation from Sterckx 2020).

This ‘folk proverb’ (that is significantly shorter in the Chinese language) is actually 

taken from Sima Qian’s Records of the Grand Historian (94 BCE), and it appears after 

a description of agriculture as the ‘highest form of wealth’ (Sterckx 2020, p.  484; 

Sima Qian 2008). However, these original ideological side notes are not included in 

the textbooks. ‘Wealthy businesspeople’ no longer seem to provide an ideological 

threat either, as ‘large gangs of businesspeople’ during the Ming and Qing dynasties 

(CZ2003b2 p. 107, CZ2017b2 pp. 98–99) are described in positive terms. The biggest 

ones, that is, the Shanxi and Huizhou merchants, engaged in various business activities 

such as trade, money lending, and currency exchanges. While they certainly would 

have been described in exploitative ways if they had occurred before, now they are 

depicted as the positive bringers of wealth. In 2017, it is even concluded that “the 

activities of these business groups have had a great impact on the development of 

social economy at that time” (CZ2017b2 p. 99). These radically new evaluations of 

wealthy businesspeople as drivers of the social economy appear in the 2003 textbooks, 

which had been first published in 2001 (see Section 3.4), at the very end end of Jiang 

Zemin’s leadership and right before the Three Represents theory was included in the 

constitution. 
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Finally, some examples have been found of entrepreneurial pride that do not include 

the word for businessperson. All these examples are also either derived from the 2003 

or 2017 editions and discuss famous national stores, companies, and brands. In 2003, 

it is described how Reform and Opening up also lead to the liberalization of ideas and 

clothing. Famous clothing brands competed with each other in stores and allowed 

people to express their individuality (CZ2003b4 p. 114). Tong Ren Tang is heralded as 

a famous drugstore dating from 1669, and its manager, Le Songsheng, was praised 

by Mao Zedong. However, it is also emphasized how the company “has been taken 

care of by the party”, thereby becoming the country’s first ‘public-private partnership’ 

(CZ2003b4 p. 26 CZ2017b4 p. 26). Public–private partnerships (公私合营, gōngsī 

héyíng) has become a buzz word in recent editions, with the following frequencies 

found throughout the textbooks—1955 (2), 1978 (4), 1992 (9), 2001 (11), 2003 (16), and 

2017 (17). 

Perhaps the most interesting case of domestic entrepreneurial pride is that of the 

Jinan Liu Family Fine Needle Shop. Its sign is regarded as the world’s oldest trademark, 

which was not appropriate for celebration in earlier times. Today, however, it features 

proudly and prominently:

The business of the Song Dynasty developed unprecedentedly. Due to 

fierce commercial competition, some shops began to promote their 

products by means of advertising to attract business. The copper plate of 

the Jinan Liu Family Fine Needle Shop not only marked the shop number, 

but also used a white rabbit as a logo, stating “use the white rabbit that 

is in front of the door as recognition”. It also specifically stated: “we buy 

excellent steel, producing fine needles”, if you wanted to buy wholesale, 

they offered discounts. This artifact is currently the earliest known 

trademark advertisement in the world (CZ2017b2 p. 46, translation of 

quotes partly from Eckhardt and Bengtsson 2010).

FIGURE 20: Trademark advertisement of Jinan Liu Family Fine Needle Shop (CZ2017b2 p. 46)
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Today, the category of the domestic traders keeps increasing in relative terms, 

as can be seen in Graph 33 (descriptions of traders that focus on innovation are 

separately marked). Since 2003, the category is almost as large as that of the foreign 

businesspeople. In absolute terms, the number of paragraphs in this category has 

slightly decreased in the recent years. Domestic businesspeople have retained more 

active roles in history than is the case for foreign businesspeople, and even ‘wealthy 

businesspeople’ are now celebrated for their positive influence on society. Yet, the 

reader is reminded several times that their success can not only be attributed to their 

entrepreneurial spirit but also to their guidance by the party.

7.4 CONCLUSION

Businesspeople show particularly strong distinctions between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ in the 

historical narrative. As exploiters and imperialists, they dominate the narrative in the 

Mao era. In total, the size of the text that portrays businesspeople negatively until 

the 1973 edition comprises 62 percent of the total text on businesspeople in this 

period. The post-Mao era, reversely, is characterized by a focus on positive depictions 

of trade, exchange, and innovation, comprising 74 percent of the text in all editions 

since 1978. In the current edition, that percentage even stands at 88 percent, thereby 

making the remaining exploitative businesspeople seem like obligatory remnants from 

a distant Marxist past. Three graphs again display the ratios between the different roles 

businesspeople play within the historical narrative—in absolute terms (Graph 32), in 

relative terms (Graph 33), and in percentages (Graph 34).

As Deng Xiaoping purportedly said, Socialism does not mean shared poverty.31 Indeed, 

economic development has always been heralded in the textbooks and people 

naturally engaging in trade were perceived as a sign of prosperity. However, in early 

textbooks, anything other than small businesspeople were quickly regarded with 

suspicion, and sentiments toward most businesspeople had been outright hostile. 

Under Maoist orthodoxy, businesspeople represented the uncontrollable cravings for 

wealth and power inherent in capitalism. In an international context, this manifested 

itself in the form of aggressive, exploitative, and looting foreign businesspeople, which 

led to a very people-centric explanation of the Opium War instead of the modern-day 

interpretation that almost entirely focuses on actions by the state. 

The post-Mao period can be regarded as the period during which the process of 

31  The quote is often mentioned, but its original source could not be found. The closest quote found is 
“Socialism means eliminating poverty. Pauperism is not socialism, still less communism”, which is derived from a 
speech in 1984 (Deng 1984). 
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emancipation of businesspeople was enacted. Immediately, in 1978, a steep peak can 

be perceived in the number of characters devoted to ‘good businesspeople’. Even 

though that peak is not present in relative terms, it is further characterized by the 

disappearance of negative portrayals. Unwilling to steer away too abruptly from Maoist 

interpretations, it can be perceived from these graphs that it took several editions for 

negative depictions to wither away to a greater extent.

In 1992, whatever remains of the image of the exploitative businessperson is effectively 

buried under a mountain of positive depictions of trade, and the surge of the foreign 

businessperson is most representative of this ideological shift. Entirely in line with 

that era’s focus on cultural splendor as a source of national pride, it interpreted 

the arrival of people from Arabia, Persia, and beyond as a confirmation of China’s 

greatness, with lively scenes of bustling, open-minded, and cosmopolitan historical 

cities and marketplaces. It was relatively safe to first put forward outsiders as positive 

businesspeople in a country that has had negative associations with the occupation 

since antiquity. Jiang Zemin’s Three Represents formally invited businesspeople 

into the Communist party in 2001. On the one hand, this seems to have been a 

historiographical formality, as their inclusion had been on the way since 1978. On 

the other hand, the 2003 and 2017 editions showcase an entirely new confidence in 

portraying businesspeople as bringers of socio-economic progress and embracing 

famous businesspeople, companies, and ‘the worlds earliest trademark’ as historical 

landmarks. The adjective ‘big’ in revolutionary times unmistakably meant ‘bad’; 

however, now big and wealthy businesspeople were people to be proud of.

It becomes especially clear from this chapter that cases of ideological change are not 

necessarily presented in the literal rewriting of specific events but rather depicted in 

shifts of focus and ratios. Friendly foreign traders had been included in the textbooks 

since the very beginning, and the occasional exploitative business tycoon continues 

to be present in the narrative up until today. However, the ratio of text dedicated to 

these relatively stable roles has been completely reversed. The quantitative analysis at 

the beginning of this chapter already indicated that such a reversal of roles had also 

shifted the focus to different time periods—as if Qing-era imperialist businesspeople 

have made way for Persian ones during the Tang dynasty. 

The quantitative analysis also showed that attention directed toward business, in 

general, has been declining, even though the general quantitative analysis in Chapter 

4 showed an ideological focus on socio-economic progress. In addition, Chapter 

3 showed an increase of economic history has been on the ideological agenda of 

textbook authors for decades, and keywords such as ‘economy’, ‘development’, and 

‘construction’ in 2017 indicate this has been taken to heart. However, descriptions 
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of business, and especially those about businesspeople, have quickly fallen behind. 

Consequently, only 20 percent of text about business now mention at least one 

businessperson. Several elements in the descriptions of roles of businesspeople 

indicate that this quantitative change can be explained by a greater focus on the state 

as an actor. Socio-economic progress is at the very top of the CCP’s priority list, and 

it is too dangerous to be left within the hands of businesspeople only, as its survival 

potentially depends on it. Instead, political initiatives, correct policies, and public-

private cooperation became the real reasons behind historical accomplishments. 

On top of that, one of the main roles of businesspeople in recent times has been to 

show and confirm China’s greatness, and such outside confirmation, in its currently 

rediscovered national confidence, might become less relevant. 

 
Graph 31: Roles of businesspeople (absolute) 
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Graph 32: Roles of businesspeople (relative) 

 
Graph 33: Roles of businesspeople (percentages) 
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How did the Chinese state ideology change from the founding of the PRC in 1949 

until today? What is the relation between these changes and the social context 

surrounding it? What implications do they have for China’s present and future and the 

CCP’s legitimacy to rule? The ideology of the post-Mao party state has received much 

scholarly attention, especially with reference to the status of Marxism within it, thereby 

raising the question regarding whether it is ‘empty rhetoric’ or genuinely pursued and 

its general coherence (Holbig 2013; Zhou 2000; Link 2013; Shambaugh 2008). Not 

only do several authors argue that understanding ideological narratives in itself is useful 

to better understand the Chinese nation (Pieke 2016; Cheek 2010; Wang 2001), but 

it is also repeatedly argued that its ideology will have implications for the legitimacy 

or even survival of the CCP (Holbig 2013; Yang and Zhao 2015; Zhu 2011; Zhao 2009; 

Shambaugh 2008). In Chapter 1, I argued that official Chinese explanations of their 

current ideology, in the form of ‘Socialism with Chinese Characteristics’, are indeed 

‘divorced’ from their social context. However, this poses no theoretical problem to the 

party, and it is even openly acknowledged, as socialism with Chinese characteristics 

involves an ahistorical and dual understanding of ideology, which allows for temporary 

deviations. Therefore, it does not necessarily adhere to the current social context. I, 

therefore, argued that if we want to understand China’s state ideology in the plural, 

linguistic-turn sense, that is, as a set of ideas that reflects the current values and beliefs 

of the party-state and guides its political actions, we might better look beyond official 

and direct explanations. 

This study comprised my endeavor to deconstruct Chinese state ideology using high 

school history textbooks as my source, as (1) historical narratives are crucial in the 

construction of national identities, and (2) telling the ‘history of the nation’ inevitably 

requires ideological challenges to be faced, as stories about people, places, and events 

are shaped. It enforces the translation and application of ideological values into social 

contexts, which can skillfully be evaded in more direct theoretical descriptions. An 

important premise of this study has been that ideology is not only present in textbooks 

in places where we usually look for it, that is, in descriptions of ideologically sensitive 

events such as revolutions, wars, and uprisings, but basically anywhere. This study, 

therefore, started with a general quantitative analysis of ideological keywords and found 

three ideological shifts—(1) the eight top keywords throughout the corpus reflected 

Marxist terms during the Mao-era, (2) in the 1990s, a focus on cultural splendor and 

scientific advancements was found to be a major source of national pride, and (3) the 

last two editions of 2003 and 2017 showed an ideological emphasis on socio-economic 

development and technological progress. These three shifts are visually represented 

based on the keyness values in Graph 5 at the end of Chapter 4. The rest of the study is 

then used to dissect the Chinese national historical narrative by analyzing three groups 

of people, namely, women, ethnic minorities, and businesspeople, thereby perceiving 
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how representations of these people both reflect ideological change and reversely 

help to continuously (re)construct ideological narratives and the Chinese nation itself.

8.1 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

This required methods other than those used for the customary ‘topic-driven’ approach 

in textbook analysis. My analysis is based on a data set that is much larger than any other 

Chinese textbooks analysis I have found so far. In fact, to the best of my knowledge, 

there are no other studies that combine quantitative and qualitative methods at this 

scale for any country. I have included a general quantitative analysis of 43 textbooks 

and over 2.3 million characters, and my three case studies in combination offer a 

qualitative analysis of over 2000 paragraphs and more than 300.000 characters. 

Therefore, an important question that needs to be answered before turning to the main 

research questions would be whether it has been worth all the trouble of digitizing 

and preparing the materials, and whether venturing into the ‘digital humanities’ has 

produced useful results. I would answer this question with a wholehearted ‘yes’, 

predominantly for these three reasons—the ability to approach the data from new 

angles, visualize patterns of change, and shift between different methods and levels 

of analysis. First, ‘classic’ topic-driven approaches in textbook analysis, until recently, 

were the only option for researchers of textbooks. Before starting the analysis, certain 

choices had to be made about what to include and where to look. Manually reading 

through entire books to find specific concepts or groups of people would have been 

incredibly difficult and time-consuming. The fact that this now can be done quickly 

and efficiently, therefore, opens many new doors with new angles for researchers to 

approach their data.

Second, quantitative methods are very useful to identify and visualize patterns. Although 

it is not surprising that Marxist narratives are downplayed today, the graphs in this study 

provide new quantitative insights in terms of the speed and degree of this change. 

Ideological change in China has never been visualized like this before. These visualizations 

are at the very least useful verifications of what other authors have found in other ways, 

but they also point toward new insights such as patriotic education in the 1990s being 

more strongly connected to positive stories of cultural splendor than negative ones of 

national humiliation or levels of agency and inclusion of ethnic minorities being higher 

than other researchers have found only based on qualitative analysis. In the introduction, 

I argued that the ratio in which merchants are either celebrated or despised matters 

ideologically, as both can be found alongside each other in the same historical narrative. 

The graphs at the end of each case study, which display distributions between different 
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roles, have turned out to be insightful ‘fingerprints’ of ideological changes. It has enabled 

me to study Chinese state ideology more holistically than has ever been done before 

and uncover broader patterns of ideological change.

Third, the availability of a large digitized corpus allowed me to quickly and easily shift 

between different methods and levels of analysis. When I found something interesting 

in one particular textbook and wondered whether it was new or had been included 

before, I could expand the scope and search for it in all textbooks. Alternately, when 

I repeatedly came across the term ‘the people of all nationalities’, I could perform 

a frequency analysis to see whether its use had changed over the years. Reversely, 

when I found unlikely concepts with a high keyness in my general quantitative analysis, 

I could gather examples in the text for close reading. I kept going back and forth 

between different methods and levels of analysis, and just having the option of doing 

so opened up new ways to ask questions about the materials.

Although my quantitative methods were very basic in nature, any of these three reasons 

alone would have been sufficient reason to consider the creation of large digitized 

datasets. As a bonus, their simplicity makes them relatively easy, cheap, and quick 

to perform and, subsequently, they could be accessible by many more researchers 

in different fields. In the future, machine learning will also become more and more 

accessible and, in turn, will add even more options to this list. 

Quantitative methods are not magical one-stop solutions to research questions 

in the humanities. This study, for example, neither completely turned our current 

understandings of Chinese ideology upside down nor led to radically different 

interpretations. This can be read in different ways—it could mean that no matter at 

which level or from which angle we look at ideology, we ultimately look at similar 

things, thereby leading to similar conclusions. A focus on Marxism in the 1960s and 

1970s can be detected from almost any random single textbook page or even guessed 

before opening the textbook, just like a current focus on technological progress can 

be detected just by looking at the table of contents. The fact that analyses at different 

levels produce similar results even backs up theories of ideology that perceive it as 

being engrained in our language and as configurations of ideological concepts that 

can potentially be uncovered at all levels. However, it can also mean that it is much 

harder to find conclusions that fall outside of the scope of the expected, as theory 

still guides quantitative analysis. When I finished the data selection of my first case 

study, I quickly generated an enormous collection of numbers and color schemes. 

Subsequently, I excitedly stared at it, hoping the numbers would reveal something 

nobody had thought of before. It was like looking at the night sky and hoping 

constellations would automatically form. But, of course, they would not, just as sky 
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gazing for stellar constellations (social constructs par excellence). Thus, I kept seeing 

only those with which I was already familiar while the rest mostly constituted chaos.

Perhaps the quantitative methods I used were not advanced enough. Natural language 

processing and machine learning could have turned my raw data into language that 

is ‘understood’ by the computer. Perhaps upgrading my quantitative analysis to a level 

that allows the software to ‘know’ the grammatical structures and emotions behind my 

frequencies and keyness values instead of manually selecting concepts I deemed to be 

most important would have produced more surprising results. From the perspective 

of the way in which I understand machine learning now, I do see some opportunities 

to apply it to textbook analysis. For example, I could use my selected paragraphs, 

including the manual tags, in a way so that self-learning mechanisms could produce 

algorithms to automatically recognize these categorizations on new textbooks. I could 

also use it to verify my choices of tags, as the computer could produce scores of how 

‘typical’ a certain fragment is of, let us say, businesspeople as bringers of wealth in the 

1960s. While I expected to move further and further toward ‘the quantitative’ at the 

beginning of this research, I now must conclude that the opposite has happened. By 

the time I had finished my third case study, I had struck a balance that relied more on 

manual tagging and qualitative analysis than I had anticipated beforehand. This is not 

because I think more advanced quantitative methods are not useful but because their 

added value in my case did not seem to weigh up against a stronger focus on close 

reading within the available time.

A good example of this is sentiment analysis, which uses algorithms to decide 

whether a certain text is positive, negative, or neutral. I had fed the paragraphs about 

businesspeople into the ‘Azure Machine Learning’ add-in in Excel and indeed it 

showed a transition from a negative toward a positive sentiment between 1949 and 

today. However, when a paragraph is marked as negative in such an analysis, it means 

that the general sentiment of that paragraph is a negative one, and not necessarily 

that the businesspeople in it are negatively portrayed. It would require much more 

programming for the computer to understand the grammar behind the text and single 

out sentiments of businesspeople in specific. Even if that were possible, the subjectivity 

involved in sentiment analysis might make it useful in business solutions (it is mostly 

used to analyze customer satisfaction), but it is not nearly at a level that considers 

complicated matters such as imperialism and other ideological contexts. The fact that 

the automatic sentiment analysis showed a transition from negative to positive is a 

valuable confirmation of my own findings, but it offered few options to interpret and 

understand the results beyond a binary positive–negative. I, therefore, preferred the 

level of control and understanding I had by closely reading and manually determining 

positive and negative roles. 
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The broad scale of my analysis also requires some reflection. My results relate to a wide 

variety of disciplines and fields of study, thereby making it more challenging to embed 

them within the broader academic state-of-the-art—gender, ethnicity, class, nationalism, 

and Marxism are just some of the themes that were included in this research, and each 

could easily have been the sole topic of an entire research project. Therefore, I can 

understand the reason behind why many researchers were hesitant to take such a broad 

perspective. In addition, even in more holistic approaches, many aspects still fall outside 

of scope. This aspect is often overlooked by researchers who ascribe higher validity 

and objectivity to quantitative methods. For example, my ‘people-driven’ approach has 

highlighted only certain aspects of ‘national humiliation’, thereby highlighting the plight 

of female victims of foreign aggression and foreign imperialist businesspeople attacking 

China. This is hardly representative of the importance of this theme within the historical 

narrative. One of the objectives of this research was to deconstruct state ideology by 

looking at more unconventional places; however, it is also important to acknowledge 

that it has consequently underplayed Han, male, and political factors. 

These considerations notwithstanding, in my experience, adding quantitative methods 

and expanding the scope of analysis have been enormously helpful. The reasoning 

behind this approach was that ideology could be found throughout the historical 

narrative, and only a sizable cross-section could have revealed broader patterns of 

ideological change. It has led to new insights, thereby allowing me to ‘defamiliarize’ 

myself with the data, opening up new ways to ask questions about the material, and 

producing visualizations of patterns of ideological change. Therefore, I would urge 

researchers from a wide variety of fields and disciplines to consider adding relevant 

quantitative methods to their analysis.

8.2 DISSECTING CHINESE HISTORICAL NARRATIVES

Let me now move on from the ‘how’ to the ‘what’ and summarize and discuss some of the 

main results of my ideological deconstruction regarding my research questions. What 

do weavers and mulberry pickers, revolutionary heroes, big wealthy businesspeople, 

and singing minorities have to say about Chinese ideology in general? How were their 

portrayals used to construct images of the Chinese nation? Furthermore, at the end 

of this conclusion, the following questions arise—How do these images relate to the 

social world surrounding them? What are their implications for the present and future 

of China and the legitimacy of the CCP?

Marxist narratives dominated national history under Mao. The 1955 textbooks—the first 

ones completely compiled by the PEP—tried to strike a balance between the newly 
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introduced universal conceptions of Marxist history and particular national ones. The 

textbooks from 1960 and 1973, both of which were not compiled by the PEP, were 

most extreme in their universal Marxist outlook and show the strongest keyness values 

that have been found throughout this study for several Marxist concepts. Almost 

everything in this narrative is ultimately related to class struggle. Capitalist exploitation 

occurred both domestically and internationally (imperialism), and historical change 

was accomplished through uprisings by the people. Dynasties rose to prominence, 

but when its rulers became unvirtuous, the people rose up and brought about their 

downfall (a mechanism similar that of the ‘Mandate of Heaven’). ‘The people’ were 

central to this universalist Marxist narrative. The people indeed were considered to 

be the creators of history under Mao. It was people who toppled dynasties, initiated 

trade, and started conflicts. It was also people who exploited, and other people who 

revolted because of that exploitation. In their shared historical destiny, it was the 

people who united. No roles of ethnic minorities gave them more historical agency 

than those describing their shared struggle against oppression, exploitation, and 

imperialism. Their share in popular uprisings was even far above average, thereby 

rendering them figureheads of uprisings in general. As all struggles were reduced to 

class ones, other ways to separate the people became less important—ruling classes 

of all ethnic groups exploited the common people of all ethnic groups, which led to a 

form of inclusivity that I think is not emphasized well enough elsewhere. However, the 

universalist approach also meant that all agency of specific groups remained limited 

to contributions of shared destinies, and their emancipation never was allowed to 

become a goal in itself. This can be seen more clearly in the context of gender, which 

remained largely invisible. Some phrases such as ‘man and women, young and old’ 

are present to emphasize that all people stood together in the new China, but the 

position of women in Chinese society was left out of the equation. Businesspeople 

came out on the losing end of history. As exploiters, imperialists, and compradors, they 

could not be trusted in the revolutionary cause of class struggle, even though small 

businesspeople at times appeared at strikes and uprisings. It must be noted again that 

businesspeople also had a high degree of historical agency in this period, even though 

it was largely negative. A good example is the Opium War, which was seen as being 

largely caused by unscrupulous traders rather than states.

 

During the post-Mao period, Deng Xiaoping slowly deemphasized Marxism, without 

getting rid of it or coming up with new grand narratives to replace it. My general 

quantitative analysis here did not produce meaningful new clusters of ideological 

terms, but instead it revealed slowly diminishing Marxist ones. However, the portrayals 

of the three groups of people all show certain important changes in different directions. 

Although Deng’s ‘Reform and Opening Up’ is commonly perceived as a move away 

from ideology toward pragmatism, the changing portrayal of businesspeople in the 
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historical narrative lays bare its ideological implications. Businesspeople as domestic 

exploiters leave the narrative followed by the imperialists. They, in turn, make place for 

businesspeople as foreign traders, and their act of arrival simultaneously symbolizes 

increasing wealth and confirms China’s greatness. 

Ethnic minorities lost their ‘right to rebel’ in this period. Even in a context that de-

emphasized uprisings, in general, their disappearance was much more dramatic 

and definitive. While class became a less important factor to explain differences in 

society, ethnicity became more pronounced, and a more serious effort was needed 

to incorporate mínzú within the national narrative. This happened in different 

ways. First, there was a renewed effort to include historical backgrounds of China’s 

borderlands (this had also been popular in 1955 but forgotten in the 1960s and 1970s). 

Simultaneously, the most obvious change regarding mínzú in this era comprises the 

surge in stories of control, which peaks in 1986, in which the Chinese state showed 

how they had incorporated ‘the other’ into the Chinese nation through administrative 

measures or brute force. An increasing focus on nationalism resulted in a two-fold 

change regarding the way in which women were portrayed—they were victimized to 

a greater extent at the hands of foreign aggressors in this period, but the other side of 

the nationalist coin introduced the female hero. While female revolutionaries had been 

a part and parcel of propaganda materials during the revolutionary era, it took until 

1978 for heroes such as Wang Cong’Er, Qiu Jin, and Liu Hulan to become established 

figures in the history textbooks.

The 1992 textbooks stand out in many ways. It was by far the largest set of history 

textbooks and included a more diverse range of topics than any other before or since. 

It was also the first time that a completely new and rather coherent set of ideological 

concepts emerged from the quantitative analysis. It revealed a form of nationalism 

that was more strongly based on positive stories of a glorious past rather than negative 

ones of struggle or national humiliation. Although quantitatively the focus on ‘cultural 

splendor’ was not nearly as significant as the two other ideological shifts identified, this 

is likely to be at least partially the result of its diversity—it is more difficult to capture 

in a small set of concepts. National pride, for example, was evoked by many different 

magnificent stories of the past, yet the word ‘proud’ was hardly there. Depictions of 

all three groups of people show changes to accommodate this new historiographical 

focus. The dominance of foreign traders, for example, exploded to comprise around 

half of all appearances of businesspeople. Extravagant markets and cities became 

historical places that represented a new flourishing China, with foreign merchants 

endorsing China’s greatness with their footsteps. At the same time, descriptions of 

ethnic minorities became more exotic, thereby displaying the cultural diversity of the 

Chinese nation. For women, also, a focus on the aesthetic emerged, and Communist 
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androgenous images made way for female beauty. Jewelry, clothing, and gracious 

dances all became much more pronounced in the narrative and were accompanied 

by an unprecedented number of images of women. It is now clear that the opening 

paragraph of Chang’an’s West Marked was in many ways typical of this period and 

could not have appeared in the same manner in different times.

Women, ethnic minorities, and businesspeople, therefore, played different parts within 

the narrative of cultural splendor; however, compared to earlier textbooks, they did 

not actually ‘do’ all that much in their new roles besides displaying or representing 

wealth, diversity, and progress. Women show some exceptions to this, both in positive 

and negative ways—beautiful women were portrayed as corruptive and manipulative, 

but stories of female heroes also continued to be popular. As martyrs who sacrificed 

themselves for their family and as relative newcomers to stories of violence, perhaps 

these descriptions were considered less threatening and allowed to remain a little 

while longer. In addition, these positive examples of female agency again were bound 

by them contributing to shared struggles instead of pursuing their own. 

Cultural splendor was not the only important change that occurs around 1992; another 

significant change is ‘quality education’, which is also exemplified by the process of 

textbook compilation that became more diversified. The types of questions asked to 

students were more open, diverse, and varied than ever before, and students were 

encouraged to engage in discussions in class. If ever there was a shimmer of feminism, 

it was in 1992 in the descriptions of Qiu Jin. Both ‘science’ and ‘scientific’ make it to 

the list of quantitatively most significant ideological concepts, but neither women nor 

mínzú make it to become important scientists. Businesspeople do, but in the form of 

innovators and entrepreneurs. As for ethnic minorities, science and education were 

instead used as Sinicizing tools, and the nurturing of backward people in border areas 

now became an important theme. The 2001 textbooks were an adaption from those in 

1992, with a significant reduction in textbook size. The keyness of ideological concepts 

related to cultural splendor were toned down but no significant changes in roles of the 

three groups of people were observed. Frequencies of didactic concepts, however, 

were elevated to new heights.

The 2003 textbooks had been drafted and published before Hu Jintao came into 

power and are, therefore, more representative of Jiang Zemin’s ideological theory 

of the Three Represents. In many ways, this theory is considered as an ideological 

justification of the changes that had occurred since Deng Xiaoping and my general 

quantitative analysis indeed showed a new set of ideological keywords related to 

economic progress and technological development. Even the name Deng Xiaoping as 

well as both ‘reform’ and ‘opening up’ were among them. If we look at the portrayals 
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of businesspeople, then these are also indicative of this new focus. Their emancipation 

had been completed, and capitalist exploiters now had become very rare survivors 

from a different time, having been buried under positive descriptions of foreign and 

domestic traders. Narratives of violence and uprisings were further diminished when 

female uprisers had to leave the historical stage. Not coincidentally, as Marx would 

have argued, justifications of capitalist excess were accompanied with the further 

commodification of both women and ethnic minorities. While ‘female beauties’ had 

emerged in the decade before, the 2003 textbooks curiously took it to new heights. 

Exotic displays of mínzú did not increase in terms of text size, but they were substantial 

and accompanied by many new stereotypical images of folklore. In addition, since 

1992, an increasingly large share of descriptions were situated in modern history rather 

than ancient history, thereby consolidating mínzú into a static 56-model.

By the time the current set of textbooks was published, over one and a half decades 

had passed, and Xi Jinping’s second term had just started. Unlike his predecessors, 

he stepped up the ideological game and left his mark on the historical narrative at an 

early stage. He also significantly increased the level of state control over textbooks, 

thereby reverting to a unified textbook and revoking Shanghai’s experimental status. 

Scholars have found Hu Jintao’s ideological legacy rather weak, and it is indeed 

almost non-existent in terms of history textbooks. No clear discursive equivalents of 

the ‘Harmonious Society’ have been found in the historical narrative. Even the word 

‘harmony’ itself, which could have been easily included as a courtesy, is hardly present. 

Neither have I found clear references to his ‘Scientific Outlook on Development’.

This brings me to the current set of textbooks and my task to provide a remark about 

Chinese state ideology as it is today. Scholars so far have often concluded that Xi 

Jinping’s ideology is a ‘return to’ many things—a return to Maoism (Bougon 2018), a 

return to charismatic leadership (Shirk 2018), and “old wine in ancient bottles” (Minzner 

2014). As for the eight Marxist terms identified in Chapter 4, indeed a very modest rise 

of all eight can be perceived when compared to 2003, with ‘uprising’ showing the 

strongest effect. However, it is so modest that it mostly just compensates for the final 

decline that occurred between 2001 and 2003. A more significant change in terms 

of ideological keywords comprises the addition of ‘technology’ and ‘construction’ to 

the Dengsian economic terms. Technology is even more important to the historical 

narrative than solely suggested by these numbers, as it appears often in titles of 

chapters, thereby pointing to entire (parts of) chapters being dedicated to technological 

advancements of certain periods in time—a privilege that had previously been reserved 

for ‘culture’ alone. However, what does this new focus mean for the people appearing 

in such chapters? In other words, what are some of the ideological implications of this 

new focus on technological progress? First, when people are present in chapters about 
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technology, they predominantly are Han and male, which makes this change relatively 

invisible to my approach. However, again ethnic minorities show an interesting aspect 

of this ideological shift—as ‘the nurtured’, they are receivers of technology. While 

depictions falling within this category had previously focused on education and labor, in 

2003 and 2017 they had a very strong focus on technology and progress accompanied 

by pictures of high-speed railways, decent housing, and agricultural technology. It is 

argued in the narrative that technology has helped the mínzú become masters of their 

own destiny, but no examples were provided of such mínzú agency. In fact, historical 

actors across the board have been described in increasingly passive terms in Chinese 

textbooks. This might not immediately become apparent from historical descriptions 

(wherein the people are described as being the creators of history) but more from the 

ritualized repetition of (subtle) ideological messages throughout the narrative.

8.3 BETTING AGAINST HISTORY

In fact, as it turned out, ‘the people’ were more than a convenient starting point to 

dissect historical narratives. On top of that, the different ways in which they were or 

were not able to actively change history proved to rightfully be a ‘historiographical 

battleground’ (see Section 3.6). In the early PRC years, ‘the people’ were often 

unnamed masses, but nevertheless they were truly depicted as the makers of history. 

In the era of cultural splendor, excellent individuals and heroic stories appeared of 

those who propelled history forward. For the last few series of textbooks, however, all 

case studies showed diminishing levels of agency. Strong women disappeared, mínzú 

became more static and ahistorical, and even businesspeople had to share economic 

success stories with the state that had supported them. With the disappearance of 

class struggles and uprisings at the center of attention, ‘the people’ have effectively 

been stripped of most of their historiographical purpose. Instead, the party-state has 

taken many of their historical tasks and, in many ways, become the main protagonist 

of Chinese history. This paragraph shows the completion of the historiographical 

installation of the party-state with Xi Jinping at the throne and the depletion of the 

people as the makers of history. The CCP has now assumed total responsibility over 

the struggle of the people:

Under the leadership of Comrade Xi Jinping, the Central Committee 

of the Chinese Communist Party has taken over the baton of history, 

has assumed overall responsibility over the situation as a whole, has 

devised strategies, and worked hard […] to realize the great rejuvenation 

of the Chinese nation. Under the guidance of Xi Jinping Thought on 

Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era, the CCP leads the 
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people of all ethnic groups across the country. In control of the great 

struggles, great projects, great causes, and great dreams, it has caused a 

historic change taking place for the cause of the party and the country 

(CZ2017b4 p. 53).

My exploration of the Chinese national historical narrative has shown that ideology 

indeed is ubiquitously present in Chinese high school history textbooks. For all groups 

of people, it can be perceived that textbook editors have made selections from an 

indefinite pool of historical facts and created meaningful patterns out of them in the 

form of continuously changing narratives. Their histories, in other words, perhaps say 

more about the Chinese nation to which they were deemed to belong than about the 

groups of people themselves. Women raped by imperialist aggressors symbolize the 

victimization of the nation at large. The pureness, innocence, and bravery of female 

heroes showcases the righteousness of revolutionary struggles. The inclusion of ethnic 

minorities proved that China had been a multi-ethnic state since time immemorial, and 

their songs and dances display China’s current cultural diversity and ethnic harmony. 

Businesspeople lay bare uncontrollable capitalist urges, whereas, at other times, their 

mere arrival from afar attests to China’s greatness. The magnitude at which these 

kinds of incidents occur in the narrative shows that the histories of women, ethnic 

minorities, and businesspeople are much more than part of a multiplicity of voices. 

Their appearances not only reflect ideological changes but also create the Chinese 

nation itself as a discursive construct.

I, therefore, do not agree with those who claim that Chinese historical narratives have 

not changed much since the Mao era. Furthermore, even though official rhetoric on 

state ideology might be divorced from its social context, the ideology, as it is ingrained 

in the historical narrative, certainly is not, especially if one looks beyond certain 

ideologically sensitive topics. This study shows that, from a broader perspective, 

changes in history textbooks are plentiful and provide many insights into the values and 

beliefs that guide political actions. The emancipation of businesspeople, the ‘nurturing’ 

of ethnic minorities through development and progress, and the formal equality of 

women are just a few examples of developments that simultaneously occurred in the 

textbooks and in social reality. The diminishing agency of all three groups of people 

also is paralleled in ‘the real China’—the party-state has in the recent years effectively 

cracked down on feminism and minority unrest, and even corporate heroes are no 

longer beyond the scrutiny of the party-state. Furthermore, the first stories of China’s 

tech giants, which have fallen from grace, have appeared as well. Perhaps more than 

anything, the promotion of the party-state to the frontiers of history has a very real 

social basis in China today, and it is becoming more pervasive and powerful by the day. 

What, then, are the implications of state ideology, as presented in history textbooks 
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on the legitimacy of the party? Although there is not one central coherent ideology 

behind the historical narrative today, it certainly is consistent in the ideological 

messages in conveys—China is the party-state, and China would collapse without it 

(Bakken 2017). This message is repeated quasi-religiously, and Pieke (2018) crucially 

points out that the historical narrative not necessarily needs to be believed as ‘the 

story of the origin of the Chinese nation’ for it to act as an effective tool to create a 

sense of dedication to the party-state. The way in which the Chinese party-state has 

turned the outbreak of COVID-19 into an advantage points toward another insightful 

parallel beyond textbooks. While shaping the public debate, the party-state portrayed 

itself not as the origin of the problem, but rather its solution. While many Chinese 

people will be skeptical regarding this story, as it is being told, most accept that the 

draconian measures taken and the crisis has even “enhanced public support for the 

Chinese government” (Wu et al. 2021, p. 1). However, drawing all attention to itself and 

its necessity for the survival of the Chinese nation also adds additional pressure to the 

legitimacy of the party-state. In that sense, we return to the question regarding whether 

‘performance legitimacy’ is good enough when stories about good governance, 

economic progress, and technological advancements become less credible. I believe 

the strongest danger of the CCP’s current ideological strategy toward their legitimacy 

is the alienation of many groups of people and their sense of belonging to the Chinese 

nation. In its endeavor to posit itself firmly as the main protagonist of history, the 

party-state has increasingly assigned ‘the people’ with nothing but passive supporting 

roles. Consequently, it remains to be seen whether they will remain satisfied with the 

roles they have been allocated in the near future. However, as Shambaugh aptly called 

it, this might amount to the party-state’s “betting against history” (p. 328).
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All PEP textbooks are digitized and available in their library in Beijing. Unfortunately, 

however, they only allow downloads of a maximum of one-third of each textbook 

for research purposes. Therefore, I decided to download all the front matter of the 

textbooks, so I at least had access to the tables of contents. Thereafter, I continued 

to gather the materials elsewhere. In the substantially slower process that followed, 

I purchased the textbooks one by one through the Chinese Kongfuzi (‘Confucius’) 

website (孔夫子旧书点, Kǒngfūzǐ jiùshūdiǎn, www.kongfz.com), which links buyers to 

small bookshops and private sellers throughout China. Over the course of a three-month 

stay in Beijing at the early stages of this research, my daily routine included an online 

hunt and endless chat sessions with people from all over China who offered second-

hand copies of their (family members’) childhood textbooks for sale. Sometimes, the 

same textbooks were purchased up to four times, until a version arrived that was of 

high enough quality to digitize. The textbooks were scanned, sometimes by local copy 

shops, often by myself, and then the real test of patience started. As the textbooks 

were mostly second-hand books, they often included markers of notes (sometimes 

even elaborate sketches) by their users. For the OCR software to recognize the text, 

these markings had to be manually erased in the software, page by page. 

Subsequently, the text was automatically analyzed for structure, thereby distinguishing 

between text, images, and tables. Although this process was relatively accurate, I 

checked the process page by page for errors. Some examples of how the software 

performed are shown below. The first example shows a successful extraction of 

text from a textbook from 1960 (B-CZ1960b1 p. 12). The software automatically 

distinguishes main text from images, captions, and page numbers. There are some 

small mistakes, such as a ‘/’ recognized in a smudge in the middle of the page and a 

parenthesis recognized as an ‘f’.
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Automatic structure analysis     Extracted text and pictures

Even more difficult structures were generally recognized well. The next example is 

derived from a textbook of 1992 and includes many pictures and captions and even a 

vertical-script boxed text within a border. As can be seen, even the automatic process 

extracted the text to an adequate degree. Some small mistakes include the recognition 

of text in the border of the boxed text (bottom right corner) and text and pictures that 

are broken off in the middle. In the file, it could very well be that the order of text 

would go from the first part of the main text to the caption and back to the main text. 

Therefore, I manually corrected such mistakes that produced the third picture in the 

table. In addition, some editions of textbooks provided pinyin to help students with the 

pronunciation of rare characters. The software was often unable to correctly extract 

these Roman characters, but this had no impact on my analysis, as all of it was done 

using Chinese characters.
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Automatic structure analysis   Extracted text and pictures   Manually adjusted structure

Generally, higher qualities of paper found in more modern textbooks showed a lower 

margin of error. In addition, the main text was generally extracted with a higher accuracy 

than, for example, boxed texts or captions, which sometimes confused the software. 

Even though Abbyy has a learning option for Western languages, such an option is 

unfortunately still missing for Chinese script. The fonts in some editions, for example, 

tended to consistently confuse the character 日 (rì), which means ‘sun’ or ‘day’ and 

is also part of the word for Japan (日本, Rìběn), with the very similar, but much rarer 

classical character of 曰 (yuē), which means ‘to speak’ or ‘to say’. Fortunately, it was 

easy to solve this problem by simply replacing all ‘yuē’ characters with ‘rì’ characters, 

as the likelihood of ‘yuē’ appearing are negligible. A more serious problem occurred 

in the 1978 editions, which were published shortly after the second round for the 

simplification of Chinese characters. This decision was later reversed such that some 

of the characters used in this book are now obsolete and could not be recognized 

by the software. Again, a learning mechanism would have solved this problem, but it 

was unfortunately unavailable. This involved some often used characters, such as 尸 

instead of 展 (zhǎn), which is a part of the word for ‘to develop’ (发展, fāzhǎn). As 尸 

would not be recognized by the software, it misread these characters for several other 

ones (including the Roman letter ‘P’). However, as the results were not consistent, 

I could not simply find and replace certain characters. While reading the text, I was 

mostly able to compensate for these errors, thereby making use of an overview 

created by West (2009), but I stayed away from these characters involved in frequency 

lists and graphs. The whole process resulted in a digital data sample, to which the 

software detected a margin of error between three percent and five percent. During 

my analysis, I also noticed the quality of the character recognition was more than 

adequate for my research purposes.
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roles of women, ethnic minorities, and businesspeople 
in Chinese junior high school history textbooks
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D
issecting the Chinese national historical narrative

Sanne A
lbers

Understanding China’s state ideology is a crucial step 
toward gaining a better understanding China’s former, 
current, and future positions in the world. This study, 
therefore, traces ideological changes from the founding 
of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949 until today, 
what the relationship is between these changes and the 
social context surrounding them, and what implications 
these changes have for China’s present and future, most 
notably for the legitimation of the rule of the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP). 

Instead of direct party-state explanations or policy 
documents, these guiding questions will be answered 
by making use of Chinese high school history textbooks. 
National historical narratives across the globe are 
continuously (re)constructed to fit changing ideological 
needs, and in China history education is even openly 
admitted to being crucial for instilling correct values and 
patriotic spirit. In addition, telling the ‘history of the nation’ 
inevitably requires facing ideological challenges, which can 
be skillfully evaded in more direct theoretical descriptions, 
as stories about people, places, and events are shaped. 

Using a unique and innovative combination of quantitative 
and qualitative methods, this study is the first to include a 
near-complete set of 43 Chinese history textbooks since 
1949 with a combined length of over 2.3 million characters. 
This methodology and scope have enabled the visualization 
of general patterns of ideological change based on 
frequencies and ‘keyness values’ of ideological concepts.
 
The rest of the study further dissects the national historical 
narrative by looking at the changing ideological ‘roles’ 
of three groups of people as they continuously appear 
throughout the textbooks, namely women, ethnic minorities, 
and businesspeople. Their appearances in the history 
textbooks change along with changing ideological needs 
and requirements, and it is argued that the ratio in which 
they appear in these different roles matters ideologically. 
Visualizations of changing distributions can be insightful 
as ‘ideological fingerprints’ that add new understandings 
to Chinese state ideology. This study analyzes Chinese 
history textbooks in a more holistic manner than has ever 
been done before, in order to uncover broader patterns of 
ideological change in China.


